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PREFACE
The Integrated Technology Rotor (ITR) Methodology Assessment Workshop was held
at Ames Research Center on June 21-22, 1983. An informal proceedings was provided
to the meeting attendees that consisted of viewgraph material with some typed text
for the fourteen meeting papers. The authors of the fourteen papers were asked to
provide formal papers following the workshop and these papers have been combined
with the transcribed panel sessions and discussion from the floor to provide the
formal proceedings of the workshop that is presented here. The transcribed material
presented here has had only minimal editing to maintain the informal flavor of the
workshop. In those cases where slight changes have been made, it has been with the
intent of keeping to the original meaning of the speakers. We apologize if any
meaning has been lost in the transcribed material because of our efforts.
Prior to the workshop, the comparisons of theory and experiment that are
reported in Papers 2 through 7 were circulated to seven individuals in the govern-
ment active in rotorcraft dynamics research: Messrs. William G. Bousman, C. Eugene
Hammond, Dewey H. Hodges, Wayne Johnson, Paul H. Mirick, David L. Sharpe, and
William F. White. They were asked to judge the correlation and provide a score
between 0 and 10 for each case. The average of the seven scores was obtained for
each case and was converted to a verbal equivalent. For example, based on this
scoring system, a rating in the good to excellent category indicates that the analy-
sis is suitable for detail design and can be used to substitute for model test. A
rating between poor-to-fair and fair-to-good indicates that the analysis may be
useful for parametric studies and preliminary design, but that a model test is
required to confirm the design prior to flight test. Scores of poor and below
indicate an analysis that is not suitable for design or parametric use. The authors
of Papers 2 to 7 have used these average scores rather than their own opinion in
Judging the predictive capability of these analyses.
During the period of time that has passed since the ITR Methodology Workshop
and the publication of this formal proceedings, a number of organizations, both in
and out of the government, have undergone name changes. No attempt has been made to
treat these name changes in a consistent manner. Organizational names noted in the
transcribed material are those that were in use at the time of the workshop. Author
affiliations for the formal papers are those that were in use when the paper under-
went final typing.
Michael J. McNulty
William G. Bousman
?RECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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WELCOME
James A. Albers
Deputy Director, Aeronautics and Flight Systems
Ames Research Center
Good morning. I'd like to welcome all of you to Ames Research Center on behalf
of the Ames management and also the Army management for this joint Army/NASA method-
ology workshop on rotorcraft dynamics.
I'd like first to look at the ITR/FRR [Integrated Technology Rotor/Flight
esearch Rotorl and how it relates to the overall activity within NASA and how it
elates to aeronautics in general. From a simplified viewpoint, NASA has three
major roles. The first major role is to provide a broad technical information base,
and I'll come back to essentially what this technical information base consists
of. The second major role is to retain and improve our national facilities needed
to obtain this important data base. The third major role is to sustain highly
trained technical personnel. The type of data base which we, NASA and the Army,
want to provide is essentially a data base design of not only better airplanes, but
also better space systems from the overall standpoint of the agency. Now the pur-
pose of this data base is really to develop design tools and methodology, and that's
why this methodology assessment workshop is so important; because a workshop like
this is the very key to developing these design tools for the industry. It's also
very important in terms of having the type of facilities to be able to take this
data. It's very critical to have the most up-to-date and improved facilities avail-
able. Lastly, in terms of sustaining highly trained technical personnel, it's
essential that we have the expertise, and the way we get this expertise is not only
through our in-house research, but also through interchanges like this workshop. So
this workshop is very important not only to all of you, but to us in terms of get-
ting some feedback from the industry in terms of how well we do this research.
Specifically, I'd like to relate this data base and how we actually obtain it
to the overall spectrum of aeronautical research. There are four basic building
blocks where we obtain aeronautical research: the first is predictive analysis,
essentially where we do our design methodology for aircraft; the next two blocks are
ground tests, both simulation and wind tunnel; and then the last building block in
aeronautical technology is flight test. It is very important that we do the best
job possible in these four basic elements of aeronautical research. But the key is
to do not only these four basic elements individually, but the interaction and the
comparison between each one of these elements. That is one of the things that your
workshop is going to do: essentially make a comparison between the predictive
capability, which is your first step in aeronautical research, and some basic wind
tunnel and ground tests, which is very important. Too often we do not spend enough
time making detailed comparisons between experimental data and theory, and really
look back and reflect on the extensive data base that we have here in terms of
trying to update the previous step in the overall design process. That is why I
ix
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think this workshop is vital to the industry--to be able to make a detailed compari-
son between the various building blocks of aeronautical research.
Now, if we look at the overall aeronautical funding here at Ames Research
Center, close to 30% of the total activity at Ames, in terms of funding, is in the
rotorcraft area. This also includes the facilities which support the rotorcraft
systems aircraft. The total aeronautical research and technology base is concerned
with all of the basic disciplines of aerodynamics, human factors, low speed and high
speed research and technology. So another reason why we feel this workshop is very
important to NASA is that it's a major element in terms of the overall aeronautical
research. Rotorcraft is our major area of emphasis at Ames and as a result of that
we think that a workshop of this type, which essentially emphasizes the first step
in design methodology, is very important to us and to the Army.
With that I would once again like to welcome you to Ames Research Center and
I'm sure on the basis of my remarks I would think that you will find the next two
days very stimulating. Thank you.
INTRODUCTIONA DBACKGROUND
William G. Bousman
ITR/FRRProject Co-Manager, Aeromechanics Laboratory
I'd like to start off this workshop by giving an introduction as to how this
got started, and to do that I need to tell you a little bit about the Integrated
Technology Rotor/Flight Research Rotor (ITR/FRR) program. A few years ago, the Army
and NASAhere at AmesResearch Center were pursuing advanced rotor programs with two
different objectives, but with manysimilarities. The Army was looking for a rotor
that would apply advanced technologies and integrate them in one flight rotor, and
NASAwas looking at an advanced rotor that they could use to test, that is, do
fundamental research to bring about advances. Both agencies were in the planning
stages at that time and in this planning effort, both recognized that the similari-
ties in objectives would give us considerable advantages in having a combined pro-
gram. Webegan with what we saw as our user needs, both in the civilian and in the
military communities, and the technology base that we had, and then through this
planning exercise we went through a numberof contractual steps. I) The first one
was a concept definition step in which wesimply wanted to look at hub concepts that
would meet our basic objectives. 2) The next step is preliminary design of an
ITR/FRRsystem, and then 3) the third step is a detailed design, fabrication, and
flight test, in which we would put the rotors on various aircraft including the RSRA
and somecontractor aircraft. Today we are at the beginning of preliminary
design. There are three contracts: with Bell, Sikorsky, and Boeing.
To put this workshop into perspective, we have to go back to that planning
phase. In NASA,as they were looking at their planning, they had funded a number of
studies to look at a concept for rotors that had good research potential. In the
Army's planning stage, we looked at a numberof things but we felt that the method-
ology for aeromechanical stability prediction was probably one of the critical
technologies for an ITR/FRRrotor. Wewere very concerned about how that would
drive the program in terms of testing and so we decided, as a part of the program
planning phase, to fund somestudies with the companies looking at a numberof
experimental data sets. Essentially we wanted to contract Just to run the computer
programs, with no research involved or anything like that.
To do this we set out with six experimental data sets and we funded calcula-
tions with Bell, with Boeing Vertol, with Hughes, and with Sikorsky to look at the
predictive capability of the analytical models. These six data sets are essentially
arranged here (fig. I) in order from simplicity to complexity. So if you look at
Data Set A, it's a hingeless rotor. We're looking Just at rotor stability. We
don't have any body coupling with it; it's Just a hover condition, and it's a model
scale test. Then we started adding complexity. Wehad another data set [Data
Set B] with a hingeless rotor in hover but with rotor-body coupling involved, and
this one is a simulated vacuumcase where aerodynamics are essentially eliminated.
In this case [Data Set C] we add aerodynamics. In Data Set D we go to a bearingless
rotor configuration which adds structural complexity, but we eliminate the body to
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DATA
SET
A
B
C
D
E
F
ROTOR TYPE
HINGELESS
HINGELESS
HINGELESS
BEARINGLESS
BEARINGLESS
BEARINGLESS
ISOLATED/COUPLED
ISOLATED
ROTOR-BODY
ROTOR-BODY
ISOLATED
ROTOR-BODY
ROTOR-BODY
FLIGHT
CONDITION
HOVER
HOVER
HOVER
HOVER
HOVER/FWD FLT
HOVER/FWD FLT
SCALE
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
FULL
SOURCE
AEROMECHANICS LAB
AEROMECHANICS LAB
AEROMECHANICS LAB
AEROMECHANICS LAB
BOEING VERTOL
BOEING VERTOL
Figure I.- Methodology Assessment.
get some simplicity there. Then for Data Set E we go to a bearingless rotor, we now
have rotor-body coupling, we have hover and forward flight, but it's a model scale
test. Then for Data Set F we have a flight vehicle, so it's the whole-ball-of-wax
sort of thing. We found in fact that when we tried to fund all of this we ran out
of money, so we essentially cut out Data Set B; we felt that that one shculd be the
least important. But as you will see, Hughes was able to find some funds to do some
calculations there, and they are of interest.
This methodology assessment was originally envisioned as an important part of
our ITR/FRR program. It has definitely met our original intent in that respect, but
it's also very obvious to us that it stands by itself as a very interesting bench-
mark in rotorcraft stability for the industry. So, apart from the ITR/FRR program,
by looking at this set of data and the correlation that has been done by industry,
we see there is a lot to learn and we think that there is some progress that can be
made. That is the purpose of this workshop. So in the next two days we're going to
be looking at these data sets and some related calculations and try to get some
answers on where we are today and what we are doing.
Basically, what we're going to do this morning is have the experimentalists who
were involved with these data sets present the correlation that was made by indus-
try, and then this afternoon we'll have a panel composed of the analysts who did the
calculations, who will try to make an overall assessment. Essentially, the people
talking this morning are going to be involved in a particular data set, they're
really going to be looking at individual trees, and because of that they are not
going to be able to give you a broad perspective. This afternoon the panel will be
able to look at the whole forest and will try to bring out the most important points
about these comparisons. Tomorrow, in the morning we'll have some individual papers
that are related to this subject, and then in the afternoon we'll have a final panel
in which we'll try to step back from the detailed correlation and address only the
whole problem of math model validation: what are the problems with validating, why
isn't it done more, what are the difficulties, and what are the limits to
validation.
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A COMPARISON OF THE VARIOUS HELICOPTER MATHEMATICAL MODELS
USED IN THE METHODOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Wendell B. Stephens
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory (AVRADCOM)
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California
f/,
N88-27149
Abstract
Various features of the computer codes used in
the helicopter industry and by government agencies
for rotorcraft aeroelastic stability analysis are
compared. Mathematical rigor in modeling rotor-
craft is given primarily to the rotor-system
dynamic behavior; the aerodynamic modeling is still
limited to strip theory and to an uneven applica-
tion of corrections for stall, reversed flow,
yawed flow, radial flow, and unsteady aerodynamic
effects. The forward-flight regime analysis is
included in five of the ii codes surveyed. How-
ever, only two of these codes are capable of a
Floquet analysis for aeroelastic stability. For
the hover regime, nine of the ii codes use eigen-
analysis approach. The remaining codes perform a
harmonic analysis of the transient response of
system.
Nomenclature
The following abbreviations are used in
Tables 1-6.
GDOF = gimbal degree of freedom
H = hingeless rotor
HH = Hughes Helicopter
Ho = hover
INT = internal
N = neutral axis
NA = not available in code
NHOT = no higher-order terms
PRM = pitch-roll motion
RTTrans = rotor trim from transient (20/30 REVS)
S = semiarticulated rotor
SA = Sikorsky Aircraft
SE = simple equation
A = articulated rotor
Ae = aerodynamic center
Army-AL = Army Aeromechanics Laboratory
Ax = axial flight
B = bearingless rotor
BHT = Bell Helicopter Textron
BM = need in code for blade mode shapes
BV = Boeing Vertol
C = center of gravity
Cn = cone
CP = capability present for feature indicated
D = droop
E = elastic axis
EDT = engine/drive-train modeled
EXT = external
F = forward flight
FE = finite element
G = gimballed rotor
Sw = sweep
T = teetering rotor
TA = transient analysis
TBA = to be added
TLU = table lookup
UTRC = United Technologies Research Corporation
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present com-
parisons of the analytical tools used by helicopter
manufacturers and the government to evaluate the
data sets described in the Integrated Technology
Rotor (ITR) studies that were reported on in the
Methodology Assessment Workshop. Although almost
every technical paper describes an analytical
approach the results of which are compared with
theoretical, experimental, or flight data, there are
few papers that try to compare all analytical tools
in a particular area. In helicopter-related studies,
two prominent surveys come to mind. The first was a
survey conducted by Ormiston in 1974 in which he
compared analytical loads results for a hypothetical
helicopter rotor, z The loads predictions were con-
tributed by segments of the manufacturing and gov-
ernment conmlunities. Ormiston's paper revealed
major shortcomings in the analyses of that period.
The second survey was conducted by Johnson in 1978
(Ref. 2). That survey compared the features of a
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and
therefore is in the pubfic domain.
broad range of major computer codes in areas of
performance, loads and vibration, handling quali-
ties, and aeroelastic stability. Although Johnson
only tabulated features of the codes and not
results, his work influenced the requirements to be
set forth in the government's Second Generation
Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System (2GCHAS)
Project. It also provided important guidelines for
the CAMRAD (Refs. 3-5) computer code which Johnson
has since developed.
The comparisons that follow are patterned
after Johnson's survey, although with a narrower
focus since only aeroelastic stability codes are
considered. Further, only those codes used in the
ITR investigations are reviewed. The analytical
comparisons with the experimental data are the
burden of other papers, contained in the Methodology
Assessment report, that will be presented here.
Interestingly, some of the codes that were
surveyed in Refs. 1 and 2 are still in use today.
They have been the subjects of continual develop-
ment, however, and determining their present capa-
bilities is difficult.
FLAIR, were developed as research tools whose pur-
pose it was to demonstrate modeling refinements in
aeroelastic stability analysis; as sucP, they are
applied to idealized rotorcraft models. They are
predecessors to a finite-element-based code that is
currently under development, 19 but it was not avail-
able for the assessment study. The first nine codes
are referred to herein as applied codes and the last
two as research codes.
In the tables that follow, it was necessary to
make extensive use of abbreviations. Those used in
a given table are defined in the footnotes to that
table. For added convenience, all abbreviations
are defined in the nomenclature list at the begin-
ning of the paper.
Past Aeroelastic Stability Codes Survey
As a reference point, a comparison taken from
Ref. 2 is shown in Table 2. The table includes only
those codes used in the ITR study and not all the
codes or features considered in Ref. 2. The code
discussed in Ref. 20 is a predecessor to the CAMRAD
code.
Codes Surveyed
The ii codes that are reviewed here are listed
in Table I. The organizations that developed the
codes, the code identifications used in the assess-
ment study, the flight regimes to which the codes
apply, the solution methods used in the codes, and
references that contain additional information
about the codes are included in the table. The
first eight codes in the table were developed by
the major helicopter manufacturers; the last three
codes were developed by government agencies. The
industrial codes, as indicated earlier, have been
developed over a relatively long period of time.
Three versions of the E927 code are now in use as
indicated in the table. The DART code is a more
mature and helicopter-oriented version of the
SADSAM code, and the CAMR code is the most
recently developed and comprehensive code used in
the assessment study. The last two codes, PFLT and
Table 2 presents a review of the code capabili-
ties in 1978. Basically, the codes concentrated on
adequately modeling the rotor and, as a result, were
able to treat a variety of hub types; the mathemati-
cal models included complete blade motion. The
basic disparity seemed to be in the area of the
treatment of inflow dynamics. There are also
restrictions built into some codes regarding the
types of configurations they can analyze. The basic
configuration restriction is that only one rotor
system can be modeled. A note is in order concern-
ing consistency of the code for trim and blade modes
with the codes that actually perform the stability
analyses: in some cases, the trim and modal analy-
ses are performed by external programs.
Table i Computer codes used in methodology assessment
Code Developer a Code Flight Solution
identification regime b method References
DRAV21 BHT
C81 BHT
C90 BV
BH Ho Eigenvalue Not available
BH Ax,F,Ho Time-history 6-8
BV Ax,Ho Eigenvalue 9,10
F Floquet
HIII Ax,Ho Eigenvalue ii
F Time-history
HH 2 Ax,Ho Eigenvalue 12
SA 2 Ax,Ho Eigenvalue 12
SA 3 Ax,Ho Eigenvalue 12
SA l Ax,F,Ho Time-history 12-15
NA _x,Ho Eigenva]ue 3-5
F Floquet
Ho Eigenvalue 16
Ho Eigenvalue 17,18
DART HH
E927-1 HH
E927-2 SA
E927-3 SA
G400 SA(UTRC)
CAMRAD NASA
PFLT Army AL AL
FLAIR Army AL AL
aArmy AL = Army Aeromechanics Laboratory; BHT = Bell Helicopter
Textron; BV = Boeing Vertol; HH = Hughes Helicopter; SA = Sikorsky
Aircraft; SA(UTRC) = Sikorsky Aircraft (United Technologies Research
Corp._.
_Ax axial; F = forward; Ho = hover.
Table2 AeroelasticsurveyfromRef.2
Feature E927G400C81Ref.20
All helicopter NA NA CP CP
configurations
All rotor types CP CP CP CP
Helicoptertrimmed NA a CP CP
Elastic airframe motion CP CP b CP
Complete blade motion CP CP CP CP
Inflow dynamics NA CP NA CP
Aerodynamic interference NA NA CP CP
Programs completely NA c c CP
coupled
Notes: CP = capability present; NA = not
available.
apartial trim.
bShaft or pylon elastic motion only.
CNeeds blade mode shapes.
Basic Features of Aeroelastic Stability Codes
Table 3 presents the same features for present
codes as shown in Table 2 for 1978 codes. As in
1978, there are still only two codes that are capa-
ble of modeling more than a single rotor configura-
tion (C81 and C_NAD). The hub types considered by
the various codes are indicated in the table. The
applied codes (in the first nine columns) all show
excellent capability in modeling a variety of hub
conditions. There has been marked improvement in
the consistency of the treatment of trim and sta-
bility models and the coupling of these models.
The treatment of dynamic inflow as degrees of free-
dom is more of a standard today than it was in 1978.
Modeling improvements in the treatment of the air-
frame have also advanced.
The Mathematical Model
The structural and aerodynamic modeling
details for the codes are shown in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively. The rotor system configuration lim-
itations are shown in the first row of Table 4.
Next, the blade modeling details are shown. Most
of the codes use a modal synthesis of the blades.
In the table, the solidus (/) indicates when the
blade modes are uncoupled. The bending and torsion
modes are uncoupled in the E927 versions and the
bending flap, and lag and the torsion modes are
uncoupled in G400. The number of blade modes
required is often small, but the range of modes
allowed by the codes is from five to 15. The use of
more than five modes may be critical in detailed
correlation studies. The modeling refinement in
most codes is limited to 20 segments, although the
CAMRAD code allows up to 50 segments. Some features
that could advantageously be added to some of the
codes include modeling of blade droop and sweep,
noncoincident hinges, removal of small-angle restric-
tions on twist angles, and the capability of includ-
ing fuselage aerodynamic loads. There are two
codes, the G400 and CAMRAD, capable of handling
rotor speed as a degree of freedom. Another model-
ing sophistication included by G400, DART, FLAIR,
and, possibly, C90 is the ability to model redundant
load paths. The codes that obtain the stability
characteristics via eigenanalysis all use multi-
blade coordinates. This statement requires some
qualification, however. As shown in Table I, DART,
G400, and C81 determine their stability character-
istics via a transient response reduction analysis.
The multiblade coordinates in G400 and C81 are
actually used in analyses other than aeroelastic
stability. All of the applied codes are capable of
modeling an elastic fuselage as well as a pylon.
In addition, CAMRAD is capable of including an
engine/drive-train model.
In Table 5, it is seen that aerodynamic strip
theory is used in all codes. It is surprising to
find that some of the enhancements, most of which
are simple to include, are not common to all the
applied codes. Reversed flow, yawed flow, nonuni-
form inflow, and dynamic inflow are examples of
corrections which could easily be included. The
preferred treatment of determining aerodynamic
coefficients remains a table-lookup procedure, and
the treatment of forward flight aerodynamics is
included in only five of the codes.
Related Optional Aeroelasticity Algorithms
in the Codes
Table 6 summarizes the range of stability
analyses available. First, it emphasizes the
Table 3 Present survey of aeroelastic stability codes
Features DART DRAV21 E927-2 E927-3 E927-I G400 C90 C81 CAMRAD FLAIR PFLT
All helicopter NA NA NA NA NA NA NA CP CP NA NA
configurations
Rotor types ABGHST ABGHS ABGHS ABGHS AGH ABGHST ABHS ABGHST AGHST ABH H
Helicopter trimmed RTTrans C81 CP CP CP CP C60 CP CP CP CP
Elastic airframe CP NA CP CP CP CP CP CP CP NA NA
motion
Complete blade motion CP CP CP CP NA CP CP CP CP NA NA
Inflow dynamics CP CP CP CP CP CP NA NA CP NA NA
Dynamic stall TA NA CP CP CP CP NA CP CP NA NA
Nonuniform inflow CP CP CP CP NA F389 NA CP CP NA NA
Aerodynamic NA NA NA NA NA NA NA CP CP NA NA
interference
Programs coupled CP BM CP CP CP CP BM BM CP CP CP
Free wake geometry NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA CP NA NA
Notes: (i) Rotor types: A = articulated; B = bearingless; CP = capability present; G = gimballed;
H = hingeless; NA = not available; S = semiarticulated; T = teetering.
(2) BM = need for blade mode shapes; RTTrans = rotor trim from transient (20/30 REVS);
TA = transient analysis.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY Table 4 Structural mathematical modeling details
=,= _ .......... : ......................
Feature DART DRAV21 E927-2 E927-3 E927-I G400 C90 C81 CAMRAD FLAIR PFLT
Rotors
Number of blades
Blade modes,
bending/torsion "rl
Segments
Offsets
Nonuniform mass/
stiffness
matrices
Noncoincident
hinges
Blade twist angles
Blade orientation
Steady-state
coupling
Rotor speed
degrees of
freedom
Mult i-b lade
coordination
Redundant bad
paths
Fuselage
Fuselage m_des,
rigid body/
elastic
Aerodynamics on
fuselage
1 1 i i 1 1 1 2 2 i I Blade
2-5 3,4 _3 _3 _3 2-5 Even No. _2 _2 _3 NA
FE i0 4/1 4/1 4/1 5-3/2 I0 11 10/5 NA 15
15 20 20 20 20 20 25 20 50 26 1
Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E_N Ae,C,E_N Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E,N Ae,C,E NA
CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP NA NA
CP CP NA NA NA NA CP CP CP NA NA
CP Nonlinear CP CP CP Nonlinear CP CP CP NA NA
Cn,D,Sw Cn,D Cn Cn Cn Cn,D,Sw Cn,D,Sw Cn,D,Sw Cn,D,Sw NA Cn,D,Sw
CP NA NHOT CP CP TA CP NA CP CP CP
NA NA NA NA NA CP NA NA CP NA NA
NA CP CP CP CF EDT NA CP CP CP NA
CP NA NA NA NA CP TBA NA NA CP NA
FE/}LM FE Modal Modal Modal Modal M_da] Modal Modal Modal NA
6/un/im NA i0 i0 ]0 6/]0 6/9 6/10 6/10 4/0 NA
NA NA NA NA NA CP CP CP CP NA NA
Pylon CP PRM GDOF GDOF GDOF CP CP CP EDT NA NA
Notes: Ae = aerodynamic center; C = center of gravity; Cn = cone; CP = capability present; D = droop; E = elastic axis;
EDT = engine/drive-train modeled; FE = finite element; GDOF = gimbal degree of freedom; HM = hub modal properties; N = neutral
axis; NA = not: availab]e; NHOT = no higher-order terms; PRM = pitch-roll motion; Sw = sweep; TA = transient analysis; TBA = to
be added.
:The solidus (/) designates uncoupled.
Feature
Table 5 Aerodynamic modeling features for the codes
DART DRAV21 E927-2 E927-3 E927-I G400 C90 C81 CAMRAD FLAIR PFLT
Strip theory
Nonuniform inflow
Dynamic inflow
Radial flow
Solution method
Reversed flow
Stall
Compressibility
Yawed flow
Tip correction
Unsteady aerodynamics
Flight regime
CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP
CP CP CP CP NA CP NA CP CP NA NA
NA CP NA NA NA CP NA NA CP NA NA
TA NA NA NA NA CP NA CP CP NA NA
TLU TLU/SE TLU TLU TLU TLU/SE TLU TLU TLU/SE SE SE
NA NA NA NA NA CP CP CP CP NA NA
TA CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP NA NA
TA CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP NA NA
NA NA NA NA NA CP NA CP CP NA NA
CP NA CP CP CP CP CP CP CP NA NA
CP NA CP CP CP CP NA CP CP NA NA
Ax,F,Ho Ho Ax,Ho Ax,Ho Ax,Ho Ax,F,Ho Ax,F,Ho Ax,F,Ho Ax,F,Ho Ho Ho
Notes: Ax = axial; CP = capability present; F = forward; Ho = hover; NA = not available; SE
equation; TA = transient analysis; TLU = table lookup.
= simple
Table 6 Related optional aeroelastic stability algorithms in the codes
Feature DART DRAV21 E927-2 E927-3 E927-I G400 C90 C81 CAM}LAD FLAIR PFLT
Trim RTTrans C81 INT INT INT INT C60 INT INT INT INT
Blade modes NA DYNAMO6 INT/EXT INT/EXT INT/EXT INT Y-71 DYNAMO6 INT INT INT
Air resonance CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CF CP NA
Ground resonance CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP NA
Time-history CP NA NA NA NA CP NA CP NA NA NA
Eigenanalysis CP CP CP CP CP NA CP NA CP CP CP
Floquet NA NA NA NA NA NA CP NA CP NA NA
Prony's method NA NA NA NA NA NA NA CP NA NA NA
Moving block CP NA NA NA NA CP NA CP NA NA NA
Harmonic analysis CP NA NA NA NA CP NA CP NA NA NA
of time-history
Gust response NA NA NA NA NA CP NA CP CP NA NA
Notes: CP = capability present; EXT = external; INT = internal; NA
trim from transient (20/30 REVS).
= not available; RTTrans = rotor
importance of establishing a consistent trim state
from which to perturb. It shows that all codes are
capable of obtaining flutter (air resonance) and
ground resonance solutions. Some codes, such as
DART, G400, and C81, approach the aerostability
solution via a transient response and have harmonic
analysis, moving block, and Prony methods for
obtaining the stability solutions from these time-
history analyses. Basically, the preferred approach
is to rely on eigenvalue and Floquet techniques to
obtain the stability data. Only C90 and CAMRAD are
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Abstract
Theoretical predictions of aeroelastic
stability are compared with experimental, iso-
lated, hingeless-rotor data. The six cases
selected represent a torsionally soft rotor having
either a stiff or soft pitch-control system in
combination with zero precone and droop, 5 ° pre-
cone, or -5 ° droop. Analyses from Bell Helicopter
Textron, Boeing Vertol, Hughes Helicopters,
Sikorsky Aircraft, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the U.S. Army Aero-
mechanics Laboratory were compared with the exper-
imental data. The correlation ranged from very
poor to fair.
Nomenclature
= blade chord, in.
= Young's modulus, lb/in. 2
c_,cd_c m = blade section lift, drag, and
pitching moment coefficients
: shear modulus, ib/in.2
IEA
IS
= mass polar moment of inertia of
the blade about the chordwise
elastic axis, lbm-in. 2
= blade-chord cross-sectional-area
moment of inertia, in. _
= blade-flap cross-sectional-area
moment of inertia, in. 4
I 0 = mass polar moment of inertia of
hub components about centerline
of flexure, lbm-in.2
= blade cross-sectional _olar
g
moment of inertia, in.
= blade length, start of uniform
section to tip, in.
RN : Reynolds number of blade section
= blade section angle of attack,
rad
Bd
Bpc
= droop angle, deg
= precone angle, deg
= blade mass per unit length,
lbm/in.
o = blade lead-lag damping, sec -I
0 o = blade pitch angle, deg
= modal frequency, Hz
_BNR,_NR,_SNR
blade frequencies in flap, lead-
lag and torsion, nonrotating
model, Hz
= rotor speed, rpm
Introduction
As a part of the Methodology Assessment, six
cases were selected from the experiments reported
in Ref. I. These experiments measured the lead-
lag damping of a small-scale, torsionally soft
hingeless rotor with uniform blade properties
which was mounted on a rigid stand. The six cases
included in this correlation study were chosen
because they allowed a systematic study of the
effects of blade precone, droop, and pitch-control
stiffness on the lead-lag stability of a stiff,
inplane, isolated rotor.
Eight different math models from industry and
government were compared to these data. Bell
Helicopter Textron used DRAV21, both with and
without dynamic inflow. Boeing Vertol made the
comparison with C-90. Hughes Helicopters made the
comparison with the results of their time history
analysis, DART. Sikorsky Aircraft used the code
G400 primarily, but included some comparisons
using two versions of E927. The U.S. Army Aero-
mechanics Laboratory made the comparisons with
PFLT, and finally, NASA compared selected data
points with CAMRAD.
This paper describes the experiment of
Ref. I, and compares the theoretical and experi-
mental results. Conclusions will be made as to
the quality of the correlation. Appendices are
included that document the experimental model
properties, tabulate the experimental data points,
and show all of the correlations.
Experiment Description
A small-scale, 6.31-ft-diameter, torsionally
soft, hingeless helicopter rotor was investigated
in hover to determine its stability characteris-
tics. The two-bladed, untwisted rotor was tested
ona rigid test standat tip speedsupto
332ft/sec. Therotormodeof interestin this
investigationwasthelightly dampedlead-lag
mode.Thedimensionlesslead-lagfrequencyof this
modewasapproximately1.5/revat 1000rpm. The
rotor wasdesignedto a_lowvariationin blade
preconeat thehubusinginterchangeableprecone
hubs,bladedroopusingdifferentdroopwedges,
andpitchcontrolstiffnessusingeithera stiff
or a soft pitch flexure. Thesefeaturesare
illustratedschematicallyin Fig. I. Themajor
rotor parametersareshowni TableI.
L
DROOP AX'SOFPITCHFLEXURE
"_ WEDGE / /
" PITCH FLEXURE
• PRECONE HUB
Fig. I Schematic of rotor hub showing precone and
droop angles and location of pitch flexure.
Table I Experimental model properties
Variable Value
Number of blades 2
Rotor diameter, ft 6.309
Blade length, L, ft 2.854
Blade chord, c, in. 3.4
Twist, deg 0
Nominal rotor speed, rpm 1000
RN at tip _500,000
Blade frequencies at 1000 rpm, per rev --
Flap frequency 1.15
Lead-lag frequency, stiff pitch flexure 1.50
Lead-lag frequency, soft pitch flexure 1.38
Torsional frequency, stiff pitch flexure 2.85
Torsional frequency soft pitch flexure 2.56
The model blade design is shown in Fig. 2.
The blade structure was designed to minimize the
blade torsional frequency while maintaining appro-
priate flap and lead-lag frequencies. The
NACA O012 airfoil had a unidirectional Kevlar
spar, a polyurethane core, and a segmented
tantalum leading edge; it was covered with fiber-
glass cloth. The ehordwise center of gravity and
the elastic axis were designed to be coincident at
the blade quarter chord. The blade section stiff-
ness and mass properties are uniform from the 9.5%
radius to the tip.
An isometric view of the rotor hub components
is shown in Fig. 3. The control system or pitch
link flexibility is represented in the experi-
mental model by pitch flexures mounted inboard of
SEGMENTED TANTALUM
LEADING EDGE WEIGHT
0.50 in. LENGTH
@ 0.22c
DO,i. ii
s_ /// / POLVURET.ANE
/// /  OAMCORE,5,=,,,3
II 3.,,n.
Fig. 2 Experimental-model blade design.
PRECONE HUB,
CLAMPR,NGFOR0°'5h°5°
OROO WEDGE/
PITCH _ //_L_ "_'_,,_ BLADE
FLEXURE __'_/'1 - I ASS'Y
0", 2'_ _, 5_
BLADE ROOT CUFF
Fig. 3 Rotor hub components.
the blade. The partial cruciform cross section of
these pitch flexures provides relatively high
stiffness in the flap and lead-lag directions,
while the torsional stiffness is controlled by the
thickness of the flexure elements. Flexures of
two different torsional stiffnesses were used in
the experiment. Changes in precone were made with
interchangeable hubs, one for each precone angle
tested. Droop was varied with interchangeable
droop wedges. These components were fabricated
with angles of O, ±2.5, and ±5 o (positive values
only for precone). In all cases the blade pitch
angle was changed by rotating the blade outboard
of the pitch flexure at the interface between the
pitch flexure and the droop wedge. When a nonzero
value of droop exists, this method of blade pitch
change will introduce a small amount of blade
sweep equal to the product of the blade pitch
angle and the droop angle. A complete discussion
of the model properties is provided in Appendix A.
The blades and associated hub components were
mounted on a rigid test stand as shown in Fig. 4.
Power was transmitted to the rotor shaft through a
flexible belt drive. The upper truss framework
which houses the drive shaft is attached to the
circular mounting plate by two flexures. The
lead-lag mode was excited by oscillating the upper
structure about the flexures with a 50-1b electro-
ROTOR HUB 
Fig. 4 Experimental rotor on test stand. 
magnetic shaker. The shaker, located on the floor 
below the mounting plate, is attached to a forward 
arm of the upper truss framework by a hollow alu- 
minum pushrod. Once sufficient lead-lag motion of 
the blade was obtained, the shaker excitation was 
shut off while a pneumatic clamp was simultane- 
ously activated to lock the upper structure. A 
differential lead-lag signal was obtained by sub- 
tracting the lead-lag signal of one blade from the 
other to eliminate drive-system-coupling effects 
from the data. The lead-lag modal frequency and 
damping were then obtained from the differential 
lead-lag signal by performing a moving-block anal- 
ysis on the transient decay of the blade motions. 
The six experimental configurations chosen 
for comparison with theory in this paper are given 
in Table 2. The damping data shown in Fig. 5 as a 
Table 2 Selected cases 
Case Pitch flexure Precoye, deg Droop, deg 
1 Stiff 0 0 
2 Soft 0 0 
3 Stiff 5 0 
4 Soft 5 0 
5 Stiff 0 -5 
6 Soft 0 -5 
function of pitch angle illustrate the wide varia- 
tion in lead-lag damping that occurs for these 
cases. Figure 5a shows Cases 1 and 2, which are 
the least aeroelastically-coupled as there is 
neither precone nor negative droop. Both cases 
show similar behavior with pitch angle, except the 
damping increase is greater with the soft-pitch 
flexure (Case 2 ) .  The stiff-pitch-flexure cases 
with precone and negative droop compared in 
Fig. 5b show the same damping behavior. This 
figure shows that precone and negative droop are 
equivalent when the control system is stiff. Such 
is not the case for a soft control system as shown 
in Fig. 5c. The effect of control-system flexi- 
Fig. 5 Overview of experimental lead-lag damping 
for selected cases. a) Comparison of Cases 1 
and 2 to show effects of control flexibility; 
b) comparison of Cases 3 and 5 to show effects of 
precone and droop, stiff pitch flexure; c) compar- 
ison of Cases 4 and 6 to show effects of precone 
and droop, soft pitch flexure; d) comparison of 
Cases 3 and 4 to show effects of control flexibil- 
ity, 5" precone. 
bility as represented here by the soft-pitch flex- 
ure is to significantly destabilize the case that 
includes negative droop. 
cases that have 5" precone and stiff- and soft- 
pitch flexures. 
flexure is to destabilize the rotor. The experi- 
mental damping data for the six cases are provided 
in Appendix B. 
Figure 5d compares the 
The effect of the soft-pitch 
Correlation 
The theoretical calculations were compared to 
the experimental results for the six cases by 
plotting lead-lag damping as a function of blade 
pitch. The experimental results including data 
scatter are shown in Figs. 6-11 as a stippled 
area. Table 3 provides the codes used on the 
figures for the various prediction methods. 
appropriate predictions for each case are divided 
into two groups to increase clarity. The predic- 
tions shown in the upper group are those which 
The 
Table f Identification of prediction codes 
ID 
BH 
BV 
- 
"1 
SA1 
SA2 
SA3 
AL 
NA 
Prediction method 
DRAV2 1 
DART 
G400 
C-90 
E927-2 
E927-3 
PFLT 
CAMRAD 
User 
Bell Helicopter Textron 
Boeing Vertol 
Hughes Helicopters 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
U.S. Army .eromechanics 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Laboratory 
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werejudgedto bemoreaccurate.Theinitial
predictionsusingthecodeG400werenotconsid-
eredadequatebySikorskyAircraft andthecode
wassubsequentlyupgraded.Additionalpredictions
weremadewith theupgradedcodeandareshownin
thefiguresastriangularsymbolswithoutfair-
ings. Thesemodificationsaredescribedin detail
in Ref.2. Bell HelicopterTextronmadethepre-
dictionsusingDRAV21withbothsteadyanddynamic
inflow. Onlytheresultsfromsteadyinfloware
shownhere. Thecompletecomparisonf theoryand
experimentfor thesesix casesis includedin
AppendixC.
CaseI
Thecorrelationshownin Fig. 6 is for the
isolatedrotorwith0° precone,0° droop,anda
stiff pitch flexure. Theexperimentallead-lag
dampingresultscoverbothpositiveandnegative
pitchangleswithminimumdampingoccurringat
zeropitchangle. Adistinct asymmetryis seenin
thedata,with thegreaterdampingoccurringat
negativevaluesof pitchangle.
ThepredictionswithDRAV21(BH)showgood
agreementovernearlytheentire pitch-anglerange
tested. Thepointof minimumdampingaswell as
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Fig. 6 Comparison of theory and experiment for
Case I; stiff pitch flexure, 8pc = 8d = 0 °.
a) BH, HHI, NA, SA2; b) BV, AL, SAI, SA 2.
the asymmetry in damping levels about that point
are correctly predicted. The results of the
Dynamic Analysis Research Tool (DART) (HH I) were
found to have fair correlation with the experi-
ment. The DART damping prediction is shown to be
symmetric for positive and negative pitch values
and does not predict the reduced lead-lag damping
at the higher positive blade pitch-angles that was
found in the experiment. Agreement between the
theory of CAMRAD (NA) and the experiment is fair,
although calculations were not undertaken at the
higher negative pitch-angle values. The Sikorsky
analysis E927-2 (SA 2) shows fair agreement with
the experimental data, with a slight underpredic-
tion of lead-lag damping over nearly the entire
range of blade pitch angles. Since the damping
predictions of this code are shown to be symmetric
with positive and negative pitch angles, the
underprediction is greater at high negative
pitch-angles.
The predictions of C-90 (BV) for Case I are
fair, showing agreement with the experimental data
at negative pitch angles, but the agreement is not
as good at positive pitch angles. However, the
theory does show the characteristic reduction in
damping at the higher positive pitch-angles. The
predictions of the Aeromechanics Laboratory theory
PFLT (AL) is poor-to-fair, agreeing with the test
data only at low values of blade pitch angle. At
pitch angles greater than 4 ° , agreement is poor,
with the theoretically predicted increase in damp-
ing not seen in the experiment. This is probably
caused by the linear representation of the aerody-
namic section coefficients used in that theory.
The G400 (SA I) predictions are nearly identical to
those of E927-2 (SA2), with the exception of lead-
lag damping at 10 ° pitch angle. The code E927-2
predicts a slight increase from the damping at 8 ° ,
whereas G400 predicts a decrease in lead-lag damp-
ing to near-neutral stability. The triangles
which represent the results of the upgraded ver-
sion of G400 are very good, showing a marked
improvement over the original version. The theory
of E927-3 (SA 3) reintroduces higher-order terms
that were removed when E927-2 (SA 2) was developed
from the public domain version of Ref. 3. The
correlation for this code was found to be very
poor. Only the lead-lag damping at zero pitch
angle was predicted correctly. Damping values at
blade pitch angles greater than zero were signifi-
cantly overpredicted.
Case 2
The correlation shown in Fig. 7 is for a
configuration having zero precone, zero droop, and
a soft-pitch flexure. The increase in lead-lag
damping with blade pitch angle is greater for this
case than it is for Case I. The point of minimum
damping again occurs at zero pitch angle, but
there is a more pronounced asymmetry about the
zero point than was seen with the stiff pitch
flexure.
10
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dictions of lead-lag damping at high pitch angles;
the overall correlation is poor-to-fair. The
ur_modified theory of G400 (SA I) underpredicts the
damping and again shows neutral stability at 10°
pitch angle and is Judged to be very poor-to-poor.
The triangle symbols representing the upgraded
version of G400 show greatly improved correlation.
Predictions with E927-3 (SA 3) are again very poor
with most lead-lag damping values being overpre-
dicted by an order of magnitude.
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Case 3
The experimental lead-lag damping results for
the isolated rotor configuration having 5 ° of
precone, 0 ° of droop, and the stiff pitch flexures
were found to exhibit much larger changes of damp-
ing with pitch angle at low blade pitch angles
than was observed for Cases I and 2. This is
primarily due to the increased aeroelastie cou-
pling which results from the centrifugally induced
blade elastic deflection. While some of the codes
were found to model this structural coupling well,
others did not; this correlation is shown in
Fig. 8.
Fig. 7 Comparison of theory and experiment for
Case 2; soft pitch flexure, Bpc = Bd = 0 °. a) BH,
HHI, NA, SA2; b) BV, AL, SAI, SA 3.
The prediction of DRAV21 (BH) shows fair-to-
good correlation with the experiment, but the
agreement is not as good at the higher pitch
angles. The theory predicts a decrease in damping
due to stall above 8 ° which is not evident in the
data. In addition, the asymmetry in damping that
was correctly predicted by this theory for the
stiff flexure is reversed for this case, predict-
ing greater damping at positive blade pitch angle
than at negative pitch angles. The predictions of
DART (HH I) show fair-to-good agreement with the
experimental findings and show the increased lead-
lag damping caused by the reduce@'torsional stiff-
ness of the soft pitch flexures. The lead-lag
damping predictions of CAHRAD (NA) show poor-to-
fair correlation with better agreement at low
pitch angles and a tendency to overpredict the
damping for the higher pitch angles. The E927-2
(SA 2) code is only poor-to-fair in correlation and
underprediots the measured damping by as much as
40%. This code also shows a reduction in damping
at high positive pitch angles with no change in
the damping slope predicted at negative pitch
angles.
The correlation of C-90 (BV) and the data are
poor-to-fair, showing reasonably good agreement
with the experiment at low pitch angles and an
overprediction of the lead-lag damping at the
higher pitch angles. This theory also predicts an
asymmetry between positive and negative pitch
angles, but of a different nature than was found
experimentally. The weakness of the aerodynamic
modeling in PFLT (AL) is again seen, with good
correlation at low pitch angles and large overpre-
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Fig. 8 Comparison of theory and experiment for
Case 3; stiff pitch flexure, Bpc = 5°, Bd = 0°"
a) HHI, AL, BV, SA2; b) BH, SA I.
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Thelead-lagdampingpredictionsof DART
(HHI)aregoodat thepositivevaluesof pitch
anglewheretheequilibriumdeflectionsandcou-
piingwhichresultsarelow• However,thequality
of thecorrelationdeterioratesasthis equilib-
riumdeflectionandcouplingrowswith increasing
negativepitchangle,andtheoverallagreementis
consideredfair. Thetheoryof PFLT(AL)shows
goodcorrelationwith theexperimentoverthe
negativepitch-anglerangewherethecouplingis
large,butunderpredictsthedampingat positive
pitchangles,sooverallis judgedto befair.
TheC-90analysis(BV)exhibitsnearlythesame
predictivecharacteristicsasPFLTandalsois
consideredto befair. TheE927-2code(SA2)
showsagreementwiththeexperimenta highposi-
tive pitchangles,butwherethecouplingis
strongandthedampingshouldshowa marked
increase,thepredictionshowlittle change.A
comparisonf CasesI and3 showsthat theE927-2
predictionsare identical,andneitherpreconenor
droopaffect thepredictedvalue• Thecorrelation
is judgedto bepoor.TheDRAV21code(BH)suc-
cessfullypredictstheexperimentaltrendin lead-
lagdampingwithpitchangle,butconsistently
underpredictsheexperimentalresults,so is only
consideredto bepoor-to-fair. TheG400analysis(SAI) showsverypoorcorrelationwiththeexperi-
mentalresults in theoriginalversion,predicting
aninstability between2.5and7.5° pitchangle.
Themodifiedversionof G400,shownbythetri-
anglesymbols,howsfair correlationwith the
experiment,withnopredictedinstability• The
E927-3version(SA3)wasunableto predictlead-lag stability characteristicsfor this case.
Case4
Theexperimentallead-lagdampingresultsfor
theconfigurationwith5° of preconeand0° of
droopwithsoft-pitchflexuresshowtherotor to
bedynamicallyunstablebetween2.5and7° pitch
angle. Nearlyall themathmodelspredictthis
instability butwithvaryingdegreesof accuracy.
Thecorrelationis shownin Fig. 9.
ThetheoreticalpredictionsfromPFLT(AL)
showfair-to-goodcorrelationwith theexperi-
mentalresults. Thepitchanglerangeat which
theinstability occursis well predicted•The
severityof the instability is slightly overpre-
dictedandthedampingat highpitchanglesis
alsooverpredicted.ThecorrelationwithDART(HHI) showsfair agreement,withthedegreeof
instability beingsomewhatunderpredictedwhen
comparedto theexperiment.TheDRAV21(BH)and
C-90(BV)resultsarenearlyidentical,bothshow-
ingpoor-to-faircorrelation•Thedampingtrend
withpitchanglefollowstheexperimentclosely;
however,thepitchanglerangeanddegreeof
instability aresubstantiallyoverpredicted.The
originalversionof G400(SAI) alsoseverelyover-
predictsthemagnitudeandrangeof the instabil-
ity, showingnearlythesamecorrelationasDRAV21
andC-90.Themodifiedversionof G400,shownby
thetrianglesymbols,givessomewhatmixed
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Fig. 9 Comparison of theory and experiment for
Case 4; soft pitch flexure, B c = 5°' 8d = 0°.
a) BH, HHI, BV, AL; b) SAt, S_ 2.
results• Although the extent of the instability
is reduced and is in better agreement with the
experiment, the pitch-angle range where the insta-
bility occurs shows poorer correlation than with
the unmodified version of G400. The E927-2 code
shows very poor correlation and fails to predict
the instability•
Case 5
The correlation shown in Fig. 10 is for the
configuration with 0 ° precone, -5 ° droop, and
stiff-pitch flexures• When the experimental
results for this case are compared with Case 3
(Fig. 5b), the damping results are seen to be
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Fig. 10 Comparison of theory and experiment for
Case 5; stiff pitch flexure, 6pc = O °, 8d = -5 ° .
a) BH, BV, AL; b) HHI, SAt, SA 3.
nearly identical. In general, the predictions of
the analytical codes also show this correspon-
dence.
The DRAV21 (BH), C-90 (BV), and PFLT (AL)
codes each confirm that without control system
flexibility, the 5 ° precone and -5 ° droop are
dynamically the same. The correlation of these
three codes is essentially the same as observed in
Case 3.
The damping predictions of DART (HH I) did not
agree with the experimental results for this con-
figuration, nor did it show any similarity to the
DART prediction for Case 3 because the sign con-
vention in the input of the droop angle was
reversed. The original version version of G4OO
(SAI) shows very poor correlation, with the theory
predicting an instability where none existed.
With modifications, the instability was no longer
predicted and the overall correlation improved.
Predictions with E927-3 (SA 3) were again very
poor.
Case 6
The correlation for a configuration having 0 °
precone, -5 ° of droop, and soft pitch flexures is
shown in Fig. 11. Although the experimental data
show that the damping characteristics for this
case are roughly the same as Case 5, the theoreti-
cal models show different results.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of theory and experiment for
Case 6; soft pitch flexure, 8 c = O°' Bd = -5°"
a) BH, BV, AL; b) HHI, SAI, S_ 3.
The DRAV21 (BH), C-90 (BV), and PFLT (AL)
codes show fair correlation with the experimental
data at low blade-pitch angles, but the correla-
tion becomes progressively worse as the pitch
angle increases. The predicted damping for the
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threecodesis vastlydifferentbeyond5°. The
computercodeDRAV21(BH)agreesreasonablywell
with theexperimentalresultsupto about8° blade
pitchangle,at whichpointanabruptdecreasein
dampingwith increasingbladepitch is predicted,
with thetheorysubstantiallyunderpredictingthe
experimentalresults. Overallthecorrelationis
consideredto befair. ThecomputercodeC-90(BV)showsreasonableagreementwith theexperi-
mentaldatafor onlythefirst 3 or 4° of blade
pitchangle. Athigherbladepitchangles,the
correlationdegrades,with thetheorypredicting
nearlytwiceasmuchdampingat about8° pitchand
a sharpreductionof dampingwithpitchangle
beyondIO°. Thecorrelationoverthepitch-angle
rangeis judgedpoor. ThecodePFLT(AL)shows
fair agreementupto approximately6° bladepitch
angle,but increasinglyoverpredictsthedamping
beyondthis value,andtheoverallcorrelationis
poor-to-fair.
Thecorrelationbetweentheexperimentand
thetheoryfor DART(HH)is poor,with thetheory
substantiallyunderpredictingtheexperimental
dampingovermostof thepitch-anglerangeand
with thepredictionsapproachingeutralstability
at between3 and4°.
PredictionswiththeunmodifiedG400(SAI)
werefoundto beverypoor,showinga strong
instability overmuchof thepitch-anglerange.
Ontheotherhand,themodifiedversionof the
G4OOshowsverygoodcorrelationwith theexperi-
mentalresults, withtheexceptionof thehighest
pitch-anglesettingwherethedampingis underpre-
dicted. TheE927-3(SA_)predictionsagainshow
verypoorcorrelationwlth theexperimentaldata.
Conclusions
Eight analyses were compared with one or more
cases selected from an experiment that measured
the damping of an isolated, torsionally soft rotor
in hover.
I. The DRAV21 analysis used by Bell Helicop-
ter Textron was considered to give fair correla-
tion overall for the six cases.
2. The C-90 analysis used by Boeing Vertol
was Judged to have poor-to-fair correlation over-
all.
3. The DART analysis used by Hughes Helicop-
ters was also considered to have poor-to-fair
capability when compared to the six cases.
4. Sikorsky Aircraft used the analysis code
G4OO and two versions of E927: E927-2 and E927-3.
Overall the G4OO code was judged as very poor-to-
poor, and the E927-2 and E927-3 analyses were
considered poor and very poor, respectively.
Subsequent to the evaluation the G4OO code was
upgraded and limited results are shown for the six
cases. These results show that the G400 code has
been substantially improved.
5. The Aeromechanics Laboratory PFLT analy-
sis was considered to provide fair correlation.
6. The NASA Ames CAMRAD calculations were
made for two cases and were Judged to be fair.
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Appendix A--Model Properties
The six cases of experimental data presented
in this paper are from an investigation originally
reported in Ref. I. The model properties included
in this appendix have been taken from that refer-
ence. The rotor blades and associated hub hard-
ware were specifically designed and built to match
as closely as possible the theory presented in
Refs. 4-6. The experimental model was built with
uniform blade properties and simple hub hardware.
Prior to the stability investigation, an extensive
bench test program was undertaken to measure the
mass and stiffness properties. In many cases more
than one method was used for these measurements to
assure the most accurate estimate. Where measure-
ments were not possible, calculated values are
used. A number of experimental model properties
have been given in Table I of the main text.
Additional model properties are presented in this
appendix.
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Rotor Mass and Stiffness Properties
The spanwise distributions of weight, stiff-
ness, and mass polar moment of inertia of the
rotor configuration having the soft pitch flexure
are shown in Table 4. The radial location of the
hub hardware components is shown in Fig. 12. The
spanwise dimension of the soft flexure web is
greater than that of the stiff flexure web to
minimize its torsional stiffness. The tabulated
properties in Table 4 from blade station (B.S.)
O.701 to 3.601 in. were calculated from design
drawings except for the torsional stiffness of the
pitch flexure (B.S. 0.726 to 1.626 in.). The
pitch flexure torsional stiffness was estimated
using two methods: the moment-deflection method
and the frequency-inertia method. In the moment-
deflection method, known moments were applied
outboard of the flexure and its angular deflection
was measured. In the frequency-inertia method,
the frequency of the torsional spring-mass system
was measured after attaching a steel bar or disk
with a known polar moment of inertia to the outer
flange. The torsional stiffness estimated by the
moment-deflection method was 12% lower than that
obtained using the frequency-inertia method. The
latter method is considered more accurate so this
value is used in Table 4.
The properties of the stiff-pitch-flexure
rotor are the same as the soft pitch flexure
except from B.S. 0.726 to 1.626 in. Over this
span the properties can be determined from the
pitch flexure geometry as given in Table 5.
FLEXURE m
FLEXURE LENGTH
_STIFI
d_d ¢,d,_¢; ¢5 ,_ "
-L,
t'
HUB CLAMP RING
\
BLADE
ROOT
CUFF
DROOP WEDGE
\
BLADE
Fig. 12 Radial location of model rotor hub and
blade components.
The blade mass properties outboard of
B.S. 3.601 in., which is the start of the uniform
section, have been determined from measurements
Table 4 Rotor mass and stiffness properties distribution
for blade with soft pitch flexure
Blade Weight, EIB, EI_, GJ, 18,
station, Ib/in. ib-in. 2 ib-i_. 2 ib-in. 2 Ib-in.2/in.
in. (I06) (I06) (I06)
0.701
0.726
0.813
0.813
1.415
1.415
1.539
1.539
1.626
1.651
1.665
1.665
1.726
1.726
2.101
2.101
2.301
2.301
2.401
2.401
3.601
3.601
37.851
0.292 20.0 20.0 19.6
0.292 O.161 0.199 0.000327
0.292 O.161 0.199 0.000327
0.0115 O.161 0.199 0.000327
0.0115 O.161 0.199 0.000327
0.303 O.161 0.199 0.000327
0.303 O.161 0.199 0.000327 0.543
0.560 0.161 0.199 0.000327 0.543
0.560 0.161 0.199 0.000327 0.543
0.560 21.9 21.3 19.6 0.543
0.560 21.9 21.9 19.6 0.543
0.713 21.9 21.9 19.6 0.543
0.713 21.9 21.9 19.6 0.543
0.558 27.2 27.2 19.8 0.494
0.558 27.2 27.2 19.8 0.494
0.295 18.2 18.2 7.28 0.165
0.295 18.2 18.2 7.28 0.165
0.149 0.300 30.3 1.80 0.213
0.149 0.300 30.3 1.80 01213
0.136 0.242 21.8 1.66 0.213
0.136 0.242 21.8 1.66 0.213
0.0193 0.00589 0.120 0.00177 0.0179
0.0193 0.00589 0.120 0.00177 0.0179
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Table5 Pitchflexuredimensions
Flexure A, B, Inboardbladestation, Outboardbladestation,
in. in. in. in.
Stiff 0.200 0.200 0.813 1.539
Soft 0.018 0.023 0.726 1.626
0.300" TYP i_
l .... 7/////I
--f-
ROTOR PLANE
made on a 35.45-in. length of blade that included
a 1.2C-in. fiberglass cuff core. These properties
were then corrected from measurements made on a
separate cuff core and are given in Table 6. The
values in Table 6 represent the average of two
blades. The mass was determined by weighing the
blades on an electronic balance. The uniform
blade total-mass polar moment of inertia was mea-
sured by swinging the blades as a pendulum about
the trailing edge. The blade was suspended from
tape at two locations and allowed to swing freely
as a pendulum. The pendular frequency was mea-
sured by an electronic counter connected to a
photo cell that counted the number of interrup-
tions of a light beam by the oscillating blade.
The blade mass moment of inertia about the trail-
ing edge was transferred to the elastic axis and
is shown in Table 6.
Additional properties measured on the uniform
section and given in Table 6 were the blade center
of gravity and location of the elastic axis. The
center of gravity was measured by using a fixture
that allowed the blade to be supported between a
fixed point and an electronic balance. The chord
Table 6 Uniform blade section properties
Property Value
Weight, Ib 0.659
Mass polar moment of inertia, Ibm-in. 2 0.613
Center of gravity, percent c 24.8
Elastic axis, percent c 25.3
elastic axis was experimentally determined by
mounting each blade vertically in a rigid fixture
and applying a normal load in flapping through a
slide-mounted pointer. The torsional deflection
was monitored with an optical system using a
mirror bonded to the blade tip and a light colli-
mator.
The blade flapwise, chordwise, and torsional
stiffness outboard of B.S. 3.601 in. were deter-
mined by two separate methods. The first method
used force-deflection measurements for the flap
and lead-lag stiffness and used moment-deflection
measurements for the torsional stiffness; however,
there was difficulty in measuring slight rotations
of the mounting fixture. The second method used
the measured frequencies and blade mass properties
to calculate the stiffnesses. Frequencies were
easily measured within ±1%, and blade weight was
also determined within this accuracy. The stiff-
ness was then derived from elementary beam theory
as
I _L4(_sNR)2El8 : 12.4
I _L4(mNR)2El : 12.-----4
(msNR)2
GJ : 4LIEA
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Theflappingandtorsionalstiffnessvalues
obtainedbythetwomethodswerewithin4 and2_,
respectively.However,thevaluefor lead-lag
stiffnessobtainedbytheforce-deflectionmethod
wasapproximately12%belowthefrequency-mass
measurement.Becauseof thedifficulty in accu-
ratelymeasuringfixture rotation,thefrequency-
massandfrequency-inertiameasurementswereused
for thebladestiffnessesin Table4.
Theweightandmasspolarof inertia for the
hubcomponentsshownin Table7 wereeachdeter-
minedexperimentally.Theweightsweredetermined
byweighingeachcomponento anelectronicbal-
ance.Themassmomentof inertia of eachcompo-
nentwasexperimentallydeterminedusinga
Table7 Hub component mass and inertia properties
Hub component Weight, Polar moment of inertia,
ib I 0 , ibm-in. 2
Flexure flange 0.100 a 0.05487 a
Clamp ring 0.065 0.1151
Droop wedge 0.207 0.206
Root cuff 0.165 0.256
Cuff core 0.O71 0.061
TOTAL 0.608 0.693
acalculated.
with a known spring constant. The component was
mounted to the strain-gaged torsional spring.
Then the frequency of the torsional spring/mass
combination was measured and the mass polar moment
of inertia was determined.
Nonrotating tests were conducted to determine
modal frequencies and lead-lag structural damping.
With the rotor stand clamped, each mode was manu-
ally excited and resulting oscillations were ana-
lyzed. The results for the first four modes for
cases I and 2 are shown in Table 8.
Table 8 Rotor frequency and damping
Stiff flexure Soft flexure
m, Hz o, see -I _, Hz o, see -I
First flap mode 5.25 -- 5.19 --
Second flap mode 32.75 -- 32.50 --
First lead-lag
mode 23.76 -1.23 22.02 -1.03
First torsion
mode 44.73 -- 38.38 --
C£
Cd
C
m
Aerodynamic Section properties
The blade profile used for the model was an
NACA 0012. The Reynolds number at 0.75 R is
approximately 375,000. The section aerodynamic
properties are represented by the analytic func-
tions that were used in Ref. 7.
: 6_ - (sgn _)10a 2
: 0.01 + 11.11_13
I I
= 0
Appendix B--Experimental Data
The experimental data for Cases I through 6
are tabulated in Tables 9 through 14, respec-
tively. These data were obtained in the experi-
ment reported in Ref. I. The lead-lag damping and
blade pitch angle are shown at 1000 rpm for all
the cases. The data for the differential lead-lag
mode were obtained by exciting the rotor hub with
an electromagnetic shaker and the damping was
obtained from the transient decay of the motions
after the excitation was stopped. A moving block
analysis of that transient decay was used to esti-
mate the modal damping.
Appendix C--Correlation
The complete set of correlations between all
theoretical predictions and the selected experi-
mental results is shown in Figs. 13-34. Two for-
mats are used for the correlation. The first
format compares each individual code with the
experimental data on separate plots. In this for-
mat the actual calculated points are shown as
solid symbols and the fairing between points was
made by the analyst. The experimental data are
shown as open symbols. The second format compares
all the predictions with the experimental results
on a composite plot with the data shown as a
stippled area. The theory of DRAV21 (BH) is shown
with and without dynamic inflow. A legend for the
codes that were used is given in Table 3.
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Table9 CaseI bladepitchangleandlead-lag
damping;stiff pitch flexure,Bpc= Bd =0°
Table12 Case4 bladepitch-angleandlead-lag
, = 5 ° Bd = 0 odamping; soft pitch flexure Bpc
go, deg a, sec -I Co, deg a, sec -I go, deg a, sec -I ®o, deg a, sec -I
-8.0 -2.81 4.0 -I .56
-8.0 -2.55 6.0 -I .87
-6.0 -2.25 6.0 -I .68
-6.0 -2.36 8.0 -2.14
-4.0 -I .88 8.0 -2.45
-2.0 -I .34 8.0 -2.11
-2.0 -I .38 10.0 -2.02
0.0 -1.19 10.0 -1.96
4.0 -I .53
Table 10 Case 2 blade pitch angle and lead-lag
damping; soft pitch flexure, 8pc = 8d = 0 °
®o, deg a, sec -I go' deg a, sec -I
-12.0 -4.31 4.0 -I .86
-12.0 -4.72 4.0 -I .89
-12.0 -4.17 6.0 -2.05
-12.0 -4.44 6.0 -2.84
-12.0 -4.03 6.0 -2.51
-10.0 -3.99 8.0 -2.92
-10.0 -3.70 8.0 -3.01
-10.0 -3.71 8.0 -3.40
-10.0 -3.57 9.0 -2.68
-10.0 -3.66 9.0 -2.89
-8.0 -4.07 9.0 -2.97
-8.0 -3.74 9.0 -2.86
-8.0 -4.21 10.0 -2.75
-6.0 -3.21 10.0 -3.45
-6.0 -3.25 10.0 -2.52
-4.0 -2.10 10.0 -2.79
-4.0 -2.22 10.0 -3.17
-2.0 -1.29 11.0 -3.19
-2.0 -1.38 11.0 -3.01
0.0 -I .05 11.0 -3.76
2.0 -I .27 12.0 -3.31
2.0 -I .20 12.0 -3.32
Table 11 Case 3 blade pitch angle and lead-lag
damping; stiff pitch flexure, Bpc = 5 ° , Bd = 0 °
go' deg a, see-1 0o, deg a, see-I
-2.0 -3.31 6.0 -I .53
-2.0 -3.25 8.0 -I .88
0.0 -I .92 8.0 -2.14
0.0 -I .96 8.0 -I .97
2.0 -I .44 9.0 -I .86
2.0 -I .43 9.0 -2.07
4.O -1.35 9.0 -2.00
4.0 -1.29 10.0 -2.16
6.0 -I .48 10.0 -2.87
-2.0 -4.92 8.0 -0.93
-2.0 -4.84 8.0 -I .44
0.0 -I .67 8.0 -0.94
0.0 -I .57 8.0 -0.97
0.0 -I .55 I0.0 -I .80
2.0 -0.45 10.0 -2.16
2.0 -0.44 10.0 -I .74
2.0 -0.54 12.0 -2.76
3.0 0.10 12.0 -2.79
4.0 0.24 a 12.0 -I .90
6.0 O. 30 b
aExtrapolated; nearest test value:
a = +0.13 sec -I
bExtrapolated; nearest test value:
a = +0.23 sec -I
= 993 rpm,
= 997 rpm,
Table 13 Case 5 blade pitch angle and lead-lag
damping; stiff pitch flexure, 8pc = 0 °, Bd = -5 °
eo, deg a, sec -I eo, deg a, sec -I
-2.0 -3.29 8.0 2.30
0.0 -I .95 10.0 2.79
0.0 -I .79 10.0 2.84
0.0 -1.92 11.0 2.37
2.0 1.45 11.0 2.38
2.0 1.38 12.0 3.21
4.0 I .38 12.0 2.93
4.0 I .50 12.0 2.94
4.0 I.50 13.0 -3.47
6.0 2.71 13.0 -2.73
6.0 I.99 14.0 -4.07
8.0 2.08 14.0 -3.61
8.0 2.24 14.0 -3.48
Table 14 Case 6 blade pitch angle and lead-lag
damping; soft pitch flexure, Bpc = 0 °, Bd = -5 °
eo, deg a, sec -I eo, deg a, sec -I
0.0 -I .22 6.0 -2.07
0.0 -I .21 8.0 -2.37
0.0 -I .30 8.0 -2.43
2.2 -I .22 10.0 -2.51
2.2 -I .20 10.0 -3.09
2.2 -I .09 10.0 -2.52
4.0 -I .41 10.0 -2.57
4.0 -I .38 12.0 -3.45
4.0 -1.38 12.0 -3.11
6.0 -2.05 12.0 -2.82
6.0 -2.06
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DISCUSSION
A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR THE AEROELASTIC STABILITY
OF A HINGELESS ROTOR MODEL IN HOVER
David L. Sharpe
Holt Ashley, Stanford University: I've got two questions. The first one has to do
with dynamic stall. There are two or three places where you pointed out, in their_
failure in the damping predictions, that it came about as a result of stall• I
believe that was with a code that is essentially quasi-steady aerodynamically, as
far as stall is concerned. Would it be fair then to imply that including the
dynamic stall effect is significantly important?
Sharpe: I should have pointed out in my presentation that DRAV21, the Bell Heli-
copter code, performed the predictions with dynamic inflow and without, I'm sorry, I
guess I'm not answering the question• I should have pointed this out so I'll go
ahead and say it anyway. Bell's [results with] dynamic inflow showed very close
results to 'he predictions without the dynamic inflow, and since there was not much
difference, to keep it less complex, I left out all of their predictions with the
dynamic inflow.
Ash___: I have another question I'd like to ask; it has to do with the extraordi-
nary success of what you call the modified SA I. It really does seem to do better
than the others. My question shows I am a little bit suspicious: were these data
available to the guardians of that program prior to the time that they modified it?
Sharpe: The answer is yes.
Robert Ormiston, Session Chairman: I just might make a comment about that. I was
thinking about that question as Dave was giving his results and I think that Bill
Bousman meant to give a few remarks in the beginning about the conditions under
which the data were given to the people, how they were allowed to modify it, and how
the new data were incorporated in these results. I can't speak exactly as to how
that was done--he may make some comments about that.
Richard Bielawa, United Technologies Research Center: I've got an answer for Holt's
question. I think with regard to dynamic stall, the reduced frequency was too low
for dynamic effects to have much impact. I can't quote any numbers, but the insta-
bility is essentially a low-frequency lead-lag motion.
Ashby: Below 0.02 [reduced frequency]? Does anyone have a number on that?
De_ey Hodges, Aeromechanics Lab.: I would say less than 0.1 based on .
t,._t's 0.01 based on chord.
• no
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Ashl_: 0.01 okay, because at 0.1 you see lots of dynamic stall. [The reduced
frequency, based on the chord, was actually about 0.13. Ed.]
_: Your original question had to do with stall. The stall effect that's
important here is not dynamic stall as much as it is incorporating the static stall
parameters because of the low-Reynolds-number effect, associated with the small size
of the rotor. Since PFLT is a code that is 7 or 8 yr old now, we didn't feel it was
right to go back and modify it, but some of the companies have this static stall
effect already in their codes. That's the main reason for the departure of the data
in the earlier cases where there was no precone or droop.
Bielawa: I have a question--have you formed any conclusions from these results?
Sharpe: No public conclusions, no.
Wayne Johnson_ NASA Ames: On the dynamic stall, I should think Dave should be able
to answer that since he's the one who acquired the data. If dynamic stall was
really showing up in these flutter results we should be able to see that in your
data. We should see a lot more participation of the torsion. So I would have
expected you to notice some drastic change in torsional behavior as you went to
really high pitch.
Sharpe: The answer is no.
Johnson: So I would conclude that there was no dynamic stall.
Ormiston: I'll just make a comment about that, having been very interested in these
data myself. As far as I know, no rigorous correlation of the data has been made
with theories which have the static stall effect and the dynamic stall effect--the
typical dynamic-stall models which may be used for bending-torsion flutter and stall
flutter of rotor systems. So I don't think we can answer the question rigorously
unless anyone has information I don't have, but our experience is that the correla-
tion is very good with simply the static stall models. What we're dealing with is a
low-frequency instability which involves very little actual torsion motion and it's
not at a torsion natural frequency.
Peretz Friedmann_ UCLA: The question has been raised of dynamic stall, but what
you're looking at is a precone induced flap-lag instability. That's a low-frequency
instability in which the lag degree of freedom is the dominant degree of freedom and
as a consequence, dynamic stall has no effect. It is exactly what Dewey says; it is
static stall. You really cannot expect dynamic stall to have any effect.
Ormiston: I would say that one cannot say with certainty unless one tries both of
them. It's been interesting in correlating some of this data that the effects of
some of the phenomena show up unexpectedly in certain situations and places, and in
other examples don't show up at all, so it's very difficult to draw those kinds of
conclusions. I agree generally.
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Friedmann: I just want to say that there is an added danger when you use dynamic
stall because dynamic stall is based usually on semiempirical or curve-fitting types
of approximations. So you are much better off with static stall because it's at
least something everyone can understand. Dynamic stall is a higher degree of curve
fitting which very few people understand.
Bousman: I might point out that, for these hover experiments we are talking about,
we have perturbations in the degrees of freedom, but in terms of actual pitch motion
there's probably extremely small pitch motions involved. In fact in most of these
experiments we measured pitch motion and were not able to detect it above the
noise. It did not participate in the modes of instability and it was not a measur-
able oscillation. So from that point of view, we infer from our measurements that
dynamic stall does not contribute.
Bob Sopher_ Sikorsky Aircraft: I was thinking that perhaps the most likely cause of
this dropoff is the use of two-dimensional strip theory near the tip instead of
three-dimensional flow. The effect would be much weaker if you had a three-
dimensional theory available, and you would not get that kind of reduction in sta-
bility presented in the theories. I suspect that that may be a possibility.
Ormiston: I'd like to add one more comment about these results, and it relates to
what Bob was saying. As we can see on the slides [Fig. 6], Dave has pointed out
these data were heavily contaminated by stall effects because of the low Reynolds
number. In fact, in the correlations which were done in experiments prior to this
one, this typical dropoff shown here was an effect of the stall aerodynamics on the
aeroelastic couplings, and it's a very common feature when that stall model is
included. It occurs at about these angles of attack or collective pitch angles.
The point is that there's an extremely wide variation in the amount of damping and
the degree of falloff depending on the particular aerodynamic stall model that's
used. Very small changes in two-dimensional airfoil stall characteristics make an
enormous difference in the damping in this region. It's just very highly coupled
aeroelastically to those aerodynamic phenomena. So that's part of the reason for
the very large variation here in the theoretical results.
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A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR COUPLED ROTOR-BODY 
STABILITY OF A HINGELESS ROTOR MODEL IN HOVER UNDER 
SIMULATED VACUUM CONDITIONS 
Abstract 
Two cases were selected for correlation from 
an experiment that examined the aeromechanical 
tantalum rods instead of blades to simulate vacuum 
conditions. The first case involved body roll 
freedom only while the second case included body 
pitch and roll degrees of freedom together. Analy- 
ses from Hughes Helicopters and the U.S. Army Aero- 
mechanics Laboratory were compared with the data 
and the correlation ranged from poor to good. 
' stability of a small-scale model rotor that used 
Introduction 
As a part of the Methodology Assessment two 
cases were selected from the experiments reported 
in Ref. 1 for comparison with theoretical models. 
Both cases selected were of a configuration that 
used tantalum rods instead of conventional blades 
to simulate vacuum conditions for the rotor. The 
body has only a roll degree of freedom for the 
first case, but both pitch and roll degrees of 
freedom for the second case. The use of tantalum 
rods instead of blades largely removes blade aero- 
dynamic effects and it is therefore possible to 
judge the adequacy of structural and inertial 
modeling when theory and experiment are compared. 
The theoretical models compared with the data 
included the Dynamic Analysis Research Tool (DART) 
and E927-1 analyses used by Hughes Helicopters and 
the FLAIR analysis developed at the U.S. Army Aero- 
mechanics Laboratory. The other company codes were 
not used for this data set because of funding 
limitations. 
The paper will briefly describe the experiment 
from which these data were obtained and then pre- 
sent the correlation. Conclusions will be made as 
to the quality of the agreement between theory and 
experiment. Appendices are provided that document 
the experimental model properties, tabulate the 
experimental data points, and show all of the 
correlations. 
Experiment Description 
I 
The model used in this experiment is shown in 
Fig. 1. The rotor has three tantalum rods that act 
as blades mounted on flap and lead-lag flexures. 
The flexures are mounted to a hub supported by a 
static mast. The rotor, static mast, transmission, 
and two water-cooled electric motors are supported 
Fig. 1 Three-bladed rotor with tantalum rods 
mounted to gimbal with pitch and roll degrees of 
freedom. 
by ball bearings in a gimbal frame that allow body 
pitch and roll degrees of freedom. 
The blade root flexures are shown in an 
exploded view in Fig. 2. Separate flap and lead- 
lag flexures contain essentially all of the flexi- 
bility of the rotor. The offset of both flexures 
is the same because of the folded-back load path. 
The major rotor properties are provided in Table 1. 
Table 1 Tantalum Model Rotor Properties 
Property Value 
Rotor radius, R, cm 
Blade chord, c, cm 
Solidity, a 
Hinge offset, e/R 
Lock number 
38.01 
1.26 
0.0318 
0.224 
0.0182 
The effect of using tantalum rods of circular 
cross-section instead of conventional aerodynamic 
blades is that the lift curve slope is reduced to 
zero. Lock number is defined as 
4 
yd = I (1 + $) 
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_, v FLAP FLEXURE
Fig. 2 Exploded view of blade root flexures.
where p is the density of air in g/cm 3, a is
the lift curve slope, c the blade chord, R the
rotor radius, I the blade flapping inertia, and
Cdo the blade profile drag coefficient. The
term Cdo/a is normally much less than I but as
the lift curve slope approaches zero, the profile
drag coefficient becomes important. To observe the
rotor and body behavior for true vacuum conditions,
it is necessary to reduce the density; however,
this effect can be simulated by reducing the lift
curve slope. For this experiment the use of tan-
talum rods reduced the Lock number to 0.2% of its
value for conventional blades. This represents a
good simulation of the vacuum condition, but the
profile drag has been increased by two orders of
magnitude. The mass properties of the tantalum
rods were selected to match the blade nonrotating
frequencies of the aerodynamic blades that were
also tested in the experiment reported in Ref. I.
However, the hinge offset was effectively doubled,
so rotating frequencies were not matched.
Damping and frequency data were obtained in
this experiment by oscillating the rotor hub with a
shaker at the modal frequency in the fixed sys-
tem. When sufficient amplitude was achieved, the
shaker was stopped and a pneumatic clamp on the
shaker link was opened to release the model and
allow the motions to freely decay. The damping and
frequency were obtained using an analog equivalent
of the moving-block analysis (Ref. 2). The lead-
lag regressing-mode damping and frequency were
measured in the fixed system following a transform
to the multiblade coordinates and the quality of
the data was quite good. However, body mode damp-
ing showed nonlinear behavior which was caused by
Coulomb friction in the gimbal ball bearings
(Ref. 3). A complete discussion of the model prop-
erties is provided as Appendix A. The experimental
data used for correlation are provided in Appen-
dix B.
Correlation
Two cases were used for correlation. These
cases differed only in the body frequencies as
shown in Table 2. For Case I the pitch degree of
freedom was locked out, producing a pitch-mode
frequency of 27 Hz which is well separated from the
lead-lag regressing mode frequencies. Therefore,
in the range of 0-10 Hz only one body mode is nor-
mally expected, but since there is no flap damping,
both regressing lead-lag and flap modes should also
be evident.
Table 2 Body Pitch and Roll Nonrotating
Frequencies
Case Body Pitch, Hz Body Roll, Hz
I 27.0 2.56
2 2.58 2.55
Case I
Modal frequency calculations are compared with
the data in Fig. 3 for Case I. The system behavior
is seen most clearly by examining the predictions
of the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory
(Fig. 3c). The regressing lead-lag mode drops from
its nonrotating value of 6.4 Hz and couples succes-
sively with the flap-progressing, body-roll, and
flap-regressing modes before it reaches a zero
frequency at about 500 rpm. The regressing lead-
lag mode then increases in frequency and couples
with the regressing flap mode, but within the test
rotor speed range it does not coalesce with the
body roll mode. For rotor speeds below 500 rpm the
regressing lead-lag mode frequency is greater than
I/rev in the rotating system (stiff inplane), while
above 500 rpm the frequency is less than I/rev
{soft inplane). It is in the latter case that
rotors are susceptible to ground and air resonance.
For the Case I modal frequencies both the
E927-I and FLAIR codes show very good agreement
with the measurements. Both codes match the data
and reproduce the system behavior. However, the
DART analysis shows only poor-to-fair correla-
tion. Some reasons for this are understood and are
worth discussing. The structural input for DART
was derived from the tabulated mass and stiffness
properties of Appendix A. The calculated nonrotat-
ing frequencies were lower than the measurements
(3.3% for the lead-lag mode), which indicates
errors in the documented model properties. A simi-
lar problem was noted for E927-I; in that case the
input properties were adjusted to obtain a match
between the calculated and measured nonrotating
blade frequencies. However, this was not done for
DART, and the calculated regressing lead-lag mode
is shifted by approximately 50 rpm from the mea-
surements. The disagreement between the nonrotat-
ing frequency measurements and the frequency calcu-
lations based on the tabulated mass and stiffness
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Fig. 3 Individual comparison of theory and experiment for Case I for modal
frequencies, a) DART, Hughes Helicopters; b) E927-I, Hughes Helicopters;
c) FLAIR, Aeromechanics Laboratory.
properties is probably caused by errors in the
tabulated properties as these are bas;d on calcula-
tions from design drawings rather than
measurements.
A second problem with the DART prediction is
that this analysis assumes an isotropic support and
therefore must calculate two body modes. For a
highly anisotropic support as is the case discussed
here, one of the modes is an artifact of the model-
ing assumptions, but there is no way that coupling
with this false mode can be avoided. In this case
neither mode shows good agreement with the data.
A comparison of the three predictions and the
data for the Case I, regressing-lead-lag-mode damp-
ing is shown in Fig. 4. The damping measurements
show a weak instability at 675 and 680 rpm which is
caused by a coalescence of the regressing lead-lag
and flap modes. This weak instability occurs only
-.3
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Fig. 4 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case I for regressing lead-lag mode damp-
ing. Data are shown by stippled area; analyses
used are DART (HHI) , E927-I (HH2) , and FLAIR (AL).
for the case of a single-body degree of freedom;
with both body pitch and roll freedoms the insta-
bility disappears (Ref. 4). The FLAIR calcula-
tions, which used a I- to 2-rpm grid in the vicin-
ity of the instability, show good agreement with
the data. Neither the DART nor E927-I analyses
predicted the instability, possibly because neither
program calculated damping values for rotor speeds
between 650 and 700 rpm.
Both E927-I and FLAIR show about the same
level of damping over most of the rotor speed
range. However, DART significantly underpredicts
the damping level, which is surprising considering
that the damping is largely caused by the rotor
structural damping and the profile drag damping.
The three analyses show very different behav-
ior caused by coupling for rotor speeds below
300 rpm. The FLAIR analysis shows a strong effect
of coupling of the regressing lead-lag and body
roll modes near 200 rpm. The E927-I program shows
significantly less coupling of these two modes,
while DART shows no indication of coupling. At
about 90 rpm, FLAIR shows similar behavior when the
lead-lag regressing and flap-progressing modes
couple, but this time DART shows a similar response
while E927-I does not. Acceptable experimental
data were not obtained for rotor speeds below
250 rpm so these differences cannot be resolved.
Case 2
Case 2 includes body pitch and roll degrees of
freedom; the nonrotating frequencies are nearly
identical as shown in Table 2. (Note, however,
that the inertias and stiffnesses are not identi-
cal.) The fixed-system frequencies for this case
are shown in Fig. 5. The behavior in this case is
very similar to Case I except in Case 2 there are
two body modes. At about 875 rpm, the regressing
lead-lag and body pitch modes coalesce and a
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classical ground-resonance instability occurs. No
instability is observed at the regressing lead-lag
and flap mode crossing.
The DART analysis shows poor-to-fair correla-
tion for this case, partly because of the frequency
shift of the regressing lead-lag mode as discussed
previously, and partly because the body regressing
mode (body roll mode) frequencies are not well
predicted. The E927-I analysis shows good correla-
tion and FLAIR shows very good predictive
capability.
The regressing lead-lag mode damping for
Case 2 is shown in Fig. 6. The damping level
remains relatively constant until the regressing
lead-lag and body pitch mode coalescence where an
almost explosive instability occurs--a classic
in vacuo ground resonance. The E927-I and FLAIR
analyses both show good to very good agreement with
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Fig. 6 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 2 for regressing lead-lag mode damp-
ing. Data are shown by stippled area; analyses
used are DART (HHI) , E927-I (HH2), and FLAIR (AL).
the data, not only in predicting the stability
boundary, but also in the level of damping over the
entire rotor speed range. As in Case I these anal-
yses disagree as to the effect of coupling between
the regressing lead-lag and body roll modes in the
vicinity of 200 rpm, but no data were obtained that
could resolve these differences.
The DART predictive capability is fair in this
case and the prediction of the neutral stability
point is quite good despite the 50-rpm shift. As
in Case I, the reduction in damping away from the
instability is puzzling. The damping level pre-
dicted between 300 and 800 rpm is significantly
less than the structural damping measured at
zero rpm.
Conclusions
The DART and E927-I analyses used by Hughes
Helicopters and the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Labora-
tory FLAIR analysis were compared with two cases
from an experiment that measured aeromechanical
stability of a model rotor and fuselage in a simu-
lated vacuum. Overall the DART analysis showed
poor correlation for this coupled rotor-body data
set while the E927-I predictions were fair-to-
good. The FLAIR predictions were judged to be
good.
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Appendix A--Model Properties
The two cases examined in this paper are from
an experiment originally reported in Ref. 3. The
experimental model properties in this appendix are
taken from that reference with the exception of the
tabulated mass and stiffness properties in
Tables 4-7, which have not been reported before.
In addition, a few errors have been found in the
Ref. 3 documentation, so these are noted.
Rotor Properties
The major rotor geometric properties have been
tabulated in Table I. Additional descriptive prop-
erties are shown in Table 3. The profile drag
coefficient is assumed to be approximately 1.0
based on a Reynolds number of 10,000 to 35,000 at
the three-quarter span.
Table 3 Rotor Descriptive Properties
Property Value
Blade number, b 3
Airfoil section circular
Lift curve slope, a 0.0
Profile drag coefficient, Cdo 1.O
Height above gimbal axes, h, cm 24.1
The design drawings of the hub and tantalum
blade were used to calculate mass, stiffness, and
pitching inertias outboard of blade station
2.034 in. This blade station is the outer face of
the leftmost part in the exploded drawing of
Fig. 2. Properties are tabulated separately for
the lead-lag flexure, side beams, and flap flexure
in Tables 4 to 6. Table 7 provides the composite
properties for these components outboard of B.S.
2.034 in. Running weight and pitch inertia were
assumed additive in this table and the combined
stiffness was based on a series-spring representa-
tion. The calculated properties outboard of the
flap flexure for B.S. 4.423 in. are also included
in this table.
Measurements were made of the mass, mass cen-
troid, and moment of inertia of one flap flexure/
combination, as shown in Table 8. These
measurements were adjusted to correct for the
effect of that portion of the flap flexure inboard
of the flap flexure centerline (B.S. 3.35 in.) and
to add the contribution of the lead-lag flexure and
side beams. The mass properties of the blade and
hub outboard of the flap flexure centerline, shown
in Table 8, were calculated from Table 7. These
compare quite well with the measurements for mass
and centroid, but are 3.5% too high for the flap-
ping inertia. No measurements were made of pitch
inertia or rotor polar inertia. Note that the
values shown in Table 4 of Ref. 3 are in error for
pitch inertia and rotor polar inertia.
The first flap- and lead-lag mode frequency
and damping were measured as installed on the model
with the body degrees of freedom locked out. The
measured frequency values, shown in Table 9, are
compared to calculated values based on
where the stiffness is assumed to be due solely to
the flexures
EI
K : --
£
and the El and £ values are from Table 7 for
B.S. 3.111 to 3.588 in. for the flap flexure and
B.S. 3.225 to 3.450 in. for the lead-lag flexure.
The blade inertia, Io, is the value calculated in
Table 8. As the calculated inertia was 3.5% higher
than the measured value, it is expected that the
calculated frequencies should be 1.7% low. As is
shown in Table 9, the calculated flap frequency is
1.0% high and the lead-lag frequency is 5.5% low.
The stiffnesses of the flexures are very sensitive
to the thickness. The thickness specified on the
design drawing of the lead-lag flexure is 0.0250
+0.0005 in. If the frequency is calculated with
the flexure assumed to be 0.0255 in. thick, then
the value is 6.23 Hz which is 2.7% low. The sensi-
tivity of the frequency to flexure dimensional data
suggests that the El values should be adjusted to
match the nonrotating frequency data which repre-
sent an accurate experimental measurement. The
nonrotating lead-lag damping measured on the model
was 0.185% critical.
Body Properties
The body was weighed without the gimbal frame
or hub hardware. The weight of the hub hardware
inboard of the flap flexure centerline was added to
the measured weight to give a value of the body
mass of 42.48 ibm . The center of gravity of the
body mass was not determined, but was assumed coin-
cident with the gimbal center.
The body pitch and roll inertias were deter-
mined for the Case-2 configuration by measuring the
gimbal spring stiffnesses and the body frequencies
with the rotor hardware removed. The inertias were
calculated assuming a single-degree-of-freedom
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Table4 CalculatedMassandStiffnessPropertiesof Lead-LagFlexurea
BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ I0
in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm-in2/in.
2.431 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101
2,581 9.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101
2.581 0.0682 1.11 0,179 0.116 0.0110
2.750 0.0682 1.11 0.179 0.116 0.0110
2.791 0.0398 0.756 0.0102 0.116 0.0110
2.890 0,0266 0.597 0.00701 0.116 0.0110
2.989 0.0398 0.756 0.0102 0.116 0.9110
3.030 0,0682 1.11 0.0179 0.116 0.0110
3.200 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.116 0.0110
3.200 0.0292 0.477 0.00141 0.00139 0.00155
3.225 0.0097 0.159 0.0000521 0.00139 0.00155
3.450 0.0097 0.159 0.0000521 0.00139 0.00155
3.475 0.0292 0.477 0.00141 0.00139 0.00155
3.475 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
3,553 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
3.585 0.0451 0.857 0.0118 0.114 0.0110
3.663 0.0357 0.745 0.00935 0.114 0.0110
3.741 0.0451 0.857 0.0118 0.114 0.0110
3.773 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
4.101 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
a MAT'L - 17-4 PH STAINLESS; p = 0.282 Ibm/in3, E = 29 X 106 Ib/in'-,"_ 106 Ib/in 2.G 11 X
b AXIS OF SYMMETRY COINCIDENT WITH 0.25c
2.431" 2.890"
,,
0.415"
r)k.
--f
0.281" _
3.200"
I
3.475"
I 3.663"
f_
\J
_,..)
0.219"
4.101"
0.399"
-f-
I I I 1 I
2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8
B.S., in.
I
4.2
LEAD-LAG FLEXURE
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Table 5 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Side Beams a
BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ I0
in. Ibm/in. _ 106 tb-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm in2/in.
2.633 0.0535 0.468 0.298 0.0109 0.0105
2.883 0.0535 0.468 0.298 0.0109 0.0105
2,883 0.0410 0.359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493
2.983 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3.029 0.0234 0.269 0,109 0.0109 0.00493
3,139 0.0160 0.221 0.0745 0.0109 0.00493
3.249 0.0234 0.269 0.109 0.0109 0.00493
3.295 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3,439 0,0410 0,359 0,190 0,0109 0,00493
3.485 0.0234 0.269 0.109 0.0109 0.00493
3.595 0.0160 0.221 0.0745 0.0109 0.00493
3.705 0.0234 0.269 0,109 0.0109 0.00493
3.751 0.0410 0,359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3.851 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3.851 0.0613 0.537 0.220 0.0109 0.00957
4.101 0.0613 0.537 0,220 0.0109 0.00957
a MAT'L - Ti-6AI-4V ALLOY; p = 0.160 Ibm/in3, E = 16 X 106 Ib/in 2, G = 6.2 X 106 Ib/in 2.
2.633"
3_
0.296"
0.433"
0.312 ''_
3.139"
2.883"
I
2
3.595"
f
3.851"
I 4.101"
I
I
I
I
I 1.025"
I
I
I
I I I I I ,I
2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2
B.S., in.
SIDE BEAMS
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Table 6 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Flap Flexure a
BLADE STATION WEIGH1 Elf El c GJ I0
in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib'in 2 Ibm in2/in.
2.633 0.276 2.49 9.20 9.92 0.114
2.883 0.276 2.49 9.20 9.92 0.114
2.883 0.0510 0.0156 1.70 1.46 0.0167
3.088 0.0510 0.0156 1.70 1.46 0.0167
3.088 0.0186 0.000759 0.621 0.0192 0.00106
3.111 0.0062 0.000028 0.207 0.0192 0.00106
3.588 0.0062 0.000028 0.207 0.0192 0.00106
3.611 0.0186 0.000759 0.621 0.0192 0.00106
3.611 0.510 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.510 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839
4.298 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839
4.298 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988
4.423 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988
a MAT'L - 17-4PH STAINLESS; p = 0.282 Ibm/in3 , E = 29 × 106 Ib/in 2 G = 11 X 106 Ib/in 2
AXIS OF SYMMETRY COINCIDENT WITH 0.25c.
I
2.2
2.633"
I 2.883"I
I I i
2.6 3.0 3.4
B.S., in.
4.423"
4.223"
I
, F
I I I
3.8 4.2 4.6
FLAP FLEXURE
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Table 7 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Hub Flexure and
Tantalum Blade
Blade station, Weight, Elf, EIc, GJ, Ie,
in. ibm/in. 106 ib-in. 2 106 lb_in. 2 106 ib_in. 2 ibm in.2/in.
2.034 0.573 20.1 20.1 15.6 0.403
2.431 0.573 20.1 20.1 15.6 0.403
2.431 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101
2.581 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 O.101
2.581 0.0533 1.11 0.0179 3.93 0.101
2.633 0.0533 1.11 0.0179 3.93 0.101
2.633 0.398 0.291 0.0169 0.00995 0.136
2.750 0.398 0.291 0.0169 0.00995 0.136
2.791 0.369 0.259 0.00985 0.00995 0.136
2.883 0.357 0.239 0.00706 0.00995 0.136
2.883 0.120 0.0146 0.00695 0.00990 0.0326
2.890 0.119 0.0146 0.00673 0.00990 0.0326
2.983 0.131 0.0147 0.00945 0.00990 0.0326
2.989 0.131 O.0147 0.00962 0.00990 0.0326
3.030 0.143 0.0146 0.0152 0.00990 0.0326
3.088 0.139 0.0145 0.0148 0.00990 0.0326
3.088 0.106 0.000756 0.0146 0.00656 0.0170
3.111 0.0923 0.000028 0.0138 0.00656 0.0170
3.139 0.0904 0.000028 0.0135 0.00656 0.0170
3.200 0.0945 0.000028 0.0140 0.00656 0.0170
3.200 0.0555 0.000028 0.00138 0.00116 0.00754
3.225 0.0377 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.249 0.0393 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.295 0.0569 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.439 0.0569 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.450 0.0527 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.475 0.0626 0.000028 0.00139 0.00116 0.00754
3.475 0.102 0.000028 0.0146 0.00655 O.0170
3.485 0.0978 0.000028 0.0143 0.00655 O.0170
3.553 0.0932 0.000028 0.0142 0.00655 O.0170
3.585 0.0680 0.000028 0.00976 0.00655 0.0170
3.588 0.0674 0.000028 0.00968 0.00655 0.0170
3.595 0.0699 0.000250 0.00967 0.00655 0.0170
3.611 0.0777 0.000756 0.00952 0.00655 0.0170
3.611 0.110 0.0143 0.00961 0.00944 0.0326
3.663 0.107 0.0144 0.00848 0.00944 0.0326
3.705 0.115 0.0145 0.00969 0.00944 0.0326
3.741 0.133 0.0146 0.0110 0.00944 0.0326
3.751 0.144 0.0147 0.0127 0.00944 0.0326
3.773 0.160 0.0148 0.0162 0.00944 0.0326
3.851 0.160 0.0148 0.0162 0.00944 0.0326
3.851 0.181 0.0150 0.0164 0.00944 0.0373
4.101 0.181 0.0150 0.0164 0.00944 0.0373
4.101 0.051 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.051 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839
4.298 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839
4.298 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988
4.423 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988
4.423 0.615 9.18 9.18 6.74 0.175
4.573 0.615 9.18 9.18 6.74 0.175
4.573 0.222 0.761 0.761 0.558 0.0163
5.423 0.222 0.761 0.761 0.558 0.0163
5.423 0.118 O.0921 0.0921 0.0676 0.00369
14.963 0.118 O.0921 0.0921 0.0676 0.00369
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Table8 HubandBladeMassProperties
Quantity MeasuredAdjusteda CalculatedErrorb
Mass,ibm 1.582 1.570 1.574 _0.3%Centroidof masswith 8.455 8.594 8.580 -0.2%
respecto center,in.
Flappingandlead-lag 60.48 59.87 61.99 +3.5%
inertia, lbm-in. 2c
Pitch inertia, ibm-in. 2 .... O.116 --
Rotor polar inertia, Ib-in. 2 .... 414.0 --
aFlap flexure effect inboard of B.S. 3.35 not included (Table 6);
effect of lead-lag flexure (Table 4) and side beams (Table 5) included.
bBased on adjusted measurement.
Cwith respect to B.S. 3.35 in.
Table 9 Rotor Modal Frequency
Modal Frequency, Hz Measured Calculated Error
Flap 3.01 a 3.04 +1.O%
Lead-lag 6.39 6.04 -5.5%
aNot measured directly because of flap stop
restraint. Obtained from ratio of measurements
made with a conventional blade installed.
oscillator and were then corrected to add the iner-
tia of the rotor hardware inboard of the flap-
flexure centerline. The measured stiffnesses and
calculated inertias are shown in Table 10. The
correction to the inertia for the rotor hardware is
considered more accurate than the values of
Ref. 3. If the rotor inertia is added to the body
inertias, then uncoupled, nonrotating body frequen-
cies can be calculated and compared to the measured
coupled, nonrotating body frequencies from
Table 2. Large differences between the coupled and
uncoupled frequencies are not expected because the
flap degree of freedom is restrained by a droop
stop, and the lead-lag frequency is well separated
in frequency. The calculated pitch and roll fre-
quencies are respectively -1.6 and 5.5% apart from
the measurements which suggests the inertia proper-
ties are reasonably correct.
The body damping is highly nonlinear (see
Ref. 3 for a detailed discussion). Representative
values of body damping of 3% have been assumed in
pitch and roll.
Appendix B--Experimental Data
Tables 11 and 12 show the measured rotor
speed, modal frequencies, and regressing lead-lag
damping for Cases I and 2. These data were
obtained in the experiment reported in Ref. 3. The
various modes were individually excited and the
modal frequency and damping were obtained from the
transient decay using an analog technique described
in Ref. 2. Modal damping of the body pitch and
roll modes was not obtained because of nonlinear
damping in the gimbal bearings. Except as noted,
the regressing lead-lag mode damping was linear.
Appendix C--Correlation
All of the theoretieal predictions and experi-
mental data for the seleeted oases are shown in
this appendix in Figs. 7-12. In some eases figures
Table 10 Body Properties
Quantity Body Pitch Body Roll
Gimbal stiffness, in.-Ib/rad 1480 849
Inertia about gimbal, Ibm-in.2 1710 603
Uncoupled body frequency, Hz a 2.54 2.69
Coupled body frequency, Hz b 2.58 2.55
alncludes 543 lbm-in. 2 for rotor inertia.
bFrom Table 2.
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fromthemaintext arerepeatedherefor complete-
ness. Twoformatsareusedfor thecorrelation.
Thefirst formatcomparesthetheoreticalpredic-
tionsandexperimentaldataindividuallyfor each
mathematicalmodelused.Thesecondformatcom-
paresall thetheoreticalpredictionsona single
compositeplot andtheexperimentaldataareshown
asa stippledarea. Anexceptionto this formatis
that nocompositecomparisonis madeof modalfre-
quencies.Acodeis usedto identify thetheoreti-
cal predictionsfor boththeindividualandcompos-
ite comparisons;it is explainedin Table13.
Table11 ModalFrequenciesandDamping,CaseI
Rotor Regressing BodyRoll Regressing Regressing
Speed,FlapFrequency,Frequency,Lead-lag Lead-lag
rpm Hz Hz Frequency,Hz Damping,sec-I
250 1.44 3.44 2.75 -0.104
1.45 -- 2.75 -0.098
1.50 -- 2.77 -O.114
350 1.36 3.76 1.66 -O.115
1.30 3.61 1.66 -0.118
1.32 3.65 1.67 -0.131
450 1.52 3.92 0.52 -O.1121.44 3.92 0.52 -O.130
1.44 3.91 O.51 -O.101
550 1.52 4.40 0.44 -0.096
1.48 4.24 0.43 -O.114
1.46 4.27 0.44 -0.115
1.52 4.23 0.45 -O.111
1.51 4.24 0.46 -O.104
.... 0.45 -0.117
600 1.52 4.41 0.89 -O.1191.46 4.48 0.90 -O.121
1.45 4.41 0.89 -0.105
-- 4.41 0.89 -0.136
-- 4.43 0.89 -O.133
-- 4.40 ....
-- 4.58 ....
-- 4.58 ....
650 1.59 4.62 1.34 -O.112
1.57 4.60 1.35 -O.114
-- 4.58 1.35 -O.143
-- 4.61 1.35 -O.155
-- 4.62 1.34 -O.156
670 .... 1.51 0.O10
.... 1.51 0.005
.... 1.51 0.003
675 1.53 4.64 1.54 -O.013
1.52 4.80 1.54 -0.O15
-- 4.71 1.55 -O.O13
-- 4.71 ....
705 1.60 4.96 1.78 -O.120
1.55 4.81 1.78 -O.130
1.54 4.82 1.81 --
810 1.52 5.28 2.65 -O.159
1.54 5.26 2.64 -O.150
1.55 5.24 2.64 -O.140
900 1.60 5.68 3.35 -O.147
1.57 5.65 3.34 -O.136
1.58 5.63 3.35 -O.128
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Table12 ModalFrequenciesandDamping,Case2
Rotor
Speed,
rpm
Regressing Body Pitch Body Roll Regressing
Flap Frequency, Frequency, Frequency, Lead-lag
Hz Hz Hz Frequency, Hz
Regressing
Lead-lag
Damping, Mz
250 1.34 3.07 3.52 2.77 -0.107
1.32 3.04 -- 2.77 -0.115
1.28 .... 2.77 -0.109
350 1.22 3.02 3.69 1.64 -O.125
1.22 3.06 3.68 1.65 -O.161
1.20 2.96 3.68 1.63 -O.130
450 1.24 3.06 3.99 0.53 -O.161
1.24 3.07 3.93 0.52 -0.133
1.20 3.04 4.0,3 0.53 -O.123
550 1.20 3.15 4.32 0.43 -O.133
1.22 3.16 4.33 0.43 -0.139
1.20 3.12 4.40 0.42 -O.133
600 1.20 3.19 4.52 0.88 -O.150
1.19 3.24 4.53 0.88 -O.129
1.20 3.20 4.56 0.88 -0.134
650 1.20 3.29 4.70 1.32 --
1.20 3.28 4.71 1.32 --
1.20 3.28 4.72 1.31 --
700 1.19 3.33 4.93 1.76 -0.123
1.17 3.35 4.95 1.77 -0.155
1.20 3.36 4.96 1.76 -O.140
810 1.13 3.45 5.40 2.68 -0.134
1.12 3.43 5.39 2.68 -0.143
1.12 3.44 5.40 2.70 -O.140
...... 2.68 -O.160
...... 2.68 -0.167
...... 2.69 -0.156
850 1.11 3.36 5.56 3.05 -0.097
1.10 3.35 5.56 3.04 -O.112
1.12 3.44 5.60 3.03 -O.103
860 1.10 3.32 5.58 3.15 -0.090
1.10 3.30 5.62 3.17 -0.O31
...... 3.14 -0.064
870 1.12 3.37 5.68 3.25 -0.022
1.11 3.38 5.70 3.27 -O.034-O.265 a
1.O9 3.40 5.70 3.25 -0.126 a
880 ...... 3.35 0.570
...... 3.37 O.395-0.632 a
...... 3.34 0.603
aApparent nonlinearity.
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Table 13 Explanation of Prediction Codes
Code Prediction Method User
HH 1 DART
HH 2 E927-I
AL FLAIR
Hughes Helicopters
Hughes Helicopters
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory
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DISCUSSION
A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR COUPLED ROTOR-BODY STABILITY
OF A HINGELESS ROTOR MODEL IN HOVER UNDER SIMULATED VACUUM CONDITIONS
WilliamG. Bousman
Dev Banerjee, Hughes Helicopters: Would you care to comment on the nature of that
sharp instability that we see in the previous chart [Fig. 4] where you only had, I
believe, the roll degree of freedom?
Bousman: Do you mean as far as experimentally what we saw there? At one rotor
speed it was neutrally damped and at the next rotor speed it was very weakly
undamped. As we proceeded in rpm we tracked the frequencies of the modes and as we
got close to that crossing, all of a sudden we got an instability in the lead-lag
degree of freedom.
Banerjee: If you place that frequency plot over the damping plot with the same rpm-
scale, you would see that coincides directly with the crossover of the flap with the
lead-lag mode.
Bousman: Yes, that's correct.
BanerJee: On that crossover, as you see in this plot also, the right-hand side is
when the rotor essentially is soft in-plane; that is where you have absolute cross-
over of the lead-lag frequency in the fixed system with the absolute value of the
first flap frequency. It's not an actual crossover as you would see in the rotating
system.
Bousman: I'm not sure I agree with that; we've had this discussion before. But you
know that you've got conjugate modes sitting there and you can plot them in either
the fixed system or rotating system. If you just plot one pair of them, yes, you'll
see they're separated. But if you plot all the pairs, I think that you'll find that
as you go out in some parameter, you'll find the imaginary one coming up and when
you get to zero frequency, what is happening is, one is becoming imaginary and going
down but its opposite pair is going up. So there is a real crossing _ere.
Dewey Hodges_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: Also, it's an actual coalescence. It's not
just a normal modal crossing. If you blow up the scale of the theoretical predic-
tions from the flexbeam air resonance (FLAIR) analysis you'll find that the curves
actually come together. If you had a big magnifying glass it would look Just like a
ground resonance instability, as far as the frequency crossings are concerned.
BanerJee: But it's essentially a coupling of the flap mode and the lag mode, isn't
that right?
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Bousman: Yes.
Hodges: That's correct, but it is a gyroscopic system and it's the same kind of
instability, mathematically, as ground resonance. It's just that the numbers are
different.
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Abstract 
Three cases were selected for correlation from 
an experiment that examined the aeromechanical 
stability of a small-scale model of a hingeless 
rotor and fuselage in hover. The first case exam- 
ined the stability of a configuration with 0' blade 
pitch so that coupling between dynamic modes was 
minimized. The second case was identical to the 
first except the blade pitch was set to 9 O  which 
provides flap-lag coupling of the rotor modes. 
third case had 9" of blade pitch and also included 
negative pitch-lag coupling, and therefore was the 
most highly coupled configuration. Analytical 
calculations were made by Bell Helicopter Textron, 
Boeing Vertol, Hughes Helicopters, Sikorsky Air- 
craft, the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory, and 
NASA Ames Research Center and compared to some or 
all of the experimental cases. Overall, the corre- 
lation ranged from very poor-to-poor to good. 
The 
Introduction 
As a part of the Methodology Assessment, three 
cases were selected from the experiment reported in 
Ref. 1 for comparison with theoretical calcula- 
tions. The three cases differ only in the type and 
extent of aeroelastic coupling in the rotor. 
Case 1 represents the simplest configuration with 
the blade pitch angle set to O o  to minimize cou- 
pling. Structural flap-lag coupling is incorpo- 
rated in Case 2 by setting the blade pitch angle to 
9". Case 3 is the most complex configuration with 
flap-lag coupling combined with negative pitch-lag 
coupling. The three cases provide a graduated 
series for aeromechanical stability with increasing 
complexity in the rotor aeroelastic Goupling. 
Therefore, they provide a good test of the capabil- 
ity of theoretical models to predict stability as 
the aeroelastic coupling becomes more complex. 
The theoretical models that were compared with 
the data include the Bell Helicopter Textron DRAV21 
code, the Boeing Vertol C-90, the Hughes Helicopter 
DART and E927-1 analyses, Sikorsky Aircraft G400 
code, and the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory 
FLAIR analysis. The Sikorsky Aircraft E927-2 and 
E927-3 codes, and the NASA Ames Research Center 
CAMRAD, were compared with some of the data. 
The paper will briefly describe the experiment 
from which these data were obtained and then pre- 
sent the correlation. The agreement between theory 
and experiment will be discussed. The appendices 
document the experimental model properties, 
tabulate the experimental data points, and show all 
of the comparisons. 
Experiment Description 
The model rotor and fuselage used in the 
experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The rotor has three 
blades that are mounted on root flexures that allow 
flap and lead-lag motion. The flexures are mounted 
to a hub which is supported by bearings on a static 
mast. The static mast is bolted to a transmission 
with a water-cooled electric motor at either end 
that represents the fuselage. The rotor and fuse- 
lage are supported in a gimbal frame with flexure 
pivots that allow pitch and roll motions. Springs 
are connected across the gimbal pivots to provide 
frequencies that are representative of actual heli- 
copters; the pitch and roll inertias are appropri- 
ately scaled. The stand is stiffened below the 
gimbal so that the stand frequencies are higher 
than the body frequencies by a factor of 10. 
The regressing lead-lag mode was excited with 
a floor-mounted 5 0 - l b  shaker that oscillates the 
Fig. 1 Three-bladed hingeless ro tor  model mounted 
to gimbal frame and stand. 
modelaboutheroll gimbal.Whena sufficient
level of excitationwasachieved,a pneumaticclamp
wasopenedandthebodyandrotormotionswere
allowedto decayfreely. Thebodypitchandroll
modeswereexcitedbydeflectingthefuselagewith
pulley-mountedcordsandthenquicklyreleasingit.
Thebladerootflexuresareshowni the
explodedviewof Fig.2. Thelead-lagflexureis
fastenedto a baseandring thatallowsthelead-
lag flexureto berotatedto anypitchangle,
althoughfor thecasesdiscussedin this paper,the
lead-lagflexurewasalwayspositionedupright.
Thelead-lagflexure,base,andring arefirmly
fastenedto therotorhub. Apair of sidebeamsi
connectedto theouterpartof the lead-lagflex-
ure; thesecarrytheloadbacktowardthehub. The
flap flexureis fastenedto theinneredgeof the
sidebeamsandin this waythelead-lagandflap
flexurecenterlinesaremadecoincident.Ablade
rootsocketis fastenedto theouterportionof the
flap flexureandbladepitchanglechangesaremade
at this point. Insteadof thestraightlead-lag
flexure,theskewedlead-lagflexurethat is shown
in theinsetof Fig.2 is usedto providenegative
pitch-lagcoupling(Case3). Themajorotor prop-
erties areshowni TableI.
Fig. 2 Explodedviewof bladeroot flexures.
TableI ModelRotorProperties
Property Value
Rotoradius,R,in. 31.92
Bladechord,c, in. 1.65
Solidity, _ 0.0493
Hingeoffset,e/R 0.105
Locknumber,y 7.37
Therotor flapandlead-lagflexureswere
strain-gagedaswerethegimbalflexuralpivots.
Themeasuredflexuralstrainsweredigitizedand
acquiredona digital computer.Therotating
systemdataweretransformedto thefixedsystem
usingthemultibladetransformandthefrequency
anddampingdatawereobtainedfromtherotor
cyclic andbodymodesusingthemoving-block
analysis.2 Acompletediscussionof themodel
propertiesis providedin AppendixA. Themeasured
modaldampingandfrequencyusedfor the
correlationis tabulatedin AppendixB.
Correlation
Three cases were used for correlation. These
cases differed only in the degree of aeroelastic
coupling in the rotor as determined by blade pitch
angle and pitch-lag coupling. The differences in
the three cases are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Correlation Cases
Case Blade Pitch Angle, deg Pitch-Lag Coupling
I 0 0
2 9 0
3 9 -0.4
Case I
Modal Frequencies. This case examined modal
damping and frequency for an uncoupled rotor con-
figuration with the blade pitch set to zero
degrees. Damping and frequency of the regressing
lead-lag, body pitch, and body roll modes were
obtained for rotor speeds from 0 to 950 rpm. Fig-
ure 3 shows individual comparisons of the fixed-
system modal frequencies with nine different pre-
dictions. An understanding of the system behavior
may be obtained by examining a typical prediction
such as that done with DRAV21 as shown in
Fig. 3a. The regressing lead-lag mode starts at
about 6.6 Hz for nonrotating conditions and as
rotor speed is increased, the fixed system modal
frequency drops until it becomes zero at about
450 rpm (in the rotating system this is a I/rev
resonance). At higher rotor speeds the regressing
lead-lag mode frequency increases. For rotor
speeds below 450 rpm, the dimensionless regressing
lead-lag frequency is greater than one (stiff
inplane) and the rotor is not susceptible to aero-
mechanical instability. For rotor speeds above
450 rpm the dimensionless, regressing lead-lag
frequency is less than one (soft inplane) and the
rotor is susceptible to aeromechanical instability
as the regressing lead-lag mode couples with the
body pitch or roll mode. The regressing flap mode
is highly damped at rotor speeds above 100 rpm and
does not couple with the regressing lead-lag mode
as it did for the experiment discussed in Ref. 3.
The progressing flap and lead-lag modes are widely
separated in frequency for rotor speeds above
200 rpm and therefore do not influence the other
modes.
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Fig. 3 Individual comparison of theory and experiment for Case I for fixed-system
modal frequencies, a) DRAV21, Bell Helicopter Textron. b) C-90, Boeing Vertol.
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Most of the predictions in Fig. 3 show good to
very good correlation (DRAV21, E927-I, FLAIR, and
CAMRAD). The C-90 predictions show fair-to-good
correlation, but exhibit some anomalous behavior.
The C-90 program predicts that the collective flap
mode couples with the body roll mode between
100 and 300 rpm. The mechanism for the coupling is
not understood. At rotor speeds above 600 to
700 rpm, the C-90 predictions show apparent
coupling between the regressing-flap and body-pitch
modes (see also Fig. 5 below). This behavior
appears spurious and suggests calculation problems
with the code.
The DART correlation is considered to be only
fair. This is largely because of the shift in
lead-lag stiffness that resulted from using the
mass and stiffness properties tabulated in Appen-
dix A. These properties, which were calculated
from detail drawings, predict a lower nonrotating
frequency than was measured.
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TheG4OOcorrelationwasjudgedto bepoor.
Theinitial predictionsusingthedocumentedmodel
propertiesareshownassolid lines anddonot
matchthemeasuredbodyfrequencies.Subsequently
theuncoupledbodypitch-and-rollfrequencieswere
adjustedto provideabettermatchwith themea-
surements;theseresultsareshownasdashed
lines. In eithercasethepredictedfrequencies
indicatemorecouplingbetweentheregressinglead-
lagandbodymodesthanwasmeasured.Anopera-
tionalproblemwithG4OOis theneedto excitethe
appropriatemodesin thetime-historysolutionin
orderto estimatethefrequencyanddampingfrom
thetransientdecay.Considerabledifficulty was
encounteredin excitingthebodymodes,particu-
larly at the lowerotor speeds.TheE927-2corre-
lation is consideredto befair. In generalthe
correctbehavioris shown,but thedifferencesin
thebodyroll modeandtheabsenceof calculations
at lowrotorspeedsdegradethecorrelation.
Regressing lead-lag mode damping. The damping
of the regressing lead-lag mode for Case I is shown
in Fig. 4. Calculations without dynamic inflow and
with dynamic inflow are compared separately. The
experimental measurements show a relatively con-
stant level of damping except at the body roll mode
crossing where the regressing lead-lag mode is
unstable between 700 and 805 rpm. Most of the
analyses show this same general behavior with the
correlation ranging from fair for E927-2 and
E927-3, fair-to-good for C-90, FLAIR, and CAMRAD,
and good for DRAV21.
The DART analysis shows a range of instability
that is much wider than the measurements and the
correlation is considered to be poor. The center
-1.0
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Fig. 4 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case I regressing lead-lag-mode damping.
Data are shown by stippled area; analyses used are
DRAV21 (RH), C-90 (BV), DART (HHI) , E927-I (HH2) ,
G4OO (SAI, recalculations shown as diamond sym-
bols), E927-2 (SA2) , E927-3 (SA3), FLAIR (AL), and
CAMRAD (NA). a) Without dynamic inflow, b) With
dynamic inflow.
of instability is offset from the measured location
and this is probably caused by the lead-lag fre-
quency shift noted in Fig. 3. However, the greater
range of instability that was calculated is proba-
bly caused by the inability to properly model the
separate body pitch and roll frequencies with the
isotropic representation used by DART. In addi-
tion, away from the body crossings DART predicts a
damping level that is significantly below the rotor
structural damping, and the mechanism for this
destabilizing effect is unknown.
The G4OO correlation is judged to be very poor
and shows excessive sensitivity to body coupling
effects. Following the initial Methodology Assess-
ment, the G4OO code was extensively revised. The
correlation was significantly improved, as shown by
the solid diamond symbols. However, the specific
revisions that caused the improved predictive capa-
bility are not known.
Two of the prediction methods, DRAV21 and
CAMRAD, have the option of predicting the stability
with the inflow dynamics included. Although it is
not completely clear from Fig. 4, the inclusion of
dynamic inflow provided a minor improvement in the
correlation for both of these analyses.
Body pitch mode damping. The body pitch-mode
damping as a function of rotor speed is shown in
Fig. 5. Theory and experiment show similar behav-
ior with the damping rapidly increasing from its
nonrotating value as the regre3sing flap and body
pitch modes become strongly coupled between 1OO and
150 rpm and then decreasing as the modes sepa-
rate. Above 200 rpm there is a gradual increase in
damping with rotor speed. Although similar behav-
ior is seen in both the theoretical calculations
and experimental results, the predicted level of
damping from theory is significantly higher than
the measurements for rotor speeds above 200 rpm.
These differences are largely due to the rotor
aerodynamics as the gimbal damping is very low, as
can be seen by examining the zero rotor speed
case. If dynamic inflow is included in the analyt-
ical model, better agreement is obtained with the
experiment, as is shown in Fig. 5b.
In general, the correlation is considered
poor-to-fair for the models without dynamic inflow,
and fair-to-good and good for the models with
dynamic inflow. The C-90 analysis is judged as
poor because of the high damping level and anoma-
lous damping increases at 675 and 850 rpm. These
damping increases or bumps are not related to any
frequency crossing or resonance and the lack of a
physical explanation suggests that they are caused
by code problems. The wobble in body pitch and
flap regressing mode frequencies noted earlier
appears to be related to this problem.
The G400 correlation was judged as poor. This
is largely caused by the inability of the analysis
to estimate the body mode damping at rotor speeds
below 800 rpm. The E927-2 analysis in many ways
shows the best agreement with the data, but its
somewhat erratic behavior and lack of definition of
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Fig. 6 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case I body roll-mode damping. Data are
shown by stippled area; analyses used are DRAV21
(BH), C-90 (BV), DART (HHI) , E927-I (HH2) , G400
(SA I, 3 points), E927-2 (SA2), FLAIR (AL), and
CAMRAD (NA). a) Without dynamic inflow, b) With
dynamic inflow.
the damping increase caused by coupling of the
flap-regressing and body-pitch modes led to a judg-
ment of poor-to-fair correlation.
Body roll-mode damping. The body roll-mode
damping as a function of rotor speed is shown in
Fig. 6. The experimental data show a somewhat
larger increase in damping with rotor speed than in
the body pitch case. However, there is no clear
indication of a damping increase caused by coupling
of the body roll mode with the progressing flap or
regressing lead-lag modes at low rotor speeds.
Note that roll-mode damping data were not obtained
from 700 to 825 rpm because of the regressing lead-
lag mode instability.
The theoretical predictions without dynamic
inflow show a very similar increase in damping for
rotor speeds above 200 tom, and the increase is
clearly greater than that seen in the experimental
data. However, if dynamic inflow is included, the
theory and experiment show much better agreement.
The improvement in correlation that is achieved
with dynamic inflow is more apparent in this case
than for the body pitch mode shown in Fig. 5.
The analyses without dynamic inflow in general
show only poor-to-fair correlation with the data.
The damping predictions that include dynamic inflow
show better agreement; the DRAV21 predictions are
judged fair and the CAMRAD predictions fair-to-
good. The Sikorsky E927-2 predictions are consid-
ered to be fair and would probably be judged better
except for the somewhat erratic behavior that is
shown. The G400 results are again considered to be
poor, in part because of the inability to obtain
damping estimates at lower rotor speeds.
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Case2
Individualcomparisonsof theoryandexperi-
mentfor theregressinglead-lagmodedampingare
showni Fig. 7asa functionof rotor speed.The
onlydifferencebetweenthis caseandCaseI is
that thebladepitchangleis set to 9° instead of
0 °. The effect of this change is to couple the
blade flap and lead-lag degrees of freedom and this
has a strong effect upon the regressing lead-lag
mode damping as can be seen by comparing this
figure with Fig. 4. The destabilizing effect
caused by coupling of the regressing lead-lag mode
and the body pitch mode at 600 rpm is now evident,
and the instability caused by coupling of the
regressing lead-la_ and body roll modes has
deepened (0.7 sec-" compared to 0.3 sec -I) and
broadened (150 rpm compared to 90 rpm).
The DRAV21, C-90, and FLAIR analyses all show
fair correlation. The DRAV21 predictions show
better agreement in the vicinity of the pitch mode,
while C-90 and FLAIR show better agreement near the
roll mode. However, in each case there remain
areas of disagreement. Note also that for the
DRAV21 calculations the effect of dynamic inflow is
slight.
The E927-3 predictions in Fig. 7g show fair-
to-good agreement with the data, with the only
discrepancy being the inability to predict the
measured recovery in damping at high rotor
speeds. This case and the Case I regressing lead-
lag mode damping are the only cases in the correla-
tion effort in which all three E927 versions were
used. For Case I only slight differences are seen
between the three versions, but in the present case
significant differences are evidenced. The public
domain version, E927-I, shows a frequency shift and
predicts too great an instability, while E927-2
shows only a slight instability. Both show only
poor or poor-to-fair correlation with the data.
The major differences in coding between the three
versions has to do with the representation of the
torsion degree of freedom. The E927-I version
includes only a rigid torsion degree of freedom;
E927-2 adds a flexible torsion degree of freedom,
but deletes some of the higher-order terms; and
E927-3 retains all the higher-order terms. These
differing representations have a major influence on
the stability predictions even though the model
rotor's first-torsion degree of freedom is greater
than 20/rev based on nonrotating measurements. The
sensitivity of the predictive capability to the
modeling assumptions in this case suggests funda-
mental weaknesses in the E927 family of codes.
The DART analysis shows an excessive degree of
instability and the correlation is considered
poor. In part, this is caused by the frequency
shift in the lead-lag degree of freedom discussed
previously. However, even a shift of 50 rpm would
not significantly improve the correlation.
The initial G400 calculations show very poor
agreement with the data. From the three calculated
values provided for the updated analysis (solid
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Fig. 7 Individual comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 2 for regressing lead-lag-mode damp-
ing. a) DRAV21, Bell Helicopter Textron. b) C-90,
Boeing Vertol. o) DART, Hughes Helicopters,
d) E927-I, Hughes Helicopters. e) G400, Sikorsky
Aircraft. f) E927-2, Sikorsky Aircraft.
g) E927-3, Sikorsky Aircraft. h) FLAIR, Aero-
mechanics Laboratory.
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diamondsin Fig. 7e), it appearsthat theseprob-
lemsarelargelyresolved.However,thenumberof
calculatedpointsusingtheupdatedmodelis too
limitedto adequatelyassesstheimprovementin he
analysiscapabilities.
Case3
Individualcomparisonsof theoryandexperi-
mentfor theregressinglead-lagmodedampingare
showni Fig. 8 asa functionof therotor speed
for Case3. Theonlydifferencebetweenthis case
andCase2 is theadditionof negativepitch-lag
coupling.Basedonisolatedbladestability
theory,_ theexpectedeffectof thenegativepitch-
lag couplingwouldbeto stronglystabilizethe
regressinglead-lagmode.Thisin fact occursaway
fromthebodypitch-androll-modefrequencycross-
ings. Forinstance,thedampingat 550and650rpm
is essentiallydoubledfromCase2 to Case3.
However,at thefrequencycrossingsor "resonant"
points,thereis essentiallynochangein the
damping.
TheDRAV21andFLAIRanalyseshowgoodagree-
mentwith theexperimentalmeasurements.The
agreementfor bothanalysesi improvedoverthat
obtainedin Case2, whichis interestingin that
Case3 is consideredamoredifficult caseto accu-
ratelyanalyze.Asin Case2, whendynamicinflow
is includedin theDRAV21analysis,thereareno
significantchangesin theregressinglead-lag
damping.
TheC-90codeshowsfair agreementwiththe
data. It correctlyidentifiestheminimumstabil-
ity points,butnot therangeof dampingthat is
seenin thedata. Thetwoversionsof E927evi-
dencedifficulty in identifyingtherotor speedfor
minimumstability. TheE927-Icorrelationis con-
sideredverypoor-to-pooranddoesnotpredict
instability, whileE927-3does howreasonably
correctdampinglevels,but thecorrelationis
Judgedpoor-to-fair. TheDARTanalysisshows
excessivechangesin damping,a substantialfre-
quencyshift in theminimumdampingpoint, andan
overlybroadregionof instability. Theagreement
withthemeasurementsis consideredpoor.
Conservatism in Prediction of Stability
The potentially destructive nature of rotor
instabilities has always been a major concern of
the rotorcraft dynamics community. There is agree-
ment that the long term goal in rotorcraft dynamics
must be to obtain accurate predictions of rotor-
craft stability. However, in the short term, there
is a general belief that if the theoretical predic-
tions are "conservative," that is, if they predict
less stability than is measured, then they are
suitable for design use. Such a feeling or belief
ignores the ambiguity that exists whenever theory
and experiment are compared and a difference is
obtained. Is the difference due to the theory or
the experiment? If it is due to some limitation of
the modeling assumptions, then can any prediction
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Fig. 8 Individual comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 3 for regressing lead-lag mode damp-
ing. a) DRAV21, Bell Helicopter Textron. b) C-90,
Boeing Vertol. c) DART, Hughes Helicopters,
d) E927-I, Hughes Helicopters. e) E927-3, Sikorsky
Aircraft. f) FLAIR, Aeromechanies Laboratory.
be called conservative if that limitation is
unknown? An example is selected from the correla-
tion effort reported here. Figure 9 compares the
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Fig. 9 Comparison of E927-I predictions for
Cases 2 and 3. a) Case 2, 9 ° blade pitch angle, no
pitch-lag coupling, b) Case 3, 9 o blade pitch
angle, -0.4 pitch-lag coupling.
E927-I predictions of regressing lead-lag mode
damping for Cases 2 and 3. The only difference
between the two cases is the addition of negative
pitch-lag coupling in Case 3. As discussed ear-
lier, the correlation in Case 2 is judged poor-to-
fair. However, the prediction can be considered
conservative in the sense that it shows less sta-
bility in general than is measured. Yet, as shown
in Fig. 9b, the addition of pitch-lag coupling
changes this picture. The analysis is now uncon-
servative and predicts no instability where one was
obtained in the experiment. The lack of correla-
tion between theory and measurement represents an
element of risk in the application of a theoretical
model. The use of terms such as "conservative
prediction" or "correct trends" unfortunately
obscure this element of risk.
Conclusions
Nine analyses were compared with one or more
cases selected from an experiment that measured the
frequency and damping of a model rotor in hover for
different conditions of rotor coupling.
I) The DRAV21 analysis used by Bell Helicopter
Textron was considered to give fair-to-good corre-
lation for the three cases.
2) The C-90 analysis used by Boeing Vertol was
judged to have fair correlation overall.
3) Two analysis codes were used by Hughes
Helicopter. Their DART analysis was considered to
provide poor-to-fair correlation and their E927-I
code was judged fair overall.
4) Sikorsky Aircraft used the analysis code
G4OO and two versions of E927: E927-2 and
E927-3. None of these codes was used for all
cases. Overall, G400 was judged to be very poor-
to-poor although a limited number of more recent
calculations have shown substantial improvement.
For the cases considered, E927-2 was considered
poor-to-fair, while E927-3 showed better perfor-
mance and was Judged fair.
5) The FLAIR analysis of the U.S. Army Aero-
mechanics Laboratory was considered to provide
fair-to-good correlation.
6) The NASA Ames CAMRAD calculations were made
for one case and were Judged to be good for this
ease.
Two of the nine analyses predicted damping and
frequency with and without dynamic inflow. The
effect of dynamic inflow was to significantly
improve the agreement for the body mode damping of
Case I, but regressing lead-lag mode damping was
only slightly affected by dynamic inflow.
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Appendix A--Model Properties
The three cases examined in this paper are
from an experiment originally reported in Ref. I.
The experimental model properties in this appendix
are taken from that reference with the exception of
the tabulated mass and stiffness properties in
Tables 3 to 6 which have not been reported
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Table3 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Lead-Lag Flexure a
BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ I_
in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm-in2/in.
2.431 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101
2.581 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101
2.581 0.0682 1.11 0.179 0.116 0.0110
2.750 0.0682 1.11 0.179 0.116 0.0110
2.791 0.0398 0.756 0.0102 0.116 0.0110
2.890 0.0266 0.597 0.00701 0.116 0.0110
2.989 0.0398 0.756 0.0102 0.116 0.0110
3.030 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.116 0.0110
3.200 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.116 0.0110
3.200 0.0292 0.477 0.00141 0.00139 0.00155
3.225 0.0097 0.159 0.0000521 0.05139 0.00155
3.450 0.0097 0.159 0.0000521 0.00139 0.00155
3.475 0.0292 0.477 0.00141 0.00139 0.00155
3.475 0.0582 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
3.553 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
3.585 0.0451 0.857 0.0118 0.114 0.0110
3.663 0.0357 0.745 0.00935 0.114 0.0110
3.741 0.0451 0.857 0.0118 0.114 0.0110
3.773 0.0582 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
4.101 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110
a MAT'L - 17-4 PH STAINLESS; p = 0.282 Ibm/in3 , E = 29 × 106 Ib/in 2 G = 11 X 106 Ib/in 2.
b AXIS OF SYMMETRY COINCIDENT WITH 0.25c
2.431"
I
0.415"
--f
0.281" _
I I
2.2 2.6
2.890" 3.475" 4.101"
3.200"
I
I I I I
3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2
B.S., in.
/_
0.399"
LEAD-LAG FLEXURE
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Table 4 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Side Beams a
BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ I_
in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm in2/in,
2.633 0.0535 0.468 0.298 0,0109 0.0105
2.883 0.0535 0.468 0,298 0.0109 0.0105
2.883 0.0410 0.359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493
2.983 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3.029 0.0234 0.269 0.109 0.0109 0.00493
3.139 0.0160 0,221 0.0745 0.0109 0.00493
3,249 0.0234 0.269 0,109 0.0109 0.00493
3.295 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3.439 0.0410 0,359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493
3,485 0.0234 0.269 0.109 0.0109 0.00493
3.595 0.0160 0.221 0.0745 0.0109 0.00493
3.705 0.0234 0.269 0,109 0.0109 0.00493
3.751 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493
3.851 0.0410 0.359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493
3.851 0.0513 0.537 0.220 0.0109 0.00957
4,101 0.0513 0.537 0.220 0.0109 0.00957
a MAT'L - Ti-6AI-4V ALLOY; p = 0.160 Ibm/in3, E = 16 × 106 Ib/in 2 G = 6.2 × 106 Ib/in 2
2.633" 3.139" 3.851"
0.296"
T-
0.433"
0.312 ''_
2.863"
I
',,..j
3.595" 4.101"
I
I
I
W'
I
I I I I I I
2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2
B.S., in.
SIDE BEAMS
J
1.025"
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Table 5 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Flap Flexure a
BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ 10
in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib.in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm in2/in.
2.633 0.276 2.49 9.20 9.92 0.114
2.883 0.276 2.49 9.20 9.92 0.114
2.883 0.0510 0.0156 1.70 1.46 0.0167
3.088 0.0510 0.0156 1.70 1.46 0.0167
3.088 0.0186 0.000759 0.621 0.0192 0.00106
3.111 0.0062 0.000028 0.207 0.0192 0.00106
3.588 0.0062 0.000028 0.207 0.0192 0.00106
3.611 0.0186 0.000759 0.621 0.0192 0.00106
3.611 0.510 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.510 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839
4.298 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839
4.298 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988
4.423 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988
a MAT'L - 17-4 pH STAINLESS: p = 0.282 Ib/in',- "_ E = 29 × 106 Ib/in_,- "" G = 11 X 106 Ibf/in =."j
AXIS OF SYMMETRY COINCIDENT WITH 0.25c.
I
2.2
2.633" 4.423"
I 2'883"I 4"223" I]
I I | I I I
2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6
B.S., in.
FLAP FLEXURE
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Table 6 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of
Hub Flexure and Blade
Blade Station, Weight, EIf, EIc, GJ, IO,
in. ibm/in. 106 Ib-in. 2 106 ib-in. 2 106 Ib-in. 2 lbm in.2/in.
2.034 0.573 20.1 20.1 15.6 0.403
2.431 0.573 20.1 2o.1 15.6 0.403
2.431 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101
2.581 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 o.101
2.581 0.0533 1.11 o.o179 3.93 o.101
2.633 0.0533 1.11 0.O179 3.93 0.101
2.633 0.398 O.291 O.0169 0.00995 0.136
2.750 0.398 O.291 O.O169 0.00995 O.136
2.791 0.369 0.259 0.00985 0.00995 O.136
2.883 0.357 O.23_ 0.00706 0.00995 0.136
2.883 O.120 O.O146 0.00695 0.00990 0.0326
2.890 0.119 O.O146 0.00673 0.00990 0.0326
2.983 0.131 O.O147 0.00945 0.00990 0.0326
2.989 0.131 O.0147 0.00962 0.00990 0.0326
3.030 0.143 O.0146 O.O152 0.00990 0.0326
3.088 0.139 O.0145 O.0148 0.00990 0.0326
3.088 0.106 0.000756 O.O146 0.00656 O.O170
3.111 0.0923 0.000028 O.O138 0.00656 0.O170
3.139 0.0904 0.000028 0.O135 0.00656 0.O170
3.200 0.0945 0.000028 0.0140 0.00656 0.O170
3.200 0.0555 0.000028 0.00138 0.00116 0.00754
3.225 0.0377 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.249 0.0393 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.295 0.0569 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.439 0.0569 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.450 0.0527 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754
3.475 0.0626 0.000028 0.00139 0.00116 0.00754
3.475 0.102 0.000028 0.0146 0.00655 O.O170
3.485 0.0978 0.000028 O.0143 0.00655 O.O170
3.553 0.0932 0.000028 O.0142 0.00655 0.O170
3.585 0.0680 0.000028 0.00976 0.00655 0.0170
3.588 0.0674 0.000028 0.00968 0.00655 0.O170
3.595 0.0699 0.000250 0.00967 0.00655 0.0170
3.611 0.0777 0.000756 0.00952 0.00655 0.O170
3.611 O.110 O.O143 0.00961 0.00944 0.0326
3.663 O.107 0.0144 0.00848 0.00944 0.0326
3.705 O.115 O.O145 0.00969 0.00944 0.0326
3.741 O.133 O.O146 O.0110 0.00944 0.0326
3.751 O.144 O.O147 O.0127 0.00944 0.0326
3.773 O.160 O.0148 O.0162 0.00944 0.0326
3.851 O.160 O.0148 O.O162 0.00944 0.0326
3.851 O.181 O.0150 o.o164 0.00944 0.0373
4.101 O.181 O.0150 O.O164 0.00944 0.0373
4.101 0.051 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.051 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167
4.223 0.222 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
4.484 0.220 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
4.484 0.231 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
4.613 O.231 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
4.613 0.0529 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.00247
5.078 O.O510 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.00243
5.260 0.191 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.0394
5.410 O.191 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.0394
5.410 0.0243 0.0459 0.0459 0.0238 0.000728
5.469 O.O291 0.0538 0.0538 0.0288 0.000867
5.469 O.119 0.0538 0.0538 0.0288 O.O147
5.529 0.118 0.0991 O.0991 O.O616 O.O155
5.529 0.155 O.O991 O.0991 O.O616 0.0295
5.659 0.160 O.101 O.101 0.0596 0.0297
5.659 0.0447 O.101 O.101 0.0596 0.00172
5.764 0.0470 O.102 0.102 0.0568 0.00167
5.764 0.0332 0.0526 0.0526 0.O187 0.000684
5.924 0.00763 0.00228 O.0617 O.0012 0.000711
7.924 0.00758 0.00228 O.0617 0.O012 0.000869
31.924 0.00758 0.00228 O.0617 0.OO12 0.000869
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before. In a fewcases,errorshavebeenfoundin
theRef.I modelproperties,andthesearecor-
rectedhere.
Rotor Properties
Geometric Properties. The major rotor geomet-
ric properties have been tabulated in Table I.
Section lift and drag coefficient data for these
blades have been calculated from steady bending-
moment data obtained in a previous experiment. _
Analytic functions that provide a good fit to these
data are
c_ = O.15 + 5.73_
c d = 0.0079 + 1.7_ 2
where c_ is the section lift coefficient, a is
the section angle of attack in radians, and cd is
the section drag coefficient. The camber of the
NACA 23012 profile provides a section lift coeffi-
cient of O.15 at zero pitch angle. A value for the
section pitching moment, Cmo , of -0.O12 is assumed.
Mass and Stiffness Properties. The design
drawings of the hub were used to calculate mass,
stiffness, and pitching inertias outboard of blade
station 2.034 in. This blade station is the outer
face of the leftmost part in the exploded view
shown in Fig. 2. The mass, stiffness, and pitching
inertias of the blade were obtained from Ref. 6.
Properties are tabulated separately for the lead-
lag flexure, side beams, and flap flexure in
Tables 3 to 5. Table 6 provides the composite
properties for these components as well as the
blade and blade root properties outboard of B.S.
4.423 in. Running weight and pitch inertia were
assumed to be additive in this table and the com-
bined stiffness was based on a series spring
representation.
Measurements were made of the mass, mass cen-
troid, and moment of inertia for three flap-flexure
blade combinations; the mean values are shown in
Table 7. These measurements were adjusted or
corrected to subtract the effect of the flap
flexure inboard of the flap flexure centerline
(B.S. 3.350 in.) and to add the contribution of the
lead-lag flexure and side beams. The mass
properties of the blade and hub outboard of the
flap flexure centerline were calculated from
Table 6 and are shown in Table 7. The difference
that is seen in the blade mass is substantially
greater than the differences between the three
blades (tO.6%); the reasons for this are unknown.
However, the calculations for the mass centroid and
the moment of inertia show good agreement between
the adjusted measurements, and the calculation and
the difference is within the blade-to-blade
variation.
There are some small differences between the
mass properties of Table 7 and Table 2 of Ref. I.
In Ref. I the mass, centroid, and moment of inertia
are defined for the blade and flap flexure outboard
of the flap flexure centerline (B.S. 3.350 in.).
The definition used here is based on all hub parts
outboard of B.S. 3.350 in. and this includes por-
tions of the side beams and lead-lag flexure. The
calculation for rotor polar inertia used here is
based on the mass properties of Table 6 and is
lower than the Ref. I value which is considered
inaccurate.
Modal Frequency and Damping. The flexure/
blade combinations were removed from the model at
B.S. 2.034 in. and their frequency and damping were
determined individually. Mean values for three
measurements are shown in Table 8. The frequencies
calculated using this simple flexure and inertia
representation do not account for flexibility in
the blade. This flexibility will further reduce
the calculated frequency, an effect that can be
approximated by using the elastic coupling
parameter, R.
: (/_ - R)Wflexur e
Values for R were determined in Ref. 5 from non-
rotating measurements
Table 7 Hub and Blade Mass Properties
Quantity Measured Adjusted a Calculated Error b
Mass, ibm 0.5356 0.5324 O.5199 -2.4%
Centroid of mass with respect 9.562 10.O1 9.984 -0.3%
to hub center, in.
Flapping and lead-lag moment 59.O1 58.40 59.48 +1.9%
of inertia with respect to
B.S. 3.35 in., Ibm-in. 2
Pitch inertial, lbm-in. 2 .... 0.0898 --
Rotor polar inertia, ibm-in. 2 .... 275.3 --
aFlap flexure effect inboard of B.S. 3.35 in. removed (Table
of lead-lag flexure (Table 3) and side beams (Table 4) added.
bBased on adjusted measurement.
); effects
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Table8 ModalFrequencyandDamping
Case Mode Measured CalculatedFrequency,Hz Frequency,Hza Error, % MeasuredDamping,%
1,2 First flap 3.14 3.11 -1.0
Secondflap 32.20 ....
First lead-lag 6.70 6.17 -7.9
3 First flap 3.13 ....
First lead-lag 7.16 ....
0.49
0.52
O.65
a_= _ , whereK=EI/£ andis basedonflexureonly; Io isfromTable7.
R=0.123 for CasesI and2
R=0.121 for Case3
couldbereferredto theroll axis (gimbalframe
weightnot included)or pitchaxis (gimbalframe
weightincluded).
Thesevaluesproducecalculatedfrequenciesof 7.3%
and13.8%belowthemeasurementsfor flap andlead-
lag, respectively.Thiscomparisonsuggeststhat
theflap andchordstiffnessestabulatedin Table6
are toolowandneedto beincreasedto properly
matchthemeasurednonrotatingfrequencies.
Thehigherblademode-frequencieshavebeen
measuredandreportedin Ref.7. Themeasured
third flap-modefrequencywas96Hz;thesecondand
third lead-lagfrequencieswere150and357Hz,
respectively;andthefirst torsionfrequencywas
342Hz.
Body Properties
Geometric Properties. The distance from the
gimbal center to the rotor plane was calculated
from design drawings and is 9.470 in.
Mass and Stiffness Properties. Mass, inertia,
and stiffness measurements were made on the model
with the blade/flexure combinations removed leaving
only the adaptor plates. The mass of the body was
determined by removing the body from the stand and
weighing the model with roll-axis gimbal plates
attached. Separate measurements were made of the
pitch-axis gimbal frame so that the measured weight
The model was ballasted to locate the lateral
and longitudinal c.g. positions at the gimbal cen-
ter prior to weight and c.g. measurements. The
vertical c.g. was determined by placing the model
on its side supported by the roll flexure pivots
and measuring the force required to balance the
model about the gimbal center.
The model was reinstalled in the stand and
connections for power, instrumentation, and so
forth were made prior to making frequency measure-
ments of the body in roll and pitch for a number of
different gimbal-spring stiffnesses. The resulting
frequencies are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of
the square root of the effective spring stiff-
ness. The body inertias were calculated assuming
that the body acted as a single-degree-of-freedom
oscillator. A linear regression fit was made to
the data as shown. The spring stiffness was cor-
rected for the offset of the model vertical c.g.
Mass and inertia measurements were adjusted to
include the hub hardware inboard of B.S.
3.350 in. The measured and corrected properties
are shown in Table 9 referred to both the roll and
pitch axes. The data referred to the pitch axis
include the effects of the gimbal frame.
Table 9 Body Mass and Inertia Properties
Roll Axis Pitch Axis
Measured Adjusted Measured Adjusted
Body mass, slugs 1.26 a
Vertical c.g., in. 0.287 a
Inertia referenced to 15.1
gimbal center, slug-ln. 2
1.30 1.50 a 1.55
0.574 0.241 a 0.484
18.8 60.8 64.4
aCorrected for gimbal frame.
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Fig. 10 Body frequency as a function of gimbal
stiffness without rotor.
The stiffness of the model in roll was mea-
sured directly for the roll spring used during the
experiment. The value obtained was
K¢ : 985 in.-ib/rad
Stiffness measurements in pitch were made with two
cantilevered springs installed. However, during
the experiment only one spring was used, so the
stiffness may be estimated from the single-spring
frequency measurements and the inertia of Table 9.
K e = 725 in.-ib/rad
Body Frequency and Damping. Measurements were
made of the coupled rotor and body frequency and
damping for all configurations reported in
Ref. I. Average values for body frequency and
damping are
Roll: _ : 3.96 Hz; _ : 0.929%
Pitch: w : 1.59 Hz; _ : 3.20%
Higher-mode stand frequencies were excited and
measured to determine the frequency spacing with
respect to the body modes. The next-higher stand
frequencies were static mast--rolling and pitching
at 46.0 and 45.5 Hz, respectively.
Appendix B--Experimental Data
Tables 10 through 13 give the measured rotor
speed and modal frequencies and damping for
Cases I-3. For Case I it was possible to obtain
the modal frequency and damping of the flapping
modes and the progressing lead-lag mode for rotor
speeds up to 50 rpm and these are given in
Table 10. For Case I for rotor speeds above
50 rpm, modal damping and frequency were obtained
for the regressing lead-lag, body pitch, and body
roll modes as given in Table 11. The regressing
lead-lag mode damping is shown in Tables 12 and 13
for Cases 2 and 3, respectively. These data were
obtained from the experiment reported in Ref. I.
The modal frequencies and damping were measured in
fixed system coordinates using the moving-block
analysis 2 following a multib_ade transformation
from the rotating coordinates.
Appendix C--Correlation
All the theoretical predictions and experimen-
tal data for the selected cases are shown in this
appendix in Figs. 11 to 21. In some cases figures
from the main text are repeated here for complete-
ness. Two formats are used for the correlation.
The first format compares the theoretical predic-
tions and experimental data individually for each
mathematical model used. In this format the actual
calculated points are shown as solid symbols. The
curve between points was faired by the analyst
involved. The data are shown as open symbols. The
second format compares all the theoretical
predictions on a single composite plot using the
faired curve from the first format and the
experimental data are shown as a stippled area. An
exception to this second format is that no
composite comparison is made of modal
frequencies. A code is used to identify the
theoretical predictions for both the individual and
composite comparisons; it is explained in Table 14.
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Table10 ModalFrequenciesandD_pingfrom0 to 50rpm,CaseI
O, _¢r, aCt, m_p, aCp,
rpm Hz sec -I Hz sec -I
WBr, aBr, _Bp, aBp, m e , o B , me, a¢,
Hz see -I Hz see -I Hz see -I Hz see -I
26 6.47 --
6.26 --
50 6.09 --
6.10 --
0 6.68 -0.184 6.94 -0.232 2.72 -0.176 3.42 -0.291 1.58 -0.323 3.95 -0.242
6.68 -0.165 6.98 -0.152 2.72 -0.168 3.35 -0.518 1.61 -0.427 3.97 -0.284
.... 6.98 -0.186 .... 3.36 -0.721 ........
6.94 -0.236 ................
7.33 -0.306 2.59 -0.439 3.46 -0.756 1.58 -0.379 4.07 -0.470
7.19 -- 2.56 -0.426 3.37 -0.708 1.57 -0.352 4.07 -0.456
7.73 -- 2.37 -0.915 4.47 -- 1.56 -0.450 3.57 -0.747
7.72 -- 2.44 -- 4.46 -- 1.55 -0.443 3.53 -0.517
7.62 -- 2.47 -0.632 ............
.... 2.43 -0.441 ............
Table 11 Modal Frequencies and Damping from
1OO to 950 rpm, Case I, Continued
O, m_r, %r I me, eel I me, 0¢, I _, m_r , Osr I me, ae, me, a¢_ I
rpm Hz sec- Hz sec - Hz sec- rpm Hz sec- Hz sec -I Hz sec
IO0 5.30 --
5.32 --
5.24 ..........
5.22 ..........
125 4.62 -- 1.55 -- 3.67 -0.734
.... 1.53 -- 3.68 -0.770
150 4.28 -- 1.77 -1.63 3.69 -0.780
4.28 -- 1.80 -1.69 3.67 -0.770
175 3.90 -- 1.76 -1.05 3.66 --
3.92 -- 1.77 -1.07 3.66 -1.26
200 3.44 -- 1.76 -1.05 3.78 --
3.47 -- 1.74 -I.02 3.79 --
3.42 ...... 3.84 --
3.45 ...... 3.86 --
1.48 -1.01 3.63 -0.498 650 2.68 -0.249 1.81 -1.21 3.79 -1.78
1.47 -1.11 3.64 -0.519 2.68 -0.255 1.82 -1.15 3.75 -1.63
250 2.74 -0.312 1.77 -0.890 3.73 --
2.73 -0.311 1.74 -0.996 3.69 --
300 2.01 -0.301 1.77 -0.911 3.71 -1.20
2.01 -0.310 1.73 -0.902 3.69 -1.22
350 1.30 -0.294 1.75 -0.881 3.70 -1.22
1.29 -0.296 1.76 -0.958 3.67 -1.14
400 0.62 -0.273 1.76 -1.03 3.71 -1.45
0.64 -0.295 1.74 -1.02 3.66 -1.31
500 0.75 -0.260 1.76 -0.921 3.63 -1.23
0.74 -0.280 1.74 -0.942 3.65 -1.29
550 1.41 -0.279 1.79 -1.10 3.65 -I 26
1.38 -0.285 1.76 -0.953 3.66 -I 31
1.39 -0.282 1.75 -1.07 3.64 -I 20
.... 1.75 -1.05 3.64 -I 24
.... 1.76 -1.03 3.64 -I 21
580 1.77 -0.269 1.78 -0.876 3.65 -I 21
1.80 -0.266 1.78 -0.905 3.65 -I 27
.... 1.78 -0.888 ....
585 1.86 -0.227 1.82 -0.924 3.70 -1.36
1.85 -0.239 1.81 -0.980 3.68 -1.39
........ 3.67 -1.34
600 2.01 -0.228 1.79 -1.27 3.71 -1.48
2.04 -0.249 1.78 -1.22 3.69 -1.39
700 3.31 -0.200 1.81 -1.33 3.75 -1.63
3.33 -0.195 1.81 -1.43 3.64 --
720 3.59 -0.076 1.81 -1.52 ....
3.59 -0.009 1.81 -1.40 ....
3.59 -0.006 ........
3.57 -0.055 ........
725 3.65 0.127 1.81 -1.53 ....
740 3.80 0.325 1.87 -1.44 ....
3.80 0.313 1.84 -1.42 ....
750 3.91 0.355 ........
3.86 0.363 ........
3.87 0.360 ........
760 3.99 0.320 1.84 -1.56 ....
3.99 0.324 ........
780 4.21 0.205 1.85 -1.51 ....
4.19 0.225 1.82 -1.59 ....
4.20 0.213 ........
800 4.43 0.037 1.84 -1.73 3.94 --
4.44 0.014 1.84 -1.73 3.93 --
.... 1.83 -1.77 ....
820 4.70 -0.082 1.89 -1.52 3.95 -2.09
4.70 -0.072 1.89 -1.52 3.95 -2.05
4.69 -0.075 ........
850 5.01 -0.107 1.86 -1.57 3.94 -2.06
5.01 -0.126 1.84 -1.76 3.91 -2.20
5.03 -0.125 ........
50O -0.125 ........
900 5.64 -0.166 1.91 -2.09 4.00 -2.74
5.64 -0.173 1.87 -2.09 3.97 -2.23
950 6.21 -0.175 1.90 -1.95 3.93 -2.71
6.21 -0.169 1.93 -2.26 3.97 -2.52
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Table12 Regressing Lead-Lag Mode Table 13 Regressing Lead-Lag Mode
Damping, Case 2 Damping, Case 3
rpm sec rpm see--
500 -0.666 529 -1.10
500 -C.640 549 -1.57
501 -0.553 552 -1.40
549 -0.766 591 -0.659
549 -0.721 600 -0.710
580 -0.460 601 -0.597
581 -O.431 601 -0.636
600 -0.353 610 -0.835
600 -0.373 650 -1.25
650 -0.507 650 -1.46
651 -0.537 651 -1.32
700 -0.502 673 -1.60
701 -0.425 700 -O.819
721 -0.043 700 -0.898
721 -0.045 721 -0.043
740 0.378 721 0.005
740 0.362 741 0.388
748 0.486 750 0.462
751 O.517 760 0.559
760 0.580 770 0.542
760 0.585 772 0.499
770 O.611 781 0.480
770 0.624 799 0.338
779 0.636 809 0.205
78O 0.610 810 0.183
790 0.585 830 -0.243
800 0.535 850 -1.12
800 0.539 850 -1.28
800 0.578 899 -1.96
801 0.591 900 -2.13
820 0.399
820 0.374
85O O.O77
85O O.O88
875 -0.084
875 -0.093
899 -0.243
900 -0.231
Table 14 Explanation of Prediction Codes
ID Prediction User
Method
BH
BV
HH I
HH 2
SA I
SA 2
SA 3
AL
NA
DRAV21
C-90
DART
E927-I
G4OO
E927-2
E927-3
FLAIR
CAMRAD
Bell Helicopter Textron
Boeing Vertol
Hughes Helicopters
Hughes Helicopters
Sikorsky Aircraft
Sikorsky Aircraft
Sikorsky Aircraft
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory
NASA Ames Research Center
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DISCUSSION
A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR COUPLED ROTOR-BODY
STABILITY OF A HINGELESS ROTOR MODEL IN HOVER
William G. Bousman
Bob Ormiston_ Session Chairman: Could you briefly go through what the conditions
were for sending the data out to the members for the correlations?
Bousman: This was not a blind experiment in the sense that we did not send out just
the [rotor and bodyl parameters and no data. By and large the data were all pub-
lished in the literature. We toyed with doing something like that but we decided
that, by and large, it would be too difficult. One of my conclusions is that we had
so much data and we were asking for so many calculations in a relatively short
period of time [andl these were so expensive to run, that there was not a lot of
room to "mess up." Clearly, the results show that there was a substantial motiva-
tion to improve the correlation in many areas. I think that it would be very diffi-
cult to toy with these things. Again, we have no way of telling you whether any-
thing was done that way or not, but it was not a double blind experiment or even a
single blind experiment.
Ormiston: But you did allow recalculations to be made, and they were incorporated
in this material, under certain conditions.
Bousman: Yes, the G400 calculations have been redone. Our ground rules for the
original program were that we had to have the model properties that were used care-
fully documented; we didn't say that you couldn't change them, we just wanted it to
be documented. If you said, "I made this calculation this way and it agreed with
that," and "I made this calculation that way and it agreed with this," and "I think
that therefore your model documentation is in error and it's preferable to use this
value," that's fine as long as it was all written down. Then we asked for the
computer-program input deck for all the cases run, so that we have been able to
track through in a few cases, such as for Hughes where we thought that they had the
droop in wrong. We went through and found out that, yes indeed, it was wrong. We
wanted to have that capability.
The ground rules for new calculations were the same as the original ones and
the G400 results we've seen are just points. By the way, I should make mention that
all the faired curves that have been shown today and will be shown today are fair-
ings that were done by the original analyst. Where you see points, that's because
the analyst chose not to make a fairing through those points, for whatever reasons,
and the G400 results are shown just as points. But they do not meet our ground
rules of having been documented. We do not have the input decks for them, we have
had no discussion of those analyses and I think that most of that is going to be
covered by Dick [Bielawa] when he gives a paper tomorrow morning on G400. No one
else has submitted new calculations, so all those are done under the original ground
rules.
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A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR THE AEROELASTIC 
STABILITY OF A BEARINGLESS MODEL ROTOR IN HOVER 
Seth Dawson 
U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate 
Ames Research Center N88-27153 OF POOR QUA LIT^^ 
Abstract 
Three cases were selected for correlation from 
an experiment that examined the aeroelastic stabil- 
ity of a small-scale bearingless model rotor in 
hover. The 1.8-m diameter model rotor included 
flap, lead-lag, and torsional degrees of freedom, 
but no body degrees of freedom. The first case 
looked at a configuration with a single pitch link 
on the leading edge, the second case examined a 
configuration with a single pitch link on the 
trailing edge, and the third case examined a con- 
figuration with pitch links on the leading and 
trailing edges to simulate a pitch link with shear 
restraint. Analyses from Bell Helicopter Textron, 
Boeing Vertol, Hughes Helicopters, Sikorsky Air- 
craft, and the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory 
were compared with the data, and the correlation 
ranged from poor to fair. 
Description of Experiment 
A two-bladed bearingless model rotor with a 
diameter of 1.8 m (5.88 ft) was tested in hover to 
obtain the experimental data. The experiment has 
been previously reported in Ref. 1 .  The model, 
which is shown in Fig. 1, was designed to match as 
closely as possible characteristics of the U.S. 
Army Aeromechanics Laboratory FLAIR program. 
blades are attached to the hub using a Kevlar 49 
flexbeam of rectangular cross-section that extends 
from an 8.7% to 19.9% radius. The exploded view of 
Fig. 2 shows the configuration with pitch links Cn 
the leading and trailing edge (Case 3); however, 
either pitch link may be removed to give a single 
pitch-link configuration. 
designed to minimize nonlinear structural damping 
by using flexural elements on either end instead of 
rod end bearings. Flexbeam precone and pitch angle 
The 
The pitch links are 
Introduction 
As a part of the Methodology Assessment, three 
cases were selected from the experiments reported 
in Ref. 1 for comparison with theoretical models. 
Each of the selected cases used the same blades and 
flexbeams; the only differences between the cases 
was in the pitch link configuration. Case 1 used a 
single pitch link on the leading edge, Case 2 used 
a pitch link on the trailing edge, and Case 3 had 
pitch links on both leading and trailing edges to 
simulate a pitch link with shear restraint. As the 
control configuration was the only variable between 
the three cases, it is possible to assess the capa- 
bilities of the analytical models to represent the 
effects of control configuration on stability, 
effects that are particularly important for bear- 
ingless rotor designs. 
The theoretical models compared with some or 
all of the data included the Bell Helicopter Tex- 
tron DRAV21 analysis; Boeing Vertol C-90 analysis; 
the Hughes Helicopters DART model; the G4OO analy- 
sis and two versions of E927 used by Sikorsky 
Aircraft; and the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Labora- 
tory FLAIR analysis. 
The paper will briefly describe the experiment 
from which these data were obtained and then pre- 
sent the correlation. Conclusions will be made as 
to the quality of the agreement between theory and 
experiment. Appendices are provided that document 
the experimental model propertits, tabulate the 
experimental data points, and show all of the 
correlations. 
or 
Fig. 2 Exploded view of bearingless model rotor 
flexbeam and hub. 
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with respecto thehubmaybeindependentlyvaried
with thepreconeadaptorandflexbeamroot
socket. Bladeprepitchandpreoonechangeswith
respecto theflexbeamaybemadeindependently
with thebladeroot fittings anda shim. Pitch
anglechangesaremadebyraisingor loweringthe
pitch links withrespecto thedummyswashplate.
Thistransmitsa momentalongthetorquetubeto
theoutboardendof theflexbeam,twistingthe
flexbeam,andintroducesomeflap-lagelastic
couplingalongwiththepitchanglechange.The
modelf exbeamsonbothbladesare instrumented
withstrain-gagebridgesto measureflap, lead-lag,
andtorsionalstrain. Rotorpropertiesaregiven
in TableI.
TableI RotorProperties
Property Value
Radius,R,in. 35.51
Bladechord,c, in. 1.65
Solidity, o 0.02957
Flexbeamlength,in. 4.0
Flexbeamwidth,in. 0.32
Flexbeamthickness,in. O.142
Flexbeamtip distance 7.014
fromcenter,in.
Therotor test standconsistsof a framethat
containsthedriveshaft,drivesheave,andslip
ring, anda lowersupportstructurethathousesthe
drivemotorandpowerstherotor througha
V-belt. Theupperframeis connectedto thelower
supportstructurewithtwoflexures. A50-1belec-
tromagneticshakeris usedto excitetheupper
frameandhubat thebladelead-lagnaturalfre-
quency.Twopneumaticclampslocktheupperframe
followingexcitationof the lead-lagmotionof the
blades.
Foreachtest conditionthebladepitchangle
wasset manuallybyraisingor loweringthepitch
links. Theresultingpitchanglewasmeasuredwith
thebladesupportedsothat theflap bendingmoment
ontheflexbeamwaszero. Therotorwasthen
broughtupto thetest conditionrotorspeed.
Transientbladelead-lagmotionwasinducedby
unlockingthepneumaticclampsto free tneupper
stand,oscillatingtherotorhubat thefixed-
system,lead-lagnaturalfrequency(w + I) with
theshaker,andoncesufficient lead-Lagmotionwas
obtained,theexcitationwasstoppedandtheupper
standclamped.Frequencyanddampingweredeter-
minedfromthetransientdecayof therotor differ-
ential lead-lagmodeusingthemoving-blockanaly-
sis. Thebladedatawererecordedigitally andon
analogtape. Acompletediscussionof themodel
propertiesis providedin AppendixA. Themeasured
modaldampingusedfor thecorrelationis tabulated
in AppendixB.
Correlation
Three cases were selected from the experiment
for correlation. The only difference between the
cases was the location of the pitch links as shown
in Fig. 3. For Case I, a single pitch link was
located on the leading edge at 10% of the flexbeam
span. For Case 2, a single pitch link was located
at the trailing edge and the same radial loca-
tion. For Case 3, pitch links were used on the
leading and trailing edges of the blade to simulate
a single pitch link and vertical shear restraint.
For all three configurations, the blade and flex-
beam precone and pretwist angles were set to zero.
a)
HUB PITCH LINK BLADE
TORQUE TUBE L XBEA
Fig. 3 Bearingless model rotor control configura-
tion. a) Case l--single pitch link on the leading
edge. b) Case 2--single pitch line on the trailing
edge. c) Case 3--pitch links on leading and
trailing edges.
Two of the companies involved in the correla-
tion effort uncovered problems with the experimen-
tal model properties documentation in setting up
their analytical models. A comparison of calcu-
lated and measured nonrotating frequencies for a
check case where no pitch links were mounted to the
blade showed a significant underprediction of the
flap and lead-lag frequencies (Table 2). It can be
seen that Bell Helicopter Textron adjusted the
flexbeam El values to provide a better match of the
nonrotating frequencies. However, Sikorsky changed
their method of representing the flexbeam end con-
ditions. Boeing Vertol made no change to the flex-
beam properties. Hughes Helicopters did not pro-
vide nonrotating frequency calculations, and it is
not known if they made any adjustments. The U.S.
Army Aeromechanics Laboratory took an alternate
approach in setting up the FLAIR analysis by defin-
ing the flexbeam properties for each case on the
basis of a match with nonrotating frequency mea-
surements. A comparison of nonrotating frequency
measurements and calculations used for the correla-
tion for the three cases is shown in Table 3.
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Table2 NonrotatingModalFrequenciesfor a Configuration
withoutPitchLinks
_fl1'Hz _B2'Hz _¢I' Hz _e1'Hz
Measurement 4.69 24.81 10.94 19.73
Bell HelicopterTextrona 4.68 25.86 11.01 21.18
SikorskyAircraft, unadjustedb 4.09 22.57 8.86 19.79
SikorskyAircraft, adjustedc 4.78 25.03 10.89 19.79
aFlapstiffnessincreased38%andchordstiffness87%to match
nonrotatingfrequencies.
busingoriginal tabulatedstiffnesses.
CAdJustingtabulatedstiffnessesto correctfor flexbeamend
effects.
Table3 Comparisonof MeasuredandPredictedNonrotating
Frequencies
Case _81'Hz _82'Hz _I' Hz _81'Hz
I Measurement 4.84 -- 10.97 39.69
Bell HelicopterTextron 4.82 25.84 11.01 45.68
BoeingVertol 4.38 -- 8.66 --
SikorskyAircraft 4.93 -- 10.82 47.4
FLAIR 4.89 -- 11.O3 38.76
2 Measurement 4.88 24.81 10.95 40.56
Bell HelicopterTextron 4.83 25.84 11.01 45.73
BoeingVertol 4.79 -- 8.99 56.34
SikorskyAircraft 4.93 -- 10.92 47.4
FLAIR 4.86 -- 11.10 38.57
3a Measurement 6.05 24.81 10.80 173.0
BoeingVertol 4.22 -- 8.25 --
SikorskyAircraft 6.76 26.6 10.75 193.8
FLAIR 6.02 -- 11.11 179.0
aBellHelicopterTextrondid notpredictCase3.
CaseI
TheCaseI configurationat 1100rpmis repre-
sentativeof a soft inplanerotor witha dimension-
lesslead-lagfrequencyof 0.74. Thesinglelead-
ingedgepitch link is locatedradiallynearthe
rootendof theflexbeam.Thisresultsin positive
pitch-flapcoupling(negative63) andthereforethefirst flappingfrequencyis predictedto be
lessthanI/rev. Thetorsionalfrequencyis calcu-
latedto be2.6/rev.
Six theoreticalpredictionsarecomparedwith
theexperimentaldatain Fig. 4. Theindividual
codesarekeyedto thecaptionandthedataare
shownasa stippledarea. Theoryanddatashowthe
samebehaviorin general--aminimumin dampingat
the lowpitchangleswith thedampingincreasing
withan increasein theabsolutevalueof thepitch
angle. Thedifferencesbetweenthetheoretical
predictionsandthedataare largelyseenin the
changeof dampingwithbladepitchangleandthe
locationof thedampingminimum.In this latter
respect,all of thecodesexceptSikorsky'sE927-3
predicttheminimumto occurbetween-2° and0°
pitch, whilethedatashowa mirror imagebehavior
with theminimumat about+2°.
TheDRAV21predictions(BH)showa damping
increasethat is similar to thedata,but thedamp-
ingminimumoccursat about-2° insteadof at +2°
andthepredictedminimumdampingis higherthan
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Fig. 4 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case I for lead-lag mode damping;
1100 rpm. Data are shown as stippled area; analy-
ses used are DRAV21 (BH), C90 (BV), DART (HHI) ,
G400 (SAI), E927-3 (SA3), and FLAIR (AL).
the measurements. Overall the correlation is
judged poor. The damping was also predicted using
a dynamic inflow model; the results are included in
Appendix C. There is perhaps a slight improvement
in the agreement, but this is not considered
significant.
The C-90 predictions (BV) show substantially
less of an increase in damping than the measure-
ments as pitch angle increases. The damping mini-
mum is quite broad and occurs at about 0 ° rather
than +2 ° . In general the correlation is considered
to be poor.
The DART predictions (HH I) show a reasonable
agreement in the damping increase for positive
pitch angles, but not at negative pitch angles.
The damping minimum appears to occur at about 0 °
rather than +2 ° and the correlation is judged
poor. The pitch angle shown for the DART calcula-
tions is the equilibrium or trim pitch angle that
results after all steady loads have been applied.
This is not directly comparable to the experimental
pitch angle measurements which were made statically
with the blade supported for zero flap deflection.
Sikorsky predicted the Case I lead-lag damping
with two analyses: G400 (SAI) and E927-3 (SA3).
In both cases NASTRAN was used to calculate the
mode shapes and frequencies. The G400 code shows
less of a damping increase with pitch angle than
the data and predicts the minimum to occur at about
0 ° rather than +2 ° . The E927-3 predictions show
relatively little variation with pitch angle; how-
ever, the damping minimum does appear to occur at
about +2 o . Although the G400 predictions are con-
sidered slightly better than the E927-3 calcula-
tions, the correlation for both codes is considered
poor.
The Aeromechanics Laboratory FLAIR analysis
(AL) shows reasonable agreement in the increase of
damping with pitch angle, but as with the majority
of the other codes, it shows a shift in the minimum
damping to -I ° or -2 ° rather than the measured
+2 ° . However, unlike the other codes, FLAIR shows
a fairly rapid increase in the damping at negative
pitch angles and for this reason its correlation is
considered poor-to-fair.
The disagreement between most of the predic-
tions and the data in the location of the damping
minimum for Case I is perplexing. The large varia-
tion in damping that is seen in this case allows
this minimum or damping bucket to be well-defined
both experimentally and theoretically. For a
purely symmetric rotor it might be expected that
the minimum should occur at 0 °, but there are a
number of asymmetries for Case I including blade
weight, pitch-flap coupling, and the cambered 23012
airfoil that was used. For the 23012 airfoil, the
zero inflow condition occurs at -1.5 ° although
Hughes Helicopters has suggested that the damping
should be symmetric about zero inflow. However,
the minimum parasite drag angle occurs at a posi-
tive I° to 2° for this airfoil and it is not clear
what effect this would have on the location of the
damping minimum.
Case 2
The damping as a function of blade pitch angle
for Case 2 is compared with the various theoretical
predictions in Fig. 5 for a rotor speed of
900 rpm. This corresponds to a measured lead-lag
frequency of O.87/rev. The single pitch link is
located on the trailing edge, which results in
negative pitch-flap coupling; therefore, the pre-
dicted first flap frequency is well above I/rev.
The torsional frequency is calculated to be 3.2/rev
(using FLAIR). The rate of change of damping wlth
pitch angle is much less than was seen for
Case I. Lead-lag damping data were not obtained
for blade pitch angles of 0 ° and 2 ° because of a
blade flutter encountered at a rotor speed of
approximately 860 rpm.
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Fig. 5 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 2 for lead-lag mode damping;
900 rpm. Data are shown as stippled area; analyses
used are: DRAV21 (BH), C90 (BV), DART (HHI) , G4OO
(SAt), E927-3 (SA3) , and FLAIR (AL).
The correlation in this case is improved over
Case I in general. The DRAV21 analysis (BH) shows
a similar damping level to the data but a different
slope, and is considered poor-to-fair. The Boeing
Vertol C-90 analysis (BV) shows better agreement
and is judged fair. The DART analysis (HH I) shows
approximately the correct level and a similar slope
and is considered fair-to-good. The DART predic-
tions were made at 11OO rpm rather than 900 rpm and
it is not known whether calculations made at the
correct rotor speed would show improved agree-
ment. The two Sikorsky analyses show a mixed
effect with G4OO (SAI) showing too much effect of
pitch angle and E927-3 (SA 3) showing too little
variation. Both are rated poor-to-fair. The FLAIR
analysis (AL) shows the best agreement at negative
and low pitch angles, but does not show the damping
increase at the higher pitch angles so is consid-
ered fair.
As the basis of comparison for this case was
the prediction of lead-lag damping, the damping of
other rotor modes was not required. However, it is
interesting to note that the DART analysis showed
an unstable first torsion mode at pitch angles of
-4 ° , O °, and +4 ° which is suggestive of the flutter
seen on the model rotor at pitch angles of O ° and
+2 °. It is not known if the flutter would have
been predicted if the correct rotor speed had been
used for the DART calculations. In retrospect, the
prediction of the experimental flutter should have
been included in comparing theory and experiment
for Case 2. If this had been the case, an accurate
prediction of the flutter condition would result in
an improved judgment of the DART analysis.
Case 3
The lead-lag damping as a function of blade
angle for Case 3 is shown in Fig. 6. For this
11OO-rpm condition, the measured lead-lag frequency
is 0.75/rev. The location of the pitch links on
the leading and trailing edges stiffens the tor-
sional degree of freedom as compared to Cases I
and 2 and also avoids pitch-flap coupling. This is
reflected in calculated values of the first flap
and torsion frequencies of 1.08/rev and 5.8/rev,
respectively (using FLAIR). The damping behavior
is similar to Case 2, but shows a larger variation
in damping as pitch angle is changed. Bell did not
provide calculations for this case as the Myklestad
program, which provides blade modes for the DRAV21
analysis, is not able to properly model the double-
pitch-link case.
The C-90 (BV) and DART (HH I) analyses show
very similar behavior for this case. The damping
is fairly well predicted for pitch angles near
zero, but neither method shows the measured damping
increase for pitch angles above 4 ° and both are
considered to be fair. The FLAIR (AL) analysis
behaves very much like the C-90 and DART predic-
tions, but is offset to a lower damping and is only
considered to be poor-to-fair.
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Fig. 6 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 3 for lead-lag mode damping;
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E927-2 (SA2), E927-3 (SA3), and FLAIR (AL).
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Sikorskypredictedthedampingin this case
withtheir G400analysisandtwoversionsof the
E927code.TheG400(SAI) andE927-2(SA2) predic-
tionsshowa behaviorthat is verysimilarto the
data,butareslightly offset. Theagreementi
this caseis Judgedto befair. TheE927-3(SA3)
predictionshowanexcessivesensitivity to pitch
angleandareconsideredto bepoor.
Conclusions
The predictions of six analysis programs were
compared with the data for three experimental data
sets obtained from an experiment designed to mea-
sure the lead-lag damping of an isolated bearing-
less rotor in hover. Overall, the correlation
varied from poor (E927-3) to fair (DART), and in
this sense the use of experimental data sets did
not act as a strong discriminant between the ana-
lytical methods. The fact that none of the predic-
tion methods was able to achieve fair-to-good
correlation leaves unresolved the problem of
whether the major modeling difficulties lie with
the theoretical or experimental efforts.
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Appendix A--Model Properties
The three cases examined in this paper are
from an experiment originally reported in Ref. I.
A limited discussion of model properties was pro-
vided in that reference. The present appendix
provides a substantially more detailed discussion
of the model properties.
Geometric Properties
The major rotor descriptive properties are
given in Table I. The dimensional data have been
obtained from design drawings. The same blade is
used as in the experiment discussed in Ref. 2 and
the appropriate analytic representation of the
aerodynamic section properties for this NACA 23012
airfoil is:
C_ : 0.15 ÷ 5.73_
C d : 0.0079 + 1.7_ 2
C = -0.012
m
where the angle of attack, _, is in radians.
Mass and Stiffness Properties
The design drawings of the hub, flexbeam, root
hardware, and blade were used to calculate mass,
stiffness, and pitching inertia outboard of blade
station (B.S.) 1.400 in. This blade station corre-
sponds to the outer edge of the cylindrical section
of the hub shown in Fig. 2. The calculated proper-
ties of the flexbeam and blade are given in
Table 4, and the calculated properties of the
torque tube and pitch hardware are shown in
Table 5. Torque tube properties are calculated
inboard of B.S. 7.O14 in., which corresponds to the
flexbeam tip. The pitch arm is included, but not
the pitch links or their ball sockets. Blade prop-
erties outboard of B.S. 8.931 in. were obtained
from Ref. 3. The flexbeam and root hardware are
centered on the blade quarter chord and therefore
inboard of B.S. 7.994 in the center of mass and
elastic axis are coincident at O.25c. TLe blade
outboard of B.S. 7.944 in. was designed to have the
center of mass and elastic axis coincident with
0.25c as well. No measurements have been made of
the blade elastic axis, but measurements of blade
center of mass outboard of B.S. 7.944 in. have
ranged from 0.256c to O.266c with an average value
of O.262c.
Measurements were made of the overall mass
properties of the blade and root hardware combina-
tion as shown in Table 6. The root hardware
included the pitch arm but not the pitch links and
a flexbeam was used that had been cut at the cen-
terline (B.S. 5.014 in.). The mass was measured
with a conventional laboratory scale and the span-
wise c.g. was determined by balancing the blade on
a knife edge. The moment of inertia was determined
by suspending the blade from its tip and measuring
its pendular frequency. These measurements were
made in both the flap and chord directions; the
variation was ±5.0%. The average value of the
moment of inertia is shown in Table 6. Pendular
measurements were also used to determine the
blade/root hardware pitch inertia by suspending the
blade from a point slightly behind its trailing
edge. Calculations of the integrated rotor mass
properties based on Tables 4 and 5 are compared to
the measurements in Table 6. The agreement between
calculation and measurement is excellent for the
mass, but the calculated location of the blade
spanwise c.g. is outboard of the measured location
by a quarter of an inch (0.8% of blade radius).
The calculated moment of inertia is 2.3% above the
measured value, but as the measurements showed a
t5% variation, this difference is not considered
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Table4 CalculatedMassandStiffnessPropertiesof Flexbeamand
Bladea
Blade Weight, EIf, EIc, GJ, le,Station,
in. Ib /in. 10 6 lb-in. 2 10 6 lb-in. 2 10 6 lb-in. 2 lb -in.2/in.
m m
1.400 1.70 44.9 27.3 20.7 0.704
1.653 0.813 37.2 25.7 17.5 0.534
1.826 0.738 44.7 25.2 10.7 0.831
2.159 0.862 25.4 20.6 30.2 0.449
2.159 0.500 72.1 72.1 10.9 0.141
2.359 0.500 72.1 72.1 10.9 0.141
2.359 O.180 0.863 0.863 3.76 O.O169
3.O14 0.180 0.863 0.863 3.76 O.O169
3.014 O.147 0.00084 0.00427 0.000066 O.O178
3.159 0.147 0.00084 0.00427 0.000066 O.0178
3.159 0.00227 0.00084 0.00427 0.000066 0.000278
7.014 0.00227 0.00084 0.00427 0.000066 0.000278
7.014 0.268 3.02 3.02 2.31 0.120
7.309 0.350 5.24 5.24 4.04 0.209
7.644 0.350 5.24 5.24 4.04 0.209
7.644 0.413 8.87 8.87 6.29 0.324
7.944 O.413 8.87 8.87 6.29 0.324
7.944 0.222 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
8.005 0.220 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
8.005 0.220 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
8.134 0.231 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550
8.134 0.0529 O.124 O.124 0.0959 0.00247
8.599 0.0510 0.124 0.124 0.0959 0.00243
8.781 0.191 0.124 0.124 0.0959 0.0394
8.931 O.191 O.124 O.124 0.0959 0.0394
8.931 0.0243 0.0459 0.0459 0.0238 0.000728
8.990 0.0296 0.0538 0.0538 0.0288 0.000867
8.990 0.119 0.0538 0.0538 0.0288 0.0147
9.050 0.118 0.0991 O.0991 0.0616 O.O155
9.050 O.155 O.O991 0.0991 0.0616 O.O195
9.180 0.160 0.101 0.101 0.0596 0.0297
9.180 0.0447 0.101 0.101 0.0596 0.O0172
9.285 0.0470 0.102 0.102 0.0568 0.00167
9.285 0.0332 0.0526 0.0526 0.0187 0.000684
9.445 0.00763 0.0O228 0.0617 0.0012 0.000711
11.445 0.00758 0.00228 0.0617 0.0012 0.000869
35.445 0.00748 0.00228 0.0617 0.0012 0.000869
aDoes not include torque tube, pitch arm, or pitch links.
Materials:
steel: p = O.283 Ibm/in. E = 29xiO 6 Ib/in. 2,
G 11×100 ib/in. _
titanium: p = 0.160 ibm/in.3. E = 16×106 ib/in. 2,
G 6.2xi06 ib/in. 2
Kevlar: p = 0.050 ib /in. 3. E = 11xi06 ib/in. 2,
G O.3xio 6 Tb/in. 2
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Table5 CalculatedMassandStiffnessPropertiesof TorqueTubea
Blade Weight, EIf, EIc, GJ, I_,Station,in. lb /in. 106 ib-in. 2 106 ib-in. 2 106 ib-in. 2 ib -in.2/in.
m m
3.200 O.281 12.1 26.7 3.98 0.377
3.600 O.281 12.1 26.7 3.98 0.377
3.600 0.0578 1.75 1.75 0.746 O.0193
6.872 0.0578 1.75 1.75 0.746 O.0193
6.872 0.239 2.30 2.30 0.177 0.0456
7.014 0.239 2.30 2.30 0.177 0.0456
aMaterials:
steel:
titanium:
aluminum:
0 = 0.283 ibm/in.3 E = 39×106 Ib/in. 2,
G 11×106 lb/in. 2'
p = O.160 ibm/in.3. E = 16×106 lb/in. 2
G 6.2×106 Ib/in. 2
= O.101 ibm/in.2 E = 10.5×106 lb/in. 2,
G 4×106 ib/in. 2 '
Table 6 Hub and Blade Mass Properties
Quantity Measured a Calculated Error b
Mass, ibm 1.024
Centroid of mass, in. c 4.37
Moment of inertia, Ibm-in. 2 c
Pitch inertia, ibm-in.2 0.393
1.025 +0.1%
4.64 +6.2%
74.03 75.70 +2.3%
0.486 +23.7%
aBlade and root hardware including pitch arm and flexbeam
outboard of B.S. 5.O14 in.
b Calculated - Measured × 100%
Measured
Cwith respect to flexbeam center, B.S. 5.O14 in.
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significant. Thecalculatedpitch inertia is 24%
abovethemeasurementwhichis a significantdif-
ference.Thecauseof this differenceis not
known.
Modal Frequency and Damping
Measurements were made of the rotor first-
flap, lead-lag, and torsion-mode frequencies for
each case. The measurements were made with the
blades mounted on the rotor hub and average values
are shown in Table 7 along with some limited mea-
surements of damping. There is no significant
effect of pitch link location between the leading
edge {Case I) and the trailing edge (Case 2).
However, the addition of the second pitch link
increases the first flap frequency by 25% and the
torsion frequency is increased by a factor of four.
Additional nonrotating frequency measurements
were made for the Case 2 configuration with the
blade and root hardware cantilevered from the hub
and with two pitch link configurations: a single
pitch link on the trailing edge and both pitch
links removed. Modal frequencies for these cases
are shown in Table 8. For the case without a pitch
link, it is possible to calculate approximate
first-mode frequencies from beam theory:
and
I/2
El
u - for flap and chord
8
I/2
GJ
- for torsion
P
where the El and GJ values from Table 4 for the
flexbeam span are used to determine stiffness, 18
is the blade inertia about the flexbeam center,
and Ip is the blade pitch inertia as calculated
from Table 4. The calculated flap and chord fre-
quencies in Table 8 are 11.1% and 7.3% higher than
the measured values, respectively. This difference
is a result of blade flexibility which is not
accounted for in the frequency expressions used
here and is larger in flap (blade to flexbeam ratio
of El is 2.7) than chord (ratio is 14.4) as
expected. The underprediction of the torsional
frequency is believed to be caused by inaccuracies
in the blade pitch inertia estimate. If the mea-
sured value of pitch inertia from Table 6 is used
instead of the calculated value, then the predicted
frequency will be 20.25 Hz or 2.8% above the
measurement.
The tabulated model properties that were orig-
inally supplied to the companies in the format of
Tables 4 and 5 were based on measured elastic
moduli for Kevlar rather than the standard handbook
values that are shown in the tables here. The
measurements of the elastic moduli were made in
consideration of the sensitivity of these param-
eters to configuration and lay-up for composite
materials. However, as discussed in the text in
regard to Table 2, some of the analyses
underpredicted the nonrotating frequencies, based
on these original properties. Similar underpredic-
tions were obtained using the cantilever beam for-
mula for frequency. This difficulty led to a
reexamination of the elastic moduli measurements
and a rejection of them because of deflection
measurement inaccuracies. The standard E and G
values now used in Tables 4 and 5 are believed to
provide the best estimate of the elastic moduli.
Control System Stiffness
The effective control-system stiffness was
estimated from two separate measurements. The
first measurement was obtained by cantilevering the
torque tube at its outer end and then loading one
pitch arm. The resulting value of 3840 ib/in.
includes both the torsional flexibility of the
torque tube and its flapwise flexibility. The
second measurement was obtained by loading a single
pitch link/swashplate combination vertically and
then measuring its deflection. This measured value
was 2690 ib/in, and is caused by both the torsional
and flapwise flexibility of the swashplate. The
control system stiffness is assumed to be a
series-spring summation of these two measurements
and, hence, is 1580 Ib/in.
Appendix B--Experimental Data
Tables 9, 10, and 11 show blade pitch angle in
degrees and lead-lag damping in sec -I for Cases I
to 3. These data were obtained in the experiment
reported in Ref. I. The lead-lag mode was excited
and the modal frequency and damping were obtained
from the transient decay using the moving-block
analysis.
Appendix C--Correlation
All theoretical predictions and experimental
data for the three cases are shown in this appendix
as Figs. 7 to 12. Some figures from the main text
are repeated here for completeness. The data and
correlation with theory are presented in two for-
mats. The first format compares the theoretical
predictions and experimental data individually for
each mathematical model used. In this format the
actual calculated points are shown as solid symbols
and the fairing between points was calculated by
the experiment analysts. The data are shown as
open symbols. The second format compares all the
theoretical predictions and experimental data on a
single composite plot. The theory is shown as the
faired curve from the first format and the experi-
mental data are shown as a stippled area.
All plots show the lead-lag damping (sec -I) as
a function of blade pitch angle (degrees). The
sketch above each figure shows the geometry of the
rotor for that particular case. A code is used to
identify the theoretical predictions for both the
individual and composite comparisons and is
explained in Table 12.
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Table 7 Flexbeam/Blade Modal Frequency and Damping
Case
Flap Lead-lag Torsion
-I -I -I
_, Hz a, sec m, Hz a, sec _, Hz a, sec
I 4.84 -- 10.97 O.71 39.69 --
2 4.88 -- 10.95 0.70 40.56 0.50
3 6.05 -- 10.80 0.75 173.0 --
Table 8 Case 2 Flexbeam/Blade Modal Frequency
Blade mode
Modal frequency
with pitch link
installed, Hz
Modal frequency with no pitch
link installed,
Hz
(measured) (measured) (calculated) (error)
First flap 4.88 4.69 5.21 +11.1%
Second flap 24.81 24.81 ....
First lead-lag 11.13 10.94 11.74 +7.3%
First torsion 38.28 19.73 18.24 -7.6%
Table 9 Pitch Angle and Lead-Lag
Damping for Case I at 1100 rpm
-I
e deg sec
o ,
Table 10 Pitch Angle and Lead-Lag
Damping for Case 2 at 900 rpm a
-I
e, deg a, sec
-4.0 -4.14 -4.0 -0.646
-4.0 -4.08 -4.0 -O.659
-4.0 -3.97 -2.0 -O.538
-2.0 -I .38 -2.0 -0.559
-2.0 -I .62 +4.0 -0.742
0 -0.864 +4.0 -0.712
0 -0.756 +6.0 -0.781
2.0 -0.578 +6.0 -0.866
2.0 -O.559 +8.0 -1.11
4.0 -I. 19 +8.0 -I .008
4.0 -I .28
6.0 -3.06
6.0 -3.17 aLead-lag damping was not measured
6.0 -3.32 at 0 ° pitch angle because of a
flutter that occurred at the first
torsion mode frequency.
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Table11 PitchAngleandLead-Lag
Dampingfor Case3at 11OOrpm
-I
e, deg sec
o ,
-4.O -0.773
-4.0 -O.732
-2.O -O.679
-2.0 -0.672
0 -O.591
0 -0.630
+2.0 -O.713
+2.0 -0.702
+4.0 -O.914
+4.0 -0.893
+6.0 -1.21
+6.0 -1.17
+8.0 -1.47
+8.0 -1.56
+8.0 -1.51
Table 12 Explanation of Prediction Codes
ID Prediction Method User
BH
BV
HH I
SA I
SA 2
SA 3
AL
DRAV21 Bell Helicopter Textron
C-90 Boeing Vertol
DART Hughes Helicopters
G4OO Sikorsky Aircraft
E927-2 Sikorsky Aircraft
E927-3 Sikorsky Aircraft
FLAIR U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory
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DISCUSSION
A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR THE AEROELASTIC STABILITY
OF A BEARINGLESS MODEL ROTOR IN HOVER
Seth Dawson
Wayne Johnson, NASA Ames: On your Case 2 that showed the flutter instability at low
pitch angles, it would seem to me that your assessment of adequate correlation would
not really be terribly correct. In fact, all the analyses did not predict that. Is
that true? Did any of the analyses predict that instability?
Dawson: I don't know the answer to that question. I don't think so; I don't remem-
ber seeing it. For instance, Dewey Hodges' analysis doesn't predict the higher
order modes which are what we think are coupling; for instance, second flap and
torsion are coupling in certain places, to create these instabilities. So although
they don't predict it, they don't have the higher order modes to cover that, but I'm
not completely sure of the answer to your question.
Euan Hooper, Boeing Vertol: Seth, why was [Case] 2 at 900 rpm when the other two
were at 1100?
Dawson: I think it had to do with the fact that we were running into a pitch-flap
instability and high loads at 100 rpm for that case. I've got some test matrices
that I could show you and point out where the instabilities occurred. Basically, we
tried to pick the cases that were most interesting for their structural coupling
rather than for the instabilities because we weren't really trying to predict the
instabilities so much as just the basic damping trends here.
Gene Hammond_ Applied Technology Laboratory: On the flutter type instability that
you mentioned on Case 2, did you document that case in terms of the experimental
data as well as you've documented the lead-lag damping cases?
Dawson: We did, [but] it's not documented as well. We made several attempts to
gather as much data as we could there. They're fairly explosive instabilities, so
if you're at the beginning of your test there's a natural reluctance to push your-
self too far into an unstable regime because there's a considerable amount of data
that you'd still like to gather with the rotor. But we do have some fairly good
documentation of that and later on we could look at that.
Hammond: But with your moving block analysis you should be able to measure the
subcritical damping as you approach the mode. You don't seem to be too reluctant to
push the rotor into these lead-lag instabilities.
Dawson: It depends on the type of instability you're running into; some of them are
obviously going rather rapidly. The torsion instabilities seem to go quite quickly
and the lead-lag instabilities are spread over a wider number of rpm. If your rpm
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control is only ±5 rpm and 2 rpm is enough to shoot it over the line, you really
don't want to have your mechanic sitting there with his finger trembling on the rpm
control because it could go rather quickly. But the pitch-flap instabilities are
better documented than the torsion instabilities, I believe.
Bob Ormiston, Session Chairman: I think Bill's got a comment that may be relevant
here.
Bill Bousman, Aeromechanics Lab: I want to reflect on both Wayne and Gene's com-
ments. At the time that the assessment started we did not have any documentation at
all on the flutter modes we were encountering. We knew visually that they were at
the torsion mode frequency but we could not tell the analysts what they were. We
could not really quantify what they were; we Just knew they were a regime where we
could not test for lead-lag mode stability. Although the analysts were told there
was a flutter point there, none of the results indicated that they had found one.
None of the theoretical results that we got indicated any kind of torsion-mode
instability there.
Dawson: It's only been in the last six months that we've really started to analyze
any of the flutter data, so none of that was presented at this seminar.
Bousman: Since then we have tried to quantify what actually happened there but it
is not as easy as our other results, because as we approach an instability in the
lead-lag mode we have a good excitation source so that we can get good subcritical
mode results for lead-lag instability by oscillating the model. But for the torsion
flutter, we have no way of really exciting that mode until we get to the unstable
regime. So what we do is go to a slightly stable regime and Just shake it as hard
as we can, but we found that the scatter in those results is fairly high so it's not
a really good way to do it. I think that experimentally there's a lot more work to
do there in getting better experimental techniques to identify those flutters.
Ormiston: Can I get Holt's question in here?
Holt Ashley, Stanford University: It isn't a question, it's a comment. I just say
I go along with about four other speakers; I'm fascinated by this lack of inter-
est. At least all the great teachers I ever listened to told me that when you run
into something unexpected in an experiment, that's where you're probably going to
learn something. So I certainly hope that there are plans to understand that insta-
bility better and to attempt to predict it by appropriate methods.
Dawson: Well, it also depends on the purpose of your experiment ....
Ashley: No it doesn't; that's exactly the point.
Dawson: No, if your experiment is ....
Ashley: You're making an excuse, my friend.
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Ormiston: Oh, we're really interested in that. We're definitely going to go back
and look at it.
Dawson: I'm interested in the instabilities; I'm also interested in providing my
boss with the data matrix that covers ....
Ashley: I hope he's listening to the comments from the audience.
Ormiston: Speaking for myself, I'm really interested. Let's go with Gene, did you
have a comment you wanted to throw out?
Hammond: I just wanted to follow up on Bill's comment with another question. Were
the analysts given the torsion data for the blade that was tested?
Dawson: In terms of the inertial properties, the physical properties of the blade?
Hammond: Yes.
Dawson: Yes.
Richard Bielawa, United Technologies Research Center: I just want to underscore
Holt's remarks, in that much of what we worked on was low-frequency phenomena that
really didn't exercise any of our more high-powered methodology. It was not
unsteady aerodynamic phenomena that we were typically looking at. I think that if
we could define some instability instances where we really had to stretch the analy-
sis to employ a lot of these new methodologies that we've worked so hard on, that in
itself would be a very valuable contribution to this effort.
Ormiston: I've got to put in one comment of my own, take my prerogative here. I
think we've stretched the analyses quite a bit on some very simple problems for some
fairly simple configurations, and that really is surprising to a lot of us.
I've got to make a couple of comments in defense of the speaker. The boss
didn't say he had to go and investigate the torsion instabilities, but we did want
to get some particular data. There's a great deal of difficulty in running these
kinds of experiments and making them come out right, even for a limited set of
objectives. That's got to be a first concern. As far as the correlation and the
interest in these kinds of instabilities and what it means for these analyses and
future predictions, there's absolutely no question about it. If we can keep on with
this, and we hope we can do this kind of research, we'll continue to investigate
those and give you more challenges to predict with your analyses.. Okay, back to
you--Bill?
Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames: In your experiment you expressed the fact that you
really didn't have a knowledge of the operating condition of the blade in terms of
blade pitch under load, you only had a static measurement. In your future experi-
ments do you intend to try and better understand what the operating condition of the
rotor is?
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Dawson: Yes, we've actually done a correlation where we've measured the pitch
angle, basically at the end of the flex beam, by using a correlation between the
steady strain-gage loads, and we've done a correlation between the operating pitch
angle at the end of the flex beam, for instance, with rotor rpm. The only way you
can actually pick out what the actual pitch angle of the blade at the three-quarter
[radius] point is, would be to get somesort of a visual sighting technique, which
we have used for blade tracking. But we are working on trying to get a better
correlation. With the Hughesanalysis it was simply a matter of the way their
analysis measures the pitch angle versus FLAIR. I designed the model to match
FLAIR; in FLAIRyou put the nonrotating values into the analysis. I'm sure that to
get Hughesanalysis to match the data more closely we can find somesort of a way of
correlating for them. But for what I was interested in, at the time the experiment
was made, I was trying to match it to FLAIR.
Warmbrodt: Is there any possibility of getting a thrust measurement from your
rotor?
Dawson: It would be difficult, although we've thought about it. I'd have to talk
to Bill Bousman or Bob Ormiston as to how much time and effort we can put into it,
but it would be a much easier way of correlating the data than measuring blade pitch
angle, I think, for a number of the analyses.
Dev BanerJee_ Hughes Helicopters: That was going to be my follow-up comment to
Bill's question. I think we won't have any inconsistency in the representation of
the x-axis if we had plotted the x-axis as a thrust measure between test data and
analysis. I'd like to follow up on this flutter instability. I think if the root
end structure, that is, the dual load path, the flex beam, and the pitch case, are
modeled adequately structurally you would see that instability. If you go back to
some of the tables we have provided you on the leading and trailing edge pitch link,
you would see that approximately 3-per-rev instability of the coupled second flap-
torsion mode.
That instability is basically because in your torsion mode, with the single
pitch link without a snubber in the design, the torsion frequency drops to about
3 per rev and you have a strong coupling between the second flap and torsion modes.
Daw_____son:Oh yes, it's very low. That's where those pitch flap instabilities
occurred, about 2.8 to 3.0 per rev, and it was definitely a second flap-first tor-
sion mode because that first torsion frequency is considerably lower than for the
double pitch link arrangement. Its torsion frequency is something on the order of
6 or 7 per rev for the double pitch-link arrangement, Case 3.
Ormiston: Let's take one more question. We're starting to run a little long here.
Peretz Friedmann I UCLA: I was wondering, looking at these pictures of the stand,
how high the rotor is above the ground in terms of rotor diameters.
Dawson: Probably about one, one and one half [diameters].
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Friedmann: Then I was wondering whether the ground effect could have any influence
on the aerodynamic loading, and particularly the wakes of the rotor piling up
beneath the rotor? That could cause some of these high-frequency torsional insta-
bilities. This is just a speculative question.
Dawson: You're talking about zero-inflow-type instabilities?
Friedmann: Not necessarily.
Dawson: I don't think it does, but I think that perhaps either Bob Ormiston or Bill
Bousman would be more qualified to answer. My personal opinion is that there isn't
a lot of ground effect interference. Dave [Sharpe] has actually done experiments
where he's tried using both a ground plane and not using a ground plane and it
doesn't seem to affect the data significantly, from what I can understand.
Banerjee: I have one more question I'd like to follow up on, which is really a
comment. I really think that the flutter problem is caused by the geometry and the
definition of the structure at the root end where you have a low-torsion-mode cou-
pling with the second flap mode at around 3 per rev.
Dawson: So you don't feel that the ground effect is significant then?
Banerjee: It might be, but in this particular case it's the strong coupling between
the flap and torsion modes that I think is causing this.
Ormiston: I am going to shut myself off here. I'll talk about that one this after-
noon if I get a chance. Thank you very much, Seth; that was very stimulating.
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Abstract
Seven cases were selected for correlation
from a I/5.86 Froude-scale experiment that exam-
ined several rotor designs which were being con-
sidered for full-scale flight testing as part of
the Bearingless Main Rotor (BMR) program. The
model rotor hub used in these tests consisted of
back-to-back C-beams as flexbeam elements with a
torque tube for pitch control. The first four
cases selected from the experiment were hover
tests which examined the effects on rotor stabil-
ity of variations in hub-to-flexbeam coning, hub-
to-flexbeam pitch, flexbeam-to-blade coning, and
flexbeam-to-blade pitch. The final three cases
were selected from the forward flight tests of the
optimum rotor configuration as defined during the
hover test. The selected cases examined the
effects of variations in forward speed, rotor
speed, and shaft angle. Analytical results from
Bell Helicopter Textron, Boeing Vertol, Sikorsky
Aircraft, and the U.S. Army Aeromecnanics Labora-
tory were compared with the data and the correla-
tions ranged from poor-to-fair to fair-to-good.
Introduction
As part of the Methodology Assessment, seven
cases were selected from the experiments reported
in Ref. I for comparison with theoretical
models. The experiment reported in Ref. I was
conducted by the Boeing Vertol Company as part of
the U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory pro-
gram to design, fabricate, and demonstrate by
flight test the feasibility of a Bearingless Main
Rotor (BMR). This experiment included both hover
and forward flight testing of a I/5.86 Froude-
scale model bearingless rotor. From the extensive
data on a coupled rotor/body stability that was
generated, four hover test cases and three forward
flight cases were selected for comparison. The
cases were chosen to determine the ability of the
analyses to model a bearingless rotor with differ-
ences in precone, blade droop, and flexbeam twist
in hover; and to model the effects of thrust,
shaft angle, airspeed, and rotor speed in forward
flight.
The theoretical models compared with the data
included the Bell Helicopter Textron DRAV21 analy-
sis in hover and C81 in forward flight, the Boeing
Vertol C-90 code, two versions of the Sikorsky
*Aerospace Engineer.
E-927 analysis, the Sikorsky G400 code, and the
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory FLAIR analysis.
This paper briefly describes the experiment
from which these data were obtained and presents
the correlation. Conclusions are presented as to
the quality of the agreement between theory and
experiment. Appendices document the experimental
model properties, tabulate the experimental data
points, and show all of the correlations.
Description of Experiment
As part of the U.S. Army Applied Technology
Laboratory program to design, fabricate, and
demonstrate by flight test the feasibility of a
Bearingless Main Rotor (BMR), the Boeing Vertol
Company conducted I/5.86 Froude-scale tests of
several candidate BMR configurations {Ref. I).
The testing included both hover and forward flight
conditions. The hover tests were conducted to
define the optimum model configuration for maximum
air-resonance-mode damping. Configuration param-
eters which were varied to determine the optimum
rotor included precone angle, blade sweep, blade
first-chord frequency, and built-in pitch orienta-
tion of the root end C-beams. The optimum config-
uration was then tested in the Boeing Vertol wind
tunnel at forward speeds up to a scale speed of
135 knots. The conditions simulated included
level flight, banked turns, and climb-and-
descents. This test provided an extensive data
base on coupled rotor/body stability from which
four hover- and three forward-flight cases were
selected for correlation.
Model Description
The model used for this test is shown in
Fig. I. It consisted of a Froude-scale model
rotor mounted on a rigid fuselage having pitch and
roll degrees of freedom relative to the pedestal
mounting. The complete model, including the drive
motor and transmission, was mounted on a two-axis
gimbal with ±7 ° pitch and ±9 ° roll. The model
rotor diameter was 5.5 ft. A proportional (closed
loop) control system equipped with a cyclic stick
provided lateral and longitudinal control to fly
the model in the pitch-and-roll degrees of free-
dom. In addition, a shaker system was installed
in the cyclic control so that excitation of the
model could be applied through the swashplate
actuator at desired frequencies. Blade collective
pitch was remotely controlled and was set ini-
tially by means of an open loop control and a
pitch angle indicator. Other controls included
the pedestal-mount pitch attitude, the stick trim,
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and a variable incidence horizontal stabilizer to 
assist the operator in trimming the model in vari- 
ous flight conditions. 
acting (self-centering) snubbers were installed to 
arrest the fuselage motion divergences or to lock 
out body pitch-and-roll degrees of freedom. Rotor 
speed was controlled by the tunnel or test cell 
operator. 
Quick-acting and slow- 
Fig. 1 1/5.86 Froude Scale Model 
Model power was supplied by a nine-horsepower 
water-cooled electric motor (rated at 10,000 rpm) 
through a 2.25:l spur-gear reduction and then 
finally to the shaft through a 3:l bevel-gear 
reduction. 
The swashplate control system was mounted on 
the integral motor transmission assembly which is 
supported, through shear-force measuring devices, 
by roll pivots at the fore and aft ends of a rec- 
tangular gimbal frame. Adjustable pitch pivots on 
the sides of the frame provided the pitch degree 
of freedom and allowed variation in the center of 
gravity relative to the shaft axis. 
gimbal was supported through a vertical Y-frame to 
the pedestal base. A geometrically representative 
fuselage shell model of a balsa/fiberglass sand- 
wich was suspended from the fore and aft ends of 
the transmission. The horizontal stabilizer was 
hand-adjustable in incidence. 
The model 
The hub consisted of four beams made of 30% 
glass-filled nylon. This material was chosen to 
maintain geometric and aeromechanical similar- 
ity. Figure 2 shows the major components of the 
model hub. To study the effects of parameters 
variations, the hub was designed to allow beam-to- 
hub attachment angles of -6, 0, +6, +1 2 O  in pitch, 
and 0 and 2.5O in coning. The beam-to-blade junc- 
ture was designed to allow -12, -1.4, +3.6, +9.6, 
and +15.6" in pitch; 0 and -2.5" in blade sweep; 
and 0 and 2.5O in precone (negative droop). 
The blade was constructed of a 1/8-in. diam- 
The blade-pitching mass moment Of 
eter steel spar surrounded by a fiberglass-covered 
balsa airfoil. 
\PITCH TORQUE ROD 
ROD END BEARING HOUSING 
ROTOR SHAFT ADAPTER 
Fig. 2 Major components of BMR Froude Scale- 
Model Hub. 
inertia together with the weight and chordwise 
balance was achieved through discrete distribution 
of tantalum wire slugs inside the balsa. 
Deviations to the BO 105 blade design include 
exclusion of a tip overbalance weight, zero twist, 
and a NACA 21012 airfoil with a 1.65-in. chord and 
an additional trailing-edge tab of 0.17 in. over 
the full span of the blade. This makes a total 
chord of 1.82 in., which is 1/5.86-scale of the 
BO 105/BMR blade. 
Test Procedure 
The basic test procedure was to set up the 
desired test condition (e.g., rpm, tunnel speed, 
and collective pitch) and then trim the model. 
Trim attitude was held with the help of an SCAS 
system. The swashplate was oscillated in the 
lateral control direction for hover testing or in 
the longitudinal control direction for forward 
flight testing using a shaker set at a frequency 
of (n  - ur) .  The shaker was then turned off, the 
transient response recorded, and the system modal 
damping determined by manual calculation and com- 
puter analysis. 
Test Results 
The model configuration was varied during the 
hover tests to define an optimum aeroelastically 
stable rotor configuration. This investigation 
concentrated on two aspects: 
instability boundary outside the helicopter oper- 
ating rotor speed range, and 2) improving overall 
air resonance modal damping ratios near the normal 
operating rotor speed. Table 1 summarizes the 
configurations tested. Configuration I was 
selected as the baseline for the forward-flight 
wind tunnel testing. However, after a period of 
testing. it was observed that the air-resonance- 
1) placing the 
- .  
damping mode had significantly increased. 
determined that the material properties of 
glass-impregnated nylon had changed during 
ORIGINAL PP-GE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
It was 
the 
testing 
Table I BMR I/5.86 Froude Sale Model Hover Test Configurations
Config- Hub-to-flexbeam Flexbeam-to-blade Flexbeam Blade Blade Lead-lag
uration pitch angle, pitch angle, precone, droop, sweep, dimensionless
8fh, deg a ebf, deg a Bpc, deg b 8d, deg c A, deg d frequency
@ 1028 rpm, _
A 0 9.6 0.0 -2.5 0.0 0.68
B -6 9.6 0.0 -2.5 0.0 0.68
C +6 9.6 0.0 -2.5 0.O 0.68
D -6 15.6 0.0 -2.5 0.O 0.68
E 0 9.6 2.5 0 0.0 0.68
F +6 3.6 0.0 -2.5 0.0 0.68
G +12 -2.4 0.0 -2.5 0.0 0.68
H +12 -2.4 0.0 -2.5 -2.5 0.68
I +12 -2.4 0.O -2.5 0.O 0.65
apositive, nose up.
bpositive, beam up.
Cpositive, blade down.
dpositive, blade forward.
and therefore the Configuration I beams were
replaced with the Configuration G beams.
Forward speed tests were conducted for the
following conditions:
a) Airspeed sweeps in level flight at I.O-G
thrust from hover to a scaled 135 knots,
b) Thrust sweeps representing banked-turn
load factors,
c) Climb and descent conditions at I.O-G
thrust,
d) Rotor speed variations, and
e) Shaft angle variations.
Selection of Test Cases
For the Methodology Assessment, seven cases
from the I/5.86 Froude-scale test were selected
for correlation with the analyses. Table 2 pro-
vides the parameter varation for the cases along
with the independent variables tested. Cases I
through 4 are hover cases while 5 through 7 are
for forward flight.
Case I was selected since it is essentially
an uncoupled rotor and it should be the simplest
to model mathematically. Case 2 was chosen
because it has a region of neutral stability from
about 900 to 1000 rpm and would provide some data
on the sensitivity of the analyses in modeling
this region. Case 3 was chosen to demonstrate the
ability of the analyses to account for the effects
of the combination of negative droop and pretwist
which had shown the highest damping in the test
program. Case 4 was selected to look at the
effects of thrust as the independent variable.
The three forward flight conditions comprise or
make up the same configuration as for Cases 3
and 4. The forward flight conditions were
selected to demonstrate the ability to model
effects of airspeed (Case 5), shaft angle and
inflow (Case 6), and rotor speed (Case 7). For
Case 6, which shows the effect of climb and
descent, the airspeed was selected that was the
least stable for the regressing lead-lag mode.
The same airspeed was used for Case 7 as well.
Correlation
The four hover cases were modeled using the
Bell Helicopter Textron DRAV21 analysis, the
Boeing Vertol C-90 code, the Sikorsky E927-3
Analysis, and the U.S. Army Aeromechanies Labora-
tory FLAIR code. The math model predictions and
the experimental results for the four cases are
compared in Figs. 3 through 6. Overall the DBAV21
code shows the best agreement between the experi-
mental results and predictions.
The comparison of the predicted and measured
lead-lag regressing mode damping as a function of
rotor speed for Case I is presented in Fig. 3.
The DRAV21 prediction (BH) shows fair-to-good
agreement with the experimental results (shaded
area). It accurately predicts the rotor speed
stability boundary and closely predicts the level
of damping. This analysis was performed without
dynamic inflow; the same case with dynamic inflow
shows only slight differences. Dynamic inflow was
included in the subsequent comparisons.
The C-90 analysis (BV) closely predicts the
rotor speed stability boundary and matches the
trend of the experimental data, but predicts modal
damping significantly higher than the test values;
the agreement here is considered poor-to-fair.
The reason for this is not known. However, a pos-
sible explanation is that Y-71, which provides the
coupled mode shapes for the Y-71/C-60/C-90 family
of programs, is not able to properly model the
multiple load paths of the BMR dual-flexbeam and
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Table2 SelectedTestCasesfor MethodologyAssessment
Case Flexbeamprecone,
Bpc, deg
Hub-to-flexbeamBlade Flexbeam-to-bladeIndependent
pitchangle, droop, pitchangle, Variable
efh, deg _d, ebf, degdeg
I 0
2 2.5
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
7 0
0 -2.5 -9.6 a varied,
const thrust
0 0 9.6 _ varied,
const thrust
12 -2.5 -2.4 S varied,
const thrust
12 -2.5 -2.4 thrust varied,
const
12 -2.5 -2.4 airspeed varied,
const thrust
12 -2.5 -2.4 Ss varied,
const, airspeed
12 -2.5 -2.4 a varied,
const airspeed
_0
-2
-4
-6
/ By
/ \
/ \
/ \
.!/_ ;_'0" SA 3
/_.::::,::/ I 900 1100 1300
.:_!!i:ii/ / _, rpm
I
I
I
I
Fig. 3 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case I, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of rotor speed for I g thrust;
efh = 0 °, ebf = 9.6 ° , Bpc = 0 °, Bd = -2.5 ° .
torque-tube design. Program Y-71 represents the
dual flexbeam with a single beam approximation.
Sikorsky attempted to use both their G400 and
E927-2 programs for this case, but were unable to
obtain converged solutions. It was at this point
that Sikorsky reintroduced torsion-bending cou-
pling terms to the E927-2 analysis {that had been
removed in the evolution of E927-I to E927-2) to
create the E927-3 version. Using this program
(SA 3) three predicted values were obtained as
shown by the circles. Although these three pre-
dicted points show excellent agreement with the
data, the lack of additional predictions resulted
in the correlation being judged as only fair.
The predictions made using the U.S. Army
Aeromechanics Laboratory FLAIR model (AL) shows
poor-to-fair agreement with the experimental
data. The analysis slightly underpredicts the
stability boundary and does not follow the
decrease in stability shown in the experimental
data above 1100 rpm.
Figure 4 presents the comparison of the pre-
dicted results with the experimental rotor data
for Case 2. Both the DRAV21 and C-90 predicted
the rotor speed stability boundary and showed good
agreement with experimental data above 1050 rpm.
However, these analyses fail to predict the region
of neutral stability between 900 and 1000 rpm and
overall are considered to show fair-to-good corre-
lation. The E927-3 predictions are off scale and
the correlation is very poor. The FLAIR analysis
fails to predict the configuration as being stable
and is judged poor.
Figure 5 shows the results of the comparison
of the analysis with the experimental data of
Case 3. Both the C-90 and DRAV21 codes predict
the stability boundary while the FLAIR analysis
underpredicts this boundary by about 100 rpm. The
DRAV21 analysis shows fair-to-good agreement with
the experimentally measured damping while the
FLAIR and C-90 codes substantially overpredict the
damping, so are considered poor. There are two
sets of Sikorsky data for this case. The first
set, SA 3 {shown as circles), are the results
obtained using the E927-3 computer program. As
with Case I, these results show good agreement
with the experimental data, but were judged only
fair, in part because too few points were
9O
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/ / /BV
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Fig. 4 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 2, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of rotor speed for I g thrust;
8fh 0 ° : 6 ° :: , ebf 9. , Bpc 0 ° , Bd = 0 °.
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Fig. 5 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 3, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of rotor _peed for I g thrust;
efh = 12 ° , ebf = -2.4 ° , 8pc = 00 , Bd = -2.5 ° .
calculated to allow a valid assessment. The
diamonds labeled SA I are results that were
obtained by Sikorsky using the upgraded G4OO
analysis. When Sikorsky used their G4OO analysis
for this case during the contracted effort, the
program would not converge. The upgraded analysis
shows a substantial improvement, giving results
between DRAV21 and the other codes.
The results for Case 4 are shown in Fig. 6.
Unlike the other hover cases, the rotor speed was
10 /
/
BV /
8 //
/
/
6 //
_.4 ///
/2
AL
SA 3
, i
0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6
ROTOR THRUST, G
Fig. 6 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 4, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of rotor speed for I g thrust;
8fh = 12 ° , 8bf = -2.4 ° , 8pc = 0 °, 8d = -2.5 ° .
held constant and the rotor thrust was varied.
The DRAV21 analysis shows good agreement with test
data from about 0.5 to 1.2 g thrust. The lack of
a proper stall representation in the aerodynamics
representation is believed to be the reason for
the differences seen above 1.2 g. Overall the
correlation is considered to be fair to good. The
C-90 analysis shows excessive sensitivity to the
thrust or pitch angle and the agreement is judged
as very poor to poor. The E927-3 analysis agrees
quite well with the experimental results, so is
considered good. The FLAIR analysis slightly
overpredicts the damping level and shows similar
trends, but is judged as only poor to fair.
The results of the comparison of the analyses
with the three forward flight cases are shown in
Figs. 7 through 9. For these cases, Bell Helicop-
ter Textron used their C81 analysis (which was not
used for the hover cases) and Boeing Vertol used
their C-90 code. Sikorsky attempted to model the
forward flight conditions using their E-927 analy-
ses, but were unable to obtain stable solutions.
The results for Case 5, which show the lead-
lag mode damping variation with wind tunnel speed,
are shown in Fig. 7. The Bell Helicopter Textron
C81 code shows good agreement with the data, both
in behavior and in damping level. The Boeing
Vertol C-90 analysis significantly overpredicts
the damping level and the correlation is only
considered to be very poor-to-poor. Sikorsky has
provided a limited number of calculations with the
upgraded G400 analysis. These results compare
favorably with the test results.
Case 6 shows the lead-lag mode damping varia-
tion at one rotor speed and thrust as the shaft
angle is varied to simulate climbs and descents.
The predictions and experimental data are compared
in Fig. 8. The Bell Helicopter Textron C81 pre-
diction shows the correct damping level and damp-
ing behavior with shaft angle. The correlation is
considered good. The Boeing Vertol damping is
again significantly overpredicted, although the
damping behavior with shaft angle is similar to
the data. The correlation is judged to be poor.
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Fig. 7 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 5, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of rotor speed for I g thrust;
8fh = 12°, ebf = -2.4 °, 8pc = 0 °, 8d = -2.5 ° .
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Fig. 8 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 6, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of shaft angle for airspeed of 24.8
knots, I g thrust, and r = 1028 rpm; efh = 12 ° ,
%f : -2.4 °, 8pc : 0 °, 8d : -2.5 °.
Figure 9 compares the measured and calculated
lead-lag mode damping for Case 7 as rotor speed is
varied at the minimum power speed. The damping
behavior is very similar to the hover case that
was shown in Fig. 5. The Bell Helicopter Textron
C81 analysis shows approximately the same behavior
as seen in the data, but the damping level tends
to be lower and the neutral stability boundary is
shifted downwards by about 40 rpm. The correla-
tion is judged fair. The Boeing Vertol C-90
analysis also shows approximately correct behav-
ior, but the damping level tends to be higher than
the measured level. The neutral-stability rotor
speed prediction is the same as for C81. Overall
the correlation is considered poor-to-fair.
Conclusions
Five analyses were compared with one or more
cases selected from an experiment that measured
the frequency and damping of a model rotor in
hover and in forward flight. The hover cases
examined various couplings, while the forward
flight case examined the effects of variations in
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Fig. 9 Composite comparison of theory and experi-
ment for Case 7, regressing lead-lag mode damping
as a function of rotor speed for I g thrust and
airspeed of 24.8 knots; efh = 12° , ebf = -2.4 °,
_pc = 0°' Bd = -2"5°"
forward speed, rotor speed, and shaft angle.
Based on comparison of the analyses with the
experimental data, the following conclusions were
reached.
I) The DRAV21 analysis used by Bell Helicop-
ter Textron gave fair-to-good correlation overall
for the four hover cases. The C81 analysis used
by Bell Helicopter Textron for the three forward-
flight cases gave fair-to-good correlation
overall.
2) The C-90 analysis used by Boeing Vertol
to predict the stability for all of the cases gave
poor-to-fair correlation.
3) Sikorsky Aircraft used the analysis codes
G400 and E927-3 for the cases examined. The
E927-3 code correlation for the hover cases shows
mixed results. Limited calculations show very
good agreement for two of the cases examined, but
fail to adequately model precone in another hover
case. Overall, the E927-3 was judged to give
poor-to-fair correlation. The attempt to use the
G400 analysis for the contracted effort gave
unsatisfactory results. The program was upgraded
later and some cases were run successfully. The
calculations with the modified analysis show con-
siderable improvement.
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4) The Aeromechanics Laboratory FLAIR analy-
sis provided poor-to-fair correlation overall.
the model was not scaled since the model had only
pitch and roll degrees of freedom and only the
inertias were scaled.
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Appendix A - Model Properties
The seven cases examined in this paper are
from an experiment originally reported in
Ref. I. The experimental model properties in this
appendix are taken from that reference.
To obtain the best representation of static
and dynamic rotor aeroelastic characteristics of a
full-scale helicopter, a Froude-scaled model was
used. Froude scaling best maintains the proper
relationship between dynamic, aerodynamic,
elastic, and gravitational forces. Table 3 shows
a comparison a full-scale, model-scale desired,
and model-scale-actual parameters. The weight of
Rotor Properties
The rotor system tested in this experiment
was a four-bladed bearingless system with a diam-
eter of 5.5 ft which is I/5.86 of full scale. The
blades are untwisted with an NACA 23012 airfoil at
the 1.65 in. chord width with an additional trail-
ing edge tab of 0.17 in. Section lift and drag
coefficient data for these blades have been calcu-
lated from steady-bending-moment data reported in
a previous experiment (Ref. 2}. Analytic func-
tions that provide a good fit to these data are:
c I = 0.15 + 5.73s
c d = 0.0079 + 0.17s 2
Cmo = -0.012
where c I is the section lift coefficient, s is
the section angle of attack in radians, cd is the
section drag coefficient, and Cmo is the section
moment coefficient. The camber of the NACA 23012
profile provides a section lift coefficient of
0.15 at zero pitch angle.
The beam and blade physical properties of
weight, pitch inertia, flap bending El, chord
bending El, and torsional rigidity versus blade
radius are presented in Figs. 10 through 15. The
Table 3 Comparison of Full Scale and Model Properties
Parameter Units Model objective Model actual Full scale
Rotor diameter ft 5.5 5.5 32.217
Rotor speed rpm 1029 1029 425.0
Chord in. 1.814 1.82 10.63
Ist chord per rev 0.714 0.68 0.714
frequency
Ist flap per rev 1.12 1.11 1.12
frequency
Ist torsion per rev 3.66 4.45 3.66
frequency
Control system in.-Ib/rad 31.9 37.8 37550.0
stiffness
(nonrotating)
c.g. % chord 25.1 24.35 25.0
a.c. % chord 25.0 25.0 25.0
Precone (hub-beam) deg 0 O, +2.5 0
Sweep (beam-blade) deg 0 O, +2.5 0
Droop (beam-blade) deg 0 O, -2.5 0
Hub and rotor ibs 2.24 2.42 451.0
weight
Pitch inertia ib-in.-sec 2 5.96 5.59 41174.0
w/rotor
Roll inertia ib-in.-sec 2 2.36 2.34 16304.0
w/rotor
Weight ibs 22.4 38.8 4500.0
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stiffnessdistributionof Fig. 10is for a single
beamonly.
Thecontrolsystemstiffnessof
0.664in.-ib/degis introducedat a bladeradial
stationof O.233Randincludestheeffectsof the
controlsystem,torquetube,andflexbeamwhich
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Fig. 10 Model beam chord properties;
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Fig. 14 Calculated model blade-flap stiffness.
were determined by twisting the blade at the
flexbeam/blade attachment clevis (nonrotating).
The effect of centrifugal stiffening is not
included, but the calculated effect would be
0.07 in.-ib/deg at the nominal rotor speed. The
torque tube is a 1/8-in. steel rod with a running
mass of 0.00368 ibm/in, and an El of 360 ib-in. 2
Its root end is pinned in flap but not chord.
Figure 15 does not include the measured
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Fig. 15 Calculated model blade torsional
rigidity.
model-control-system torsional stiffness of
0.664 in.-Ib/deg.
Figure 16 shows a comparison between the
frequencies of the I/5.86 Froude-scaled rotor
blade and the scaled-down values of the full-scale
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Fig. 16 Comparison of Froude Scale and corrected
full-scale-model data.
BO 105 BMR. These frequencies were obtained from
the Boeing Vertol Y-71 program, which is a fully
coupled pitch/flap/lag analysis.
Body Properties
Prior to the aeroelastic stability testing in
hover, several tests were made to determine the
model fuselage inertia and damping properties.
The model rigid-body inertia properties were mea-
sured with and without the rotor installed. The
soft pitch and roll centering springs which center
the body on the roll and pitch gimbal axes were
temporarily replaced by stiffer springs so that
the body roll and pitch frequencies could be
determined accurately. The pitch-and-roll
inertias were calculated from the nonrotating body
natural frequencies and the known pitch-and-roll
spring rates about the gimbal axes. The calcula-
tion for the body inertias used the following
values: total rotor weight was 2.24 ib, height of
the rotor above the pitch gimbal was 10.49 in.,
and blade flap inertia about the rotor center for
one blade was 87 Ib-in. 2 Tables 4 and 5 present
the results of these tests.
Appendix B - Experimental Data
The experimental data tabulated in this
appendix were obtained from Ref. I. Table 6 shows
the regressing lead-lag mode damping for each test
rotor speed for Case I at I g thrust in hover.
This case corresponds to Fig. G-I of Ref. I. The
data for Case 2 are shown in Table 7 and corre-
sponds to Fig. G-18 of Ref. I and are also for I g
thrust in hover. Table 8 shows the Case 3 data
for I g thrust in hover and corresponds to
Fig. G-26 of Ref. I. The regressing lead-lag mode
damping for Case 4 is shown in Table 9 for various
values of thrust at a rotor speed of 1028 rpm in
hover. This corresponds to Fig. G-28 of Ref. I.
Table 10 shows the lead-lag regressing damping in
forward flight for various wind-tunnel-test speeds
under I g thrust conditions for Case 5 which cor-
responds to Fig. G-72 of Ref. I. The Case 6 data
is shown in Table 11 which correspond to climb for
positive shaft angles and descent for negative
shaft angles. These data were obtained at the
24.8-knot test speed for 1-g thrust and a rotor
speed of 1028 rpm. The data correspond to
Fig. G-57 and G-71 of Ref. I. Table 12 shows the
lead-lag regressing mode damping as a function of
rotor speed at a tunnel speed of 24.8 knots and
I g thrust. This Case-7 condition corresponds to
Fig. G-39 of Ref. I.
Appendix C - Correlation
All of the theoretical predictions and exper-
imental data are shown in this appendix in
Figs. 17-30. In some cases figures from the main
text are repeated here for completeness. Two for-
mats are used for the correlation. The first
format compares the theoretical predictions and
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Table4 FuselagePitchInertiaandDamping(Nonrotating)
Parameter Modelvalue
Pitchspringrate (stiff), in.-ib/rad 3900.0
Pitchspringrate (soft), in.-ib/rad 272.0
Bodypitch frequency(withoutrotor--stiff spring),Hz 4.68
Bodypitch frequency(with rotor--stiff spring),Hz 4.14
Bodypitch frequency(with rotor--softspring),Hz 1.11
Bodypitchdamping(stiff spring), percent critical 6.64
Body pitch damping (soft spring), percent critical 7.18
Body pitch inertia (without rotor, frequency = 4.68 Hz), ib-in. 2 1741.O
Total pitch inertia (with rotor, frequency = 6.68 Hz), ib-in. 2 2157.O
Total pitch inertia (with rotor, frequency = 4.14 Hz), ib-in. 2 2224.0
Table 5 Fuselage Roll Inertia and Damping (Nonrotating)
Parameter Value
Roll spring rate (stiff), in.-ib/rad 1193.O
Roll spring rate (soft), in.-lb/rad 195.0
Body roll frequency (without rotor--stiff spring), Hz 4.90
Body roll frequency (with rotor--stiff spring), Hz 3.53
Body roll frequency (with rotor--soft spring), Hz 1.29
Body roll damping (stiff spring), percent critical 5.68
Body roll damping (soft spring), percent critical 2.29
Body roll inertia (without rotor, frequency = 4.9 Hz), Ib-in. 2 486.0
Total roll inertia {with rotor, frequency = 4.9 hz), ib-in. 2 902.0
Total roll inertia (with rotor, frequency = 3.53 Hz), lb-in. 2 936.0
Table 6 Case I Table 7 Case 2 Table 8 Case 3 Table 9 Case 4 Table 10 Case 5
Modal Damping Modal Damping Modal Damping Modal Damping Modal Damping
_' _r' _, _r, Thrust, _r,
rpm % rpm % g %
V, _r'
ft/sec %
825 -2.1
85O 0.1
875 O.5
900 0.65
925 0.9
950 1.15
1OOO 1.7
1028 2.1
1050 2.1
11OO 2.5
1125 2.2
1200 1.2
1250 0.8
800 -1.7 775 -4.35 0.0 0.6
850 0.5 800 2.3 0.0 1.75
900 0.0 825 o.1 0.14 0.65
950 0.0 825 0.9 0.14 1.4
975 0.0 850 3.7 0.33 0.7
10OO O.1 850 4.2 0.33 0.9
1028 0.55 875 3.5 0.58 0.9
1050 0.95 900 3.5 0.58 1.3
1100 1.1 900 2.4 0.87 1.85
1150 1.1 925 2.7 0.87 3.3
1200 0.9 950 2.3 1.00 3.15
1250 0.25 1000 2.7 1.00 3.7
1250 0.65 1000 3.25 1.13 2.8
1300 0.5 1028 3.15 1.13 4.45
1350 0.5 1028 3.7 1.46 3.55
1400 0.85 1100 3.75 1.46 4.9
1150 3.3 1.7 4.55
12OO 2.7
1250 1.95
13OO 1.90
135o 1.1
14OO 0.8
8.3 2.55
8.3 3.5
16.5 2.15
16.5 2.4
24.8 1.5
24.8 2.3
33.0 2.O
33.0 2.0
41.3 2.7
41.3 2.8
45.4 2.55
45.4 2.6
49.6 3.25
49.6 3.25
49.6 3.6
53.7 3.9
53.7 4. I
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Table 11 Case 6 Table 12 Case 7
Modal Damping Modal Damping
_S' _r'
deg %
-20.5 0.45
-20.5 0,55
-20. I 0.95
-20. I I. I
-15.1 0.9
-15,1 1.1
-15.1 0.5
-15.1 0.6
-11.1 1.15
-11.1 1.15
-9.9 O.6
-9.9 0.6
-4.9 0.85
-4.9 0.85
-4.8 I. 15
-0.4 1.15
-0.4 1.0
0.3 1.1
0.3 1.7
5.0 I .7
5.0 2.9
5.0 3.1
5.0 1.75
10.O I .9
IO.O 4.55
10.O 4.7
10.0 2.3
14.5 2.45
14.5 3.1
15.1 3.3
15. I 4.85
19.4 5.15
19.4 4.25
20.0 4.4
20.0 5. I
5.65
775 -1.15
800 4.1
800 5.1
850 11.6
900 5.95
900 5.35
950 4.5
950 5.2
1000 2.6
1000 2.9
1028 3.4
1028 3.55
I050 2.75
1050 3.1
1100 2.6
1100 2.95
1150 2.5
1150 2.9
1200 2.3
1200 2.45
1250 1.1
1250 1.25
experimental data individually for each mathemati-
cal model used. In this format the actual calcu-
lated points are shown as solid symbols and the
fairing between points calculated by the experi-
ment analysts is indicated by open symbols. The
second format compares all the theoretical predic-
tions on a single composite plot using the faired
curve from the first format and the experimental
data are shown as a stippled area. A code is used
to identify the theoretical predictions for both
the individual and composite comparisons and is
explained in Table 13.
Table 13 Explanation of Prediction Codes
ID Prediction method User
BH DRAV21 (hover) C81 (forward flight}
BV C-90
SA I G400
SA 3 E927-3
AL FLAIR
Bell Helicopter Textron
Boeing Vertol
Sikorsky Aircraft
Sikorsky Aircraft
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory
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DISCUSSION
A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR COUPLED-ROTOR-BODY STABILITY
OF A BEARINGLESS ROTOR MODEL IN HOVER AND FORWARD FLIGHT
Paul H. Mirick
Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames: To put this paper in light of the previous papers, your
percent critical damping is expressed in the fixed system?
Mirick: I believe so, yes.
Warmbrodt: Did the analysis, or the analyses, that were performed predict frequency
accurately so that we could then really say that this is the decay coefficient?
Mirick: I really don't know the answer to that question.
might be a good one to bring up this afternoon.
I think perhaps that
Gene Hammond, Applied Technology Laboratory: You mentioned early in the presenta-
tion the method that Boeing used for computing their mode shapes. How dld Bell
compute mode shapes to use in the C81 analysis?
Gene Sadler, Bell Helicopter Textron: We used the rotating vacuum modes from the
Myklestad program.
Hammond: Did you account for the dual load path?
Jing Yen_ Bell Helicopter Textron: Yes, that's the key there.
Warmbrodt: From Wendell's paper this morning, E927-2 or -3 (I guess it is) can
handle bearingless rotor configurations. Did they attempt correlation with this
data set?
Miriek: The one they used here was the -3 version. The other ones I do not believe
were used, unless Hughes used them.
Bill Bousman, Aeromechanics Laboratory: I think that the problem with E927-2 was
with this data set, where they got the flexible torsion degree of freedom being
neutrally stable rather than the regressing lead-lag mode. It was at that point
that they decided that, having cut out the higher order terms, that there was some
problem with the analysis. Then they returned the higher order terms and made the
point calculations we've seen here.
Miriek: So that's why we show only the three points as opposed to many points.
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A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND FLIGHT TEST OF THE BO 105/BMR 
IN HOVER AND FORWARD FLIGHT 
Paul H. Mirick 
Aerospace Engineer 
U.S. Army Aerostructures Directorate 
Hampton, Virginia 
Abstract 
Four cases were selected for comparison with 
theoretical predictions using stability data 
obtained during the flight test of the Bearingless 
Main Rotor (BMR) on a Messerschmidt-Boelkow-Blohm 
BO 105 helicopter. The four cases selected from 
the flight test include two ground resonance cases 
and two air resonance cases. The BMR used four 
modified BO 105 blades attached to a bearingless 
hub. The hub consisted of dual fiberglass 
C-channel beams attached to the hub center at 
0.0238R and attached to the blade root at 0.25R 
with blade pitch control provided by a torque 
tube, Analyses from Bell Helicopter Textron, 
Boeing Vertol, and Sikorsky Aircraft were compared 
with the data and the correlation ranged from very 
poor-to-poor to poor-to-fair. 
Introduction 
As part of the Methodology Assessment, four 
cases were selected from the flight test reported 
in Ref. 1 for a comparison with theoretical predic- 
tions. The test reported in Ref. 1 was conducted 
by the Boeing Vertol Company as part of the U.S. 
Army Applied Technology Laboratory program to 
design, fabricate, and demonstrate by flight test, 
the feasibility of the Bearingless Main Rotor 
(BMR). The flight testing included investigation 
of ground resonance characteristics on both con- 
crete and turf surfaces as well as air resonance 
characteristics in hover, forward flight, rearward 
flight, sideward flight, and climbs and descents. 
From the extensive stability data obtained during 
the BMR flight test program, two :round resonance 
and two air resonance cases were selected for com- 
parison with theoretical predictions. The two 
ground resonance cases were selected with different 
landing gear configurations as this affected the 
body frequency and, hence, the aeromechanical sta- 
bility. One air resonance case was selected with 
airspeed as the independent variable, and the sec- 
ond was selected with climb rate (inflow) as the 
independent variable. 
The theoretical models compared with the data 
included the Bell Helicopter DRAV21 and C81 analy- 
ses, the Boeing Vertol C-90 code, and the Sikorsky 
E927-3 analysis for the hover cases. Neither 
Hughes Helicopters nor the U.S. Army Aeromechanics 
Laboratory modeled these cases. 
This paper briefly describes the tests from 
which the data were obtained and presents the cor- 
relation. Conclusions as to the quality of the 
N88-27155 
agreement between theory and test are presented. 
Appendices are provided that document the test 
aircraft and rotor system properties, tabulate the 
experimental data points, and show all of the 
correlations. 
Flight-Test Program 
A Messerschmidt-Boelkow-Blohm BO 105 helicop- 
ter flight-test program with a Bearingless Main 
Rotor (BMR) installed was conducted by Boeing 
Vertol as part of the U.S. Army Applied Technology 
Laboratory program to design, fabricate, and demon- 
strate by flight test the feasibility of the 
BMR.’ Testing included the determination of ground 
resonance characteristics on both concrete and turf 
landing surfaces, as well as the determination of 
air resonance characteristics :n hover, forward 
flight, rearward flight, sideward flight, climb, 
and descent. Flight loads, flying qualities, and 
vibration surveys were also conducted as part of 
this test. The results from this test provided a 
data base for the methodology assessment, which 
allowed a comparison of computer code predictions 
with actual flight test data. 
Test Vehicle Description 
The BMR installed on the BO 105 is shown in 
Fig. 1. The blades are modified BO 105 blades 
attached to a set of dual fiberglass beams at 0.25R 
with the beam roots attached at 0.0238R to a metal 
huo-plate set. All the geometric parameters of the 
Fig. 1 BMR installed on BO 105. 
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individual beams, such as width, height, flange and
web thickness, and spacing between the beams, vary
along the length. The fiberglass beams permit
flapwise bending, chordwise bending, and full tor-
sional travel. The flap, chord, and torsional
frequencies of the rotor were designed to be
approximately the same as those of the BO 105 rotor
system. Blade pitch is controlled by a filament-
wound graphite torque tube. The outboard end of
the torque tube is cantilevered at the blade-to-
beam Joint and supported at its inboard end by a
rod end bearing. The fiberglass beams have a
C-channel cross section. Detailed rotor character-
istics are given in Appendix A.
The BMR hub was attached to the rotor shaft of
the BO 105 helicopter through the same hole pattern
as the standard hub. Because of the difference in
the pitch arm attachment locations, new pitch links
were fabricated. Initial ground resonance testing
showed an unacceptable level of damping and, as a
result, the landing gear was modified by adding two
cables stretched between the left- and right-side
skids as shown in Fig. 2. This resulted in an
increase in the aircraft pitch and longitudinal
mode frequencies and raised the critical rotor
speed for ground resonance.
ELASTOMERIC MOUNTS
VIEW FROM REAR (TYPICAL EACH BOW)
\ _  2L2. /
TURNBUCKLE_ -r ,-_"_ .
Fig. 2 Stiffening modification for BO 105 landing
gear.
Test Procedure
To obtain ground or air resonance data, the
aircraft was trimmed at the desired test condi-
tion. The pilot would then excite the air or
ground resonance mode by moving the cyclic stick in
a whirling motion at a predetermined frequency
using 5% of total stick amplitude. After about
eight cycles, the excitation was stopped and the
blade chordwise modal decay was analyzed to deter-
mine the damping characteristics.
Two methods were used to determine air or
ground resonance damping from the test data. The
first method obtained the damping from the loga-
rithmic decrement of the decay envelope as faired
by hand. The second method used a computerized
moving-block method to determine damping. Results
obtained using both methods are contained in
Ref. I.
Test Results
Detailed results for the BMR flight tests are
contained in Volumes I and 2 of Ref. I and a sum-
mary of results is contained in Ref. 2. Ground
resonance data were obtained for the aircraft on
concrete commencing at 75% N R with flat pitch and
incrementally building up to and including
95% NR. Takeoffs were made at 95% N R and landings
were made on a concrete surface at rotor speeds of
95, 97.5, 100, and 102% N R. Trimmed conditions
were established at several settings between touch-
down collective pitch and flat pitch. Pilot cyclic
stick excitation was introduced at the appropriate
frequency at each of these collective pitch set-
tings and damping was computed from the decay of
the chord bending after cyclic pitch excitation was
stopped. Damping results were stable for 95, 97.5,
and 100% N R for touchdown collective pitch to flat
pitch. Damping generally decreased with collective
pitch, but showed a dip at a collective pitch
between the touchdown and flat pitch values. This
dip was different for each rotor speed. At
102% NR, the trend below 25% collective pitch indi-
cated a possible instability at about 15%; there-
fore, the test was cut off at 17% collective
pitch. A possible degradation of the ground reso-
nance mode damping was anticipated for landings on
a turf surface because of the expected reduction of
the body longitudinal-pitch frequency. Testing on
turf was performed at 95% N R. The damping trend
indicated a possible instability at a collective
pitch of about 22% and, therefore, the test was
stopped at 28% N R. To avoid this potential insta-
bility, the landing gear was stiffened by install-
ing a wire cable between the skids (as has been
shown in Fig. 2), and the ground resonance testing
was repeated. Later analysis and aircraft shake
testing showed that the predominant mode at the
critical frequency on the ground had more longitud-
inal motion than pitch motion. A comparison of
damping obtained for the 102% N R case on concrete
is shown in Fig. 3. Tests were then conducted on a
turf surface once an acceptable damping level was
demonstrated on a concrete surface.
Forward-flight testing was performed out to
V H of 109 knots for level flight and 135 knots in
a maximum power descent once adequate rotor stabil-
ity was demonstrated in hover and on the ground.
Forward flight stability testing also included
aircraft climbs/descents and autorotations.
Selection of Test Cases
Two ground resonance and two air resonance
cases were selected for comparison with predic-
tions. The first ground resonance case selected,
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Fig. 3 BMR ground-resonance damping on concrete.
Case I, was the BO I05/BMR on concrete, with stan-
dard gear and rotor operating at 102% of normal
rotor speed. This case was selected because of the
reduced stability at low collective pitch angle.
The other ground resonance case selected, Case 2,
was for the same conditions, but with the stiffened
landing gear. The first air resonance condition
selected, Case 3, was for the airspeeds from hover
to 109 knots. This provided an assessment of the
predictions over the full range of airspeeds.
Case 4 examined the aeromechanical stability at an
airspeed of 50 knots for a collective range of 0 to
6%. This case included the lowest damping that was
encountered in forward flight.
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Fig. 4 Regressing lead-lag mode damping as a func-
tion of collective pitch; 102% NR, standard gear,
concrete surface.
Correlation
The ground resonance cases in hover were mod- 61-
eled by Bell Helicopter Textron with the DRAV21
analysis; Boeing Vertol used the C-90 analysis and
Sikorsky used the E927-3 code. For the forward-
flight air resonance cases Bell Helicopter Textron
used C81 and Boeing Vertol used C-90 again. 4
Sikorsky did not model the forward flight cases.
The comparison of the predicted and measured
regressing lead-lag mode damping as a function of
collective pitch is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the
ground resonance cases. One difficult aspect of o
predicting ground resonance is that the aircraft .2
body frequencies vary as the rotor thrust increases
and the aircraft lifts off the ground. Bell Heli-
copter Textron estimated the variation of body /
pitch frequency with collective pitch from the
known frequencies at flat pitch on the ground
(3.08 Hz) and in hover (I.0 Hz). They assumed that 0
at 7% indicated collective pitch that the body
pitch frequency crossed over the lead-lag regress-
ing mode. A curve for body frequency as a function
of indicated collective pitch was generated using
these values. For the cases with the stiffened
landing gear, a body frequency of 3.28 Hz was used
at flat pitch; 1.0 Hz for hover; and the coales- -2
cence was assumed at 32% indicated collective. A
comparison of the DRAV21 results with the test data
for the two ground resonance cases (Figs. 4 and 5)
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Fig. 5 Regressing lead-lag mode damping as a func-
tion of collective pitch; 102% NR, stiffened gear,
concrete surface.
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showsthat theanalyticalresultsfollowthetrend
of thetest data,butunderpredictthe level of
damping.Thecorrelationfor bothof thesecases
wasJudgedto bepoor-to-fair.
BoeingVertolassumedthat for thestandard
gearthat either thelanding-gearspringrateor
thebodymodefrequencyvariedlinearlywith
thrust; bothpredictionsareshowni Fig. 4. For
thestiffenedgear,Boeingusedonlythe linear
springrate. Boththelinear _requencyandthe
linearspringrateassumptionsshowtwoareasof
instability for CaseI: a roll-lateral modeanda
pitch-longitudinalmode.Thefirst unstable
region,thepitch-longitudinalmode,occursat
approximatelythesamecollectivesettingat which
thetestdatashoweda largedecreasein damping.
Thecorrelationfor bothcasesis consideredvery
poor-to-poor.
Sikorskymodeledthetwogroundresonance
casesusingtheE927-3analysis. Theanalysis
overpredictsthedampinglevel for all collective
pitchanglesexcept0° in thestiffenedgear
case. Noeffectof a changein bodymodefrequency
is observedin thesepredictionsasthecollective
pitch is changed.Thecorrelationis judgedto be
verypoor-to-poorfor bothcases.
Thetwoair resonanceasesweremodeledby
Bell HelicopterTextronandBoeingVertol. The
dataandthepredictionsfor thetwocasesare
comparedin Figs.6and7. Thefirst air resonance
case,Case3, showstheregressinglead-lagmode
dampingasa functionof airspeed.TheC81analy-
sis showsa minimumin thedampingat about
70knotswhichis higherthanthe40-knotminimum
that is seenin thedata. Thedampinglevel is
considerablyunderpredictedsooverall thecorrela-
tion is consideredto bepoor-to-fair. TheBoeing
VertolC-90predictionshowstheminimumin the
dampingat about60knotswhichis, again,higher
thantheminimumindicatedbythedata. Thedamp-
ing levelpredictionis betterthanseenfor theC81analysissooverallthecorrelationis judged
fair.
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Fig. 6 Regressing lead-lag mode damping as a func-
of airspeed.
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Fig. 7 Regressing lead-lag mode damping as a func-
tion of collective pitch at 50 knots.
The second air resonance case, Case 4, shown
in Fig. 7, plots the regressing lead-lag mode damp-
ing as a function of indicated collective pitch as
the aircraft is flown at climb and descent trim-
points at 50 knots. The Bell Helicopter Textron
C81 analysis shows the trend with collective pitch
correctly, but the damping level is underpre-
dicted. The correlation is judged to be poor-to-
fair. The Boeing Vertol C-90 code also predicts
the correct trend with collective pitch, but over-
predicts the level of damping. The correlation is
considered fair.
Conclusions
Four analyses were compared with one or more
cases from a flight test of the BMR on a BO 105
helicopter that measured _he lead-lag regressing
mode frequency and damping. The four cases
selected from the flight test included two ground-
resonance cases and two air-resonance cases. Based
on a comparison of the analyses and the experimen-
tal data, the following conclusions were reached.
I. The DRAV21 analysis used by Bell Helicop-
ter Textron for the ground resonance cases gave
poor-to-fair correlation. The C81 analysis used
for the air resonance cases also gave poor-to-fair
correlation.
2. The C-90 analysis used by Boeing Vertol
gave very poor-to-poor correlation for the ground
resonance cases and fair correlation for the air
resonance cases.
3. The E927-3 analysis used by Sikorsky for
the two ground resonance cases gave very poor-to-
poor correlation.
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Appendix A - Test Aircraft Properties
The four cases examined in this paper are from
a flight test program originally reported in
Refs. I and 2. The experimental properties in this
appendix are taken from those references.
Rotor Description
The Bearingless Main Rotor (BMR) system is
compatible in physical, dynamic and static charac-
teristics to the current BO 105 rotor system. The
BMR has no pitch bearing and no flapping or lead-
lag hinges; it uses a flexible hub construction to
accommodate control-system pitch inputs and normal
flapping motion. The BMR assembly is shown in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 BMR blade and hub arrangement.
The rotor blades used for the BMR are essen-
tially standard BO 105 main rotor blades from the
70-in. blade station to the tip (blade station
193.37 in.). The inboard end was redesigned to
replace the conventional swan-neck and single-pin
wraparound retention with a double-pin wrap concept
on the blade at a blade station of 52.36 in. The
blades are attached to the beam flexure through a
titanium clevis such that the beam is untwisted
when the blade chord line at 0.70R is at a pitch
angle of 9.55 °. The flexbeam chord axis is at a
pitch angle of 12.5 ° with respect to the hub. The
outboard two-pin attachment of the beam to the
clevis is at blade station 4.6 in. To improve the
aeroelastic stability characteristics, the blade is
preconed by 2.5 ° at the beam-to-blade clevis. The
rotor blade has a constant NACA 23012 airfoil dis-
tribution and a I0.63-in. chord. The geometric
twist for the blade and a comparison of the BMR
blade planform with the BO 105 blade are given in
Fig. 9. The spanwise mass moment can be fine-tuned
with the changeable-tip weight system. The second
flap and chord frequencies can be fine-tuned by
adding weight to a cavity in the blade at approxi-
mately the 50% radial station. Up to four pounds
10.63 in.ROTOR
BO 105
150.4 in.14,65
in. 10.63 in.
4 t BMR
1A 129.2 in. --I
15 r BO 105
lO
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Fig. 9 BMR and BO 105 rotor blade planform and
geometric twist.
of tungsten can be accommodated. Leading edge
erosion protection is retainec by including the
standard BO 105 titanium leading-edge segments.
The blade and clevis properties are summarized in
Table I.
Blade pitch-control motion is transmitted from
the standard pitch link through a pitch arm
attached to a filament-wound graphite torque
tube. The torque tube is rigidly attached to the
blade clevis at the outboard end and supported in a
spherical bearing inboard.
The fiberglass beams which accommodate the
flapping and lead-lag motion have a C-channel cross
section, with the geometric parameters of spacing
between the beams varying over the length of the
beam. Data for the beams are given in Table 2.
The two beams are separated by a gap to provide
space for the pitch-control torque tube and are
joined at the inboard and outboard ends by steel-
plate shear ties. A loop at both the inboard and
outboard upper and lower flange ends provides a
continuous fiber load-path to retain the attached
blade against centrifugal force, flap and chordwise
loads. Steel bushings inside each loop provide a
shear tie reinforcement between the upper and lower
flanges and protect the attachment pins from the
fibrous composite material. Stress concentrations
in the inboard fiber wrap are relieved by an addi-
tional web-wrap reinforcement between the upper and
lower flanges. The internal and external crossply
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wrapsprovidea shearconnectionbetweentheupper
andlowerflangestogetherwith therequiredshear
reinforcementto theunidirectionalmaterial. A
steelhubplateaccommodatesth beam-to-shaft
attachment and provides a prepitch angle of
12.5 o . The flap-lag coupling which results from
this feature improves the aeroelastic stability
characteristics of the rotor system.
Aircraft Characteristics
The test aircraft used was a standard
Messerschmidt-Boelkow-Blohm BO 105 helicopter with
some minor modifications. Because the torisonal
rigidity of the BMR beam flexures was greater than
the BO 105 (141 in.-ib/deg versus 45 in.-ib/deg),
the control loads were expected to be higher. In
order to offset these higher control loads and
provide a greater control margin, it was necessary
to increase the hydraulic boost pressure from
15OO to 2000 psi. Another modification required
was to fabricate shorter pitch links to accommodate
the difference in the pitch arm attachment location
of the BMR and the standard BO 105 rotor. A third
modification was made to the aircraft when the pre-
liminary ground resonance flight tests showed the
need for stiffening the landing gear in order to
increase the critical rotor speed for ground
resonance.
The BO 105 properties needed to model the
aircraft in the Boeing Vertol C-45 math model are
summarized in Table 3. The C-45 model was used to
compute the air and ground resonance characteris-
tics for the BO 105. The sources of this data
include test results, physical measurements, and
computed results. A representation of the C-45
model is shown in Fig. 10. It should be realized
that in determining the fuselage inertias, the C-45
model breaks the fuselage inertia into three compo-
nents: fuselage, pylon, and tail. Each individual
inertia is defined about its own c.g. so a calcula-
tion of complete inertia requires the appropriate
transformation and summation of inertia. The rotor
mass is not included in these computations.
R_
in.
Table I Blade and Clevis Properties
r/R Wt/in., EI-Flap, Elf, EI-Chord, EIc,
ib/in. 106 Ib/in. 2 106 ib/in. 2
193.37 1.0 0.71 2.38 59.4
192.02 0.993 0.71 2.38 59.4
192.02 0.993 0.511 2.38 59.4
188.92 0.997 0.511 2.38 59.4
186.99 0.967 0.32 2.38 59.4
153.92 0.796 0.32 2.38 59.4
153.92 0.796 0.309 2.38 59.4
97.65 0.505 0.309 2.38 59.4
97.65 0.505 1.447 2.38 59.4
95.72 0.495 1.447 2.38 59.4
95.72 0.495 0.309 2.38 59.4
87.79 0.454 0.309 2.38 59.4
81.99 0.424 0.309 2.38 59.4
76.19 0.394 0.372 3.39 56.71
66.52 0.344 0.4762 5.084 52.21
62.85 0.325 O.5159 5.725 50.51
59.94 0.304 0.5474 6.234 49.16
53.95 0.279 0.6121 7.281 46.375
53.95 0.279 2.573 82.28 68.375
52.0 0.269 2.573 157.28 266.375
50.4 0.2607 2.573 164.4 291.38
50.4 0.2607 1.3725 164.4 521.38
49.75 0.2573 1.359 167.28 566.95
Torsional
Stiffness, GK,
106 ib/in. 2
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.36
1 36
1 36
1 36
1 36
1 36
1 36
1 36
1.55
1.74
3.02
3.80
4.07
4.10
5.10
5.77
6.32
41.13
41.13
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Table2 PhysicalPropertiesof DualFlexbeam
R, WidthW, HeightH, tFlange tf, tWeb tw, Elf, If, EIc, Ic,
in. in. in. in. in. 106 ib/in.2 ibm.in.2 106 Ib/in.2 ibm'in.2
4.6 2.875 3.526 1.201 1.250 58.1600 15.992 380.8900 44.351
5.3 2.770 3.526 1.156 2.718 98.8550 20.223 392.3630 74.521
6.3 2.600 3.526 1.092 2.336 92.0356 18.593 350.1850 63.489
8.3 2.280 3.055 0.895 1.651 60.0551 10.617 235.5785 40.144
10.3 1.960 2.583 0.699 1.056 30.9167 5.379 151.O927 24.290
12.3 1.720 2.2756 0.593 0.676 19.5626 3.1545 104.713 15.958
14.3 1.650 2.2182 O.516 0.469 16.6151 2.673 79.639 12.358
16.3 1.650 2.16o8 0.439 0.359 14.2379 2.320 60.083 1o.361
18.3 1.650 2.1034 0.362 0.256 11.7275 1.949 52.548 8.401
20.3 1.650 2.0460 0.337 O.182 10.2690 1.723 46.903 7.614
22.3 1.650 1.9886 O.311 O.140 8.9609 1.520 42.O21 6.934
24.3 1.650 1.9312 0.286 o.126 7.6557 1.313 38.O41 6.358
26.3 1.650 1.8738 0.286 0.126 7.2890 1.249 38.O14 6.349
28.3 1.650 1.8164 0.286 o.126 6.7715 1.159 37.975 6.336
30.3 1.650 1.7590 0.286 O.126 6.2735 1.O72 37.935 6.332
32.3 1.650 1.7017 0.286 0.126 5.7959 0.989 37.896 6.309
34.3 1.650 1.6443 0.286 O.126 5.3369 0.909 37.857 6.296
36.3 1.650 1.5869 0.286 O.126 4.8974 0.833 37.818 6.282
38.3 1.650 1.5295 0.286 o.126 4.4774 0.761 37.778 6.269
40.8 1.650 1.4577 0.286 0.126 3.9793 0.675 37.729 6.252
42.3 1.740 1.6647 0.304 O.126 5.979 1.oo9 43.986 7.241
44.3 1.920 1.6970 O.410 O.126 7.7065 1.362 71.2332 11.276
46.3 2.150 1.85OO 0.575 2.150 12.8540 2.269 135.69OO28.659
Neutral
R, Elco×lO6, EA,10-6, A, GK106, Wt/in., I8, axis ECw106,
separation,
in. ib/in. 2 ib in.2 lb/in.2 ib/in, lbm-in.2/in, in. ib/in. 4
4.5 45.135 64.253 9.83029.560 0.688 4.224 3.600 419.78
5.3 36.241 81.147 19.40826.215 1.359 6.632 3.550 404.43
6.3 31.728 76.810 17.62715.747 1.233 5.746 3.488 157.90
8.3 13.087 61.355 12.338 6.425 0.864 3.553 3.499 65.85
10.3 6.908 43.929 7.983 1.627 0.559 2.077 3.378 25.68
12.3 3.905 33.485 5.554 0.521450.389 1.338 3.289 11.94
14.3 3.197 27.440 4.518 0.3096 0.316 1.052 3.224 7.73
16.3 2.767 22.657 3.818 O.1936 0.267 0.888 3.221 5.75
18.3 2.235 17.716 3.095 O.1134 0.217 0.725 3.245 4.18
20.3 1.885 15.228 2.724 O.O931 O.191 0.654 3.328 3.28
22.3 1.587 13.307 2.435 0.0756 0.170 0.592 3.391 2.73
24.3 1.399 11.944 2.226 O.O611 O.156 0.537 3.414 2.40
26.3 1.394 11.926 2.216 O.O610 0.155 0.532 3.416 2.26
28.3 1.387 11.900 2.201 0.0609 0.154 0.525 3.419 2.12
30.3 1.379 11.874 2.187 0.0607 0.153 O.518 3.423 1.98
32.3 1.372 11.847 2.172 0.0606 0.152 0.511 3.426 1.85
34.3 1.364 11.821 2.158 0.0605 0.151 0.504 3.429 1.72
36.3 1.357 11.795 2.143 0.0603 0.150 0.498 3.433 1.60
38.3 1.349 11.768 2.129 0.0602 0.149 0.492 3.436 1.48
40.8 1.340 11.735 2.111 O.O601 0.148 0.485 3.440 1.34
42.3 1.638 13.127 2.358 0.0734 O.165 0.578 3.504 1.91
44.3 2.8528 18.456 3.370 0.1673 0.236 0.885 3.656 2.47
46.3 8.2719 31.577 7.955 9.7500 0.557 2.165 3.681 45.34
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Table 3 C-45 Inputs for BMR on BO 105
Symbol Definition Value Units
Mf Fuselage mass 9.79
IF x Fuselage roll inertia 4218.0
IFy Fuselage pitch inertia 11790.0
IFxy Fuselage product of inertia 0
Mp Pylon mass 0
Ipx Pylon roll inertia 343.5
Ipy Pylon pitch inertia 12_8.5
Ipxy Pylon product of inertia O
M t Tail boom mass 0.2854
ITx Tail-boom roll inertia 1040.0
ITy Tail-boom pitch inertia 1735.0
ITz Tail-boom yaw inertia 2775.0
ITxy Tail-boom product of inertia 0
ITx z Tail-boom product of inertia 0
ITy z Tail-boom product of inertia 0
e o Hub offset 0
e I Distance from hub center to first hinge 22.03
e 2 Distance between first and second hinge 2.92
e 3 Distance between second and third hinge 20.05
if Horizontal distance to Mf 14.57
hf Vertical distance to Mf 7.28
12 Horizontal distance from A/C Ref axis to rotor shaft 0
13 Horizontal distance from rotor shaft to tail hinge 106.3
h 3 Vertical distance from A/C Ref axis to pylon hinge 19.68
h 4 Vertical distance from pylon hinge to hub center 41.77
lp Horizontal distance from rotor shaft to Mp 0
hp Vertical distance from pylon hinge to Mp 30.94
I t Horizontal distance from tail hinge to M t 110.24
h t Vertical distance from tail hinge to M t 23.61
h 2 Vertical distance from A/C Ref axis to tail hinge 11.81
fl Lateral distance from A/C Ref to aft landing gears 48.0
f2 Lateral distance from A/C Ref to fwd landing gears 48.0
h o Vertical distance from A/C Ref to fwd landing gears 49.0
h I Vertical distance from A/C Ref to aft landing gears 49.0
11 Horizontal distance from A/C Ref axis to fwd landing 68.0
gears
I_ Horizontal distance from rotor shaft axis to aft 33.0
landing gears
R Blade radius 193.37
e a Blade cutout from hub center 52.0
80 Nose-up pitch at hub center 12.5
81 Nose-up pitch before first hinge -2.34
82 Nose-up pitch before second hinge -0.722
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
ib-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
ib-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/in.
lb-sec2/tn.
in.
in.
in,
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in,
in.
in.
in.
In.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
deg
deg
deg
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Table 3 Concluded
Symbol Definition Value Units
e3
8o
el
S2
_3
I a
N
KHI
KH2
KH 3
K_ x
Key
KCty
KCty
Kxl
Kx2
Kyl
Ky2
Kzl
Kz2
nH1
nH2
nH 3
B4
Nose-up pitch before third hinge
Tip-up flap at hub center
Tip-up flap before first hinge
Tip-up flap before second hinge
Tip-up flap before third hinge
blade Lock number
Blade flapping inertia
rotor speed
Number of blades
Rotational spring around first hinge
Rotational spring around second hinge
Rotational spring around third hinge
Pylon roll spring
Pylon pitch spring
Tail vertical spring
Tail lateral spring
Longitudinal spring rate of aft gear
Longitudinal spring rate of fwd gear
Lateral spring rate of aft gear
Lateral spring rate of fwd gear
Vertical spring rate of aft gear
Vertical spring rate of fwd gear
Viscous damping around first hinge
Viscous damping around second hinge
Viscous damping around third hinge
Blade tip-up flap after third hinge
-5.0 deg
-0.069 deg
-0.116 deg
-0.302 deg
O.0213 deg
6.44
1516.0 ib-sec2/in.
425.0 rpm
4
99092.0 in./ib-rad
690000.0 in./ib-rad
40970.0 in./ib-rad
12883000.0 in./ib-rad
12833000.0 in./ib-rad
5175900.0 in./ib-rad
6563100.0 in./ib-rad
2218.0 in./ib
2218.0 in./ib
4113.O in./ib
4113.O in./ib
4113.0 in./ib
4113.0 in./ib
0 I. = 100%
0.01 I. = 100%
O I. = 100%
1.68 deg
Appendix B - Experimental Data
The experimental data tabulated in this appen-
dix were obtained from Ref. I. Table 4 provides
the modal damping for Case I as a function of the
collective pitch. This is the ground resonance
condition with the original or unstiffened landing
gear and corresponds to Fig. 41 (in part) of
Ref. I. Table 5 shows the modal damping as a func-
tion of collective pitch for Case 2, the ground
resonance condition with the stiffened landing
gear. These data also correspond to Fig. 41 of
Ref. I. The Case 3 data are shown in Table 6 where
the modal damping data as a function of airspeed
are given for 1-g flight. These data correspond to
Fig. 48 of Ref. I. The data for Case 4 correspond
to Fig. 51 of Ref. I and are shown in Table 7. The
modal data were obtained at a constant airspeed of
50 knots and the collective pitch was varied to
change the rate of climb (or descent).
Table 4 Case I Regressing Lead-Lag
Mode Damping
Collective
_r'
pitch, percent
percent
17 0.9
17 1.033
20 1.77
24 2.36
31 2.47
31 2.48
38 3.26
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Table 5 Case 2 Lead-Lag Regressing Table 7 Case 4 Regressing Lead-Lag
Mode Damping Mode Damping
Collective _r'
pitch, percent
percent
Collective
_r _
pitch, percent
percent
0 1.49
10 1.94
17 2.22
23 2.59
26 2.32
26 2.58
29 1.49
32 1.38
32 1.62
35 1.7o
35 1.97
43 3.68
5o 4.07
Table 6 Case 3 Regressing Lead-Lag
Mode Damping
Vindicated, _r,
knots percent
-1 2.00
5 1.62
6 0.97
8 1.09
11 1.42
11 1.89
14 1.37
16 1.27
17 2.02
20 1.44
23 1.75
25 2.12
28 1.82
29 2.20
32 2.14
35 2.45
37 3.30
41 3.30
41 3.48
43 1.77
48 3.59
54 4.96
55 3.95
58 4.35
60 3.96
0 6.03
2O 3.68
2O 3.73
4O 3.08
5o 3.48
5O 3.30
6O 3.96
6O 3.77
70 3.95
70 4.27
80 4.22
80 5.46
80 4.39
80 4.12
90 5.55
90 6.23
100 6.28
IO0 5.O7
106 5.21
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Appendix C - Correlation
All the theoretical predictions and experimen-
tal data are shown in this appendix. In some cases
figures from the main text are repeated here for
completeness. Two formats are used for the corre-
lation. The first format compares the theoretical
predictions and experimental data individually for
each mathematical model used. In this format the
actual calculated points are shown as solid symbols
and the fairing between points was calculated by
the experiment analysts and are shown as open sym-
bols. The second format compares all the theoreti-
cal predictions on a single composite plot using
the faired curve from the first format; the experi-
mental data are shown as a stippled area. A code
is used to identify the theoretical predictions for
both the individual and composite comparisons and
is explained in Table 8.
Table 8 Explanation of Prediction Codes
ID Prediction Method User
BH DRAV21 (hover) Bell Helicopter Textron
C81 (forward flight)
BV C-90 Boeing Vertol
SA 3 E927-3 Sikorsky Aircraft
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Paul H. Mirick
Bill White_ U.S. Army AVRADCOM: I've two questions, Paul. The first one deals with
your selection of the test data with the standard gear configuration. As I recall
there were data measured on the aircraft that had very pronounced valeys at low
collective; the measured damping was zero. It was about 3% wide in collective on
either side of the minimum. Why did you not use that data since it is almost a
classical textbook example from a flight aircraft? And second, would you comment on
the difference in the Boeing Vertol predictions pre-first flight versus what you
show up here today.
Mirick: Well, Bill Bousman made the selections of the data, so I'll let him answer
that question.
Bill Bousman_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: Bill, I don't recollect the case you're
referring to, but very simply, the reason we chose it was that we had two configura-
tions, one with the stiffened and one with the unstiffened gear. The stiffened gear
was stable over the whole range, but it also showed the bucket where the changing
body-frequency coalesced with the lead-lag regressing mode, causing instability.
Whereas in the case where they aborted the condition, it seems obvious that the
coalescent frequency is below ....
White: That's my point, the data contradict that. They show a very distinct bucket
[with] standard gear, just as you show with stiff gear. The beauty of it is they
took it all the way to zero damping, so that it would have made a very good academic
type of correlation effort.
Bousman: I don't see what you mean by, "they contradict that."
White: What you just said, "it didn't have a distinct coalescence," it actually
did.
Bousman: Right, they aborted before they got to it. When I chose the data, I
wanted two conditions, one with the two different gear frequencies. Perhaps the one
that you're talking about did not have a complimentary case where they changed the
gear stiffnesses and had data over the whole range. I don't know; that's the
rationale I used.
Euan Hooper_ Boeing Vertol: I think that's right. The case that Bill [White] is
referring to, I remember it well, it went on and on and on for ten seconds or so, a
long record, a very good neutral stability record, but it didn't cover the whole
collective range. It stopped at that point; it was aborted. I think you probably
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looked at manyof the collective sweepsconducted, and I think you probably selected
the one that had a complete collective range.
MJrick: I think also that that was the one that Peter [Dixon] had in his American
Helicopter Society (AHS) paper, which mayhave also been why Bill pulled it out.
Now, what was the second part of the question?
White: Could you commenton the difference in the nature of the pre-first flight
versus the current correlation that you're showing here, in the Boeing Vertol
results?
Mirick: Doyou meanthe one chart I had that showedthe level of damping that was
much, muchhigher than what was actually obtained?
Hooper: Can I make a comment on that? I think I remember reasonably well that the
pre-first flight underestimated, or misestimated, the mechanism of what was going to
happen. We did not appreciate the role that the flexibility of the landing gear was
going to play. It wasn't until after that that it was remodeled and the prediction
got closer to the fact. All these other predictions, of course, were made after the
data were available, and it's much easier to get a better match.
Mirick: That's what you're really talking about, Bill, how they made the original
predictions?
Bousman: If I'm correct, they're C90 calculations we're seeing now; C90 was not
operational before you flew, was it? You used C45?
Hooper: That's correct. But we simply did not anticipate the role that the skid
gear was going to play, and it's a very nonlinear behavior. As you lower collective
pitch, there's contact first on the rear of one side and then contact on the rear on
both sides and then gradually it comes down. It shows very nonlinear behavior.
Bob Ormiston_ Session Chairman: I might throw in a comment of my own on that one.
It was interesting to me with this set of data and these analyses and correlations,
[that] the air resonance results, the model test results, and the analysis all did
quite well for this configuration using the C45 analysis, which is an extremely
simple representation. It's a rigid blade with three hinges, using spring elements
around the hinges. That's a very surprising kind of model to be able to get good
correlation for a bearingless configuration, and that worked for the coupled rotor-
body configuration, the model test results, for a wide range of configurations.
When the full scale rotor was first tested on a whirl tower with the isolated rotor,
looking at only the lag-mode damping and comparing that with the same C45 analysis
(check me here, Boeing folks) the results were quite substantially off and some very
significant adjustments to the empirical, if you will, "coupling factors" required
for that kind of analysis, had to be made before any kind of even reasonable corre-
lation was obtained. That's an example of how you can really be fooled; you can get
excellent correlation with the simple analysis on a very complicated problem and
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then turn right around and do the simple part of it and Just be out the window.
That gets into this afternoon's topic, I guess.
Jerry Miao_ Sikorsky Aircraft: One comment here, Bob; you Just mentioned that the
C45 correlates with model data very well and surprisingly that it does not correlate
well with whirl tower data. Are you implying that building a model to try to repro-
duce the full scale is sometimes expecting too much?
Ormiston: I think a whole lot of implications might be drawn from that situation;
there's a lot of food for thought there. I don't want to draw any one specific
conclusion; that's certainly something to consider. Any other questions? Dev
again.
Dev Banerjee, Hughes Helicopters: Paul, in the last two cases you showed correla-
tion of damping data, but do you have corresponding correlation with frequency
data? In other words, what are the coupling-parameters effects that are causing the
changes of damping between the modes?
Bousman: Are you referring to the ground resonance points?
Banerjee: For the air resonance, and the ground resonance. For instance, I believe
the air resonance was essentially a coupling between the lag-mode and the body
pitch-mode in the air. Do you have a corresponding plot of the frequency predic-
tions? You have test data, I'm sure, because you get the damping and frequency, but
do you have any correlation with analysis?
Mirick: I don't believe we had any.
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INTRODUCTION
Charles E. Hammond
This afternoon's panel is on "Evaluation of the Methodology Assessment
Results," and it gives the analysts a chance to have their say. All the results
were presented this morning and we had a lot of discussion back and forth, but now
the analysts get their chance to talk about their particular results. I think that
you know all the people who are on the panel. Rather than introducing them individ-
ually I'll go downand introduce the group momentarily and then we'll move right
along. What I have asked them to do is to commenton the results from their point
of view as an analyst; makeany commentsthat they want to makeabout the results,
about their analysis in particular and what mayhave been done to improve the analy-
sis, or to go back and relook at the results. It's going to be fairly informal.
What I would propose to do as far as the operation of the panel is to have each
panelist take about ten minutes to makehis commentsand, so that we have some
continuity in the overall discussion, he will entertain any specific questions of
that particular panelist at that point. So we'll have somecommentsafter each
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panelist. Thenafter all the panelists have madetheir comments,we'll open the
floor for general discussion and you mayfeel free at that point to ask questions or
makecommentsto any of the panelists, and the panelists themselves maywant to make
somegeneral commentsat that point.
So without further ado let me introduce the panelists and we'll go ahead and
get started. On this end we have DeweyHodgesfrom the AeromechanicsLab, Dev
BanerJee from HughesHelicopters, Jerry Miao from Sikorsky, GeneSadler from Bell,
Frank Tarzanin from Boeing, WayneJohnson from NASAAmes, and Dick Bielawa from
United Technologies Research Center. As far as the panelist's comments, I would
like to go pretty muchaccording to the schedule that's in your program; and accord-
ing to that schedule GeneSadler is the first one up.
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PREPARED REMARKS BY GENE SADLER
I'd like to show you just a few viewgraphs. Some of the questions we had this
morning, I think, will be answered by them. The analysis that we use basically uses
the Myklestad program which defines blade modes and frequencies. Rotor blade prop-
erties go into Myklestad and some of those also go directly later on to DRAV21 or
C81 [Slide I]. Myklestad simply computes the coupled blade modes and frequencies.
As a matter of convenience some of the blade properties are passed on, along with
the modes and frequencies, to the C81 or DRAV21 programs. DRAV21 is an eigenvalue
type analysis and it's good for hover or ground resonance, but not capable of doing
forward flight. Out of that we get system eigenvalues and eigenveetors. Both
DRAV21 and C81, of course, get some kinds of operating conditions and airframe model
information that's not required or used in Myklestad. C81 is a time-history type of
analysis; we have to use some of the same kind of techniques that you'd use in
flight test as far as getting the thing trimmed, exciting a mode, and then analyzing
the response to try to extract eigenvalues. So that's the kind of system we use for
the analysis at Bell.
ANALYSIS SYSTEM
ROTOR & BLADE MODEL OPERATING CONDITIONS
' & AIRFRAME MODEL
r----...
M YKLESTAD J _ /
SYSTEM
EIGENVA LUES
&
EIGENVECTOR S
SYSTEM RESPONSE
• TIME HISTORY
• PRONY'S METHOD
EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION
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I'll show you just a couple of other viewgraphs that cover the other models in
a little detail. The DNAMO6 version of the Myklestad program is the one that we've
been using for probably three or four years now [Slide 2]. It basically treats a
blade as a single elastic axis. There is a region where, if it's necessary, we can
have parallel or multiple load paths. It's limited in the kind of boundary condi-
tions those load paths can have in that at the outboard end the so-called flexstrap
and the cuff models are clamped on the blade; slopes and displacements are contin-
uous. At the inboard end the cuff or spindle is attached to the flexstrap or, in
one case, it can be attached to ground through a pin out-of-plane. In-plane, it's
attached through a spring. We've done that in order to model some of the rotors
that we have at Bell, for instance, the 680 rotor. From there on in, it's again a
single load path. It has a single pitch-horn model; I don't know if any of you
caught it, but when Case D/3 with a fore and aft, both forward and trailing edge,
pitch-links was discussed, there wasn't any Bell data there. We do not have a model
for the snubber-type pitch horn, so that was omitted from our analysis. The way
Myklestad is usually run, in say a predesign analysis, is to take a blueprint type
of blade position. If we had more information, we'd use a trim-type blade equilib-
rium position. That's used to define the reference coordinate axis which is, in
this system, the pitch change axis. I guess, as far as weaknesses that I see with
this system, part of them come in this particular area. The modes that are provided
by DNAMO6 are used later by C81 or DRAV21 for both trim and stability and if the
trim position is not accurate enough, then you can't expect the stability to be very
good. So this so-called blueprint or trim blade equilibrium position which is used
to define the reference axis sometimes can be a problem.
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BLADE
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Now the DRAV21 program [Slide 3] uses modes from DNAM06. It has a capability
of using a subset. Let's say you can give it seven or eight modes. It has the
capability of using a subset of them for trim and then the full set for stability,
if you want to run it that way. Some of the cases were probably run that way. It
does not have any true unsteady aerodynamics. The aerodynamics are quasi-steady.
The representation of the airframe is with a stick model. There's one stick that
represents the pylon that's connected with a rotary-type spring to the fuselage.
The fuselage is connected to a platform, if you want to model it that way, or to
ground with a rotary spring. If shuffle motions are important, which they are in
some airframes, then that shuffle degree of freedom is modeled also. Now this
particular program we use for ground resonance and hover air resonance. I think
that generally speaking, for the areas where it is applicable, we've had fairly good
success with the Myklestad/DRAV21 combination.
Now we do not have the capability with DRAV21 of analyzing anything in forward
flight, so in that area we use C81 which is a more general representation of a
helicopter [Slide 4]. It also uses modes for both trim and stability, and the
stability again is done with the time history. The fuselage/pylon representation is
through modal representation. So you can either have rigid-body degrees of freedom
DRAV21
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or modal representation and those modes can really represent either pylon or air-
frame degrees of freedom. It uses a time history solution and the normal process is
to get C81 to trim, and then to excite it with a stick stir if you're looking for,
say, the regressing in-plane mode. After you've got the thing excited, you stop the
excitation and look at the decay of the response. That can be, in some cases, a
time consuming situation in terms of calendar time and computer time, probably for
the same reason you get into some difficulties with test work. Sometimes if you
excite with enough stick motion to get the blades to move the way you want them to
move, you appear to be losing trim. You can start the aircraft doing strange things
and you're not sure if that's kind of the tail wagging the dog or if you're really
going to get what you want to get. With the stability analysis there's always a
problem of having more than one frequency responding; one per rev always responds in
forward flight. With C81, we have had more success with Prony's method than we have
had with moving block, although that may be due to problems in the moving block
analysis in C81. We usually use Prony's method for the stability analysis. I guess
technically C81 would have the capability of doing ground resonance and hover air
resonance but we haven't used it for that because the other program appears to be
adequate and it would take a lot longer with C81. We have used it for the forward-
flight air resonance cases. Any questions?
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QUESTIONS FOR SADLER
Peretz Friedmann_ UCLA: I am totally ignorant and I was wondering whether you could
tell me what is Prony's method?
Sadler: It's a curve fitting. It uses an exponential times a trig function and
curve fits. In our case, I guess we can do up to ten or fifteen products of a
damped exponential times a frequency. It's a curve fitting technique. We also
basically have the same capability in the flight test data reduction area and we
usually use that when we're doing, say, ground resonance shake tests.
Edward Saibel, U.S. Army Research Office: This is sort of a general question and
I'd like to ask it before the other analysts speak. Is it really fair to compare
the different systems that are being used without knowing how many adjustable param-
eters each system has used? After all, if one system is going to use a dozen
adjustable ones, he may get a much better fit, but at the same time we may not be
learning as much as we would from a system with fewer parameters. So, if the panel-
ists have a chance to tell us what they can adjust, it will help us in comparing the
different systems.
Sadler: Okay, let me back up to Myklestad then for a minute. The Myklestad program
takes blade data; structural and inertial type information, collective pitch, twist,
stuff like that. There's really nothing in that program to adjust. Yes, you can
adjust the number of segments and how finely you break those segments up.
Jing Yen, Bell Helicopter Textron: I'd like to make a comment here on that ques-
tion. As a result of this contract study we wrote a very comprehensive report and
documented the inputs to those analyses. Most of the inputs were the input numbers
or the model properties provided by the Army people. Okay, if there were any
changes made, we told them the reasons why and how, and the numbers we changed them
to. Those were documented in the government report.
Holt Ashley_ Stanford University: You didn't say much about the aerodynamics in
C81. For example, steady or unsteady, whether you've looked into things like
dynamic stall, and what about the reverse flow region?
Sadler: Okay, the reverse flow region is handled; I don't believe dynamic stall was
modeled.
Ashley: How do you handle the reverse flow region?
Sadler: There are tables, aerodynamic tables that go from zero to 180 degrees and
cover a range of Mach numbers. Inside C81 we do a table lookup. The angle of
attack and Mach number is calculated at each computation point and then it goes to
the table to look up and see what the ....
Ashley: That's quasi-steady for the table lookup?
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Sadler: Quasi-steady, that's right.
Bill Warmbrodt_ NASA Ames: Of the analyses used for the correlation effort, I
believe DRAV21 is the only undocumented analysis used, at least with regard to the
public domain. Does Bell have any plans of making the documentation of that program
available in the future?
Sadler: I'll pass that to Jing. I don't know what the answer is there.
Yen: I think one thing, you know, that's not too good about working for Bell Heli-
copter is that you don't get too many chances to publish. This DRAV21 was developed
back in 1975, so the program has been around for quite a few years. We've used the
program to design quite a few recent Bell Helicopter soft inplane rotors such as
models 412, 680, and so on. But we have not had the intentions or the time to
really present it in an AHS paper format or other government report format.
In-house documentation has been made available to our own guys. So to answer your
question, we do not have a plan, yet, to publish it.
Friedmann: I'm going to make one comment which I guess applies to a number of
people at this table. One is [that] I am somewhat surprised to hear this presenta-
tion and be told that correlation is done with a set of undocumented equations. If
somebody cannot look at your equations then, in my opinion, you are not doing corre-
lation, you are doing curve fitting. The second comment I have is that with other
information which has been published since 1975 (which is eight years ago), it has
been made very clear that, particularly in stability type correlation, the role of
the geometrically nonlinear terms can be quite important, and how those terms are
handled in a computer program is crucial. I have not seen the word "nonlinear"
mentioned and that, to me, is a big danger signal. You can show me the best corre-
lation and I will tell you, you are not doing correlation, you are doing curve
fitting.
Sadler: Probably some of the nonlinear terms you are talking about are in DRAV21,
but I can't show you the equations. The kind of steady bending-moment-times-
curvature-type equations (at Bell we sometimes refer to them as D-cross-F-type
terms), the El-type terms, are in DRAV21. But I can't show you the equations; they
are there, you know.
Hammond: That's a general sort of question that we may want to approach again
during the closing general discussion.
Yen: I would like to make a comment to the comment you made there. I think those
computer programs should be used as design tools. Correlation is required to build
up your own confidence. We've done a lot of correlation over the years because
we've done a lot of development programs, so we've built up confidence and we feel
comfortable to use them. As far as the correlation shown here, whether it's good or
poor, that's what came out of the program. To me the correlation is not the game.
The correlation is a tool to build up your own confidence. So as long as you feel
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comfortable to use it to design the ships, to me then it has really served its
purpose.
Hammond: Let's move on, we'll come back and give you another chance in the wrap-up,
Peretz.
Friedmann: I would like to quote Dick Bennett, who said: "Confidence, like beauty,
is in the eye of the beholder."
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY DEVBANERJEE
This morning Wendell Stephens presented capabilities of different programs,
including DARTand E927, which we essentially used for our ITR methodology compari-
sons and correlation studies. That was a comprehensive presentation. My comments
this afternoon would be on the specific correlation studies that we madeand if any
of you have questions regarding our analytical tools that we used please feel free
to ask, but I will not be addressing it as Genedid this afternoon. Before I get
started I'd also like to commendthe U.S. Army personnel both here at the Aerome-
chanics Lab as well as the Applied Technology Labs for providing the helicopter
industry this opportunity to systematically establish the strengths and weaknesses
of the analytical tools to predict aeroelastic characteristics of, primarily, bear-
ingless and hingeless rotors. The studies ranged from the simple model of a blade
with a root flexure, in Case A, to correlation with flight test results of the
BO I05/BMR. Within the constraints of the budget and schedule, at Hugheswe opted
to study Cases A through D, including Case B that Bill Bousmanpresented this morn-
ing, and we used aeroelastic stability analysis programs DARTand E927. Both of
these programs are currently being revised at Hughes to provide additional capabili-
ties. In DARTwe are adding the capability of additional blade elements and Floquet
analysis for studying nonisotropic support conditions as well as forward flight
analysis. Oneof the basic limitations of the government version, E927, and I guess
it's generally true, is that it doesn't have the capability of modeling bearingless
rotors. It makesan approximation of bearingless and hingeless rotors to articu-
lated models. So we are adding the capability to generate the modal characteristics
of redundant load paths to model bearingless rotors. This morning a thorough pres-
entation of correlation was given for the different tasks A through F, and essen-
tially the findings and someof the reasons were provided for the lack of correla-
tion. What I'd like to do is take this opportunity to makesomecommentson each of
these correlation studies.
Task A [Slide 5], if you remember, was one of a blade with root flexures where
there was precone and negative droop and variation of precone, and negative droop,
and torsional flexibility of the torsion flexures and parametric studies of the
dampingof the lag-mode with collective pitch variation. I feel that most of our
correlation predictions for all the cases were reasonably good and I'd like to point
out that we neither had dynamic nor static stall in our analysis. Wefound that it
was strictly a function of, essentially, a pitch-lag coupling. There's quite a bit
of flap coupling as well due to the trim-deflected shape of the blade for each one
of these cases. These couplings were amplified more for the soft flexure as com-
pared to the stiff flexure. Wecould see, for instance, in the cases where we had
the stiff flexure, with variation of collective pitch you found generally very
little change in damping. If you look at the coupled-mode shape of the lag mode
you'd find that it is predominantly a lag modewith very little pitch or flap cou-
pling, whereas [in] a similar study with a soft flexure you would find considerable
coupling. Again, if you look at the coupled modeshape, you'd find considerable
coupling of torsion and flap in the lag mode, and if you look at the signs of the
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coupling of the flap with the lag and the torsion with the lag you'd find that it's
consistent with the trend of the damping plot; [this is] just a general observation.
Again, this instability that we saw with the soft flexure with, I believe,
three degrees of precone, essentially verified the bubble of instability that has
been presented in several papers in the past by Bob Ormiston, Peretz Friedmann, and
others. That essentially verifies that this instability occurs for a stiff-in-plane
rotor. However, what's different between what I believe was presented in those
papers as compared to what this test result shows [is] that this bubble of instabil-
ity occurred for a matched stiffness rotor. My last comment on this slide is that I
don't think we have a consistent basis for X-axis representation for correlation.
The test data is plotted for the pitch angle that was set up in the test, whereas
our analysis was based on the existing collective pitch of the blade during the
test. If you have cases with soft flexures or if you have pitch-flap coupling which
would change your actual pitch angle due to delta-three coupling then obviously we
are comparing the wrong set of parameters. Again I could attribute some of our lack
of correlation at higher collective pitch to differences between the collective
pitch setting and what is actually seen in test.
Task IIB [Slide 6]--again I believe we were the only ones who did that correla-
tion, we used both DART and E927, basically because we ran into some problems in
correlating with the test data, especially the sharp instability that we saw in the
test data. Again correlation of frequency and damping was generally good, I
believe. One of the frustrating experiences was this matching of the lag frequency
[Slide 7]. We knew it was a rigid blade, it was set up that way with a root flexure
so it was essentially a blade with a root hinge, and yet we couldn't match it given
the EI distribution. We went through the whole process based on the El distribution
and then when we came back, after doing all the studies, meaning to verify these
results using E927, we set up the E927 model both [with] the root flexure stiffness
based on frequency as well as El distribution [Slide 8]. And there we found the
difference in the calculated EI based on the test numbers and it was very obvious
that the differences of our prediction with test data of the lag frequency was
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essentially this stiffness calculation of the root flexure based on EI distribution,
as compared to the stiffness calculated based on test data. Again I think the
instability of the lag with the body pitch coupling was generally well predicted
even though, as was mentioned this morning, we do have the limitation in DART of
requiring [an] isotropic support model. But we do have the flexibility of a modal
representation of fuselage properties in coupling the rotor with the fuselage 3o we
can put as many modes as we want, in any shape, for the hub modal characteristics.
One last comment, again it was mentioned this morning, [but] I'd just like to throw
it out. We did not see this in our correlation, in Task IIB we did not see this
sharp instability [Slide 9] of the coupled flap-lag mode at around 675 RPM. Again,
that's an anomaly that was our finding.
That was Task lIB; for Task IIC [Slide 10] again, correlation was done using
DART and E927. Again, the delta separation of lag frequency prediction with test
data [Slides 11 and 12] was the result of a wrong calculation of the stiffness, of
the root flexure stiffness. I believe all the instabilities and coupling effects
were well predicted, though quantitative correlation could be improved [Slide 13].
[For] these two cases, Tasks lIB and IIC, our E927 model was essentially set up as
an articulated rotor with a root spring and it gave the best correlation, so I
believe that's essentially how the model behaved during the test. One general
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finding from the test cases, which I believe we've verified, is Case 2 of Task C was
[that] structural coupling due to flap trim deflection was beneficial. That is, the
flap-lag coupling due to the flap trim deflection was beneficial for the isolated
order whereas it was, I believe, slightly detrimental to the rotor/fuselage cou-
pling. Again I don't think that came out in most of the test studies; in other
words, no effort was made to see which couplings were beneficial for isolated rotors
and which were not in the coupled rotor/fuselage sense, but I think that this test
result did show that. Again, improvement in lag damping with negative pitch-lag
coupling, that is, kinematic coupling at the root of the blade, was predicted and
the test results verified it. Task D [Slide 14] [was] the last correlation study
that we made. I believe this is the first example of a truly bearingless rotor that
was modeled. Again, if you set up your structural model with the dual-load path and
the exact geometry of the pitch link attachment and the structural properties of the
flexbeam correctly, you would get the value of the pitch-flap coupling. We find
that with the leading-edge pitch link the pitch-flap coupling, delta-three, was
about -35 °, -37 °, which resulted in the first flap frequency of about 0.68/rev, very
close to the first lag frequency of about 0.67/rev. We found that there was consid-
erable coupling between the flap and lag modes at higher collective pitch, because
of the closeness of the frequencies [Slide 15]. Again, we could verify that by
looking at the coupled mode shape at high collective pitch that resulted in improved
damping of the lag mode, which the test results showed. Again with the
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trailing-edge pitch link, the pitch-flap coupling reversed itself [giving] good
separation between the flap and lag frequencies and relatively little coupling
between the modes [Slide 16]. Hence, the trend of the damping of the lag mode with
collective pitch reflects the relatively less coupling between the lag mode and the
other modes. Again, for these cases we did predict a torsion mode at about
2.4/rev. Without the dual pitch link or an actual snubber, the torsion mode is
extremely soft. The torsion frequency we found to be around 2.4/rev and we did
essentially verify this problem of second flap/torsion flutter at around 3/rev.
Again, this dual pitch-linkconfiguration essentially eliminated delta-three
coupling and also drove the first torsion frequency up, which essentially got rid of
that flutter problem. We also found relatively little coupling between the lag mode
and other modes with varying collective pitch.
That essentially covers my general comments on these different correlation
studies. I'd like to make one comment in additon to that. I think if I were asked
to choose one area in analysis that requires special attention for predicting the
fundamental rotor modal characteristics, I think it would be the blade root area. I
think currently a considerable emphasis is being placed on the correct structural
representation of the blade root area, specifically for bearingless rotors with
dual-load paths, and the [proper] geometry and kinematics of the root end structure
which influence the damping of the fundamental modes, primarily the lag mode. I
think considerable attention needs to be paid to that area for predicting the char-
acteristics of the fundamental modes.
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QUESTIONS FOR BANERJEE
Jing Yen, Bell Helicopter Textron: I have heard you talking about this flap-torsion
coupling near the frequency of, is it, 3/rev?
Banerjee: Yes.
Yen: I'm wondering what kind of aerodynamics you have in your analysis.
Banerjee: Quasi-steady aerodynamics. We have the capability of putting in differ-
ent inflow values for different radial stations along the blade, essentially hover
quasi-steady aerodynamics. Again, we have submitted a final report like everybody
else on the methodology assessment, and I think that if you look at our report
you'll find that that mode is marginally stable or unstable just because of the
coupling of the second flap and torsion modes, Just structural coupling.
Bill Bousman, Aeromechanics Laboratorv: Did you say something about IIA being
matched stiffness, or did I miss something?
Banerjee: Yes, I guess I did say that.
Bousman: I don't think it really is.
Banerjee: No.
Dewey Hodges, Aeromechanics Laboratory: What I thought he said, was that the ear-
lier reported results for the bubble instability clustered around the matched stiff-
ness area, and that is true. But that's not the only place where they were; they
sort of fanned out from there.
Bill Warmbordt, NASA Ames: Would the MacNeal-Schwendler document on SADSAM be
considered an up-to-date documentation of the program DART?
Banerjee: No. A lot of changes have been made since then and I think as far as
going into the specifics of all the changes that have been made I would rather defer
to Lou Silverthorn on that. It is the basic model we use but there have been con-
siderable changes; but again the document has not been updated.
Yen: Have you ever attempted to correlate with Task lIE using DART?
Banerjee: Obviously we don't have an eigenvalue analysis in forward flight. I
think the way we would go about doing it would be to do a transient response analy-
sis--have a forced response at the frequency of interest, and [then] look at the
decay and do a damping calculation study. For this program we did not venture to do
the correlation for Tasks lIE and IIF. However, we did, for ourselves at a later
time, correlate the air resonance characteristics of the Froude scale BO I05/BMR
rotor test results, but it wasn't documented in these reports.
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Gene Hammond_ Panel Chairman: Other questions? I have one on the blade model that
you use in DART. Is it a finite element approach or is it a modal approach?
Banerjee: It's a finite element approach; again, Dewey [Hodges] might take excep-
tion to the term finite element. It's a lumped mass approach, a discrete element
approach.
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PREPARED REMARKS BY FRANK TARZANIN
What I will do is briefly discuss what we've learned about our stability pre-
diction technology and what actions we've taken. However, first I'll have to
quickly review what our prediction technology is. The C-90 math model allows the
rotor to [have] up to four blades with each blade represented by up to six fully
coupled modes. The blade modes are defined about the steady state deflections. The
aerodynamics are essentially quasi-static using table look-up techniques. Reverse
flow is included via the tables. The fuselage can be represented by up to 15 arbi-
trary fuselage modes, and the solution is the eigenvalue/eigenvector type with
Floquet for forward flight.
To obtain the inputs for the C-90 program, four other computer programs must be
run [Slide 17]. The first program takes the blade physical properties and discre-
tizes them. Second, we use the discrete properties in the C-60 rotor program to
calculate the steady state trim. Then we input the steady-state trim deflections to
the Y-71 program and calculate the coupled blade modes about the static deflec-
tion. Then we can use NASTRAN, test data, or any number of simple analyses to
obtain up to 15 body frequencies and modes.
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In the correlation report we identified three deficiencies in the stability
prediction procedure [Slide 18]. The first is that the C-60 program and the Y-71
program have inconsistent assumptions and it's frequently difficult to rationalize,
for example, representing the root end conditions on both of these rotors with the
same geometry when the level of sophistication is different in the two programs.
Secondly, neither the C-60 nor the Y-71 program can analyze a rotor with a torque
tube or a multiload path flexbeam. What we had to do in the case of the BMR is to
define an equivalent single beam that gives you the same frequency, but obviously
didn't have the right kinematics. The third deficiency was the one-per-rev cyclic
motions. To obtain rotor trim you get significant one-per-rev, both cyclic and
flapping motions, which could significantly change the kinematic coupling. This is
true in forward flight; we recognize that.
Since the correlation was performed we've had a chance to review what everyone
else did and we've identified two additional regions of suspicion. The first: we
suspect that the aerodynamics may be too simplified. Generally it's been true, if
you look at the C-90 correlation, that the correlation gets worse at the higher
collectives. Now here's a case ISlide 19] where we have lead-lag damping versus
blade pitch where it's the lowest amount of coupling. We've got no precone, no
droop, no twist, and you can see that as the collective angle increases the predic-
tion gets worse and worse and worse. In fact, I'm very appreciative that somebody
mentioned this morning about the Reynolds numbers. I'm going to try that when I get
home; that might really help. But if it doesn't, that certainly indicates to me a
deficiency in the aerodynamic representation. The second area is a potential error
in the flap coupling to the body. This shows up in poor prediction of body
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KNOWN:
, EQUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE STEADY STATE DEFORMATION (C-60)
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roll and body pitch damping while we find fairly good prediction of the lead-lag
damping. I guess the best example of the problem is illustrated here [Slide 20].
Here we have the modal frequency versus rpm, and of particular concern is right in
this region where you can see the C-90 predicting a coupling between the flap
regressing mode and the body pitch mode. That clearly is not shown in the data. I
suspect a straignt-out error in the code somewhere and I think this is a region we
should certainly look into.
Next, I'd like to outline the actions we've taken and the actions we plan to
take [Slide 21]. First, we're revising the C-60 program to include the prediction
of natural frequencies and mode shapes. We're also going to include large, steady,
principal axis deflections, and we're going to include a flexbeam root end with
torque tube and up to four elastic beams. This will eliminate the need for Pro-
gram Y-71 and will allow us to analyze any flexbeam configuration. The planned
actions are [Slide 22], we'd like to investigate incorporating the one-per-rev
cyclic pitch motions, we want to review the aerodynamic representation to consider
including the unsteady stall and the dynamic inflow effects (but first I'm going to
look at Reynolds number), and then review the body coupling equations and the
code. Any questions?
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ACTIONTAKEN
REVISING C-60 TO INCLUDE:
- PREDICTION OF NATURALFREQUENCIESANDMODESHAPES
- LARGESTEADYPRINCIPAL AXIS DEFLECTIONS
- FLEX BEAMROOTEND, WITH TORQUETUBEAND UP TO FOUR
ELASTIC BEAMS
THIS WILL:
- ELIMINATETHE NEED FOR PROGRAM Y-71
- ALLOW ANALYSIS OF ANY FLEX BEAM CONFIGURATION
Slide 21
PLANNED ACTION
- INVESTIGATE INCORPORATINGONE/REVCYCLIC MOTIONGENERATED
-BY ROTORTRIM
REVIEW AERODYNAMIC REPRESENTATIONAND CONSIDER INCLUDING:
, UNSTEADY STALL
, DYNAMIC INFLOW
- REVIEW FU_P-BODY COUPLING EQUATION AND CODE
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QUESTIONSFORTARZANIN
Bill Bousman_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: As far as the Reynolds number goes, for
that experiment we took some low-Reynolds-number data that we had and fitted lift
and drag coefficient terms to it. Then we gave you an analytic expression to use in
your correlation in lieu of your normal tables. So you have that Reynolds number
effect to within the accuracy of the expression we gave you.
Tarzanin: Then I fall back to what I have on [my slides].
Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames: Considering that you've identified action items relative
to C-60 and Y-71, do you agree with Wendell's observation that C-90 is capable of
analyzing a bearingless rotor configuration?
Tarzanin: Oh, I think it is, but I think the proof is to actually make the mods to
C-60 and crank it into C-90. I think it can do it if you have the right modes. In
fact it did surprisingly well considering that we used a very simple representa-
tion--we essentially fudged the El in lag to give us the same frequency as the dual
beam, and we know that the coupling is not going to be right.
Warmbrodt: So you consider that C-90 will not require any revisions?
Tarzanin: Yes, except I think the flap coupling into the body roll/pitch has a
problem.
Jerry Miao, Sikorsky Aircraft: You said you fudged the El for the dual beam to get
the lag frequency right?
Tarzanin: We only had the analysis with the single load path, so how do you...?
Miao: But you use only the first edgewise bending mode for the bearingless main
rotor, right?
Tarzanin: Yes.
Miao: The first edgewise mode, in the El, if you used the dual beam, take the
centroid of the composite section, EI, about its own centroid, and move it to middle
of the section, that approximates the first edgewise mode very well.
Tarzanin: I think there was shear deformation in there that essentially gave you a
softer effective El.
Dev Banerjee, Hughes Helicopters: Frank, just a comment on that. I think you might
be able to match your frequencies based on test data using the first lag mode but I
think it would require _ detailed model to determine what the kinematics are and
hence its effects on the stability.
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Tarzanin: Most assuredly, I totally agree, yes.
Miao: Absolutely, you're right.
Peretz Friedmann_ UCLA: I'm not sure I understood what you said about having steady
state trim deflections in your program and at the same time neglecting one-per-rev
cyclic. Let me Just see whether I understand it, even for the case of forward
flight your steady state trim is a time-independent trim, is it?
Tarzanin: Yes.
Friedmann: How can that be?
Tarzanin: You take the steady deflection, perturb your modes about that deflection
not considering one-per-rev cyclic and one-per-rev flapping.
Friedmann: If you look at advance ratios of like, maybe 0.3 or 0.4, you will find
out that the cyclic components of pitch are equivalent to almost 10° , and you really
are neglecting an imput of 10° in cyclic to the .... You realize that that's somewhat
absurd.
Tarzanin: That's why we said we have to put that in. I just wanted to point out we
were neglecting that in forward flight, and in fact you're talking about one-per-rev
deflections on the order of the steady deflection. If the steady deflection is
important, certainly you would think the one-per-rev deflection is important. Now
how exactly you handle that in the Flouqet technique, whether you do it for the
average damping or do you look what the damping is at the worst azimuth, I'm not
sure.
Friedmann: I think you should read the literature. There are some papers on this
subject.
Bob Sopher_ Sikorsky Aircraft: Frank, you calculate your coupled blade modes about
the static deflection position, right?
Tarzanin: Yes.
Sopher: What's the major thing that you expect to get by doing this? Why could you
not calculate your coupled modes about the zero deflection position?
Tarzanin: Well, to get the kinetics.
Sopher: You're talking about the pitch-lag and the flap-lag-torsion. So conceiva-
bly you could have calculated modes around a zero deflection position, but loaded
into your response analysis the correct kinematics for the pitch-flap-lag cou-
pling. Have you thought about doing that?
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Tarzanin: Not really, no. I guess my thought would be that probably the easiest
way to do it would be to deform the blade and then perturb from the deformation.
Sopher: Yes, I understand that you get your perturbation equations from that condi-
tion, but I'm Just trying to understand what the impact of this is. What's the
major impact, is it a pitch-flap-lag coupling effect, mostly the kinematics?
Tarzanin: Yes, the kinematics , that's what I get.
Warmbrodt: I'd like to comment. I'm a bit familiar with C-90 and it does have a
Floquet stability analysis capability and so that sheds some light on Professor
Friedmann's comment that they aren't neglecting significant effects with regards to
periodicity in their stability analysis, to a degree.
Bob Ormiston, Aeromechanics Laboratory: I'm just stimulated to make a couple of
comments along that line, and Bill just added some thoughts to what I'd like to
say. The C-90 program does do a Floquet analysis but in fact it leaves out some of
the trim terms, and as Peretz has said, some of those are known to be important in
stability calculations, at least for the isolated blade calculations. There are
some examples in the literature showing what happens when you throw those terms out
and when you include them. The comment I was going to make was that I think we're
illustrating one of the fundamental problems of analyzing these types of rotors.
We're used to doing modal analyses where you calculate the modes in a vacuum for the
undeformed condition, and that works fine for all kinds of linear, or mostly linear,
stability calculations. Here where the couplings, the elastic couplings, the kine-
matic couplings and so forth, are a function of the equilibrium deflection shape,
you find yourself now trying to generate so-called modes about an equilibrium solu-
tion condition. That leads to some question as to how valid or rigorous is that.
Then you go to forward flight and you've got the periodic component of equilibrium
[so] it gets more hazy and the more you use that approach the more questions you're
going to raise for yourself. That's why a lot of people are starting to look at
just plain "Let's go to finite element" methods, get away from the modal approach,
and just accept the numerical consequences or burden that you have to deal with. If
you're dealing with a rigid blade analysis with a few hinges, of course, no problem,
it's just the physical approximation and one accepts the fact that that's simple to
analyze. But of course it really doesn't work, for the bearingless configurations
so it's a real dilemma. I hope people get the impression that maybe we've got to
move away from the modal type analyses because they just don't form a practical
basis, they leave too many questions open.
Jing Yen: I'm a little bit confused here. I've heard of the programs at Boeing-
Vertol; C-90, C-45, C-60, I believe, right?
Tarzanin: Yes.
Yen: If you have seen some shortcomings with the C-90 analysis, why don't you go
back to the C-60? In other words, could you comment on any math model differences
between those two analyses?
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Tarzanin: Oh yes, C-60 is not an eigenvalue program. It doesn't calculate stabil-
ity; it calculates steady state only. We start from that to get the trim.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY WAYNEJOHNSON
I'm going to start off my commentsby addressing someof the cases that I
didn't run calculations for, that we haven't included in the correlation efforts.
Bill Bousman,in his writeup of the results, mainly just commentedthat I didn't do
them yet. He's been constrained from speculating, I guess, by the fact he didn't
pay melike he did the other guys. He didn't try. Anyway, I'll run downthe cases,
and I think I can give a fairly complete statement of what I think the correlation
would have been if I did it.
For Case A, which is the hingeless rotor, I did two out of six. There have
been a number of calculations run at Langley recently on a hingeless rotor and while
I haven't seen all of them (I see their public-relations-type stuff), I hear they're
getting pretty good calculations. That suggests I'd probably do fairly well. But I
will add the caveat that five degrees precone and droop, which was used in the
experiment, is about twice as large as you'll find on anything flying and that might
be a bit too muchfor a real good correlation with my code. Case B, which is the
simulated vacuum, I would approach not by modeling all the detailed flexures but by
basically matching the nonrotating frequencies. That information is available and I
feel that whenyou have that kind of information you should match that first and
then moveon to the areas to where you don't have the solid information. On that
basis I would consider it a pretty straightforward problem and I wouldn't expect too
manydifficulties. Case C is where I did the majority of my calculations and did
pretty good. The last three cases, D, E, and F, are all bearingless rotors, and the
short statement shownthere is simply that the code that I'm using is not intended
to model bearingless rotors. It does not have multiple load paths at the root.
That didn't stop us from trying to model it anyway. Three engineers actually took a
try at a couple of the cases just to see what we could make it do. It would have
been luck if it had worked, and it didn't. With the way the program works [we]
could have just input an effective pitch-lag and pitch-flap coupling and tried to
get someanswers out that way, but that isn't really a proper approach. It really
isn't solving it because you just get back to the question of where do you get your
effective couplings. So that, in general, is an outline of what my code would do
over the entire data set.
I have a couple of other comments. The presentation this morning prompts me to
say that I find data set D, Seth Dawson's bearingless rotor information, to be the
one that I think is most challenging, and the challenging part is not the data
points they showbut all these other instabilities that they found. I look forward
to when they get around to actually publishing the information on all those things
rather than Just the lag damping which looks sort of dull. The final subject, what
we were really asked to commenton, is to try and give somekind of a general
assessment of the correlation we've seen. I can't really say that I see any kind of
milestones being presented here in terms of analysis development. There were suc-
cesses, there were failures, and there was an awful lot of inconsistency. So in
that sense I don't see this effort as being something we'll look back on and say,
"that's whenwesolved that problem." I think it is a milestone that we've taken
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this opportunity to do such an extensive level of correlation, and I don't mean just
the fact that you have all the companies doing it, but the fact that you have quite
a few data sets. It's not uncommon to build a code and correlate it with one data
set, but then to actually take existing codes and have them attack a half dozen data
sets covering a wide range of parameters is definitely a milestone. I think that
what we'll find coming out of this is simply some new directions. I think we'll
hear, these two days, what some of those directions are, but I think also people
have to think about it for a while, too, to absorb all they're learning here.
That's it.
QUESTIONS FOR JOHNSON
Bob Wood, Hughes Helicopters: I guess I have just one comment, Wayne, on the
fact that we see the correlation which appears to have been done objectively and we
all say that there weren't milestones met in terms of actually any shaking
results. I think perhaps the real measure of milestones coming from this meeting is
going to be the kind of thing I'm beginning to hear from Frank and from all the
others out there: the soul searching that's going on within each of the analysts as
to what it was in his analysis that perhaps caused it to deviate most from the test
data. And I'd just like to throw out for consideration of the panel at some point
perhaps a follow-up to this meeting at some time. Maybe in a year or so, ask each
of the companies, granted it is an opportunity to turn the knob if there is a knob
in the analysis, but ask each of the participants to see what they've been able to
do to close the loop more. I think in particular this one per rev, which apparently
is not in C-90, cyclic pitch effect. Introducing those effects, if indeed the group
is able to do that, it would be interesting to see what progress they can make on
closing the gap.
Bob Ormiston_ U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory: I'd just like to throw out a
general question, it's partly to reiterate a point that was made this morning as far
as the data goes. One of the first data sets for one of the simplest configurations
showed in the experimental results a [difference in] damping for a symmetrical con-
figuration at positive and negative thrust conditions, or pitch angles. It isn't
completely clear, even after analyzing the data, why that occurred, but if the
analyses that we used to predict that didn't have any asymmetry in the input data,
or there was no difference between positive and negative pitch angles in the calcu-
lations, why did the damping oftentimes appear to be different between the plus and
minus pitch angles? In some cases there were known asymmetries introduced and in
other cases there weren't. From my cursory look at the data and discussions with
Bill Bousman, it's not clear why the calculated results showed the asymmetries and
I'd like to, maybe not ask everybody at this point, but throughout the discussion if
you showed an asymmetry in your case which wasn't due to an asymmetric data input,
how come? Can you tell me why? Somebody ought to know somewhere.
And then a related question. Particularly for the simplified configurations,
and that one in particular [Case A/I], I can understand maybe why we didn't
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correlate with the data in all cases but if the configuration was simple enough to
define, and these analyses all had the same input data, how comethey didn't all,
using F equals the same ma, comeout with the sameprediction even if it was
different from [experiment]. I wonder if somebodywould care to commenton that.
It's not a simple one to answer.
Gene Hammond_ Panel Chairman: Do you have any comments on that, Wayne?
Wayne Johnson: Would you repeat the question?
Ormiston: I didn't mean to throw it at him.
Johnson: I can say something about the question in the middle there that had to do
directly with the asymmetries. The only one that exists physically, of course, is
gravity.
Unidentified speaker: And inflow.
Johnson: Well, I'm assuming there that Dave Sharpe's exercises with the ground
planes which were intended to define the effects of the inflow [were valid], and
that was essentially a null result. Unless he did that wrong, then the only thing
left is gravity. Now gravity I've got [in my code]. I forget whether it was for
this case or whether it was when I was developing the code, I remember using that as
a test case where I in fact suppressed gravity and put it in right side up and
upside down and found a couple of bugs that way.
Ormiston: Well, in fact, that was checked in trying to understand the source of the
asymmetry and the answer was that it's an effect, yes, but it's an extremely small
effect on the lead-lag damping for that configuration.
Johnson: I still find the extent of the asymmetry that is in the data to be rather
surprising. If it is only gravity then it's a surprise to me that it's so much due
to gravity. Unfortunately, the results you have don't leave anything else to point
to.
Ormiston: Well, there can be a question about the results, the experimental
results, but the analytical results which were produced in the course of this corre-
lation sometimes showed a very, is it coincidental, asymmetry, or did it arise from
some [source]. Why did it arise in the calculations in some cases but not in
others? There had to be an asymmetry in the input data presumably.
Peretz Friedmann, UCLA: I have just a comment on this asymmetry. One of them is
that in calculations it's easy to get asymmetry because if you use constant inflow,
and you have that square root expression, then positive and negative is not the
same, and if you're not careful about it you'll get asymmetry and then you have to
start thinking [about] from where it comes. But experimental asymmetry, I don't
know exactly what experiments you've conducted with those planes simulating the
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ground, but irrespective of my respect for the force of gravity I think the flaw in
the ground effect probably is more important than gravity in generating asymmetry.
Johnson: I think, Peretz, that Dave Sharpe is about to publish all that data. What
he did was he put a ceiling plane and a ground plane very near his rotor, so that
the aerodynamic environment should in fact be symmetric. He still had a rotor shaft
in there but the details, the lack of symmetry that was left after he got through
putting his rotor in a box, were very, very small. The problem was that [between
the results] without those ceiling and ground planes and with them, he found very
little delta [in damping]. You would indeed expect, even if the inflow is impor-
tant, you would expect that by putting those planes in you were modifying it. I
still find it very puzzling. The calculations that I have made include gravity and
it shows a very small effect, but the experiments show quite a bit larger effect and
I don't know where it's coming from.
Pete Arcidiacono_ Sikorsky Aircraft: Perhaps Wayne has answered it. If you look at
the picture with the model under the rotor it certainly appears to be asymmetric and
perhaps these tests with the ground plane and the plane above the rotor basically
covered this situation, but it's not at all obvious that this should be symmetric.
Dave Sharpe_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: What we did during this experiment, we put
at the base plate there, an eight-foot-diameter plywood circle and one equidistant
above. We ran the rotor with positive and negative collective pitch and found the
asymmetry was still there.
Arcidiacono: It was still there? That's hard to argue with.
Bill Bousman, Aeromechanics Laboratory: I know we're more into general questions
than specific, but I'd like to continue on that asymmetry question of the calcula-
tions. When we first started the calculations we asked all the analysts if the
effect of gravity was included in their equilibrium solutions, because normally it
may be important for a model rotor which is at very low rpm but for a full scale
helicopter it would seem to be unimportant. At that time the analysts, without
necessarily going back to their documentation, said, I think too quickly, "no it is
not there." Then they got the results from the model and roughly half the results
showed asymmetries and the other half didn't. For the ones that didn't show asym-
metries then we could say, "all right, they told us there was no gravity in the
equilibrium solution and they're right." For the ones that did show the [asymmet-
ric] results there's a question there that needs to be answered, but the most per-
plexing question is for Bell. Because for Case A/I they showed an asymmetric result
and for Case A/2 they show a symmetric result, and that's completely perplexing
because they are the same configuration except for the root flexure.
Jing Yen_ Bell Helicopter: Gravity has a very important effect on your trim. I
believe we've said already that gravity could change your blade trim location.
Bousman: Well, from experiments we've done with a model rotor where the analysis
was very simple because it was hinged, essentially we'd show that there is a gravity
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term that at very low rpms, yes, it does affect the trim and the couplings. That's
why, because we had seen that, we asked everybody when we first went around, "is
there gravity in your trim solution?"
Yen: The gravity is in our analysis and we found out that if you changed the angle
from positive to negative, you change your trim, you change your modeshape and
everything else.
Bousman: Yes, but that's why I asked you the question. If you look at your A/I
data set you'll see that you have an asymmetric result, but if you look at the A/2
data set you have a symmetric result.
Yen: That's the way it came out.
Hammond: Wayne, do you have any plans for putting a bearingless hub in your
analysis?
Johnson: I have ideas, not necessarily plans. But you can never tell.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY JERRYMIAO
Sikorsky's effort on this ITR methodology assessment basically is two computer
programs. One is E927, the other is G400. E927 is an eigenvalue solution program
and it's good for hover analysis. AndG400, we rely on it extensively for forward
flight analysis and it is a time history analysis. And as the data this morning
shows, I think you've all seen that the G400analysis shows a great improvement
after we completed the contract. I believe everybody is dying to hear why it is so
improved and I'm so happy that Dick Bielawa is here, he'll handle all that. So I
will concentrate on a few things about E927. I believe that if I talk about a
chronological history of E927 it will makea little more bit of sense why we went to
-2 and -3 programs. As a lot of people have pointed out E927-I, the original pro-
gram, is a public version. Originally, actually, it was developed for a proprotor
whirl flutter analysis with coupled flap-lag blade modesin there and with py!@n
degrees of freedom. Then later on, we were under contract with ATL, and we added to
it a pitch degree of freedom and modal fuselage. That means6 degrees of freedom in
the hub; you can input any kind modal fuselage into it. That is properly documented
as E917[-I], I believe that's the version Hugheshas used.
NowE927, of course, is a living program and after we had this program, we used
it for a little bit and we started to add to its capabilities. One of the capabili-
ties we put in is the six rigid bodies degrees of freedom of the airframe, to be
explicit so we can study air resonance more readily. At the sametime, to simplify
the equations, we threw out a lot of the so-called "steady state deflection squared"
terms because they appear to be extraneous calculations. That's the -2 [version].
Nowwe started out to correlate with these six sets of data, A through F, using -2
and as you noted whenwe correlated with Case I of configuration A, the correlation
is fairly decent. That is the stiff torsional flexure and varying the collective
pitch from negative to positive, and the modal damping prediction is fairly good.
The next case is a soft flexure. The prime difference between these two configura-
tions actually is the torsional frequency. The stiff flexure one is 2.8 [per rev],
I believe, and the soft one is 2.5 [per rev], about. Nowwhenwe put in the soft
flexure, we used E927-2 [and] we found out that the correlation is not that bad, but
it didn't pick up all the increase in dampingby incorporating the soft flexure, as
the test data shows. So whenwe laid the analysis points for A/I on top of A/2, we
found out that you can hardly find any difference. It seemsthat E927-2 just gives
you results which are indifferent to the intricate coupling due to torsion flex-
ure. Then we movedon to calculate the A/3 and A/4 cases; those are the ones with
the stiff and soft flexure with precone. Wefound out that -2 again gives you the
samenumbers. No matter what you do to the configuration, it didn't change any-
thing. So that gives you an inkling something is not working properly. But never-
theless simultaneously wewere correlating other configurations, like configura-
tion C, we did C/I and C/2. Thenwe started on the Ds, and they're not bad. Of
course, Seth Dawsonis not too happy about our [correlation] there but our
calculations say it's in the ballpark.
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Then we started on configuration E, which is the Boeing BMRmodel, and this is
where we ran into trouble. Wefound out that we got four pairs of unstable roots
and if you examine the roots you find that the regressive blade torsional-mode
frequency went to zero, which shouldn't be the case. That caused us to investigate
the mass, stiffness, and damping matrices to find out what's causing it to go to
zero. The one thing that's very apparent is that the mass ratio between the blade
torsional degree of freedom, the pitching degree of freedom, versus the body pitch
and roll degrees of freedom, is very, very small, meaning that if the body movesby
a little bit the blade torsional degree of freedom is going to movea lot. Okay,
then you say "where did that comefrom?" You look at that and you realize that the
blade torsional inertia is increased whenthe blade has steady state deflection.
This means, if you think of the blade pitch axis as lying in the plane of rotation
and horizontal, if you have a vertical steady-state coning angle, the mass is dis-
placed out over it and so "Md2" is added on to the blade torsional inertia. If you
look at a typical blade, the pitch inertia, the numberwill comeout in inch-pound-
second2 units, it's about 2. If you talk about the flapping inertia, the number
will comeout to about 2000. This "Md2'' term, if you integrate it, comesout to be
the coning angle squared times the flapping inertia. If you have a coning angle of
about 3° that will comeout to be a numberabout 2B2XIA is about 2. That meanso
the torsional inertia is doubled. If you throw out this squared term you are not
getting a proper dynamic representation in the system. Becauseof that, all these
squared terms are being put back into the program.
Also, another thing, think about it very carefully. Becausewe've been adding
the pitch degree of freedom, the torsion degree of freedom, on the original deriva-
tion of coupled flap-lag degrees of freedom, you find out because of the way you are
adding in a degree of freedom, you didn't really go back to square one to do the
derivation, you're trying to add into it. So therefore the position vector defini-
tion is not exactly correct, they are a little bit...I shall say an approximation is
being done there but actually if you really look at it you can say there are
errors. That's one reason why, when you're putting back in those terms, you still
get somekind of erroneous coupling terms.
If you rememberin configuration E, that is, Boeing's BMRmodel data, we show
three points using E927-3 for the rpm variation. These three points fall right into
the test data. This is when we modified E927-2 to -3. Rememberthis blade is flap-
lag coupled, then the torsion is added into it. Therefore, if you have pitch-lag
coupling or pitch-flap coupling you have to put it in separately. Weused NASTRAN
to model this redundant load path and find out how much torsion is in the edgewise
mode, as well as howmuch torsion is in the flapwise mode, putting these in as
coupling terms. Then you put these into it and you run the cases, you find the
modal damping comesout pretty good. Nowrememberthis model had a blade torsional
frequency of about 4.2/rev, and the torsional frequency is relatively high, compared
to configuration A, [for] which both stiff and soft [flexure cases] are below
3/rev. If you look at configuration C/2, which is a coupled-rotor-body case, that
blade had a torsional frequency of about 18/rev; it is practically decoupled, the
torsion degree of freedom. Now you compare the -2 and -3 results for the case which
has 9° of collective. The -2 shows that if you go from low rpm to high rpm, it
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crosses the unstable region at the same time as the test data shows but comesback
up relatively fast, the -2 version. But the -3 version picked up the depth of the
instability as well as the width of the instability. The only problem is the -3
version did not give you a stable calculation when the test data, at high rpm, shows
stable. Nowthis shows up because at the higher thrust level you probably have a
lot more blade flapping motion coupled with lead-lag and torsion.
All of this ought to point out that the torsional degree of freedom is a very
important thing becausenow you look back into configuration A, there we show a few
-3 cases, the stability calculations are very poor compared to -2. That is because
we still have problems in the -3 program, meaning that the torsion is not repre-
sented properly and the coupling terms are somewhatin error. Therefore configura-
tion A, which you think is the simplest one, is the most challenging one because the
torsion frequency is the lowest. Noneof the helicopter manufacturers makeblades
that soft; 4/rev is pretty soft torsional frequency [and] this is below 3/rev. It
amplifies any error you have in representing the torsion degree of freedom and its
coupling-to-bending deflection. My point is that this -3 version probably still can
be used for analysis if my torsional degree of freedom is above, say 3.5/rev.
Now, I shall tell you that we are launching a -4 version, but because we are
getting tired of E927 we're giving it a newname. Bob Sopher calls it HELSA,for
Helicopter Stability and Analysis. The only problem is, I think it sounds like a
girl's name. I don't know what the exact quote from WayneJohnson is, but he said
sometime ago that a computer program probably should periodically should go through
a "rebirth period." You have to clean it up and do the derivation again. Weare
starting pretty much from square one. Wego back and incorporate the pitch, flap,
and lag degrees of freedom, all flexible. Weredefine a position vector and derive
the whole set of equations of motion. I have confidence they will comeout, proba-
bly give better correlation, and the program should be ready sometime in August.
To conclude the remarks, I think, numberone, the steady-state-squared term
cannot just be thrown out saying it is probably small. I think that as Peretz has
pointed out many times too, there are ordering schemes. Someof them are first
order, somesecond order; you have to go through these terms very carefully, finding
out if it's really a compatible order or not. Especially in the torsional degree of
freedom because in the torsional degree of freedom what appears to be a small term
really can have a very large influence on the final outcome. Thankyou.
QUESTIONSFORMIAO
Bill Bousman_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: I have something of a comment about the
Task IIA being a low torsional frequency. That is exactly correct and it was chosen
that way because of the very different approaches a research organization may take
compared to a helicopter organization. We saw these terms, exactly the ones you are
talking about that are causing trouble, we saw those in the equations from Dewey's
work and we said that somehow we need to demonstrate that these are important. So
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we pushed the frequencies downa little bit out of typical helicopter experience
because we knewthat then we would have measurable effects, the same thing with the
precone being 5° rather than 2.5 ° And that's the kind of stuff we've seen, but I
don't think the corollary is true, that because these are not quite helicopter
numbers that therefore these effects are not important. I think that's not correct.
Gene Hammond T Panel Chairman: Jerry, what sort of aerodynamics are in E927?
Miao: It's a quasi-steady aerodynamics; it uses table look up.
Euan Hooper, Boeing Vertol: What about HELSA, will that be the same?
Miao: Right now, yes. But we can incorporate more complex aerodynamics if we want
to.
Dev Banerjee T Hu_hes Helicopters: Jerry, I have a question for you. What are your
considerations for modeling bearingless rotors with the new analytical model that
you're setting up?
Miao: The HELSA program that will be available by the end of August will be a
typical modal approach. It will not have redundant load paths. But, we have it in
the plan that about four months later, we should have a redundant load path repre-
sentation in there which would take care of typical bearingless rotor types with
dual flexbeams and torque-tube type of things. We're using a finite element
approach which is very close to what Inderjit Chopra has been using.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY DEWEYHODGES
I'd like to just take a few minutes and discuss someof the limitations of the
analyses that were used from the AeromechanicsLaboratory in the correlations. On
one data set the program that was called PFLTwas used. That was the first data set,
A, and part of the reason for the lack of correlation at higher pitch angles there,
we believe, has to do with these static stall parameters as has already been brought
out. The aerodynamics in that analysis are simply based on a linear CI and a
constant value for Cd, which is really crude, but it was set up originally to be a
research code. Wehad no intention, and still don't have any intention, of putting
it out as a code that other people could use, but rather we were studying the influ-
ences of various terms in the mathematical model. Nowwe have also determined that
under certain conditions, terms of higher order than the quadratic nonlinearities
that are present in PFLTmay be, for someconfigurations, important. Marcelo Crespo
da Silva will be discussing someof these ideas tomorrow morning in a paper. We
feel those are the main limitations in PFLTas far as why it wasn't able to achieve
the correlation that we believe it should have been able to, had we madethose
modifications.
The FLAIR program was used in a numberof the data sets involving coupled rotor
fuselage dynamics, and the FLAIR program is really based on the very simple analy-
sis. It really doesn't deserve to be classed with someof these more general pro-
grams, nor does the first one I discussed, PFLT. The FLAIR program is also based on
quasi-steady aerodynamics with linear CI and constant Cd, but it has the addi-
tional limitation of being based on a rigid blade with a beamelement at the root to
represent the flexbeam of a bearingless rotor. With that kind of representation you
get a quick and dirty approximation for the dynamic behavior but you miss out on any
higher-order blade bending modes, and they certainly must be important for someof
these cases. You also miss out on any steady state bending and torsion stresses
that might be developed in the outboard portion of the blade because it is [modeled
as] a rigid blade. The reason it was able to do quite well comparedto most of the
analyses, though, has to do with the fact that in the incorporation of geometric
nonlinearity, a great deal of care was taken to include all the nonlinear terms in
the flexbeam deformation. There are no small angle assumptions in FLAIR and there
is no ordering schemeof any kind. It's simply a matter of writing downthe exact
geometric and kinematical relationships involved, and [then] the equations are
solved in a numerical sense without any limitation on numberof modes, or elements,
or anything because they are integrated using an ordinary differential equations
(ODE) solver. So along with its limitations, it does have the powerful feature of
not having any limitations on angles. Nowyou say "well what possible difference
could this make?" Well, in a bearingless rotor the flexbeam mayundergo rotations
in the torsional sense that violate the assumption that sin e = e and cos e = I,
and that alone is enough of a Justification to keep all the terms. Secondly, I've
found that in making that derivation, it wasactually simpler to include all the
terms than it was to go through somekind of ordering schemeand throw terms away,
because in throwing terms away one must makeexpansions of transcendental-type
quantities. Those expansions produce a lot of terms and those terms proliferate
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very quickly. Whereasif you keep all the terms you can just leave the sine or the
cosine or the square root in place and not worry about expanding the term out in
explicit form.
I'd like to also makesomespecific commentsconcerning the data. Just one on
Data Set C. I see there, this is my own opinion now, that the NASAAmescode CAMRAD
and the AeromechanicsLab code FLAIR are virtually identical in their predictions in
that particular data set, but the analyses are so totally different that such an
agreement is really phenomenal, I think. I think that in light of that fact, the
fact that the correlation and the predictions from FLAIR and from CAMRADare so
similar, so identical, and yet the analyses are so different, that Wayne[Johnson]
then went on to include dynamic inflow and show that he had an improvement in corre-
lation it nails down in my mind, almost with certainty, that dynamic inflow is the
reason for the improvement in the correlation there and it is, for someof the
modes, a necessity to include it.
NowI'd like to makesomegeneral comments. I believe that to avoid the pro'
liferation of geometric parameters like precone, and droop, and sweep, and all these
other things, weactually need a generic approach to modeling a rotor blade that
talks in terms of geometric information based on, say, direction cosines of the
blade elastic axis, without regard to manyof these other definitions of terms which
to one analyst maymeanone thing and to another analyst maymeansomething else.
Whereasif we are talking specifically in terms of direction cosines and offset
vectors, then there can be no doubt as to what we are talking about as long as we're
clear. I also believe that with the complexity of the rotor blades that we're
modeling and with the generality that we demandand desire out of our codes, we
really should be aiming in the direction of somekind of multi-level substructuring
algorithms and a finite element kind of an analysis. I don't meanbreaking up a
straight blade into segments and calling that a finite element method. I meana
genuine finite-element method where a general structure is broken up into smaller
structures, each of which is broken up into still smaller structures to somearbi-
trary depth until you get down to the simplest possible level where then one can
identify things that are nicely modeled by beamelements, by rigid bodies, by plate
elements, and by shell elements. These things should be then connected together in
somekind of arbitrary fashion so that we can build the models that we need with any
degree of complexity that is demandedand achieve any degree of accuracy that is
demandedas well, becausewe should have this multilevel substructuring capability
so we can have as manyor as few degrees of freedom as are necessary. In doing such
a thing, there are somegeneral observations that need to be kept in mind. Wewant
to be able to allow for hinges, and sliding mechanisms, and bearings. Wecannot do
that kind of problem with the traditional approach of writing the equations for a
blade as if it is an individual structure. Wemust look at it as something that is
built up from simpler components and we must incorporate some kind of constraint
library that will allow us to build the model that we need as far as these features
are concerned.
Furthermore, the complexity that's liable to result from such an operation is
going to demand that we're very careful about the way we write down our equations
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and I've found that, maybe this is something that hasn't been brought up too fre-
quently amongindustry people, there are symbolic manipulation programs that are
available that are ideal for checking the equations that are developed, mostly by
hand in the industry I take it, and in government too. Ordering schemesare not
easily made rigorous, if we are going to talk about ordering schemes. I personally
have abandoned the use of ordering schemesin the work that I'm involved in right
now, the development of the GRASPprogram, and in trying to get a "grasp" on what
terms are important there, I found that the easiest approach was to simply assume
that the strain was small but disregard the magnitude of rotations that were allowed
due to structural deformation. That not only tended to simplify the equations but
it also madefor a set of equations that are muchmore accurate than any that I had
derived in the past. Whenwe talk about blade modes, we must be very specific about
what blade modes, or condition, we're talking about, and that's sometimessomething
that's easy to be sloppy about, but we can't afford to do that. Also, we must talk
about how the equilibrium is obtained. I've heard no one mention so far how they
obtain their static equilibrium. I rememberasking one person once, who was from
industry, how do you get the static equilibrium about which you linearize and they
said, "oh, we assumethat that's given." Wecan't do that; we cannot assumethat
it's given. That's probably one of the most difficult parts of the analysis to
accurately get a handle on.
I heard somemention about adding a large deflection capability to existing
programs. I think such a practice is dangerous and that one must go back to first
principles and incorporate nonlinearities as part of the derivation. Otherwise one
must recognize that he's going to be faced with inconsistencies and there is vir-
tually no way of getting rid of those inconsistencies other than going back and
starting from scratch. The correct kinematics must be in the equations. The modes
used, whether they're coupled and about what equilibrium they're calculated, can
only serve to increase or decrease the computational burden. I think that's all the
general overview commentsI have.
QUESTIONSFORHODGES
Euan Hooper_ Boeing Vertol: At any time in this workshop is anybody going to say
anything about GRASP? About where it stands, when it will come into action, what it
will comprise?
Hod__: I'll say something right now if I have a couple more minutes here. The
GRASP program is designed to be a multielastic-body type of a program that is com-
pletely generic in that when one is analyzing a particular element of the structure,
the algorithm in GRASP is set up in such a way, and the equations are derived in
such a way, that one doesn't care whether we're talking about a helicopter or space-
craft or whatever; it's simply a collection of substructures, and [GRASP] has the
multilevel capability of substructuring that I mentioned. It also has the generic
approach in that the equations are derived for a general frame of reference which
has some specified motion with respect to an inertial frame. To get away from this
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definition of precone, and droop, and sweepand all the other things, we simply
allow the analyst to put in direction cosines and offsets between elements and
define his elements as he would for something like a NASTRANinput, although ours is
probably more general.
The GRASPdevelopment effort has turned out to be about a three-year effort, of
which we are in the process now of wrapping up the last few months. Weestimate
that between four and five months from now, we will have a code that is at least
finished from the development point of view, but that does not meanat that point it
will be available for the industry. It will have to be checked out muchmore exten-
sively, even though we are doing check out as we go. The kind of validation that I
believe in is likely to require months and months and even years of checking. We
might release a version, of course, before we finish totally checking it out. I
believe in doing calculations using a program like GRASP,even if it is as large a
program as it is, because I believe in doing calculations for problems for which you
know the answer. If your program doesn't get the answer for those kinds of problems
then it's certainly fortuitous if it seemsto get any correlation with anything
else. I believe that one of the things that this workshop has provided, and I hope
that most of us recognize this, is a set of data for problems that we have a lot of
confidence about the answer. Weshould nowhave somebenchmarks to validate our
codes by this data.
In addition to the subtask A data that Dave Sharpe reported this morning, he
also measuredstatic root bending and torsion moments. He did not report this in
the ITR Methodology Assessment, but it is going to comeout in a TP that's about to
be published. Oneof the things that we've done with GRASPis to use GRASPto
correlate with these static-root bending momentsand torsion momentsfor a hingeless
rotor rotating about an axis which is, for all intents and purposes fixed in space,
with varying degrees of precone, and droop, and pitch, and flexure stiffness,
et cetera, in the hovering flight condition. Wethen took the numbersfor the
properties of that structure and ran them in the GRASPprogram [Slide 23]. The top
curve here is flap bending momentnear the root of the blade, the middle curve is
lead-lag bending, and the bottom curve represents the torsional moment. The stripes
on there are not fairings of the experimental data but are the calculations from the
GRASPanalysis. This is one set of data that we've correlated with a preliminary
version of GRASP.There are others too but this is typical of the correlation that
was obtained through a wide range of parameters. Again, I might say that this was
done with one finite element; GRASPis a finite element analysis. It was done with
one finite element and [for] that element the numberof degrees of freedom was
jacked up until we converged. That took 27 degrees of freedom in that element,
which is not too bad. I could showyou more, but I guess somecommentabout the
status of GRASPis probably in order.
Wehave identified nine levels of capability that we want to achieve with
GRASP,each of which takes from three to five weeks of effort to program. Wehave
finished two of them and we're just about to start the third one, probably tomorrow,
of those nine. So for that reason I'm sure that we're under six months, maybedown
close to four months, away from achieving operational capability. At least that's
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our current estimate. As you know, with software development it's very, very diffi-
cult to estimate, especially with a program like GRASP where such a large portion of
the code, as with any finite element code, has to do with shoving data around from
place to place rather than actually being equations. If we only had to program the
equations it would be a trivial exercise and we would have been done a long time
ago, but building the kind of generality that we wanted to achieve in this analysis,
that is, the capability of analyzing any kind of rotor system that your head can
conceive of, required that we incorporate some of these features that heretofore had
not been included in any kind of analysis that we had seen.
Pete Arcidiacono, Sikorsky Aircraft: I'd like to follow up on that, Dewey; I still
didn't hear when you'd be ready to release at least a preliminary version of the
program.
Hodges: Preliminary version release? I would say between six and nine months from
now we might be ready to release some kind of preliminary version. I anticipate
though as time goes on we'll be having additional releases. You know we'll be
updating it, enhancing it, adding elements, this sort of thing.
Arcidiacono: Will there be documentation on the program available?
Hodges: Absolutely. The documentation is being developed along with the program
and we're taking a lot of pains to go into great detail in the documentation, as
painful as it is. You know, I've come bo the conclusion that it's much harder to
describe something like this than it is to do it and if it's taking us three years
to do it, then to adequately describe it may take a great deal of time. So the
documentation may be something that is evolutionary in nature and it will grow as
time goes on.
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Bill White, U.S. Army AVRADCOM: Dewey, would you briefly describe your aerodynamic
representation?
Hodges: Okay, the aerodynamic representation is one that's pretty much standard
with a lot of these codes that we've been talking about for hovering flight aero-
elastic stability. It is a quasi-steady aerodynamics, two-dimensional strip theory
kind of an approach with table look-up for C I and Cd and Cm versus angle of
attack. It is sort of a takeoff on the Greenberg approach, although we correct one
of the glitches that has been identified in the Greenberg approach, but it's more or
less along that line. It is believed to be adequate in hover for the [problems]
that the program is designed to deal with, and those are basically isolated blade-
stability problems, coupled rotor-fuselage aeromechanical stability, ground reso-
nance, air resonance, and axial flight kinds of problems. We intend to deal with
all of these areas but we do not intend at this time to get into forward flight
because of the expected appearance of the 2GCHAS program on the horizon.
Bill Bousman T U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory: Will it predict the [Case] D/2,
Seth Dawson's, flutters?
Hodges: Not with the present aerodynamics in there. We would have to have some
kind of lift deficiency function, truly unsteady aerodynamics, in order to predict
that and we do not have any plans at this point to incorporate anything like that,
although it's certainly not something that is impossible to do. It's just not
something that we set out to do in the original specifications for the program.
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PREPARED REMARKS BY RICHARD BIELAWA
My prepared remarks are going to be a little different from everybody else's in
that, I guess, when Gene said that he wanted to hear some words on correlation from
the analyst's point of view, I interpreted that to mean that we were going to com-
pare scars, and I've got a few scars I want to talk about. They consist of the five
issues that I've identified there [Slide 24], some of them are more important than
others but let's take them in turn. The chronology of G4OO's contributions to this
ITR effort are twofold. Initially, the first set of G400 results were calculated
with me standing off in the wings and the analysis being run cold at Sikorsky by
analysts there. Frankly, it was disastrous. The results were, as you know, quite
bad and I came into the picture in an active role, and I became the digger and
searcher of needles in haystacks. The issues I want to talk about now are some of
the things that became important to me as issues.
First, there was the proper use of the program [Slide 25]. Being the author of
the program I know exactly what to do and others may not know the right switches to
turn on and which things to deem important with regard to the input data. This is
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something that I had to learn and a lot of things got flushed out. The crying need
here, of course, is the need for user transparency. Anybody should be able to use
any code and get the same answer that somebody else would get. I don't feel that
we're really there with G400, but we're working on it. I think one of the things
that might be needed would be to have some system of internal diagnostics in the
program where if you select a set of switches, [currently] the program will say,
"fine, I'll get you an answer" where in fact they are nonsensical. The program
should be able to interrogate the data and say "whoops you made a mistake, you might
want to reconsider this selection of parameters."
The issue of reliability of the input data is one that probably is universal
with analysts [Slide 26]. It's always somebody else's problem. You know, I'm doing
my job perfectly and, well, the truth is probably somewhere in between. There is an
issue with regards to the accuracy of the model data, not so much maybe what we get
from the experimentalist, but how we interpret it and how we use it. The one thing
in the results that we saw this morning were variations with regard to pitch
angle. Personally, I would have been more comfortable trying to generate variations
with regard to thrust, because this is what you design to. You design a ship to
have a certain CT/O ; that's what you design to and that's what the designer wants
to know. Perhaps we would have better or worse correlation if we used that as the
parameter rather than pitch angle. There were some problems with regard to inter-
preting the model data that we got from Bill Bousman, and these things had to be
resolved. With regard to required approximations, any code is only as good as the
data that you put into it and getting the data for a big comprehensive code like
G4OO or any of the other codes is a problem. You have to have a feel for how you
break the blade up. Do you put fine segments in the root? Do you make it uni-
form? Do you assume only two flatwise modes and one edgewise mode knowing that
you're going after that kind of a problem, or do you want to include other modes
because you might want to pick up a flutter instability? You have the problem of
how do you put in the effective structural damping, which we typically can only
measure in a nonrotating condition. By and large, there is an attention to details
that has to be followed and it requires a certain amount of user lore with the
programming. This is a problem because it impacts on user transparency.
Now the one thing that I always get asked is "what did you do to the code?"
It's a very difficult question to answer because there are a lot of things that I
did with the code, but there are other things that make the G400 application of ITR
RELIABILITY OF INPUT DATA
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• Attention to details
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rather unique. G400 has a very basic beam bending-torsion basis. It does not use
coupled modes; it uses uncoupled modes--probably the simplest kind of representation
you can use. However, the distinction I think with the G400 is it was the only one
that used time history solutions of essentially the full body of nonlinear differen-
tial equations [Slide 27]. By that I mean they were not equations which were lin-
earized and then a time history solution obtained from them. They were the full
nonlinear equations without any expansions, and solved in a manner that kept all the
terms. Then use of time history solutions has advantages and disadvantages. Very
clearly the disadvantages are that they take a lot more computing time, typically
talking about at least one and possibly two orders of magnitude more time and money
than eigensolutions. You have the further disadvantage that you have the forced
response buried in with all the transients that you want to use to get your stabil-
ity answers. You've got to address them somehow [tol get them out or be able to
look beyond them, which means that you have to have some kind of post-processing to
obtain the conventional stability descriptors. We use two methods. One is just
plotting the results and using a log decrement, and we also use the moving block.
Now the advantages of using a time history solution are that the accuracy is
not a function of the degree of linearization. By that, I mean, you take things in
step, you make sure your equations are correct first, make sure that the equations
themselve_ are functioning to get the right stability level, then the next step, in
my view, is to linearize them so that your linearized equations give the same sta-
bility information as your nonlinear ones. So this is an advantage. We can get a
better handle on the accuracy of the equations themselves using a time history
solution. The p_ blem that has been raised several times with regard to obtaining
the equilibrium responses which you need to linearize about, is not required, it is
inherent. The time history solution simulates the blade as you would test it.
Lastly, the item that was a real payoff as far as improving the correlation and
USE OF TIME-HISTORY SOLUTIONS
• Disadvantages..
• Calculations require more time (and $)
• Inherently includes forced responses
• Postprocessing required to obtain
conventional stability descriptors
• Advantages:
• Accuracy not a function of degree
of linearization
• Equilibrium responses (for linearization)
not required
• Enables rapid modifications to
equations of motion
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getting it where it's starting to work was that it enabled very rapid modifications
to the equations. I could get in, overhaul the equations, and add new terms very
quickly, very efficiently with the time history solution, as opposed to a lineariza-
tion where if you added a new term you'd have to linearize it, expand it out, which
typically takes a lot of time. So this, I feel, was the big advantage in obtaining
the improved correlation with G400. Generally, the details I will try to answer
tomorrow.
The real problem with my involvement with ITR was what do you do whenyou've
got a really bad correlation, a bad calculation [Slide 28]. I felt that without the
body of data that was put together on this program, I would not have been success-
ful. The overlapping of complexities, the spectrum of complexities, was extremely
valuable. I think this is one of the real contributions that was madeunder this
program. I spent a lot of time just on two cases, IIA Case 3 and IIA Case 5, that
were supposed to give the sameanswer. They were tested, they gave the same
stability level. Yet the analysis had to be corrected so that it was consistent and
would give the sameanswer for Cases 3 and 5. This was extremely useful in dealing
with a bad calculation.
I want to spenda little time now with some ideas that I Just offer for another
tool, another set of ideas that you could use for detailed diagnostics of an
unstable motion. You get an answer and it's bad, fine. What do you do about it? I
want to talk a little bit about two ideas, or actually one idea with two faces, and
that is the idea of the force phasing matrix which can be used for eigensolutions,
and then an analogous method for the time history solutions. The force phasing
matrix is an idea that I evolved a numberof years ago, but I'm not sure it has
gotten muchuse and I thought I'd just throw it out on the table now for your con-
sideration. I think it has somemerit as far as being able to look at your equa-
tions and say, where are the drivers, where are the terms that are making this go
unstable? The basic idea [Slide 29] is where you take your eigensolution problem:
INTERPRETATION OF A BAD
CALCULATION
• Usefulness of overlapping configurations
and a spectrum of complexities
• Need for detailed diagnostics of
unstable motion
• Force phasing matrices method
for eigensolutions
• Analogous method for time-history
solutions
Slide 28
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FORCE PHASING MATRICES
• Equation form:
• For nth degree-of-freedom
+ _ (anj X2 + bn j Xi + Cnj) _j(i) : 0
j#:n
k. .)
Y
fn
SIide 29
you have an A inertia matrix, you have a B damping matrix, and a C stiffness
matrix, and if you take any one of those equations you can write it in terms of the
diagonal terms, the ann and bnn and Cnn terms, these are the terms on the diagonal
for any one degree of freedom, and then you lump all the other terms together and
you call it fn" So we have four quantities, and for an eigensolution they are all
complex numbers, but we know that they have to add up to be equal to zero all the
time, forever. Now, how do we interpret these four vectors? If you plot them in a
phase plane [Slide 30] such that your spring force is pure imaginary, and then plot
your damper force and your inertia force, they're separated by this angle, Yi' and
for unstable motion that angle always has to be less than 90 ° . So generally they
will fall in the phase plane in that general orientation, such that the driving
force, fn, for unstable motion always has to have a positive real part. So for an
unstable motion we know that all of the components that go into building up that
fn, if they are a driver for the instability, they have to have a positive real
part, and this is the basic idea for the force phasing matrix. The next slide
[Slide 31] has a definition for how to construct these matrices PA' PB' PC" These
are matrices that have the same size as the A, B, and C matrices and they're kind
of companion matrices. The way you use them, and you construct them from that
formula, is that wherever you find_a positive term in the force phasing matrix, that
term, say it's a (3,4) element in the phasing matrix, that says that that term in
the original equation is a driver. It's contributing to your instability, it's a
coupling term that's driving that instability. There's an n term there, n is
either equal to i for oscillatory motion or -I for a pure divergence. It's a tool
and I'm throwing it out because I think it has some merit as far as an analyst is
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FORCE PHASING MATRICES (CONT)
Im
_ibnn _)n_)_
(damper force)
_i 2 ann q_n(i) Ti 1
(inertia force)
Cnnq_n (i) (spring force)
fn
(driving force)
Re
Ti =arg (hi) < 90 deg
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FORCE PHASING MATRICES
• Formal definition of F-P matrices
PAi -
i
Usage:
R e[_/_ (i)]k_ [A][_(i)]
Re [_/_(i)]ki[B][_(i)]
Re [_/_(i)] [C] [_(i)]
_=i or-I
Destabilizing terms in original
equation are (+) in F-P matrices
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concerned where he's faced with the problem, "where do I go from here, how do I
improve my understanding of an instability?"
Now I think you can extend the same idea to time history as well. This is a
page of a typical G400 azimuthal printout [Slide 32] and this is one point in an
oscillation for the IIA Case 4, which was the unstable one. In each page of the
printout the aerodynamic descriptors are given and then SAZ5, SAYS, MAX5 are the
actual air load distributions, the instantaneous air load distributions. The other
ones, SDY5, SDZ5, and MDX5, are the dynamic loads. These are the descriptors that
go on the right hand side of the equation. Now I purposely selected an azimuth, a
value, where the first edgewise mode, QVI, has a pure velocity, pretty much a
pure velocity. I selected a point where the acceleration was changing sign so the
edgewise mode has a pure velocity. Now you look at what loads are acting on that
degree of freedom when it has a pure plus velocity. If you look at the airload
distribution, the 3AY5 is negative; it is acting as a damper as you would
expect. Drag loads on the airfoil should be retarding the motion. Now if you look
at SDY5, the dynamic loads in the edgewise direction are positive. What this is
saying is that you've got inertia loads that are driving that edgewise degree of
freedom and they're acting as a negative damper. So this is a time history analogy
to the force phasing matrix where you attempt to say "okay, you've got something
going with velocity, what's in phase with it, what are the terms that are contribut-
ing to your instability."
The last slide [Slide 33] is my viewgraph of recommendations. This is where I
hope we generate some controversy. First I think that we should start defining
guidelines for assumptions that are needed to insure reasonably accurate analysis.
We've identified lots of things implicitly, but I think that we ought to somehow get
it out on the table and identify [that] we need this kind of term if we are going to
make an accurate analysis of this kind of instability and so on. Secondly, I lis-
tened to Bill Bousman's words this morning, and I hear you, Bill. There is no such
thing as a conservative analysis. On the other hand we need something that we can
hold on to and I really think that we ought to have a "Bousman number," some kind of
parameter that varies from zero to ten and gives a quantitative, not qualitative but
quantitative, evaluation of stability correlation. I think that if you can somehow
define for us what that number is so we can apply our analysis to it and say, "aha,
we got a Bousman number of 4, we got a Bousman number of 10," then we can say that
we're gaining on it. Lastly, with regard to some of the problems that I encountered
in trying to match up model data with input data for the computer code, I think that
we ought to somehow define some standards that we need for experimental testing
procedures with regard to instability/flutter testing. I've tried to correlate in
some things within some body of data where there was no measurement of [the struc-
tural] damping, and how do you do something like that? I think that if there were
some well-defined industry standards for what you have to measure when you run a
test like this, it would be extremely useful. So, that's the end of my remarks.
Can we take a vote on some of those recommendations?
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• Define guidelines for assumptions needed
to insure reasonably accurate analysis
• Define industry standards for quantitative
evaluation of stability correlation
Define industry standards for experimental
stability testing procedures
Slide 33
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Larry Lehman_ Neilsen Engineering and Research: I have some general comments, I
guess, to make which relate to what you said and what a number of the panelists have
said and this is just some notes that I have written down through the process of the
day. A couple of things really come to mind again. One is [that] there are clearly
several classes of things that we've seen here. There are cases where all the
programs tend to agree between themselves but not with the data, clearly there are
questions there. Others in which the programs don't really agree with anything or
the data or themselves, which are some other questions. We've sort of tended to
focus a little bit on those situations where the analytical results do not necessar-
ily agree with the test results, but we shouldn't lose sight of the fact that there
are probably some very interesting questions associated with the cases that do
agree, and try to set a consensus, as to why they really do agree. That will be
more and more the case as we develop more and more accurate codes, because I suspect
that we could go through the cases that have been considered today, and clearly
there are cases where there's agreement, where everyone is certain as to why it
agreed, it's a well known fact, it's been tested [and] proved long ago; but inter-
estingly enough I'd bet you'd find quite a few cases where everyone had his own
opinion as to why it agreed. Some fundamental agreement needs to be put together as
to why they even agree, which I think is very useful in addition to determining what
does not agree and why.
A couple of other things related to developing new classes of codes and some-
thing which I have not seen mentioned today but which I'm sure that a number of
different analysts use in one sense or another, and that is really the technique of
sensitivity analysis. No one has really mentioned that, but it can be a very
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crucial tool in really sorting out someof these difficulties as to why an analysis
does what it does, whether it's too sensitive, whether it's not sensitive enough, or
whether it's entirely wrong; it's not affected by certain parameters and we sort of
hinted at that in one sense or another. Unfortunately, I think a lot of the large
analysis codes wehave now are not really geared to being able to easily or readily
do sensitivity analyses and [for] any new codes that are developed some thought
should be given to easier ways of actually doing a sensitivity analysis, because it
can be a very important tool in design, not just analysis. We've talked pretty much
about analysis but whenyou start thinking a little more along design lines or use
with optimization codes or other techniques, then you begin to ask this question
about sensitivity and what it meansand somevery interesting questions comeout of
just analyzing the sensitivity.
Again, related to that, there are a numberof what I would call estimation
techniques, somepeople call them identification although I don't want to label them
necessarily as such. There are somerather interesting tools being developed in
other areas which really look into solving inverse problems. And that is, given an
answer can you really figure out what are the missing fundamentals or physical facts
that are not in your current models. That's not necessarily taking a parameter
fitting where you begin with a knownmodel because sometimes your results there are
only as good as the model that you assume. Maybesomemore work needs to be thought
about along the lines of actually taking good results that are knownto be good, and
examining what are the missing fundamentals, and [developing] techniques for auto-
mating that practice; that's a mouthful because that's not a simple thing to do at
all. That is again related to this sensitivity approach because whenyou start
using any estimation or identification techniques one very crucial thing that comes
up is that you cannot expect, necessarily, to take any given experimental test and
be able to get the results that you want out of it, partly because of this sensitiv-
ity issue. So that sometimes if you wish to get certain things out of a test, you
have to design the original test and the combinations of parameters, their sizes and
so forth, with that in mind; that you wish to use a technique to get additional
information or identification from. Because if any of you...I'm sure someof you
have probably tried this in different areas and you can try to apply identification
to just any problem on an ad hoc basis and not get anything worthwhile at all and
you conclude, well, it just can't be done. It's partly because of the fact that you
have to combineyour test and your analysis together, give somepre-thought to your
test.
Another thing which comesup is in the areas of nonlinearities, someof which
have been mentioned in various aspects. That is, including them, or for example
which, if you wish to simplify at all, which techniques are really acceptable for
handling nonlinearities short of just doing the full thing, or whether the full
nonlinear analysis is really the way to go.
If it is the way to go, then there is one other interesting area there that
clearly could use somework, and that is if you are getting full nonlinear solu-
tions. We're getting a lot of results out of that; they're expensive but there's a
lot more information hidden in those results that we don't know how to get out of
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it. It would be worthwhile looking at someother techniques, someof which are
currently being used but others that need to be developed, that can extract some
more useful information in a ready fashion from these rather complicated nonlinear
analyses. Because they are becomingmoreaccurate and muchmore realistic in cer-
tain cases of real systems, and we all knowthat with a lot of data processing
techniques, sometimes that you can take results from real nonlinear systems and
extract someuseful information from that that you did not even think was there
initially.
Hammond, Session Chairman: Thank you very much. It was very interesting, very
useful.
Alex Berman_ Kaman Aerospace Corp: Well, I just have some general comments I'd like
to make. I've been rather disturbed all afternoon by observing the state of the
software that's used in the manufacturing companies in the designing and analyzing
of helicopters. We've been talking for years about structured programming, struc-
tured design, and documentation. The programs that we have today are the same
programs that we had five years ago or ten years ago, except that they've been
modified haphazardly. They probably contain more errors today than they did five or
ten years ago, and I don't think that anyone has any confidence that their predic-
tions have any physical meaning at all. The fact that they all not only disagree
with the test data but disagree with each other is probably more serious than not
matching the test. The comment was made at this AHS meeting, a year ago, that when
the helicopter industry first started using computers that we had to simplify the
analysis to fit on the computers so we could get calculations. Now things have
changed and computers are better than the methods that we had implemented, so it's
really important that we upgrade our theories to the level of our understanding of
the problem, because the computers can handle it. It seems to me none of the pro-
grams that we have have been proved over the past number of years. The duplication
of effort is a tremendous waste of resources. The plans for improvement are really
not reasoned, no one has gone through and looked at the theories, and looked at what
we have and decided what the important things are to add there. They're just done
on a haphazard basis; somebody thinks of something and they implement it and some-
body thinks of something else and they implement that, but there is nothing struc-
tured or planned about the whole process. Of course, I can talk because I'm not up
on the panel; I'm not saying that our programs are any better than the rest of the
industry. The whole industry is, I think, in a very sorry condition when you com-
pare what we really know about the phenomena with what we have implemented in our
computer programs.
Gene Hammond: Does anyone on the panel want to respond to any of those comments?
Bielawa: Yes, I want to make one comment that as an analyst I enjoy this kind of
work, making sure that the codes correlate really well and that the points fit right
on the middle of the experimental data bands, but the world needs helicopters, not
helicopter analyses, and somewhere along the way we have to _ay, "this is good
enough, we can build a good helicopter with it." I think getting very accurate
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stability answers has to be put in the context of what the industry is trying to
do. Maybewe don't need as muchaccuracy as we think we do.
Euan Hooper_ Boeing Vertol: Yes, I was about to come up with the same thought
because the whole emphasis here is on achieving great correlation and I was going to
ask, and I thought Wendell Stephens might have illustrated it this morning, what's
the cost of running each of these programs? Some of them are probably rather short,
some of them are very long, some are not only long in computer running but they're
long to set up, long to get familiar with, long to train new people to use, a great
investment in time and activity. There's some trade there, you don't need all that
much accuracy. It's nice, it gives you a warm feeling when you get great correla-
tion, but there's a value to it. I'm not calibrated on the whole range of programs
but one program I like very much is FLAIR. I think that's a good trade. It's a
simple program and I think it's not too long running, it's been well checked out,
and it's got simplifications which even Dewey feels a bit apologetic for when he
explains it to other people. But I think it's probably a very good balance between
what's needed by the industry for a useful program which can steer designs along.
I'd appreciate somebody else's comments on that. For instance, the other extreme is
by chasing after more and more accuracy, better and better representation, the
programs grow and grow in size and I suspect GRASP is in danger of sinking under its
own weight. By the time it becomes available, the whole ITR program may be over and
done with. It may have just grown too much and may not in fact be as useful as
FLAIR.
Hammond: Would anyone on the panel like to comment on computer running time and
complexity?
Gene Sadler, Bell Helicopter Textron: I think it makes a difference on how the
analyst uses the tool, and especially if you're in a time crunch. If you've got an
analysis that doesn't take too much input, that runs fast, and that you can get a
lot of turnaround on, you have a tendency to use that rather than one that's going
to take a long time to generate the input and maybe a long time to get computer
turnaround. And let's face it, most of us work at places where the bean counters
get priority over the scientific stuff and if you go down and ask for priority too
many times they start to look at you funny. Turnaround time really is important.
If we can get jobs done in under one minute of CPU time we don't have any fuss, if
it goes between one and five it's a problem, and if it's over five it's a big
problem.
Frank Tarzanin_ Boeing Vertol: I don't know if there's any answer to this because I
understand what you're saying and I agree in one sense, but if you miss one insta-
bility, that happens to wreck your whole program. How do you know? You don't
know. Where do you draw the line? I don't know, but I guess you have to keep
trying.
Hooper: Well, the diff(rence in accuracy in stability prediction between CAMRAD,
for instance, which seems to have every bell and whistle possible, if you look down
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Wendell's list it's black all the waydown, it's got everything, and FLAIR, which
has practically nothing, the difference in accuracy is very small in effectiveness.
Bielawa: I think you have to temper that.
class of problems we've identified for ITR.
so on, it may be different.
Your remarks are true with regard to the
For other classes, flutter problems and
Banerjee: I think that's true. I'd like to make one comment. For instance Dewey
mentioned about his correlation between CAMRAD and FLAIR for Task IIC. Again the
experiment, I believe, was set up such that the blade could be represented as a
rigid element and we did essentially an analytical model using E927 which was set up
as a rigid blade with a root spring, and it gave very good correlation. Hence,
there is no surprise that FLAIR would give pretty good results, because the experi-
ment was set up that way. However, you have the situation of [Data Set] A where the
elastic deflection, flapwise trim deflection of the blade, is the main impetus to
the lag damping and the coupling. There, I would think, a blade element model would
be essential for good correlation.
Bob Wood, Hughes Helicopters: I think I'd just like to comment. It seems like
prior to the onset of the computer, we go back to the 19th century where we had all
the classical fluid mechanicians, classical elasticians, and then with
Dr. Theodorsen in 1935, classical flutter. Here were a group of people, that had no
computers, and they applied purely brain power to solving [these problems]. Once
the computer came in we began to spoil all the good problems for them. We could
take the computer and no matter what problem it was we didn't need a classical
solution. We could just grind that thing to death if we went to enough detail. It
seems to me that in the solutions we're looking for in rotary wing that what we're
really asking for, what we need and what we require here, is a combination of
both. We require the capability in the right areas to model in great detail, but we
also require the insight to know where not to model in great detail, I'd say, a
combination of what the classical theoretician did combined with taking advantage of
the computer as a tool. But I think that [if we] go to the infinite detail of just
modeling everything with the computer right down to microscopic extent we'll be at
it forever.
Hammond: That's a very good comment. Pete?
Pete Arcidiacono_ Sikorsky Aircraft: I'd like to echo what Bob Wood just said. At
Sikorsky we keep a list of stability problems that we have known and loved, or
hated, and they include classical flutter, or pitch-lag, or ground resonance, the
list is probably at least 15 or 20. What you need is a simple analysis that you
know handles that specific problem and it's fast and you know you've got, hopefully,
the classical problem under control. And then we try to combine that with a global
analysis that hopefully will surface any new combination of degrees of freedom that
produces a problem. So I agree that we need a combination of approaches.
!nderjit Chopra, University of Maryland: Is there any comparative study of the
computer time for these various methods?
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Hammond: I don't know; Bill, do you have an answer for that?
Bill Bousman_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: Yes, we did ask for the average run time
per case but they were for different machines. Just glancing over _he_numbers
briefly, it looked like it would take me a lot more time to try to figure it out in
any reportable form. So I'd say as of now, no, we haven't done a comparison of
it. Whether those numbers are good enough to compare, I'm not sure at this time.
Chopra: Another question is that we didn't consider compressibility. Is it that
the tip Mach number is low? Any other reason?
Bousman: Yes, in all the model tests the tip Mach number is very low.
Chopra: Low means what? Any number?
Bousman: Oh, like 200 or 300 feet per second.
Marcelo Crespo da Silva_ University of Cincinnati: I've heard a little bit about
modeling with computers. The way I see the problem it has very little to do with
computers. If we could get someone who could work as fast as a computer that would
be good enough. The basic problem to me is in modeling. It is "how do you
describe?" It is "are the equations representative?" Now if you all have the same
equations, you should all get the same results. Now because you don't have the same
results, my guess is that you have differences in the equations, unfortunately I
cannot comment on the differences because I have no idea what kind of terms [are
there], what you have done to the equations. But after you have the equations and
you are satisfied that the equations are modeling the helicopter behavior in an
appropriate way, after that it is just taking our modern slide rule, which is the
computer, and doing all sorts of number crunching.
Arcidiacono: That's a good point. I know during the agony we went through using
E927 I often asked, "well, let me see the torsion equation and how does it compare
with Dewey Hodges' equation, et cetera, et cetera, and it's been very, very diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to get the torsion equation laid out from the various
groups, G4OO included. It might be a very instructive exercise to get the torsion
equations in the same symbols and get all the definitions down and make a
comparison.
A1Pierce_ Georgia Tech: I'd like to allude to a point which I feel is a bit of a
deficiency. Wendell Stephens presented some tables this morning and one of these
tables had in it aerodynamic considerations. It is my understanding that the origi-
nators of the programs supplied the information for the tables and I believe that
they're on the panel. Now one item is listed as unsteady aerodynamics and seven of
the eleven programs said "yes, there is unsteady aerodynamics in the program." I'd
like to address the panel as a whole or individually to see what these unsteady
aerodynamics are that a e in the program. I haven't heard the word used today.
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Hammond: Who would like to be the first on the panel to address that? Dick
Bielawa.
Bielawa: First off, I think that the results that we are trying to correlate with
probably didn't need unsteady aerodynamics. Again, we're talking about very low
reduced-frequency phenomena. As far as the G400 program is concerned, we have more
than one type of unsteady aerodynamics. We have the unsteady stall methodology,
which is a semi-analytic method based upon measured unsteady stall loops. We also
have two different forms of the linear Pade-type aerodynamics, both in time history
and eigensolution.
Pierce: That would be table lookup on the stall?
Bielawa: The unsteady stall?
Pierce: Yes.
Bielawa: Not quite. It's a methodology that generates semi-analytic functions from
a small collection of parameters which then is used with the static data to incor-
porate the unsteady effects of stall. One way of describing it might be to take the
unsteady stall signature and apply it to the static data.
Pierce: In the Pade approximation, I presume what this does is just simply intro-
duce a lag, is that correct?
Bielawa: More than one lag. The one parameter that's used in the unsteady stall
modeling is what we call lift decay function which is based upon a form of the
Wagner function; it's a parameter, it's an unsteady parameter. This parameter by
itself is capable of generating a time-history representation of the Wagner func-
tion. In addition, we have developed for the propeller version G400 a Pade unsteady
representation which is both in the time history and the eigensolution.
Johnson: In the analysis that I use the unsteady aerodynamics that are relevant to
these problems are simply the noncirculatory parts of classical incompressible
unsteady aerodynamics, plus for the wake effects using what amounts to an augmented
state model, which is the dynamic inflow model. All the other aerodynamics that
were addressed in the table and that I have the code are not really relevant to.the
problems that are in this survey.
Tarzanin: We didn't claim that we had any unsteady aerodynamics; we just use the
static airfoil tables.
Sadler: I guess the only unsteady aerodynamics really, if you want to think of it
that way, in DRAV21 is the unsteady inflow. It's not really unsteady aerodynam-
ics. The C81 program has two or three unsteady aerodynamic models but I don't think
they were used in this study.
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Jing Yen_ Bell Helicopter Textron: No, they were not used in this correlation
effort.
Hammond: W_at unsteady models are in C81?
Sadler: Carta type, the s, A, B method.
Jing Yen: We have two there, one is Carta's and the other was developed by an Army
employee who was working for Boeing Vertol at the time, Bob Gormont.
Sadler: Yes.
Jerry Miao: I have to emphasize that in this aeromechanical stability there is no
need for this unsteady aerodynamics.
Hooper: Yes, it's totally unnecessary.
Miao: It's unnecessary, but in E927 it's really a very simple kind of thing. I
think that if you are talking about loads analysis you probably really need it, here
it's really beside the point, though.
Pierce: I'm afraid I can't agree. I mean for many years the entire fixed wing
industry has been going up and down the wall trying to perfect the unsteady aerody-
namic representations, and has proven beyond a doubt that it's important from the
standpoint of flutter. Now is there any proof currently available that this is not
true for the helicopter rotor system?
Johnson: Well, I disagree with that too. I think you went a little bit too far
there. The pitch damping is primarily aerodynamic; if you didn't have that in these
pitch-flap-lag problems you wouldn't get anywhere close to the answer. There are
particular problems where the wake effects are also important and that's unsteady
aerodynamics and that's not to be ignored. I think we're confusing things a little
bit if you mean dynamic stall, if you're trying to include that in unsteady aerody-
namics. I think that that has nothing to do with any of the problems in this data
set. But that's only one part of unsteady aerodynamics.
Miao: When I say that it's very simple unsteady aerodynamics, I mean that it's a
Theodorsen type of pitch damping term that we do have in E927; that's providing a
lot of pitch damping. I think in a helicopter company, normally we don't worry
about the fixed wing type of flutters so much because, I think, a helicopter blade
is not subjected to such high speed flight. Really, it's a different problem.
Pierce: With the placement of the elastic axis and the c.g. you're not as suscepti-
ble to flutter.
Johnson: Well, that instability that Dawson found is probably unsteady aerodynam-
ics. It's not irrelevant.
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Pierce: Well, we're saying we are not worried about flutter here?
Miao: No, we're not saying that.
Bousman: I'd like to comment on that question about flutter and what Dawson found
out. I think that in bearingless rotors there are potentials for very simple
designs in which we will drive frequencies down and force pitch-flap couplings which
would make us susceptible to flutter. What, in fact, I believe that the industry
has concluded is that they will avoid all of those configurations because they
cannot analyze them, not because they're bad. And the simplicity that is there
might be worth investigating if we had the tools, but we have not made an effort to
get those kinds of flutter analyses. I think that's the problem there.
Peretz Friedmann_ UCLA: I just wanted to comment on Pierce's comment and to say
that I have been faced with the same problem for a long time and I have my own brand
of answer to his question. It's not true that unsteady aerodynamics is not impor-
tant for rotary wing aeroelasticity, but by the same token it's very true that
rotary wing aeroelasticity is very, very different from fixed wing aeroelasticity.
Therefore, it's probably true to say that unsteady aerodynamics is important for a
few limited cases, which rotary wing aeroelasticians are sometimes aware of and
maybe sometimes not quite aware of, but it's in a different context from the fixed
wing context.
Bielawa: What you say is true; however, the difference between a helicopter rotor
and a fixed wing is that, even putting stability considerations aside, the rotor
operates in an unsteady environment. I think that as we get into the other problem,
the vibration problem, the vibratory loads problem, we are going to have to look at
unsteady aerodynamics because there we're talking about reduced frequencies that are
not small; blade passage frequencies which yield significant reduced frequencies.
And there there's no question, we're going to have to use unsteady aerodynamics to
improve our accuracy.
Hammond: Those of us who are interested in higher harmonic control are interested
in unsteady aerodynamics. We'd like for some of you to have those in your analyses
so that maybe we could predict the effects of higher harmonic control.
Tarzanin: But that's not a stability analysis, right? You're talking about a loads
analysis.
Han_nond: One more comment, then we're going to have to wrap it up. Yes, Bob?
Wood: This is just brief. I think, A1, perhaps this is the context of what many of
the other companies have done. [The] DART analysis has Theodorsen unsteady aero in
it, and that has been used and flutter problems have been identified. They normally
begin at frequencies up around 8/rev. I think for this particular study that option
was not implemented by Dev and his group when they were operating, in other words
they used quasi-steady. It also has the dynamic stall in the _, A, B sense, those
options are in there, but I guess the question is whether people turned that switch
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on when they did this particular study. I would say that in our case we did not.
Do you want to comment, Dev?
BanerJee: We had a closed form expression for the Theodorsen lag function, but we
did not use a time history solution to determine the damping characteristics and
neither did we use a dynamic stall analysis. But we did have a closed form expres-
sion for the Theodorsen lag function which we did utilize for this analysis. I
don't know how much of a difference it made but we did use it for DART.
Hammond: Okay, with that what I'd like to do is have us continue this dialogue at
the wine and cheese tasting. But before we do, I'd like to thank the panelists for
their comments and also the audience for all the very nice discussion, and I'd like
to give the panelists a hand for their efforts.
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Abstract
The induced flow field of a rotor responds in a
dynamic fashion to oscillations in rotor lift.
This has long been known to affect the stability
and control derivatives of the rotor. More
recently, however, it has also been shown that
this dynamic inflow also affects rotor and rotor-
body aeroelastic stability. Thus, both the steady
and unsteady inflow have pronounced effects on air
resonance. Recent theoretical developments have
been made in the model_ing of dynamic inflow, and
these have been verified experimentally. Thus,
there is mow a simple, verified dynamic inflow
model for use in dynamic analyses.
Notation
a = slope of lift curve, per radian
B = tip loss factor
Cdo drag coefficient
Cdo = equivalent drag coefficient
CL roll moment coefficient
CH = pitch moment coefficient
CQ = torque (or power) coefficient
C T = thrust coefficient
= pocket cut-out divided by radius
epc
{F} = vector of loadings
= flat plate drag area over rotor area
k = reduced frequency based on free stream,
K I apparent inertia coefficient
_ = apparent,mass coefficient
[L] = matrix of inflow gains
ILl = normalized L matrix
[M] = inflow apparent mass matrix
p = nondimensional flapping frequency
positive nose down
pitch angle at rotor,
[(X + _)I_)]
y = Lock number ly = equivalent Lock number
= nondimensional free-stream velocity
u = free-stream velocity at rotor,
u* = _p2 + (X + v) 2
6 = axis of minimum damping
q = inplane damping
0 = total pitch angle
0° = collective pitch
0s,0c = cyclic pitch
X = normal freestream component, % = Dsin_
% total uniform inflow, I = % +
O o
% fore-to-aft steady gradient
C
= advance ratio, _ =_cos_
v = total induced flow
v = uniform induced flow
O
= side-to-side induced flow gradient
S
v = fore-to-aft induced flow gradient
C
= axis along free stream
o = rotor solidity, real part of
eigenvalue
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r = nondimensional distance from rotor
center, 0 < r < 1
R = elastic coupling parameter
e
v = mass flow parameter
= nondimensional free stream
V T = total nondimensional flow at rotor,
Table 3
a = pitch angle, angle of incidence,
* . -i
= = smn
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[_] = matrix of inflow time constants
= inflow angle
_s = side-to-side gradient in inflow angle
w = excitation frequency, imaginary part of
eigenvalue, per rev
w = inplane frequency, per rev
= rotor speed, rpm
( ) = average value
(_) = perturbation value
Introduction
Almost everyone would agree that the induced
flow field of a rotor is an important contri-
butor to the performance and vibrational char-
aeteristics of that rotor. What is less well
known, however, is that the induced flow field
of a rotor is also an important contributor to
the aeromechanical stability of that rotor.
The contribution of induced flow to stability
is manifested in two ways. First, the steady
induced-flow field affects the equilibrium
flapping angles, tile cyclic pitch, and the
inflow angles of the rotor. These, in turn,
impact directly upon aeromechanical stability.
Second, the induced flow field responds (in a
dynamic fashion) to oscillations of the rotor;
and this inflow response can fundamentally
change the damping of the rotor oscillation.
Because of the important influence of unsteady
induced flow, a good deal of effort has gone
into the modeling of dynamic inflow for heli-
copter applications. This paper examines the
history of this modeling effort including the
latest developments and experimental verification.
Steady Inflow
The major contribution of steady inflow to rotor
damping can be understood in terms of the axis
of minimum damping, as shown in Figure i. In
the top figure, we see an airfoil pitched at an
angle 0 with the relative air flow impinging at
an angle @. The vertical direction is flap and
the inplane direction is lead-lag. It turns out
that the least stable direction of motion is at
(0 + _)/2, Reference i. In other words, a
coupled flap-lag 10ode with a principle direction
of motion at (t) + _)/2 will have the least
damping of all modes. Tile physical basis for this
"minimum damping" is illustrated in the lower part
of tile figure. The blade lift is always perpen-
dicular to the direction of air flow. Thus, a
blade motion directed along an axis 6 creates an
increased lift which is opposite to the direction
of motion-damping. However, if _ is larger than
_, then lift is in the same direction as the
motion and can create negative damping.
maximum negative contribution occurs at
= (0 + _)12.
The
Now, it is clear that the induced flow directly
affects the angle _. Thus, induced flow can either
move the axis of minimum damping closer to the
modal axis (which is destabilizing) or further
from the modal axis (which is stabilizing).
The mathematical description of this phenomenon
is given by
2 2 ]2
= +[_ _ Re(W _ - p + i)_ (i)
q qo [2 2(_ _ p2)
The negative real portion of the inplane elgen-
value is q and is a measure of inplane damping.
Here, we see that there is a contribution to
this damping that is minimum when (8 + _)/2 is
equal to the direction of blade motion. The
modal direction depends upon the elastic coupling
(Re) and upon the difference between the inplane
and flapping stiffnesses 2
(w - p2j._ For a stiff
2 2
inplane rotor, _¢ > p , the worst case is at a
positive O + _. For soft inplane rotors,
p2_l < _2 2
< p (including those with matched-
2 2
stiffness _¢ = p - i), the worst case is for
0 + # negative. This occurs during autorotatJonal
descent and partially accounts for the fact that
autorotation is often the most critical air-
resonance condition.
The effect of induced flow on inplane damping
turns out to be the most powerful effect that
forward flight exerts on inplane damping. To
be more specific, the decrease in induced flow
(that accompanies forward speed) and the tip-
path tilt (that is used for propulsive force)
both combine to significantly change the inflow
as a function of p. Figure 2, taken from
Reference 2, depicts inplane damping as a
function of advance ratio. The figure shows
a sharp drop in damping with _. When the _-
related changes in induced flow are ignored,
however, as shown in the top curve, this loss
of damping is not predicted. Therefore, we
conclude that the major effect of advance ratio
is the drop in _ (and hence the movement of the
axis of minimum damping). In fact, up to _ = .25,
most of the effect of forward flight can be
included by a hover analysis with inflow appropri-
ately changed to account for forward flight.
When propulsive trim is included (the short-dashed
curve), the rotor shaft tilts forward with advance
ratio to overcome fuselage drag. This tends to
increase inflow and, therefore, to cancel the
lower induced flow. Thus, for p >.25 the damping
again increases.
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A similar phenomenon is manifested in wind turbine
(or autorotatinal) damping, as shown in Figure 3,
taken from Reference 3. Here, the wind-speed
ratio directly affects _, which results in minimum
damping at a particular velocity. The same can be
said of wind-turbine damping versus power coeffi-
cient, as seen in Figure 4. At a particular value
of C O , the induced flow is such as to make the
damping a minimum.
Thus far, we have considered only the uniform (or
average) value of induced flow. It is also inter-
esting to investigate the effect of gradients in
the induced flow field. The Figure 5 compares
inplane damping for the case of no gradients
(Z c = 0) with that for the case of a full gradient
(Zc = %o )' which implies zero induced flow at the
leading edge of the rotor disc and maximum induced
flow at the trailing edge. One can see that there
is only a minor variation in damping between the
two cases. Even in hover (for which no gradient
physically exists), the effect is small. Thus,
fore-to-aft gradients are not important in the
context of the effect of steady induced flow on
inplane damping.
In Figure 6, we see the effect of a side-to-side
gradient on inplane damping. A wind turbine is
chosen, for which such gradients occur due to
the earth's boundary layer. Here, there is
some effect on stability at moderate _. The
reason for this is straight-forward. Changes
in _ from fore-to-aft generally cancel in terms
of damping. Side-to-side gradients, on the
other hand, tend not to cancel due to the large
changes in relative free-stream velocity in
forward flight. Thus, induced flow gradients
are more important in the lateral direction than
in the longitudinal; but neither effect is very
large.
_ Work In Dynamic Inflow
In the preceding development, we have seen that
the steady induced-flow field has a significant
effect on blade damping. We now turn our atten-
tion to the effect of unsteady fluctuations in
the flow field (dynamic inflow). To begin, it
might be good to review the past developments
in this area. In 1950, Ken Amer noted that the
pitch-rate damping of a helicopter depends upon
the thrust coefficient in a repeatable, quanti-
tative fashion, Reference 4. In 1952, G. J.
Sissingh successfully showed that this measured
effect is due to a transient behavior of the
induced flow, Reference 5. That is, a roll-rate
of a helicopter causes a side-to-side gradient
in lift which creates roll damping. However,
the formation of this lift gradient also creates
an induced-flow gradient that partially negates
the lift gradient that finally develops. (This
is the effect of dynamic inflow.) Since the
induced flow depends greatly upon the mass flow
through the rotor, there is a strong C T dependence,
as measured by Amer. In related work, Reference 6,
Carpenter and Fridovitch developed experimental
and theoretical results that related to how quickly
induced flow follows a change in lift (i.e._a time
constant). They found that the time delay could
be modeled satisfactorily by the apparent mass
of an impermeable disk, as developed in Reference
7. Therefore, by 1953, researchers had identified
both the effect of transient inflow and the effect
of apparent mass. These two pieces (the induced
flow due to lift perturbations and the related
time constants) form the kernel of all subsequent
work in dynamic inflow.
The early work of these researchers was picked up
by several investigators in the early 1970's.
This later work concentrates on stability and
control derivatives as well as forced response
(both of which are dramatically affected by the
dynamic inflow phenomenon identified by Sissingh).
In 1970, Pat Curtiss and Norm Shupe included the
Sisgingh model in their helicopter flight equations,
References 8-9. (This was a quasi-steady model,
and no time constants were used.) The work of
Curtiss and Shupe points out that the quasi-steady
effect of induced flow in pitch and roll can be
accounted for by a simple reduction in the lift
coefficient (i.e._by an equivalent Lock number).
In other words, changes in lift produce changes
in inflow which lower the expected change in lift.
Thus, we have an equivalently lower lift-curve
slope and lower gamma.
In 1972, Ormiston and Peters took the Sissingh-
Shupe model and extended it to include plunge,
pitch, and roll for combinations of lift, climb,
and forward flight, Reference i0. Calculations
of control derivatives with this model were then
compared with experimental data taken by Dave
Sharpe and Bill Kusczynski with a 7-1/2 ft
diameter model rotor. The results show that
the Sissingh-Shupe dynamic inflow model (based
on momentum theory) gives excellent correlation
in hover but not in forward flight. Alternative
models for forward flight were then suggested,
including an empirical model based on curve
fitting the measured data.
_"By 1974, Peters and Ormiston had extended the
dynamic inflow models to the unsteady condition
(time constants, etc), Reference ii. Sharpe and
Kuczynski had obtained experimental frequency-
response data both in hover and forward flight,
Reference 12; and this data was compared to the
theory in Reference ii. At the same time,
Hohenemser and Crews were obtaining similar
frequency-response data for a very small-scale
rotor, Reference 13; and they also compared with
theory. Both studies showed a dramatic effect
of dynamic inflow. Furthermore, these two inde-
pendent studies revealed a completely consistent
picture of the gains and time constants of dynamic
inflow. In hover, they found that momentum theory
(combined with the apparent mass of an impermeable
disc) captured all of the experimental features.
Thus, when these theoretical gains and time
constants were combined with the theory, amazing
correlation was obtained.
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Figure 7 shows an example of this correlation.
Here we have the roll moment (on the left) and the
pitch moment (on the right) due to an oscillation
in 0 (longitudinal cyclic). Both the amplitude
s
and the phase of the response are given. The
circles are experimental data from the 7-1/2 ft
rotor. The solid line is the normal theory in
which only steady induced flow is taken (no
dynamic inflow). The results are presented for
frequencies of swashplate oscillation from 0 to
1.2 per revolution and for 4 ° of steady collective
pitch. One notices large, qualitative deviations
between the solid, theoretical curve and the
experiment, especially in tile phase of C L and in
the amplitude of C M. The discrepancies are largest
at small values of w and decrease for larger values
of _. Perhaps the most significant aspect of the
comparison (between the solid line and the data)
is the fact that none of our standard analytic
excuses could explain the difference. Collective
pitch is only 4 ° , so there is no stall; and the
analysis includes several elastic modes in
flapping, so that the dynamics are well repre-
sented. Thus, tile only candidate to improve
correlation is dynamic inflow.
The short-dashed curve gives results for a simple,
quasi-steady momentum-theory model of dynamic
inflow. That is, the dynamic inflow is assumed
to follow changes in lift immediately according
to simple momentum theory. The result is dramatic.
Every single detail of the data is matched for
< .4 per rev. At larger w, however, the theory
with quasi-steady theory begins to deviate from
the experimental result. The reason for this is
that inflow actually responds with a time delay.
When this unsteady effect is added, however,
(the long dashed curve) the new analysis agress
at both low and high _. The time constants
used in this amazing correlation are the apparent
mass and inertia of an impermeable disc. This
yields the nondimensional inertia and mass terms
(K I = .1132, K m .8488). This simple theory
leads to the correlation shown in both magnitude
and phase.
It seems impossible that anyone could study these
results and not be convinced that: a) dynamic
inflow is an important, physically-based effect,
and b) it can be modeled in hover by simple mo-
mentum theory with simple apparent mass terms.
in general, one would not always admit that a
theory is good simply because in improves corre-
lation, in many cases, improvement might simply
be luck; because there can be so _ unknown
effects that one error might coincidentally cancel
another. In this case, however, all reasonable
errors havu b_cn accounted for. Furthermore,
the details of the response are so well simulated
that coincidence is out of the question. These
results establish dynamic inflow as a fundamental
cornerstone of rotor analysis.
We now turn from the response of cyclic pitch
oscillations and study the response due to shaft
oscillations, as shown in Figure 8. Here, we
look at the amplitude and phase of roll moment
and pitch moment as a result of pitch oscillations.
Because of the symmetry in hover, roll oscillations
should create responses identical to those due to
pitch (except for a 90 ° phase shift). Thus, both
pitch and roll data are plotted together on this
figure (circles and dots). Where the two sets
of data begin to deviate (_ = .25), a stand
resonance is contaminating the results. Below
w = .25, however, the pitch and roll data are
consistent. The solid curve represents convention-
al theory with no dynamic inflow. One is impressed
with how poorly it models the response. (C L with
is in error by several hundred percent.) When
either quasi-steady or unsteady dynamic inflow is
included, however, the amplitude and the phase are
completely captured. This data correlation leads
one to believe that an air resonance mode could
be very sensitive to dynamic inflow, since such
modes occur from 0.2 to 0.5 per rev.
In forward flight, there is also a large effect
of dynamic inflow; but it is not well modeled by
simple momentum theory. Figure 9 shows response
of the same rotor as that of the previous figures,
but with _ = .51. C L due to all three controls is
given. Momentum theory (shown by the dashed line)
does not at all correlate with the data. The long
dashed curve in the figure is a calculation based
on an empirically identified model. This mode% is
identified at _ = 0 only. The effect of _ is
included by the same apparent mass terms used in
hover. Thus, we see an excellent correlation
which includes the presence of an anti-resonance
(zero amplitude and phase discontinuity) pre-
dicted and measured for the 0 derivative at
s
= .4. Thus, dynamic inflow is important even
at high advance ratios.
The effect of dynamic inflow and the satisfying
correlation shown above are not flukes of one
rotor in one wind tunnel. Figure i0 shows data
taken by Kurt Hohenemser and Sam Crews with a
20-inch diameter rotor at Washington University,
Reference 13. Here, harmonic excitation is
applied in the rotating system by a rotating
eccentric. The magnitude of flapping angle due
to 0 is plotted versus the excitation frequency
in the rotating system, _. The squares are the
test data, the solid curve is the analysis w_th
no dynamic inflow, and the dashed curve is the
analysis including dynamic inflow. The para-
meters L and • are chosen to give the best fit
of the data, and yet they agree with the values
from momentum theory within a few percent. For
example, K I = .113 (momentum), K I = .112
(Reference 13). Therefore, dynamic inflow is
established as an effect independent of rotor
site or wind-tunnel characteristics.
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In summary, the early work in dynamic inflow
concentrates on forced response of rotors. It
shows beyond reasonable doubt that dynamic inflow
is an important effect. In hover, the quasi-
steady inflow is well modeled by momentum theory;
but, in forward flight, momentum theory is com-
pletely inadequate. In both hover and forward
flight, however, the apparent mass of an imper-
meable disc provides the correct time constants.
Effect On Stability
The superb data correlations given thus far were
developed for the forced response of rotors. It
was not long, however, before researchers began
studying the effect that dynamic inflow might
have on the stability and damping of rotor systems.
We now mention a few of the developments in this
area. In 1976, Bob Ormiston studied the effect on
flapping eigenvalues, Reference 14. He discovered
the importance of mode type (collective, progress-
ing, regressing) on the effect of dynamic inflow.
In 1979, Peters and Gaonkar studied the effect on
lead-lag eigenvalues, Reference 15. One of the
more interesting aspects of that paper was the
introduction of an equivalent drag coefficient.
In other words, just as the lowered lift (due to
dynamic inflow) can be modeled by a loss in lift-
curve slope, even so, the corresponding increase
in induced drag (also caused by dynamic inflow)
can be modeled by an equivalent increase in Cdo.
In 1982, Gaonkar and several co-authors extended
this work to include aeromechanical stability,
Reference 16. That same year, Wayne Johnson also
used dynamic inflow theory to correlate Bill
Bousraan's test data, Reference 17. At this point,
it might be good to briefly review the findings of
each of these papers with respect to the stability
and damping of rotors.
First we look, in Figure ii, at the calculation
from Reference 14 of the negative real part of
the flapping eigenvalue as a function of col-
lective pitch for p = 1.02 and 1.15. With no
dynamic inflow, there is a constant value of
damping equal to 7/16, independent of 8 When
o"
dynamic inflow is included in the analysis,
however, one finds two distinct damping values
depending upon the mode, progressing or regressing
(collective is not included). The difference in
damping of the two modes is attributed to the fact
that each mode has a different frequency and
therefore affects the inflow in a different way.
The quasi-steady approximation (shown by the
dashed curve) is closer to the regressing mode
because that mode is of lower frequency. The
results show clearly the large effect of dynamic
inflow. The effect is most pronounced for the
regressing mode at low collective pitch. Such
a plot indicates that one cannot count on flap
damping to stabilize ground resonance at low 0 .
o
Another interesting aspect is that even the
progressing mode, with a relatively high fre-
quency, is affected by dynamic inflow.
Figure 12 shows the real part of the i_lane
eigenvalue as a function of advance ratio,
Reference 15. The solid curve is the theory
without dynamic inflow, and the broken curves
are the modes with dynamic inflow. We notice
that the higher-frequency progressing and
collective modes are only moderately affected.
The lower-frequency, regressing mode, however,
shows a substantial alteration due to dynamic
inflow. Thus, we conclude that dynamic inflow
has a potentially large effect on inplane damping,
and thus on rotor-body damping.
Next we look at calculations of coupled rotor-body
modes from Reference 16, as shown in Figure 13.
Here we have body roll-mode damping both for an
RPM sweep and for a collective-pitch sweep. The
dashed-dot curves are quasi-steady theory; and
the dashed-only curves are conventional, unsteady
theory. The rotor is matched stiffness. The
figure on the left shows a fairly uniform effect
of dynamic inflow within the RPM range of interest.
This effect is about 30%. The right-hand figure
gives a collective sweep. As might be expected,
the effect of dynamic inflow increases with de-
creased lift. Again, the theoretical predictions
are that dynamic inflow should play a major role
in rotor-body damping; and this effect comes from
equivalent changes in both flap damping and inplane
damping, as we understand from Reference 16.
It fell to Wayne Johnson to finally compare these
predictions with experimental data, as shown in
Figure 14. This figure presents the real part
of the eigenvalue for the pitch-mode damping. The
dashed curve is the theory without inflow dynamics,
and the solid curve is the theory with inflow
dynamics. Dynamic inflow successfully predicts
the peak in damping at low _ and the 25-30% loss
of damping at higher values of _. Figure 15 shows
a similar comparison for roll. Again, the
dynamic inflow provides a substantial improve-
ment in correlation.
The previous two figures show that the NASA ana-
lytic model does reasonably well in correlation
and that dynamic inflow is an important part of
that correlation. Therefore, an analysis with-
out dynamic inflow, but that correlated with
experimental data, would be suspect, since
dynamic inflow is well-documented and damping
analyses are not, and since we know that
dynamic inflow has an important effect.
For those who might still be skeptical, we
present Figure 16, also from Reference 17. This
figure compares measured and calculated frequen-
cies as a function of RPM. The astounding part
of the comparison is that one of the branches,
labeled k, is the frequency of a mode that is
predominantly dynamic inflow. This branch does
not even exist when dynamic inflow is not included.
With dynamic inflow, however, the branch appears
and matches the experimental data nearly perfectly.
Thus, we are looking not just at the effect of
dynamic inflow on some mode; we are looking at
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the measured dynamic-inflow mode, itself, as seen
for the first time.
A final comparison with data is given in Figure
17, which represents two of the correlation
studies presented at this workshop. One is
Wayne Johnson's correlation with the NASA pro-
gram, and the other is Sheng Yin's correlation
with the Bell Helicopter program. In either
case, dynamic inflow represents a significant
contribution and improves the correlation of
the analysis.
Before leaving the stability correlation, we need
to make an important point about the role of these
correlations in verifying dynamic inflow theories.
The point is this. The validity of a particular
dynamic inflow theory (or of dynamic inflow as a
_henomenon) cannot present__ be made on the basis
of comparisons with inplane damping or rotor-body
stability data. The reason for this is clear.
Stability calculations are not yet accurate enough
to uniquely distinguish dynamic inflow from other
effects. The role of dynamic inflow in such cal-
culations is, however, important. The reason for
this is straightforward. First, we know from
flapping response that dynamic inflow exists as
a phenomenon and that it is important. The
accuracy of any dynamic inflow theory can be
determined by comparisons with low-lift flapping
response data, which is accurate and relatively
unhindered by unknown structural or aerodynamic
effects. It is this exact same theory that is
applied to inplane stability analyses. (There
is not one "flapping" dynamic inflow and one
"inplane" dynamic inflow.) Therefore, the com-
parison with stability data does not test the
inflow theory. Instead, the dynamic inflow theory
is included in the analysis in order to see the
effect of dynamic inflow and to verify the
analysis package. This is why we said earlier
that a theory that correlates without dynamic
inflow would be suspect. Such a theory must have
two errors that are cancelling. One error is the
omission of dynamic inflow, and the other error
is the unknown omission that is somehow cancelling
the inflow effect.
Homentum-Theory Formulation
In the early portions of this paper, we briefly
reviewed the early work in dynamic inflow; but
we did not _o into detail as to the exact mathem-
atical formulations used. In this section, we
consider these formulations in more detail. The
vast majority of the work in this area has been
based on simple momentum theory. In hover, this
implies that each elemental section of rotor area
is treated independently. Then, for each section,
the thrust Js set equal to the product of the mass
flow through the element and the total change in
velocity in the associated stream tube. The next
step in the analysis (and this is crucial to the
theory) is to average the loads and induced flow
over the rotor disc. In other words, the theory
of dynamic inflow does not concern itself with
details of either load distribution or induced
flow distribution. It concerns itself, rather,
with global averages. This further implies that
the induced flow is treated more as a large mass
of air rather than as individual vortices.
As a simple example, we consider the average
induced flow v due to the total thrust coefficient,
C T
CT = 2v 2 (2)
Equation (2) is nonlinear in _. Usually, however,
we consider perturbations about a steady condition
(CT' ])" Thus, we have for the quasi-steady case
CT = CT + _T (3a)
= _ + v (3b)
o
CT = 272 (4a)
_T = 4_v ° (4b)
Equation (4b) is the typical perturbation relation
between charges in thrust, C T, and charges in
uniform inflow, _ . In a more general formulation,
o
we may add cyclic variations in lift (i.e. roll and
pitch moments) and cyclic variations in induced flow
= 7 + T (5a)
= _ + v rsin_ + v rcos_ (5b)
o s c
where v and v are induced flow gradients.
s c
Simple momentum theory gives
_T = 4_Vo (6a)
_e
= -vv (6b)
s
CM = -\,Vc (6c)
Equations (6a-c) represent the momentum theory model
in hover used in References 5, 8, 9, i0, ii, 14,
15, and 16.
Although equation (6) works well for hover, it is
natural to try to extend the formulation to com-
binations of thrust, climb, and forward flight.
To do this, _ in equations (6a-c) is replaced by
v/2 where v is a mass-flow parameter. In climb,
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v is given by
v= _+2_ = X
o
ORrG_'$4T" mi_
OF POoR ,_,_.
+ v (7)
where % is the inflow due to climb, and % is the
o
total inflow, Reference 8. In forward flight
with perfectly edgewise flow and no lift, we have
v =_ (8)
as given in Reference 9 and i0, (although forward
flight certainly stretches the assumptions of
momentum theory to the extreme).
Most investigators agree on the formulations of
equations (7) and (8), but a more difficult pro-
blem is the transition from hover to edgewise
flow. If we consider a freestream velocity u and
a rotor incidence _, then the relative flow is
given by
= u cos _ (9a)
= u sin _ (9b)
u = £2 + %2 (9c)
If we then add the induced flow, we obtain for the
flow at the rotor disc
= usin_ + v = % + v (10a)
o
u = + (k + = (10b)
_+5 ko
_* = tan -I ( _ ) = tan -I ( -_ )
(10c)
The real problem is to relate v to N, I, and _.
In References 9 and 18, this is accomplished by
the following ad hoc formula
v = u + 2_ sin _ =
2 + 2 + 2_
(ii)
Equation (ii) gives the correct value of v in
hover (_ = 0, v = I + 2_); but for edgewise flow,
equation (ii) gives an inconsistent result (% = 0,
v = _). Now, v = _ is correct for edgewise flow
with no lift; but the inconsistency is that, for
X= 0, equation (Ii) gives no effect of thrust
(i.e. of v) in the formula. Thus, in the limit
as (1 = 0,_ _ 0) we obtain a different value of
v than we do for (_ = 0, I + 0). There is a
discontinuity in the function at (_ = 0, i = 0),
and this is unacceptable.
A more reasonable formulation of v is given in
Reference ii from basic principles
2
* - * _ + (_+ 5)(x+ 2_).
V = U + _ sin _ = -
_p2 + (X + ])2
(12)
where u and _ are the total flow and angle at
the rotor including induced flow. Equation (12)
is derived from momentum principles (not on an ad
hoc basis) and provides a much more reasonable
formulation of the transition between hover and
forward flight. W1_en v is represented by equation
(12), it is always positive (with no singularities)
except at the vortex-ring boundary, where v = 0,
Reference 19.
In more recent work by Johnson, Reference 20,
equation (12) is obtained for the C T relation,
equation (6a); but a different formulation is
derived for the C L and C M relations, equations
(6b) and (6c). In particular, Reference 20 uses
for C L and C M
,Jv = u = 2 + (_+ =,_j2 (13)
This is in direct contrast to equation (12).
Furthermore, in Reference (20), the v for the
C T relation is altered by use of an "approxima-
tion" of equation (12)
v = u + vsin_ = u + % + v =
_2 + (.X + _)2 + (X + T>) (14)
It is not at all clear why the approximation in
equation (14) should be valid. Although Reference
(20) states that it is valid "for low inflow
ratio," this claim is actually not correct.
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Table 1 provides a comparison of equations (Ii)-
(14) at critical flight conditions. There are
several interesting comparisons in the table.
First, in the hover results, we note the Johnson
model for roll and pitch differs by a factor of
2 from all previous work (including Sissingh,
Curtiss, Shupe, Ormiston, Peters, and Azuma),
even in hover. Since these previous results show
such an excellent correlation with flapping data,
there can he little doubt that Reference 20 is in
error. The source of the error can be quickly
traced to a failure to include _ and _ in the
s n
mass flow term of each generic element. Along
this same line, Reference 20 mentions agreement
with the results of Loewy, Reference 21, as
confirmation of the accuracy of the formulation.
Reference 21, however, is for a zero-lift climb
(no wake contraction). The second row of Table 1
shows that for a climb, equation (13) is accep-
table for roll and pitch, giving the correct
answer v = %. With lift, however, the formu-
lation is incorrect.
The second row of Table i also reveals an error in
the C T formulation of Reference 20. _ereas all
other formulations (including Reference 21) result
in v = %, the approximation of equation (14) (from
Reference 20) gives v = 24. Here, the error lies
in tile approximation and not in the original for-
mulation. _len the conditions of climb and lift
are co_abined, the third row of Table I, the error
in the formulation of Reference 20 is more clear.
The correct value, k + 2v, is the flow speed
downstream from the rotor. The two incorrect
formulas (4 + _) and 2(% + _) do not provide
any effect of wake contraction, for they treat
thrust and climb equally.
Going on with Table i, we see that all formulations
give the same value, v = ;=, for zero lift edgewise
flow; but when lift is added, row 5, there is a
wide range of answers. Only the results of
Reference ii and Reference 20 (CT) are consistent
in the sense that they reduce both to D as _ ÷ 0
and to 2_ as D _ 0. _len we further consider the
case of zero lift but with incidence, row 6, the
results of Reference 20 (CT) also fail, which
leaves the result of Reference ii as the only
viable choice. (For no lift, only _+ %2 makes
physical sense.) Finally, the last row of Table 1
gives results for zero normal flow, which can
occur in a descent. Here, another failure of
Reference 8 ks noticed. Thus, the v parameter
from Reference ii is the most logical choice of
transition between hover and forward flight in
momentum theory. To summarize, its attributes
ar_:
i) Correct limiting behavior in climb, hover, and
edgewise flow
2) No singularities
3) Foundation in momentum theory
4) Prediction of vortex-ring boundary
The above discussion has considered only the quasi-
steady effect of inflow. (Induced flow is assumed
to follow immediately any change in loads.) The
concept of momentum theory can also be extended,
however, to include the time lag between lift and
induced flow. In general, equations (6a-c) can
be extended as follows.
KM _o + 2VVo = _T (15a)
KI _s + v/2 v s = -_L (15b)
KI ¢ + v/2 _ _ (15c)c c = -CM
Here _ and K I are time constants associated with
the rotor air mass. These can be taken as com-
pletely general and identified experimentally,
as in References 6 and 13. On the other hand,
they can be obtained from first principles by
potential flow theory. KM is developed (in
Reference 7) and K I is found (in Reference ii)
in this way.
8
KM 3_r .8488 (16a)
16
KI 45_ .1132 (16b)
In each case, the parameters are based on the
apparent mass (or inertia) of an impermeable disc.
Equations (15) and (16) form a complete unsteady
dynamic inflow theory. With _ = K I = 0, we
recover quasi-steady theory.
One of the most valuable results of momentum-theory
inflow dynamics has been the discovery that the
quasi-steady theory is tantamount to the use of an
equivalent Lock number and drag coefficient, Refer-
ences 9 and 15. The formulation is as follows
* (17a)
7
oa
l+--
8v
(_ %0 )* Ic (o - _)2]
--a- Y d___oo + 1 + 8v/oaJ
(17b)
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( Cd° )* Cd° (1 + oa )T = -7- 8-7-
oa
+ -_v (e - ¢)2 (17c)
Vo -i
[M] u s + [L] = _L
_c _M
Although equation (17a) was originally derived
for rigid flapping only, Reference 22 shows that
the formulation is quite general. Therefore, a
simplified estimate of the effect of dynamic
inflow can be obtained from a simple change of
y and Cdo in any analysis package.
Another interesting aspect of the y approximation
is that it can also be used in unsteady, harmonic
response analyses, Reference ii and 13. In par-
ticular,
Y 1
-- = i - (1Ba)
Y 16KIi_
i + 8v+__
aa _a
The crucial parameter may be rewritten as
. v6r 98--Kv + = -- +- (18b)Ja oa oa
Equation (iBb) shows that there is a reduced
frequency, k = u/v, associated with dynamic
inflow. Therefore, the effect of mass flow,
v, can be very complicated since it changes
both gain and reduced frequency.
More Advanced Formulations
The formulation of equations (15a-c), while being
excellent in hover, has proven very poor in for-
ward flight. (For example, it does not allow for
a fore-to-aft gradient due to CT. ) For this
reason, several attempts have been made to extend
the theory. Up to now, all such attempts have
been based on a matrix formulation of equation
(15).
v O V 0
[T] s + s = ILl E L
(19a)
[M] {_} + [L]-l{v} = {F}
(19b)
(19c)
If we look at equation (19a) and temporarily ignore
the "dot" term, we see a quasi-steady inflow law.
The various harmonics of inflow (described by a
vector, {v}) are assumed to be linearly proportion-
al to the aerodynamic loads on the blade (such as
thrust, roll moment, and pitch moment). These
loads are represented by the vector, F. The matrix
L is the dynamic inflow matrix and expresses the
coupling relationships between inflow and loads.
Generally, we consider {v} and {F} in this equation
to be perturbation quantities about some steady
inflow and loading distributions.
The term, IT]{_}, then represents time constants
of the system. These imply that the induced
flow does not instantaneously follow perturbations
to the loads. The T-terms imply "unsteady" as
opposed to "quasi-steady" inflow theory. In
an equivalent form of the general theory, given
by the second matrix equation, the system is
premultiplied by L-inverse. In this alternative
version_the L-IT matrix takes on the roll of
apparent mass terms, [M]. The crux of all dyna-
mic inflow theories is to find the elements of L
and [M]. In the early momentum theory (Sissingh,
Curtis, Shupe, and Peters), the M-matrix and the
L-matrix were diagonal, 3 x 3 matrices, as given
by equation (15). In later work, Reference i0,
other [L] matrices were considered based on empir-
ical considerations. These were very successful,
but lacked physical foundation. Thus, a need was
recognized to find [L] and [M] from more basic
theories.
In principle, any induced flow theory that keeps
track of the three-dimensional, unsteady vorticity
automatically includes dynamic inflow, %g.} Refer-
ence 21. In practice, however, few present-day
programs provide a transient rotor wake analysis.
Furthem_ore, even the steady wake programs are
much too cumbersome for use in a dynamics analysis,
Reference 23. What is needed, therefore, is some
analysis that can be used to obtain [M] and [L] in
a simple, usable form. The prime candidate for
this analysis is actuator-disc theory. In Refer-
ence 24, the first attempt was made to extract
dynamic inflow data from an actuator-disc theory.
It should be pointed out that many people had used
actuator-disc theories to obtain induced flow, but
no one had exercised them in the context of obtain-
ing dynamic-inflow derivatives.
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AlthoughReference23camea longwaytowardthedesiredanswer,theanalysisbecamesoinvolved
thatnodefinitiveresultscouldbeobtained.The
problemis illustratedbyFigure18. Thedynamic
inflowtheoryis just onepartof anoverallrotor
analysis. However,if onetries to identify theinflowlawin thepresenceof bladedynamicsand
airfoil theories,theproblembecomestoocompli-
catedfor a fundamentalsolution. _lat is needed
is a lookat theopen-looptransferfunctionof
dynamicinflowwithouthecomplicationsof bladetheory.
Theidealtheoryfor attemptingsucha derivation
is theactuator-disctheoryof ManglerandSquire,
asappliedbyJoglekarandLoewyin Reference25.
Thistheoryis basedontheKinnerclosed-form
pressurepotentialsfor anactuatordisc. Figure
19givesa schematicof sucha disc in anellip-
soidalcoordinatesystem(_,q,_). Thefree-stream
entersat anangle_, andpositivelift is taken
in thenegativeZdirection. Kinnerwasableto
obtaina closed-formpotentialfunctionto describe
anarbitrarypressurediscontinuityacrossthe
disc. Thisfunctionis expressedin termsof
Legendrefunctionsandcanbeusedto find the
induced-flowfield for anygivenloading.Although
thetheoryis successfullyapplied(in Reference
25)to givea specificinflowdistribution, it is
notusedto find thedynamicinflowmatrices.
In Reference27,DalePitt extendstheKinner
theoryto includeunsteadyeffectsandusesit to find theelementsof [L] and[M]. Two
different radiallift distributionsareused
to verify that thematricesarenotsensitiveto thedetailsof bladeloading. Table2 pro-
videsthefinal formsof thematricesas
suggestedin Reference26,where[L] takes
theform
1ILl = v [L] (20)
The[L] matrixis syn_etricwithelementshat
dependonlyupontheangleof incidence,_.Theentirematrixis dividedbythefree-stream
velocity, v. Forforwardflight withlift, vbecomesthemassflowparameterof equation(12)
and_ becomesthelocal angle,_ , equation(lOc).
In axial flow (_= _ = 90°),the_L]matrix
reducesto thatof momentumheory,avery
satisfyingresultof thetheory. Similarly,
theM-matrixalsoagreeswithmomentumheoryfor theroll andpitch inertias,althoughthe
apparentmassfor thrust is different thanthat
of momentumheorywhentheloadingis zeroat
therotor center.
In Reference27,theformulationof Table2 has
beenverified bytwoindependentmeans.First,
for thequasi-steadyterms,the[L] matrixhas
beencheckedagainsta free-vortexwakeanalysis
writtenbyLandgrebe.Theprescribedwakemodel
of Landgrebeis exercisedin numericalexperiments
in whichchangesin cyclicandcollectivepitch
createchangesin inducedflowpatterns,and
theseare interpretedin termsof thewakecoup-
ling matrix,L. Figure20presentsthefirst
columnof L, inflowdueto thrust. Thehorizon-
tal line is thetheoreticalvalueof LII = 1/2
that relatesthrustto uniforminflow; it is
completelyindependentof lift distribution.
Theopentrianglesareresultsfromthewake
programandagreewithin10%.Thelong-dashed
anddash-dotlines providetheL31term,which
is zeroin hover(_= 90°) andmaximumat _ = 0°.
Two different loading distributions are used,
labelled "corrected" and "uncorrected." The
results from Landgrebe's program are given by
squares. (Solid squares indicate convergence
problems.) The corrected curve, which enforces
zero lift at the center, is very close to the
Landgrebe results, and is the formulation used
in Table 2. The two solid squares are suspect
because no data has ever shown the fore-to-aft
gradient decreasing as incidence goes to zero.
The L21 term is zero for both the theory and
the Landgrebe model.
Figure 21 provides a comparison of the second
column of L, induced flow due to roll moment.
In theory, the only term should be L22, given
by the two curves and the triangles. One can
see that there is little difference in L22 for
the two possible lift distributions. Furthermore,
the prescribed-wake results agree to within a
few percent for _ > 30 ° . Therefore, the simpler
uncorrected curve is used in Table 2. L32 on
the other hand (fore-to-aft inflow due to roll
moment, shown by squares) is theoretically zero
but exhibits a non-zero value from the prescribed
wake. The explanation of this is the wake rota-
tion (which is not included in the actuator-disc
theory). Fortunately, the effect is not large.
LI2 is zero for both theory and numerical
experiment.
When we look at the third column of L, Figure 22,
we again see the wake rotation effect L23 = -L32 =
.2, ideally zero from actuator-disc theory. The
L33 term, shown as diamonds, displays an excellent
correlation between actuator-disc and vortex
models, as does the LI3 term, shown in triangles.
Again, the corrected versus uncorrected pressure
distributions do not show an appreciable effect
on L, and uncorrected is used in Table 2.
Reference 27 also provides a verification of the
unsteady part of dynamic inflow, the M-matrix.
In particular, an exact solution of the unsteady,
potential flow equations is compared to the simpler
approach of a direct superposition of [L]-I{_} and
[M]{_} terms. The result is given in Figure 23
for L22 = L33 (_ = 90 ° ) as a function of reduced
frequency, k = m/v. For both magnitude and phase,
the simple model of equation (19) gives excellent
agreement with a more rigorous, Theodersen-type,
unsteady theory.
It should also be mentioned here that References 26
and 27 discuss the possibility of using additional
radial and azimuthal degrees of freedom in the
inflow model, and an expanded 5 x 5 model is expli-
citly given. In Reference 28, this 5 x 5 model is
compared to the 3 x 3 model with respect to its
effect on inplane damping. The results show two
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things. First of all, the 5 x 5 model gives
extraneous answers for rotors with less than 5
blades (as a result of a mathematical indetermi-
nancy). Second, for rotors with 5 or more blades
(or for constant-coefficient analyses), the 5 x 5
results are essentially the same as the 3 x 3
results. Therefore, Reference 28 concludes that
the 3 x 3 model is adequate and is probably the
most sophisticated model that is possible for
dynamic inflow in matrix formulation.
With dynamic inflow verified by both experimental
and computational data, it is presently ready to
be used in dynamics analyses. The theory as it
now stands is a perturbation theory and thus
applicable to linearized analysis packages. It
is easily extended, however, to a nonlinear ver-
sion for use in time history solutions. Table 3
shows the nonlinear version of L. Here,
o
represents the total uniform induced flow (steady
plus perturbation). You may recall that the
linear version of L is divided by v, the mass-flow
parameter, equation (20). In the nonlinear ver-
sion, the first column of L is divided instead by
the total mass flow V T. The mass flow parameter
v is simply related to V T through a derivative as
shown. Consequently, the nonlinear L-matrix has
perturbation equations identical to those of the
linearized dynamic-inflow theory.
Summar_x
The following statements summarize our present
understanding of the importance of inflow to rotor
and rotor-body damping.
1. Steady inflow (mostly uniform) is important
for inplane damping in that it changes the
axis of minimum damping.
2. The largest effect of advance ratio on inplane
damping is the associate change in inflow.
3. Dynamic inflow is an important effect on
rotor damping, and its importance has been
physically verified many times.
4. The effect of dynamic inflow is largest for
the low-frequency, regressing rotor-body
modes.
5.
Presently, the best dynamic-inflow theory is
a 3 x 3 closed-form model based on actuator-
disc theory. It's accuracy has been verified
by comparisons with more sophisticated models.
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Table i. Comparison of Mass Flow Parameters
Condition
Hover, _ - )` - 0
Zero lift, climb
- 0, _ - 0
Climb, _ =
Zero lift, edgewise
- O, )` - 0
Lifting, edgewise
)`- 0
Zero lift
_m0
No normal flow,
)` m _v (descent)
u + _ sina
Ref. ii
2v
)`+2_
2
2
V + 2_
2v
)`+25
u + )` + ,3
Ref. 20, CT
2_
2)`
2) +` 2;
U
Ref. 20, C L and C M
22+_
2 _ X2
/V2 +)`2 + )`
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,I[L] =;
[M] =
I
2
0
0
--4
I + sina
0
15_,_ 0 -4sina
64 V I + sina I + sir_
128 0 075_r
-16
45v0 0
-16
457r0 0
Table 2. Analytic Forms of L-matrix and M-matrix
EL-]: [4 _o
o'v
= )Z 2 dV T _(X'_oo ,_ V = a"_o (uoV T)
V= [_)k.+Uo ) ()k + 2u o) +/u..23/V T
Table 3. Nonlinear Version of _y'na.ratc Inflow Theory
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DISCUSSION
THE IMPORTANCE OF STEADY AND DYNAMIC INFLO_ ON THE STABILITY OF
ROTOR-BODY SYSTEMS
David A. Peters
Presented by Donald L. Kunz
Kunz: I'll entertain questions, but I reserve the right to refer them to Wayne
[Johnson] or Bob [Ormiston] if he's in the audience. Yes, Wayne, you've got me.
Wayne Johnson_ Session Chairman: Bob can handle this one. I'll start out with more
of a comment, I guess. I think it's pretty clear from your summary that dynamic
inflow for helicopters has, for the last decade, essentially been the work of dynam-
icists, and so one wonders what the theory might have looked like if, in fact, the
aerodynamicists had been the ones giving the attention to it for a while. I think
that at the very least we'd find more formulation in terms of _ lift-deficiency
function, which I personally prefer because it does help you make the connection
between these models and other unsteady aerodynamic models. If there's _ question
here, it's just to find out whether anybody disagrees. It's my feeling that this
has to be done eventually, that we do need to get a little bit more fundamental
aerodynamics into it. The main reason is that, as useful as it is, it is an approx-
imate model and we can't really expect to push an actuator disk model too far. So
at some point you're going to have to get closer to more classical aerodynamic
approaches.
Kunz: I don't see Bob here, but I would agree with you that this is an approximate
approach and I think that the way that I would like to see aerodynamics go is in the
direction of a lift deficiency function.
Actually I have a question for Bill Bousman about the correlation that Wayne
did with your data, the slide that Dave had here [Fig. 16] that showed the dynamic
inflow mode. From your experimental data were you able to determine that that's
what that mode was? Did it look like something else? Was it a mystery?
Bill Bousman_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: The answer is, it was a mystery at the time
and perhaps still is. We measured the various modes that we label on the graph as
pitch, roll, and lead-lag regressing. When we did the experiment, we were making
measurements in the various physical coordinates and so when we took a moving-block
damping measurement at the same time we would also get the amplitude and phase of
that frequency in all of the coordinates. We could then plot phase vectors to try
to identify the modes. What we found was that that mode that in the slide was
labeled as the body pitch mode and the mode that was labeled as an inflow mode both
had substantial body pitch motion, substantial body roll motion, and limited rotor
motion in them. Although we could usually characterize the differences between a
roll and a pitch mode by the proportional amounts of roll and pitch motion an_ thei F
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phasing, for the mystery mode or inflow mode it_was very similar to the body pitch
mode, but very distinct. I think the most convincing evidence that it is indeed an
inflow mode is in Wayne's TM [81302]; after showing the plot we've seen here, he
presents a calculation of what the pitch-mode coordinate fast Fourier transform
(FFT) would look like. That calculation looks essentially identical to the pitch-
mode we measured. So exactly how you name the mode I'm not sure, but the resem-
blance between theory and experiment is quite substantial.
Johnson: I think I'd like to echo that a little bit. I think we shouldn't get too
hung up on the labels that you put on eigenvalues. W]qen they're very highly coupled
that can be subjective at best. The point is that the theory predicts that this is
a mode that has a lot of pitch motion and so it predicts the measurability of that
mode as well as the existence of it, and perhaps we should leave it at that.
Euan Hooper, Boeing Vertol: What about the damping of that mode, do you have any
measure of the damping of it?
Johnson: Yes, the damping was measured for both those modes, and again there are
essentially two modes that show up in the pitch measurement and again you can label
them however you like, but you have two frequencies and two damping values. If you
don't have the unsteady aerodynamics in the model, you simply can't predict two,
you're stuck.
Hooper: What does the damping come out to be, of that mode?
Johnson: It's about the same in both modes. I'd have to look at the details.
Hooper: It's not a heavily damped mode, is it?
Johnson: Well, he showed the pitch mode. Well, actually that's for the other case,
but the ITR case is the same. No, it's not a heavily damped mode, that's the
point. Otherwise it wouldn't be measurable. There is a third mode that I tend to
label the regressing flap mode that is heavily damped, and you just never can mea-
sure that one whatever the circumstances.
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EFFECTS OF STATIC EQUILIBRIUM AND HIGHER-ORDER
NONLINEARITIES ON ROTOR BLADE STABILITY IN HOVER
Marcelo R.M. Crespo da Silva*
and
Dewey H. Hodges**
Aeromechanics Laboratory
U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM)
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California
Abstract
The equilibrium and stability of the coupled elastic
lead/lag, flap, and torsion motion of a cantilever rotor blade
in hover are addressed, and the influence of several higher-
order terms in the equations of motion of the blade is deter-
mined for a range of values of collective pitch. The blade
is assumed to be untwisted and to have uniform proper-
ties along its span. In addition, chordwise offsets between
its elastic, tension, mass, and aerodynamic centers are as-
sumed to be negligible for simplicity. The aerodynamic
forces acting on the blade are modeled using a quasi-steady,
strip-theory approximation.
1. Introduction
An important problem in helicopter dynamics is the
determination of the dynamic response and aeroelastic sta-
bility associated with the rotor blades. Considerable atten-
tion has been directed to rotary-wing aeroelasticity prob-
lems, and it is now widely recognized that such problems
are inherently nonlinear. Hodges and Dowell 1 developed
a comprehensive set of differential equations of motion,
with quadratic nonlinearities, describing the flap-lead/lag-
torsional dynamics of slender, rotating extensional rotor
blades undergoing moderately large elastic deformations.
An ordering scheme based on a small parameter e was in-
troduced in Ref. 1 to systematically neglect higher-order
terms in the equations. Some important linear terms of
order e3 were kept in the equations such as aerodynamic
damping terms in the lead/lag and torsional differential
equations and inertia terms in the torsional differential
equation. Nonlinear terms of O(e 3) were systematically ne-
glected. The equations of motion developed in Ref. 1 were
used in Ref. 2 to investigate the stability of the elastic mo-
tion of a uniform cantilever rotor blade in _he hover flight
condition.
A set of O(e 3) nonlinear differential equations describ-
ing the flexural-fiexural-torsional motion of inextensional
beams undergoing moderately large deformations was de-
rived by Crespo da Silva and Glynn and used by the same
authors to analyze the response of the system 3. They have
considered nonrotating beams, and determined the effect of
* Professor, Aerospace Engineering and Applied Me-
chanics Dept., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
(on academic leave).
** Research Scientist
these nonlinearities on the response of the system for the
cases in which the torsional frequencies of the beam are
much larger than its bending frequencies. For such cases,
the nonlinearities present in the differential equations of
motion are O(e 3) rather than O(e2).
The question that immediately arises for the rotating
rotor-blade problem is whether cubic nonlinearities can also
play a significant role in the equilibrium and stability of the
elastic motion of the blade. To address this question, the
differential equations, and their boundary conditions, de-
scribing the flap-lead/lag-torsional elastic motion of a rotor
blade were derived in Ref. 4 with the objective of retaining
in the equations all the nonlinear terms up to O(e a) in a
small parameter e. The equations developed in Ref. 4 ex-
tend those developed in Ref. 1 to include not only all linear
O(e 3) terms but all nonlinear terms to this same order.
In this paper, the O(e 3) differential equations devel-
oped in Ref. 4 are used to investigate the influence of these
higher-order terms in the elastic response and stability of
a rotor blade in the hover flight condition. First, a brief
review of the derivation of the equations is given. A small
arbitrary ordering-parameter E is then introduced and the
equations are simplified by expanding their nonlinearities
into a power series in e. The resulting equations are more
amenable to analysis, and Galerkin's method is applied to
them. After the equilibrium solution to the equations is de-
termined, the blade's elastic deflections are then perturbed
about their equilibrium to yield a set of variational equa-
tions that are linearized and used to determine the eigen-
values associated with the perturbed motion. The influence
of a number of O(e 3) terms on the blade's response is de-
termined for a range of values of collective pitch.
2. Equations of Motion
2.1 Basic Assumptions and Outline of Derivation
Consider an initially straight rotor blade of closed cross
section. Its maximum cross-sectional dimension is assumed
to be much smaller than its undeformed length R, so that
it may be approximated as a beam. A blade segment, both
in its undeformed and deformed states, is shown in Fig. 1.
The (r/, G _) axes shown in the figure, with unit vectors
indicated by a hat as O, are the principal axes of the cross
section at the shear center Ce of the deformed blade cross
section. It is assumed that the cross section is symmetric
about the r/-axis. The _-axis is tangent at all times to the
elastic axis of the blade. When the blade is undeformed, the
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Fig. 1 Undeformed and deformed blade segment with co-
ordinate systems and unit vectors.
principal (r/, f) axes make an angle 8c-the collective pitch
angle-with the y-axis. The (x, y, z) axes, with unit vectors
also indicated by a hat, are a set of rotating reference axes
as shown in Fig. 2. The x-axis is coincident with the elastic
axis of the blade when it is undeformed. These axes are
assumed to rotate in space with constant angular velocity
fl about the vertical, which is taken to be perpendicular
to the rotor hub. The (X, Y, Z) axes shown in Fig. 2 are
a set of inertial axes. The absolute orientation of (x,y,z)
may be described by first aligning (x, y, z) with (X, Y, Z)
and then performing two successive rotations. The first
rotation r = f_t, where t denotes dimensional time, about Z
brings the (x, y, z) triad to its new orientation (Xz, Y1, Z1 =
Z); a second rotation _--the blade's pre-cone angle--about
the negative I"1 direction brings (XI, YI, Zz) to its "final"
orientation (x, y, z). For simplicity, the blade-root offset ez
shown in Fig. 2 is assumed to be zero.
Because of the elastic deformations, point C_ in
Fig. 1 moves from location (Rx, y=O, z=O) to [Rx +
Ru(x,r),Rv(x,r),Rw(x,r)] relative to the (x,y,z) rotat-
=Z1
") \_
X 1
Fig. 2 Nonrotating and rotating coordinate systems with
unit vectors.
ing axes shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Here, (u,v,w) are the
components of the elastic displacement vector for C_, nor-
malized by R. They are functions of the nondimensional
variable x-the distance along the x-direction, normalized
by R-and of the nondimensional time 7. The orientation
of the cross-sectional principal axes (r/, _', _) centered at Ce
may be described by a sequence of three-axes Euler angles
(0, = arctan v'/(1 + u'), 0y -- arcsin w'OxlOr, Oz), as de-
scribed in Refs. 1-4. Here, primes are used to denote partial
differentiation with respect to x, and
Ox u,)2 + w,2]-_0_- = [(1+ +v '2 (2.1)
The elastic angle of twist of the blade, ¢(x,r), is ob-
tained by integrating the torsion of the blade and is related
to the Euler angle Oz(x,r) asz-4
z
¢ = Oz -t- OIz sin Oy dx (2.2)
To obtain the differential equations of motion, and
their boundary conditions, use is made of Hamilton's ex-
tended principle s. These equations were developed in Ref. 4
in terms of the elastic deformations u(x,r), v(x,r), and
w(x,r),and of the angle O_(x,r). If the blade's mass cen-
troid offset from its elastic axis is neglected, for simplicity,
the equations associated with the virtual displacements 6u,
6v, and _w are of the form
Gtu(x,7) : _. - 2 vCOS_ -t- w(sin2/3)/2
-(x + ,_) cos 2Z - Q.
(2.3)
GIv(x,r) =_A-2 ¢.tcos_--2esin_--v--Qu (2.4)
G_(x,r) =ti) + 2 _) sin/3 + (x + u)(sin2fl)/2
- wsin 2/3 - Q,_
with the cantilever boundary conditions
(2.5)
_(0,_) = ,(0,7) = _(0,_)
= 0_(0,7) = ,'(0,_) = _'(0,_) = 0 (2.6)
a_(1,,) = a_(1,7) = aw(1,,) = ¢'(_,7) = 0 (2._)
In the above equations, dots denote differentiation with
respect to 7. The G_, Go, Gw and Go, terms are nonlin-
ear functions of the elastic deformations and of their spa-
tial and temporal derivatives 4. The Qu, Qv, Qto terms
are the distributed forces (normalized by mRfl 2, where
m is the blade's mass per unit length, which is assumed
to be constant) associated with the virtual displacements
R_u, R6v, and R6w, respectively; and Qo, is the dis-
tributed moment, normalized by mR2fl 2, associated with
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the virtual rotation 6Oz. The normalized virtual work
due to these generalized forces is expressed in the form
Q,, 6u + Q_ 6v + Qw 6w + Qo= 6Oz. The boundary condi-
tions G,(1,T) = Gw(1,r ) = 0 imply v"(1,r) = w"(1,r) =
v"'(1, r) = w'"(1, r) = 0.
For compactness, the fourth differential equation ob-
tained from Hamilton's principle, namely, the equation as-
sociated with the virtual rotation 60_, is presented in the
next section in its simplified expanded form only. For its
complete form, the reader is referred to Ref. 4.
The aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the
blade are modeled using quasi-steady strip theory based
on Greenberg's extension of Theodorsen's theory in which
only the (r/, C) components of the blade's elastic axis ve-
locity relative to the air are assumed to affect the aero-
dynamic loading 2'4,6-s. These components, normalized by
the blade's tip speed fiR, are given as 4
U, = T22 [ fi+ (x+u) cos/9-wsin_] (2.8)
+T2s [ tb + vsin/9 + Acos_]
U¢ =7"32 [fi+(x+u) cos /9 - w sin S]
+T3s [ tb + vsin/9 + Acos/9] (2.9)
where,
T22 = cos 0_ cos 0z - sin 0x sin 0_ sin 0z (2.10 - a)
T23 = sin 0_ cos 0_ (2.10 - b)
Ts2 = -(sin 0_ cos 0_ + cos 0z sin 0y sin 0z) (2.10 - c)
T33 = cos @z cos 0y (2.10 - d)
and ). is the induced inflow velocity normalized by fiR.
As shown in Ref. 4, the generalized forces Qu, Q,, Q_,
and Qo= due to the aerodynamic loading are determined as
Qu = T21F, + T31F; - Qo=w 'c30_ Ox' (2.11 - a)
Ou' Or
,00_ Ox'
Q, = T2_F, + Ts2F¢ - Qo=w Ou---;Or
Q_ = T_sF, + T33F_
(2.11 - b)
(2.11 - c)
oF n = _ --_U_co_ --Cd_°u, (2.12 --c)
F_= -_ - u, u_ + u,_¢ - _ (I_+ -i_ _
2_r _ v " _ J
(2.12 - d)
In the above equations, c denotes the blade's chord,
normalized by R, _/ is the Lock number, cd0 is the airfoil
profile drag coefficient, and w_ is the _ component of the ab-
solute angular velocity of the principal axis system (r/, _', _).
It is given as
w_= 8_+(t_+cos_)sin0_+sinf/cos0ycos0, (2.13)
In order to compare results with those obtained via
the equations developed in Ref. 2, the normalized induced
inflow A is modeled as being uniform along the blade radius
and is given as
bc
A = sgn [8c + ¢e(0.75)1 _-
1 + _ I0_ + ¢,(0.75) 1 - 1
(2.14)
where b is the number of blades, and ¢e(0.75) is the equi-
librium value of the elastic angle of twist at x = 0.75.
2.2 Ordering Scheme and Expansion of the Equa-
tions to O(e s)
Because of the complexity of the differential equations
presented in the previous section, they will now be re-
stricted to moderately large deflections by expanding their
nonlinear terms in a Taylor series in a small ordering pa-
rameter e, and truncating the result to O(e3). Our ob-
jective here is to evaluate the influence of these higher-
order terms on the motion of the system. We then let
v(x,r) = O(e), w(x,r) = O(e) and O_(x,r) = O(e). In
addition, u(x,r) = O(e 2) . As an example, the expanded
form of 8u = arcsin w'cOx/Or is
1
(2.11 - d)
with,
T21:-(cosSzsinSz +sinO=sinOycosSz) (2.12 - a)
O, = w'(1 - u' - v'2/2) - w'3/3 + OCe s) (2.15)
By making use of the boundary condition Gu(1, r) = 0,
Eq. (2.3) may be integrated over x to obtain an expression
for u' in terms of the remaining variables. With u(0, r) = 0,
the following expression is obtained for u(x,r) (Ref. 4)
T31 = (sin0zsin0z --cos0zsin0ycos0z) (2.12-b)
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u(x,r) =-- 2J01fz[v,2_l_w,2_ _1 (1-x2)cos 2 _]dx
1pp
E-AJo J_ [2 _cos _ + Q_] d_ d_+ oct 4)
1 _ o(_2)
EA
(2.16)
where E is the Young's modulus of the material, normalized
by mr22, and A is the blade's cross sectional area, normal-
ized by R 2. Both of these quantities are assumed here to
be constant.
With u as given by Eq. (2.16), the O(e 3) expansions for
the quantities G_(z, r) and Gw(x, r) in the 6v and 6w equa-
tions, Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), respectively, are now in integro-
differential form. Furthermore, since G v (1, r) = G w (1, r) =
0, it is convenient to reduce these equations further by in-
tegrating them inx from x = 1 to x = x and applying
the Galerkin procedure to the latter equations. For sim-
plicity, it is also assumed that sin/3 = O(e) (with eosfl left
as an O(1) quantity in the equations), and that c = O(c),
A = O(e), and edo = O(e 2) in the generalized aerodynamic
forces.
The expanded O(e 3) form of the fourth differential
equation obtained from Hamilton's principle namely, the
equation associated with the virtual rotation 60x, becomes,
after some higher-order cross-sectional integrals are ne-
glected, as is commonly done in the literature (e.g., Refs. 1-
4),
3¢ _/_z + tb' cosfl) + (3_ - 3,){_)'sin(20c) -
/ \
lb' cos(20c)
+ [0z cos(20o) + sin 0ocos 0oI cos _} cos
- { D_ [Oz' + v"w' - Oz' _(1- z2)]
c°s2/_"i- x2)} '+ EI_O_' _-_-(
9.
- v"w"cos2(0¢+ 0_)]
+ -_- [z 2 0_ + w' cos fl + cos _ cos 0o
+_sin0c - _cos0¢] + O(e 4) = 0
(2.17)
All quantitiesin the above equation are nondimen-
sional. The blade'sdistributedmass moments of inertia
(3,,3_,3_)are determined in terms of itsmaterial density
p(_,_)as
m:.=R ffp¢ d,Td¢ (2.18- a)
(2.18- b)
(2.18-- c)
The blade's normalized area moment, I_, is
I,=ff(,7_+_)dnd¢ (2.18 - d)
and (Dn, D_, D_) are the blade's flexural and torsional nor-
malized stiffnesses determined as
D,=Eff_d,,dc (2.18 - d)
D_=Eff,7_d,d¢ (2.18 - e)
where G is the normalized shear modulus of the blade's
material and ¢(r/,f) is the warp function (normalized by
R 2) for the blade's cross section. It is assumed that ¢ is
anti-symmetric in (r/, ¢).
For compactness in presentation, two terms in
sin2(0_ + 0_) and cos2(8_ + 0_) are shown in Eq. (2.17),
but they were actually approximated by their respective ex-
pansions to O(e s) about Oz = 0 by writing sin 2(0c + 0_) :
sin28c + 28z cos (28c)+ 0(, 2) and cos2(0c+ Oz) = cos20c -
28z sin (20c) + O(e2). The nonlinear O(e s) terms associated
with these expansions, namely, the terms in v"20z , w"20x
and v"w"Oz, will henceforth be referred to as the ijkl terms
in the 6Oz equation in the next figures. The O(e s) terms
underlined in Eq. (2.17) are not included in the equations
developed in Ref. 2. The single underlined terms are lin-
ear pitch-flap and pitch-lead/lag coupling terms, and the
remaining underlined terms are O(e s) linear terms in the
aerodynamic pitch moment that are kept for consistency
in the formulation. Until a better understanding and more
accurate modeling of aerodynamic phenomena is achieved,
the validity of terms such as these may be questionable.
The 1/(EA), O(eS), terms in Eq. (2.17) were also neglected
in Ref. 2. Again, these terms are kept here for mathemati-
cal consistency. For values of EA greater than about 200,
we found that the influence of these terms in the results pre-
sented later is so small that they may actually be neglected
in practice.
2.3 Application of Galerkin's Method
We approximate the solution to Eq. (2.17) and to the
integrated form of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) as a series of the
form
N
v(z,r) = E vii(r)fi(x) (2.19- a)
./=I
N
w(x,T) = EwtJ(r)fj(x) (2.19- b)
1=1
N
o_(_,_)= _ O_jCr)9;(_) (2.19 - c)
j=l
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and then reduce the integro-differential equations to or-
dinary differential equations by making use of Galerkin's
method Ref. 5. The functions fj(x) and g/(x) are cho-
sen here as the orthogonal eigenfunctions for a nonrotating
clamped/free beam,
h" (x) = cosh (B/x) - cos (_ix)
- % [sinh (Bjx) - sin (Bjx)] (2.20 -- a)
gi(x) = v_sin [r(j- _)x] (2.20 -- b)
where
cos/_i + cosh fli (2.20 - c)
ai = sin/_ i + sinh fit
and/Sj is the jth (j = 1,2, ...,N) root of the characteristic
equation
1 + (cosh _/j)cos _j = 0 (2.20-d)
All the Galerkin coefficients obtained by the proce-
dure described above were evaluated numerically, stored
in a computer file, and then used to generate the results
presented in Sections 3 and 4. The ordinary differential
equation obtained by applying Galerkin's method to the
5Oz equation is obtained as
¢2
_(0_ - 3n)Q_(sin 20c) cos _ fl + _c- (sin 2B)(cos Oc S_192" " )=
+ _( [3jt_' + (3,- 3,)Otj(cos 20°) cos _ a]_,;
./=1 -
- [3, too' + (3, - 3n)(6tt sin 20c - thti cos 20c)1 Ls.il cos/J
- [D,(P/i + 2c°sZ/_N"_ q) - -E_NiiEI' cos'/_] 0, i
+ _{ (cos,)(cos0o)['20,,M,,
÷( ,tsinOo- ,tcosOo)O,t,}
N N
+ E E { D,asdikVtjWtk
t=l k=l"
1
+ (D, - D,)[ _(vtivt_ - wtjwte) sin 20,
- vtiwtk cos 20_] Kiik }
N N N
$'=1 k=l l=l
+ 2 vtiwtk sin 20c]Ot_Bs,iil_
+ O(t _) = 0 (i = 1,2,...,N)
(2.21)
where
1Si = x ei dx (2.22 - a)
Rii = fo 1 xgi ft' dx (2.22 - b)
LsM : - fot fi'gj dz (2.22 - c)
04,it = jo 1 fi 9t dx (2.22 - d)
Bs,qkt = fo 1 fi"gigkf/' dx (2.22 - e)
The terms that are underlined in Eq. (2.21) correspond
to those similarly underlined in Eq. (2.17). The La,ii, 04,ii,
and Ba,iikl Galerkin coefficients also appear in the $v and
in the Sw equations, with the Ls,ii coefficient in the form
of a 0t1 term. The S_ and Rq coefficients appear only in
Eq. (2.21).
3. Equilibrium Solution
3.1 Numerical Method
The differential equations outlined in Section 2 admit
the equilibrium solution vtj(r) = constant = vet, wtt(r) =
constant = wet, and Oti(r) = constant = 0,i. The 3N quan-
tities vet, wej and 0e/, j = 1, 2, ..., N, were determined nu-
merically by solving the algebraic equations obtained from
the differential equations in Section 2 using a minimization
program 9.
The equilibrium solutions were obtained for a four-
bladed rotor with c = Ir/40, and using a Lock number q = 5,
a profile drag coefficient ca0 = 0.01, and EA = 200. The
equilibrium deformations at the blade tip, ve(x = 1),wc(z =
1) and ¢e(x = 1) are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 versus 0e for
/_ = 0. The quantities w_, w_, and w$ shown in these and in
the subsequent figures denote, respectively, the first rotat-
ing uncoupled blade natural frequencies normalized by fl
as obtained in Ref. 10. The results shown in these figures
were obtained by using N = 5 nonrotating beam normal
modes in the Galerkin procedure. Greater values of N did
not significantly affect the results obtained. The dashed
lines shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and in subsequent figures rep-
resent the results obtained using the equations in Ref. 2,
while the solid lines represent the results obtained when
the additional O(e s) terms presented here are included in
the differential equations of motion. These lines are marked
a, b, c and d and they represent the following cases:
a the full O(, 3) equations;
b the O(e s) equations, but with Bs,iikl = 0;
c the O(c s) equations, but with all the OaM, Rij and
Ls,q terms removed, and Bs,iikz = 0;
d the O(e 3) equations, with all the 04,q and Rit terms
removed.
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3.2 Discussion of Results
Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the importance of the O(_ s)
terms of the type underlined in Eq. (2.21) in the equilib-
rium solution of the blade. Their effect is particularly re-
flected in the equilibrium value of the blade's angle of twist,
Ce(x = 1), especially for the lower value of the uncoupled
flap frequency w_, = 1.06. Several of the nonlinear terms
may have only a minor influence on the blade's equilib-
rium deflections. For soft in-plane blades with w_ -- 0.7,
for example, it is seen that the equilibrium curves a and
b are nearly identical; the same is true of curves c and d.
This indicates that for such blades, the additional aerody-
namic O(e 3) terms of the type indicated in Eq. (2.21) are
essentially responsible for the difference between curve a
and the remaining curves. For these blades, the nonlin-
ear Bs,i/kl terms in Eq. (2.21) could have been neglected
without causing any significant change in the blade's equi-
librium deflections. For high values of collective pitch, how-
ever, those terms exert a significant influence on the blade's
equilibrium, affecting especially its elastic angle of twist.
Another characteristic of the full O(e 3) equations is
disclosed by examining the equilibrium response of a stiff
in-plane blade with w_ = 1.06. The numerical determina-
tion of the equilibrium deflections based on the equations
developed in Ref. 2 fails to converge when 0c is about 0.4.
This singularity is shifted to a higher value of 0¢ when ad-
ditional O(e 3) terms are included in the equations. For the
full O (e s) nonlinear equations, no singularity is exhibited in
the range of 0¢ shown in Figs. 3 and 4. If the aerodynamic
04,ij and Rij terms and the B3,ijk! terms are neglected,
but if all other additional terms in the equations are kept,
the singularity now appears near 0c = 0.5.
It was verified that the O(e 3) ijkl terms in the _v and
6w equations, did not contribute significantly to the deter-
mination of the blade's equilibrium response and, therefore,
could have been neglected for practical purposes.
4. Stability Analysis
4.1 Numerical Method
To analyze the stability of the motion about the equi-
librium determined in Section 3, we let
vti(v) --- vej + vi(r) (4.1 - a)
wt_'(r) --- wej -t- wi(r ) (4.1 - b)
Otj(r) :- Oej _- 0j(r) (4.1 -- c)
and then linearize the 3N differential equations of motion
in the variables vj(r), wj(r), and 0j(r) to obtain a matrix
equation of the form
M_ + C q_"÷ K_q ----0 (4.2)
where _q is a 3N × 1 column vector whose components are
,,_(,).... , v_(,-), ,,.,,(,-),... , _(,-), o_(,-),... , o_(,-).
The matrix M is symmetric, and the matrices K and C
are non-symmetric.
The stability of the perturbed motion q(r) is deter-
mined by the eigenvalues associated with Eq. (4.2). To
determine such eigenvalues, Eq. (4.2) is first rewritten in a
first-order form. After introduction of a column vector z_
with components _qand __, Eq. (4.2) may be written as
B _h-- Az (4.3)
with B11 -- I, a 3N x 3N identity matrix; B12 = B21 --- [0];
a 3N x 3N null matrix; B22 = M; All = [0]; A12 = I;
A21 = -K; and A22 ---- -G. The eigenvalues associated
with the 6N × 6N matrix in Eq. (4.3) were determined
numerically by making use of the IMSL routine EIGZF _.
The real and imaginary parts of the first lead/lag (av
and w_), first flap (a_ and ww), and first torsion (a¢ and
we) eigenvalues determined as indicated above are plotted
versus collective pitch (0c) in Figs. 5 to 10 using the same
parameter values and labeling convention indicated in Sec-
tion 3.1.
4.2 Discussion of Results
Figs. 5 and 6 show the first lead/lag eigenvalue asso-
ciated with Eq. (4.3) for the rotating blade as a function
of the pitch angle 0c. It is seen that for a soft in-plane
blade with uncoupled rotating natural frequency wv* = 0.7
the nonlinear O(E s) Bs,iikl term that appear in Eq. (2.21)
has no substantial influence on either av or wr. For such
blades, the influence of the remaining higher-order terms
underlined in Eq. (2.21) is reflected in the difference be-
tween curve d (i.e., with the aerodynamic terms 04,iy and
Rii removed from the equations) and that obtained with
the full O(e 3) equations (curve a), and curves a and c (i.e.,
with the Ls,ii torsion-bending coupling terms, and the 04,ij
and R_j aerodynamic terms removed from the full O(E s)
equations). The additional O(e s) terms included in the Sv
and $w equations account for the difference between the re-
sults obtained by using the equations developed in Ref. 2--
represented by the dashed line---and those represented by
curves a in Figs. 5 and 6.
As w_ is increased, however, the situation described
above changes. For a stiff in-plane blade with w_* = 1.5, the
nonlinear Bs,iikt term that appears in Eq. (2.21) now exerts
a mQor influence on the real part or of the first rotating
lead/lag eigenvalue, whereas the terms in the underlined
coefficients in Eq. (2.21) do not. The effect of the O(c s)
nonlinearities that appear in the 6v and 5w equations is
seen by comparing curve c with the dashed curve obtained
by using the equations in Ref. 2. For values of 0¢ as high
as about 0.4, the latter equations yield, for this stiff in-
plane blade, practically the same values for wv as the full
O(e s) equations used in this paper. At about 0¢ = 0.4,
the numerical calculation of the eigenvalues based on the
equations in Ref. 2 fail to converge.
The first flap eigenvalue obtained from Eq. (4.3) is
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Again, the effect of Bs,iykz on
both aw and w_ is negligible for a soft in-plane blade with
w* = 0.7, but significant for a stiff in-plane blade with
w_ = 1.5 for higher values of collective pitch. The effect
of the apparent inertia, 04,ii, and of the Rii aerodynamic
terms, generally neglected in the literature, is reflected in
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the eigenvalue (aw,w_o) even for 8c -- 0. It was verified
numerically that the L3,_i torsion-bending coupling term
that appears in Eq. (2.21)--and also in the 6v and 6w vari-
ational equations as a 0:. term--has no practical influence
on w_o. Its influence on aw was found to be negligible for
w; = 1.5, but significant when w; = 0.7. As indicated by
Figs. 7 and 8, the damping for the perturbed flap motion
for a soft in-plane blade can be significantly affected by the
additional O(e 3) terms included in the equations used here.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the real and imaginary parts of the
first rotating torsion eigenvalues of Eq. (4.3). The values
of the torsional frequency we are relatively large, and, as
seen from these figures, there is little difference between
the results obtained here and those obtained by using the
equations in Ref. 2 for small values of 8c. For larger values
of collective pitch 8c, however, the full O(e 8) equations used
here and those in Ref. 2 predict a different trend for w_ as
8c is increased further. However, this trend difference is
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exhibited at such high values of 0c that it may not be of
practical significance.
The torsion damping is significantly affected by the
O(e 3) terms included in the equations used in this paper.
Particularly noticeable in Figs. 9 and 10 is the opposing tor-
sion damping trends for a soft in-plane blade with w_ = 0.7
for increasing values of 0¢. This is observed by comparing
the results given by curve a, obtained with the full O(e 3)
equations, and by the dashed curve obtained by using the
equations in Ref. 2.
It is worth mentioning that all the results shown in
Figs. 3 to 10 were essentially unaffected by the O(e 3) ijkl
terms in the _v and 6w equations. These are terms in
vtjwtkOth vtj(vkOtl, etc.
5. Concluding Remarks
Numerical results obtained from nonlinear rotor blade
equations for the hovering flight condition, with terms re-
tained up through O(e3), are presented and compared with
results from a simpler O(e 2) model obtained by previous
investigators 2. In order to facilitate an understanding of
which terms are important in the present model that were
absent in the previous, simpler model, the present model
was exercised with several different classes of terms sys-
tematically omitted. Present results, a subset of all the
results obtained, indicate that both linear and nonlinear
terms of O(e 3) can significantly affect results for both non-
linear static equilibrium and linear aeroelastic stability. For
the results presented here, the most significant cubic non-
linear terms are those associated with structural geometric
nonlinearity in the torsion equation. It would appear that
such terms should be present in any general-purpose rotor
dynamics analysis. The corresponding terms in the equa-
tions for bending, although not practically significant in the
present results, do make the structural terms in the equa-
tions symmetric. The most significant linear terms in the
present model but absent in Ref. 2 are associated with an
approximate aerodynamics model, the accuracy of which
has not been rigorously ascertained. For completeness, it is
recommended that a similar investigation be undertaken for
the forward flight condition to determine if similar trends
hold.
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mDISCUSSION
EFFECTS OF STATIC EQUILIBRIUM AND HIGHER-ORDER NONLINEARITIES
ON ROTOR BLADE STABILITY IN HOVER
Marcelo R. M. Crespo da Silva
Dewey H. Hodges
[Editors' note: The only question asked was by Jing Yen of Bell Helicopter and it
was answered by Crespo da Silva and Hodges. It had to do with the meanings of his
various curves in terms of the terms in his equations. He answered by pointing out
terms on his slide, so the text of the discussion is not very enlightening. Their
paper provides the same information at the end of section 3.1.]
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Aeroelastic Modeling of Rotor Blades with Spanwise Variable Elastic Axis Offset -
Classic Issues Revisited and New Formulations
by
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Abstract
In response to a systematic methodology assess-
ment program directed to the aeroelastic stability
of hingeless helicopter rotor blades, improved basic
aeroelastic reformulations and new formulations
relating to structural sweep have been achieved.
Correlational results are presented showing the
substantially improved performance of the G400 aero-
elastic analysis incorporating these new formula-
tions. The formulations pertain partly to sundry
new solutions to classic problem areas, relating to
dynamic inflow with vortex-ring state operation and
basic blade kinematics, but mostly to improved
physical modeling of elastic axis offset (structural
sweep) in the presence of nonlinear structural twlsL
Specific issues addressed are an alternate modeling
of the AEI torsional excitation due to compound
bending using a force integration approach, and the
detailed kinematic representation of an elastically
deflected point mass of a beam with both structural
sweep and nonlinear twist.
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Nomenclature
Tip loss factor ? , T
Rotor roll and pitch moment coefficients, y_ z
respectively, (moment/=_2tR5), ND J j
Rotor thrust coefficient (T/o_g2R_), ND
Section bending stiffness in fl@twise and edgewise y_j zdirections, respectively, lb-in z or ND, :J
(AEI'EIz-EIy)
Induced velocity function, ND _E _F
Tension cosine resolution function, ND
Induced velocity gradient factor, ND _v
Section shear load distributions in directions k
of "5" coordinate system, ND 7w i
Blade k'th edgewise modal response variable
Blade i'th flatwise modal response variable 76j
Section moment load distributions about axes
in the "5"coordinate system,ND 8
Blade J'th torsion modal response variable e
80
Rotor radius, ft. A
Blade spanwise coordinate, measured from offset e5
in x5 direction, ND
_f5
Y 10EA' zlOEA
_B
Ag
Component of load distribution in radial (x2)
direction, ND
Tension at blade section, or rotor thrust,
as appropriate, ibf.
Coordinate transformation matrix relating "5"
and "6" coordinate systems, due to structural
sweep, ND
Inward radial (xb) foreshortening of blade
element point due to combination of built-in
sweep and elastic deformation, ND
inflow parameter
Elastic deflections in the edgewlse and fletwise
directione, respectively, ND
Uniform component of momentm_ induced velocity, ND
Cosine and sine components, respectively, of
momentum induced velocity, ND
Deflection correction functions due to first order
twist effects, ND
Deflection correction terms due to second order
twist effects, ND
Components of position vector in the "5" system
(rotating, coned and lagged), ND
Built-in offset distances of elastic axis from
x5 axis in inplane and out-of-plane directions,
respectively, ND
Built-in offset distances of elastic axis from
x5 axis, in edgewise and flatwise directions,
respectively, ND
Built-ln blade precone, deg.
Built-in precone outboard of pitch bearing
(negative droop), deg.
Nonlinear J'th torsion modal weighting functions
for torsion excitation due to edgewise and flat-
wise force loadings, respectively, N_
Nonlinear J'th torsion modal weighting functions
for torsion excitation due to flatwise and edge-
wise moment feedings, respectively, ND
Inplane end out-of-plane slope projection angles,
respectively, defining blade element orientation,
rad.
Deflection mode shape for the k'th edgewise
normal mode, ND
Deflection mode shape for the i'th flatwise
normal mode, ND
Deflection mode shape f or the J'th torsion normal
mode, ND
Total local blade pitch angle, radians
Elastic torsion deflection angle, radians
Collective pitch angle, deg.
Structural sweep angle projection onto xb-Y 5
plane, red.
Structural sweep angle projection onto Xb-Z 5
plane, red.
Presented at the ITR Methodology Assessment Workshop at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California,
June 1983.
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Subscripts and
( )e
( )EA
( )
( )
^
( )
Inflow ratio with spanwlse and azimuthal
variability, ND
Normalized rotor through flow parameter, ND
Part of uniform inflow arislng from rotor
forward flight, ND
Uniform component of variable inflow, ND
Rotor advance ratio, ND
Air density, ib-sec2/ft 4
Alternately, rotor solidity, and real part of
eigenvalue, ND
Blade azimuth angle, rad.
Rotor rotation speed, rpm.
Su2e r sc r _.._
Due to elastic deformation
Defined at the elastic axis
Differentiation with respect tO
Differentiation with respect to (r/R)
Denotes @valuation at zero collective
angle as applied to deflections
Introduction
For most production helicopter design applica-
tions, the principal role of contemporary comprehen-
sive rotor aeroelastlc analyses has been that of
providing calculations of forced structural responses
and, in particular, of blade dynamic stresses. The
United Technologies Corporation family of G400 rotor
aeroelastic analyses comprises such a comprehensive
analysis technology and has undergone extensive
development in the last ten years with this principal
role as a prime objective. The present G400 techno-
logy has evolved from an analysis originally formu-
lated for the unique aeroelastic characteristics of
the composite bearingless rotor. That analysis
represented an advancement in the state-of-the-art
with regard to the modeling of rotors with time-
variable, nonlinear structural twist and multiple
structural redundancy, as described in Reference i.
The G400 technclogy which has evolved now includes a
family of four actively used versions with a
completely general range of applicability in rotor
type (articulared, hingeless, teetered and gimballed)
and vehicle application (helicopters, propellers and
wind turbines). The mathematical modeling capabili-
ties of the G400 analyses are summarized in Figure i.
ROTOR FLIGHT
CONFIGURATION CONDITION
{PHYSICAL (AIRSPEED INFLOW
DESCRIPTION} CONTROL ANGLES) CHARACTERISTICS
G400 AEROELASTIC ANALYS_S
/\
COUPLED (LINEAR)
MODES AEROELASTIC
AND STABILITY
I_REOUENCIES
• BEAM BENDING AND TORSION MODES
• STRUCTURAL SWEEP AND TWIST
• UNSTEADY AIRLOADS
EIG'ENSOLUTION' [ r_
• VACUUM T 1 TIME-HISTORY
• NONVACUUMJ i|, SOLUTION
TRANSIENTS. PERFORMANCE HARMONIC
(NONLINEAR) RESPONSES
AEROELASTIC STABILITy STRESSES
CONTROL INPUTS
Fig. l - Basic capabilities of G400 Aeroelastic
Analyses.
Of the two major solution types, elgensolution and
time-history solution, the latter contains the most
complete physical modeling of the blade aeroelas-
ticity. This includes the dynamics, airloads, exci-
tations and kinematic couplings with the full reten-
tion of all nonlinearities which have been identified
as being potentially germalne to the aeroelastics.
Thus, no nonlinearities have been deleted from the
time-history solution for reasons of mathematical
convenience. Prior to 1983, the major documentation
of the G400 technology was available only in Refer-
ences 1 through 3. Since completion of the work
reported herein, another major documentation source
has become available (Reference 4).
Within the context of only forced response
calculations, limited harmonic response correlation
studies have been performed. These have been
conducted principally under corporate and contractual
funding; References 5 and 6 are the available docu-
mentations of this type of correlation study.
Detailed aeroelastic stability correlation studies,
however, had not been performed prior to the perfor-
mance of the Integrated Technology Rotor/Flight
Research Rotor (ITR/FRR) Methodology Assessment study
(Reference 7). One reason for the lack of G400
stability correlation calculations is clearly the
emphasis placed on forced response loads calculations
by the principal users of the code. Another more
logistical reason, however, is that over most of its
development life the G400 analysis has been princi-
pally a time-history solution analysis. As a result,
the eigensolution capability had not kept pace with
the increased sophistication of this time-history
solution capability. Consequently, accurate stabi-
lity calculations have typically required the use of
transient time-history calculations. Such calcula-
tions are generally both time and cost intensive and,
hence, had been eschewed. Despite the cost disadvan-
tage, however, time-history solutions present a
distinct advantage in the calculation of transient
stability, as is discussed in greater detail in a
subsequent section.
Under contract NAS2-I0864, the in-house heli-
copter version of G400 was exercised for stability
correlation as part of this methodology assessment
study. Initial results of this study were generally
poor. The G400 stability predictions were deemed
unacceptably inaccurate and a concerted corporate-
sponsored methodology improvement project was
initiated. The general results of this improvement
project were completely successful. The stability
predictive capability of G400 was definitely raised
to an acceptably accurate level (giving good to
excellent correlation results) while retaining a
valid, mathematically consistent formulation. Over
and above this immediate positive result, however,
this methodology improvement study produced new
formulations and revised existing ones; these
formulations are of interest in their own right.
2_8
The nature of the detailed reformulations were
of three main types: The first consisted of the
detection and correction of outright errors in the
programmed implementations of the existing derived
equations. The second consisted of a sundry class
of modifications wherein established aeroelastic
methodology was extended from the generally accepted
norm. And the third consisted of an improved repre-
sentation of structural sweep. A discussion of the
first type df reformulation is clearly inappropriate
for publication and is omitted from further discus-
sion. The second and third types of reformulation,
however, constitute new knowledge and form the basis
of this paper. The remainder of this paper is
divided into three main sections: (i) a review of
the pertinent G400/'ITR correlation results, (2) a
description of the sundry modifications arising from
enhanced reformulations of existing theory, and
(3) a description of the new formulations relating
to structural sweep.
Review of Pertinent ITR Correlation Results
The ITR Methodology Assessment Study, as
defined in Reference 7, concentrated on the aero-
elastic stability characteristics of hingeless and/
or bearingless rotors both in hub-fixed and hub-
flexible configurations. Particular emphasis was
placed on the stability of the already lightly damped
blade edgewise (inplane) mode as affected by coup-
lings with the blade flatwise (out-of-plane) and
torsion modes, and with the flexible hub degrees-of-
freedom. In all cases, the pertinent mode, whose
stability characteristics were to he calculated, was
characterized by relatively low reduced frequencies
along the blade and for most conditions by an absence
of stall. Hence, the stability phenomena could be
assumed to be reasonably well-governed by conven-
tional quasi-static airloads.
The original results from applying G400 to the
experimental correlational data were generally poor
for most of the configurations defined in the study.
Of particular significance were the poor correlations
achieved with the simplest configuration: that of an
isolated hingeless model rotor with no twist or
cyclic pitch (configuration IIA, as described in
detail in Reference 8). Although the other configu-
rations were equally, if not more, important to the
ITR study as a whole, only this configuration will be
addressed in this paper because it was the primary
vehicle which led to the enhancements to be
discussed herein.
PRECONE =DROOP=0
CASE 1: STIFF _/
CASE 2: SOFT _" I---_1,
CASE 3 STIFF
CASE 4: SOFT
}__1_ 8B' PRECONE = 5 °_,(NEG) DROOP = 0
£
r-_ _ _B PRECONE =0
CASE 5 STIFF}CASE 6: O T _ OR-_SO &_]'(NEG) DROOP =5°FTi -fORS'ON)
Fig. 2 Correlation cases for ITR configuration
IIA, isolated hingeless rotor.
The configuration IIA rotor stability data con-
sisted of 6 distinct cases involving simple parameter
variations in precone, BB, droop, (-)&8, and torsional
flexure stiffness, as shown in Figure 2. A measure of
the torsional stiffness of the two flexures is
afforded by the first torsional mode amplitudes near
the blade root. For the stiff and soft flexures, the
calculated torsion modal amplitudes (at the 3% span-
wise location) were, respectively, .00013 and 0.1275&
For each of these parameter variations, the damping
constant, o, was obtained as a function of blade
collective angle, 6o, as shown in Figures 3a thru 3f.
These figures present the experimentally obtained
values together with the initial (12/81) G400 calcu-
lations and the updated (5/83) ones. The improved
correlation of the updated G400 results is apparent
and is generally representative of all the results
obtained by including the three types of reformula-
tions. These figures will be referred to in the
subsequent sections to illustrate the impact of the
various specific reformulations.
o9
(a) Case i - stiff flexure, 6B = &S= 0.
-5 "i:'--_ i!!i !!!!!!! ((15_883:'
:L /
- 2 ......:'::::_:i::i_!ili:: ............. i_ ............. iiiiii?:
"':'::i::iii:i!:::::::.::.:.:.:.:.....-.===============================================
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
8 0, DEC
Fig. 3 - Comparison of experimental results with
initial and revised G400 calculations-
configuration IIA.
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(b) Case 2 - soft flexure, 8B= AB = O.
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(c) Case 3 - stiff flexure, 6B=5O , AB=O.
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(e) Case 5 - stiff flexure, BB=0 ,AB=-5 °.
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(d) Case 4 - soft flexure, 8B=5°, A6=0.
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Fig. 3 continued - Comparison of experimental results with initial and revised G400 calculations-configuration IIA.
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Sundry Relormulations Relatin_ to Existing Theory
Air D_ss Dynamics
Examination of Figures 3a and 3b shows an
experimentally observable falloff of rotor stability
at sufficiently high values of collective angle.
The most obvious inaccuracy of the initial G400
calculations is the premature falling off of the
damping constant with increasing collective angle.
The physics governing this attenuation of damping
is twofold: First, increases in collective will
necessarily increase the blade loading and, thereby,
the static out-of-plane blade bending. This increase
in static _ending will significantly impact on the
effective pitch-edge coupling which, in large measur%
defines the pitch-flap-lag stability. Secondly,
increases in collective will also increase the pene-
tration of the blade section angles-of-attack into
the near stall, high dra B rise coefficient regime of
airfoil operation. As shown in Reference 8, this
regime of rotor operation'is generally destabilizing.
The basic parameter common to and controlling each of
these effects is the local blade section angle-of-
attack. The angle-of-attack, however, is determined
from both geometric and inflow contributions. From
inspection of the initial G400 results it appeared
that the section angle-of-attack vs. pitch angle
relationship might be incorrect and such in fact
was the case.
The G400 technology incorporates a representa-
tion of air mass dynamics which closely conforms to
the established state-of-the art (e.g. Reference 9).
The major departure of the G400 technology from that
typified by Reference 9 is twofold. First, the
technology employs a nonperturbational, totally
nonlinear form of the momentum equations. Second,
in order to accommodate the high thrust loadings
at which a wind turbine is capable of operating, the
G400 technology employs an empirical correction
procedure for simulating operation in or near the
vortex-ring state. These ideas are sum_narized in
the following development. The total (nonperturba-
tional) form of momentum variable inflow is assumed
to be as follows:
X{r,*)= XRAM- Vo--r[(V,c+ KVo) COS_ + V,s sin_] (1)
where the Glauert factor,K, is approximated (I0)
by the following simple expression:
4 (/_/ko)
K =
3, 1.2 +(p./Xo)
(2a)
, where:
XO= XRA M -- VO (2b)
and where Vl, vle and Vls are the uniform (zeroth
harmonic), and first harmonic components of induced
velocity, respectively. These components of induced
velocity are governed by appropriate first order
differential equations:
-oI-c-]-vI- I,
where _ is a newly-defined rotor induced velocity
function whose independent variable is taken to be
the normalized through-flow parameter defined
as follows:
_, = son(×oCT)_/-,/IC.rllZB 2
(3)
(4)
(5)
and the usual inflow parameter, v, is defined as:
/2 + Xo(X o- Vo)
V = (6)
For rotor operation well removed from the
vortex ring state (IXI_I.4) the rotor induced
velocity function,_, consists of two branches
and is directly obtainable from standard momentum
theory as given simply by 1/15 I . For values of
IXI less than 1.4 and especially approaching zero,
the momentum representation breaks down (and
eventually goes singular). Alternate empirical
correction curves which connect the two valid
momentum branches for values of X between -1.4 and
+1.4 are suggested by material presented both by
Gessow and Myers (II) and by Lissaman, as shown
in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Rotor induced velocity function.
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Essentially the reformulations pertaining to
air mass dynamics which were included in the updated
G400 technology were to include the signum function
factor in the definition for i, as given in Equation
(5) (in order to accommodate negative values of
inflow, k), and to abandon the Lissaman data in favor
of the Gessow and r_ers data. For the configuration
IIA correlation cases, these changes resulted in
values of '_-fwhich were above the momentum values
compared with ones which were initially below, at
the high thrust (high collective angle) conditions.
_is correction to the formulation of the induced
velocity function accounted for the difference in
steady section angles-of-attack needed to bring the
high collective pitch angle results into agreement
with experiment.
Basic Considerations of Blade Kinematics
The high relative torsional stiffness of the
"stiff" flexure, cases 3 and 5 of configuration IIA
(see Figure 2),result in these cases taking on
especially useful significance. For these two cases,
the rotor blade is essentially rigid in torsion up to
the point just outboard of the flexure. Thus, they
are aeroelastically equivalent and should have the
same stability characteristics. The experimental
results shown in Figures 3c and 3e do confirm this
supposition.
Within the context of the G400 technology,
however, cases IIA-3 and IIA-5 must be respectively
modeled as a blade with a straight elastic axis
preconed at a 5 degree angle, and as a blade without
precone, but with a 5 degree bend in the elastic axis.
The effective equivalency of cases IIA-3 and IIA-5
thus forms the basis for validating the consistency
of formulations especially with regard to elastic
axis offset (structural sweep).
The aeroelastic significance of both radial
foreshortening and spanwise tension (treated in the
subsequent subsections) is that they are each an
important source of coupling between flatwise bending
and edgewise bending. Because of the contributions
of flatwise bending to radial foreshortening, flat-
wise rate terms appear in the Coriolis force depen-
dent terms in the edgewise equation. Similarly,
because of the contribution of edgewise rate to the
centrifugal force, edgewise rate terms appear in the
tension terms in the flatwise equation. Because of
the evident significance of these terms, a useful
test for assessing the accuracy and self-consistency
of the improved formulations was that the stability
predictions for cases IIA-3 and IIA-5 be the same.
Kinematics of Radial Foreshortenin_
The original G400 development (i) invoked
various principal assumptions which were intended
to allow for advancement of the art of modeling
nonlinear structural twist while avoiding unnecessary
obfuscation caused by the inclusion of numerous
nonlinear terms. Accordingly, the radial foreshor-
tening of a mass element due to elastic bending,
Ue, was kept simplistic and assumed to be limited to
that accruing from flatwise bending only. It was
accordingly represented by a quadratic function in
flatwise bending:
I
Ywmdrt qW i qwmUe = T w i
(4)
In the refo_nulated G400 technology , this
restirctive assumptionwasrelaxed. The two basic
assumptions which were retained, expanded upon and"
utilized as an alternative basis are as follows:
(7)
i) The elastic (torsion axis is defined to be the
spanwise locus of shear centers of the two-
dimensional blade (beam) sections taken perpen-
dicular to this spanwise locus. Note that this
definition treats the elastic axis as an
abstracted section property, as contrasted with
what one would measure in a bench test of an
actual curved beam. The built-in structural
sweep (elastic axis offset), together with the
elastic bending deflections, define an elastic
axis which is generally a space-curve about which
the local torsion deflection must take place.
2) The arc length of the so-defined elastic axis is
invariant both in toto and per blade segment.
Radial foreshortening accrue entirely from the
kinematics of bending and distributed torsion
along the space-curve elastic axis.
3) Local radial foreshortening is defined relative
to the total extended arc length of the elastic
axis. A hypothetical beam formed by the straigh-
tening out of the arc length of the elastic axis
and the elimination of all pitch and twist is
herein defined to be the "equivalent beam."
Contributions to radial foreshortening then
accrue from (a) the built-ln structural sweep, i.e.
that which restores the equivalent beam to the origi-
nal swept planform (b) first order (linear) functions
of bending, arising from built-in structural sweep,
(c) second order (nonlinear) functions of bending
each with elastic torsion arising from built-in
structural sweep, and (d) second order functions
each of both flatwise and edgewise bending.
These contributions are pictorially indicated in
Figure 5.
(y5),(Z5) -_ _6-- (dAx)3
l BUILT-IN STRUCTURAL __ t.._(d.:.%x) 2SWEEP'(Ae5)'(AI5)_ [I I
ELASTICALLY _ I-_ "- (d&X)l
DEFLECTED (_el,(_e)
BLADESEGME. 
/ / (J5EA)'(_Z5EA)
L x5
- dr
Fig. 5 Contributions to incremental radial fore-
shortening due to structural sweep and
elastic deformations.
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Each of these contributions can be
modeled in a straightforward manner, and in lieu
of the detailed development given in Reference 4,
are simply stated as follows:
=Or- =Or-Jdr'- "z E, (8)
A,,<] (9)
=co$^,Socos^, o[,-J,- v;'- .='
I v_Z + we, Z)dr
_cosAe5o coshfs o'_ ( (I0)
where AYlOEA and AZlOEA are, respectively, the
built-in changes per segment length of the chordwise
and flatwise distances of the elastic axis from the
reference, x5, axis. And where Ae5 and Af5 are,
respectively, the structural sweep _ngle projections
onto the x5-Y 5 and x5-z 5 reference planes.
The total elastic radial foreshortening at the
center of the nth segment is then determined by the
following integral:
rn
Lien= g [(dAx) I -t-(dAx);_ + (d_x)_] (ii)
The details of this integration are straightforward
but sufficiently tedious to be beyond the intent and
usefulness of this paper. Symbolically, u e is
finally given by:
Ue : (DUEAO) + (DUEAFi)qw i + (DUEAEw) • qv k
+ (UELSETwj) qvkqo j + (UELSFTij) qwiq8 j
I
+ _- {UELASEkm)qvkqvm + -_ {UELASFin) qwiqw n (12)
This formulation thus contains Equation 7 as a
contributing term.
Spanwise Tension Distribution
Of all the terms appearing in the blade dynamlc
equations, the tension force is by far the greatest
in magnitude and, by definition, qualifies as a
"zeroth order" term. The difficulty in accurately
modeling tension is that although it is a zeroth
order term, the zeroth order component is equili-
brated by other zeroth order effects (e.g. the steady
blade airloads). Indeed, it can be well appreciated
that the significant dynamics of rotor blades are
determined by the higher order terms. Thus, even
though tension is principally a zeroth order quantity,
it still becomes important to model it with suffi-
cient detail to capture the salient higher order
effects.
Tension has been typically calculated as the
direct spanwise integration of the radial force
loading, Sx2 , outboard of the blade field point
(center of blade segment). The radial force loading
is, in turn, taken to be that due to centrifugal
force and is thus dependent on the mass element
radial position and inplane velocity, both of which
include higher order terms. The formulations of
the previous subsection, therefore, clearly impact
on the calculation of centrifugal force. In addition
to these reformulations, an additional higher order
effect relating to tension was identified which
subsequently led to the required self-consistency.
In the reformulated G400 technology, account has
been taken of the fact that tension is a vector
whose local direction is determined by the orienta-
tion of the beam element (blade segment). The cen-
trifugal force on the other hand is a vector always
oriented radially in the rotor rotation plane.
Hence, tension and centrifugal force are not
generally codirectional. Upon defining the out-of-
plane and inplane projections of the skew angle,
y, between these two vectors, as YF and YE,
respectively, the effect of non-codirectionality on
tension can be written as:
T(r) : FT(r) Sxadr , (13)
where:
FT(r) : cosy(r)= v/_l--sin2YE--sin2Y F (14)
Reformulations Relatin$ to Variable Elastic Axis
Offset
As originally formulated, the G400 technology
assumed the elastic axis to define a space-curve as
a result of combined flatwise and edgewise bending.
In this case, the blade curvature is directly pro-
portional to the elastic modal degrees-of-freedom.
_ais situation consequently allowed for considerable
simplicity in structural modeling especially with
regard to the nonlinear torsion excitation resulting
from combined flatwise and edgewise bending (the
AEI term_ For the case of built-in variable elastic
offset (structural sweep) the accurate definition of
such sweep in terms of its curvature becomes
impractical. Also, while an approximation to the
blade kinematics resulting from "small sweep" could
be obtained heuristically by considering the struc-
tural sweep to consist of "pre-bends" in the elastic
axis, this procedure becomes suspect at moderate to
large structural sweep. These issues become impor-
tant in cases IIA-I and IIA-2 wherein large bending
deflections occur at the high collective angles,
and in case IIA-6 where the effects of structural
sweep are most pronounced. The following
subsections address these two issues.
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Torsion Excitation due to Compound Bendin s
As given in Reference l, and as recognized
elsewhere in the literature, the torsion differen-
tial equation is comprised of three basic parts.
The first part consists of the usual elastic
stiffening terms, and the second consists of
combinations of distributed moment loadings. The
third part is comprised of the wholly nonlinear
torsion loadings accruing from distributed force
loadings acting on moment arms pxovided by curvature
in the elastic axis. As given in Reference i, the
torsion equation is given by:
[ i I t2 t2 z t tt]t(_)GJO_ + ek'ZAT + _'EB, le - 8B 10 - EBzOBVe
elastic stiffening
[ ' -' ]®: -qxs-ysqy 5 ZSqz5
% T
moment loadings
Ill I t I I
+ {Y5 I_ [Z5l _l Pxs(rz)drz- J_¢l Pzs(rz)drz+ Qys(rl)]drl
I
(15)
I
curvatures functions of force loadings
In Reference I, the curvatures used in the
(nonlinear) third portion of the torsion equation
were assumed to arise entirely from the elastic
bending deflections, v_ and w_ . As such, it can
be shown that the nonlinear excitation term in
Equation (37) can be reduced to a compact expression
which includes the familiar difference of bending
stiffness term, _EI ( = Elz-Ely):
(Elz - Ely) Ve'We"
I ^ l_^ I_ II"j
- (eAT + £8_,(8; + _'¢_e /UelWe j (16)
This method for including the effect is
attractive principally because of its simplicity
and has been used to good advantage by numerous
investigators. Three difficulties exist with this
method of implementation, however. The first
difficulty relates to the fact that the implementa-
tion of Equation (16) is based on a "mode deflection"
description of internal bending moment. The diffi-
culty with a mode deflection formulation per se is
two-fold. Studies of the characteristics of
mode deflection formulations (References 12 and 13)
have established that convergence to accurate
representations of internal bending moment is often
not assured with a small number of modes. This
accuracy problem is then compounded by the fact that
the two components of this nonlinear excitation are
subtractive. This is evidenced by the differencing
of the section bending stiffnesses as indicated above.
A second difficulty with using the gEl method
relates to the assumed space curve character of the
elastic axis. As such, torsion deflections are
seen to contribute to inplane and out-of-plane
deflections in the presence of bending. Thus, an
analogous nonlinear excitation exists in both the
flatwise and edgewise bending equations. In the
framework of the G400 technology, these nonlinear
excitations in the bending equations are most
practically implemented using a "force integration"
approach. Consequently, the use of a AEI mode
deflection implementation in the torsion equation
together with a force integration implementation
in the bending equations results in a (coupled)
modal mass matrix which is generally nonsyrmnetric.
A nonsymmetric mass matrix is not intrinsically
a weakness for isolated rotor simulation and has
been successfully used for years in that mode.
However, the potential exists for spurious diver-
gent response conditions caused by an inertia
matrix becoming nonpositive-definite due to this
deflection dependent nonsymmetry.
The third difficulty with the Equation 16 for-
mulation is that it is difficult to include the
built-in curvature due to structural sweep.
Equation (16) requires curvature information which
is not generally available for the built-ln
geometry.
Because of these difficulties, the conven-
tional _EI approach of Equation (16) was abandoned
in favor of a "force integration" approach.
Accordingly, the Galerkin approach is first applied
to the nonlinear excitation term and then
integration by parts is used to achieve an inter-
mediary step needed to eliminate the explicit
curvature terms:
;o,.,f%o,=;o'f-o.o(;o"
r r, t,
%5 _0 _0 )"8j'5 dr2 drl + (z;T+ r ,,+ qY$) _0 )Oj Y5 dr=
-(y_T--qz,) _')'# Z;drt} cl,_o i (17)
Since this term represent§ the nonlinear
effects, it is reasonable to use a zeroth order
approximation to the curvature terms wherein the
structural sweep is assumed to be "small". With
this assumption, all the integrals in Equation (17)
can be evaluated using the deflection correction
functions defined in Reference i.
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Thus, Equation (17) becomes:
+ _'. _[T(*g+ Z',oE,- Awe2)'_awe2)')* qyscosO+ %si_®]
(18)
where :
l"y0j: )"0i(W e + ZtOE A- AW--AW) - I AVEAi-AVEA i) (19a)
moment loadings defined for the linear
excitations of the bending equations.
The nonlinear torsion weighting functions,
Equations (19), thus serve in effect,
as the virtual deflection functions
arising from torsion deflections
appropriate to the bendin_ generalized
loads.
3. The validity of the force integration
approach is enhanced by the fact that
the resulting terms in the torsion
equation which represent rows of the
inertia matrix (reflecting the integra-
tion of inertia forces) produce
complete mass matrix syrmmetry and
consequently insure positive-definiteness.
Kinematic Representation for Structural Sweep
FZsj: )"Sj(Ve +YlOEA + A.V -- AV)- (AWEA j + AWEA i) (lgb)
×e)(w_+Z;OEA_&w(Z)'_&W(ZY)_,. (Z)' . (a)'. (19e)
. t_VEA i- _VEAj)
_zsj: YSj{v_ + YiOEA_+ &v(Z)_-&V (2F) - (AWE4:))'+ /"WEAi (2)/'1
(19d)
Equation (18) represents the required form of
the "force integration" implementation of the
nonlinear torsion excitation term. Upon recog-
nizing and utilizing various cancellations arising
in Equation (18) itself and in combination with
similar terms contained in the moment loadings
term, the final most useful form of the torsion
equation can then be written as:
.to',.o'[o o; fo'(,.,,o.-
+ '')'+ +"'"+
•-")' - ")'"[ Iv;
-- _r_VEAj - AVEAj ) + "'" + qY5
To conclude this subsection, three observations
can be made of the above formulations:
I.
2.
Equations (19) all reduce to zero for
zero structural sweep and zero elastic
deflection, as would be expected from
the behaviour of Equation (16).
In Equation (18), the terms multiplying
the nonlinear torsion weighting functions
(FYSj,...) are actually the force and
The selected general approach to modeling struc-
tural sweep is to use the simple well established
concepts for bending and torsion of straight beams
as a departure point. Accordingly, blade elastic
bending is defined by conventional beam bending
differential equations wherein the usual independent
spanwise variable is taken to be the arc length
along the elastic axis. Furthermore, these bending
differential equations are defined locally using the
loadings normal to the built-in elastic axis.
Within this context, explicit elastic bending-torsion
coupling due to structural sweep is omitted in favor
of implicit coupling due to inertial, aerodynamic
and gravitational loadings taken with appropriate
sweep related kinematics. Within this context,
the major necessary task in modeling structural
sweep is to define the kinematics of the blade
element mass centers and aerodynamic centers as
explicit functions of the blade modal response
variables. This subsection addresses this major
task, from which the formulations of inertial
aerodynamic and gravity loads follow in a straight-
forward manner. These subsequent formulations for
loadings are thus omitted herein for clarity.
Structural sweep is defined in a general sense
wherein both inplane and out-of-plane offsets of
the built-in elastic axis, Y5E A and Z5EA, respec-
tively, are admitted (see Figure 6). The basic
objectives of the structural sweep related
reformulations are: (i) to define a coordinate
system rotation transformation from the "5" pitch
axis system to the swept "6" system (which is
locally attached to the elastic axis), and (2) to
define the deflections in the "5" system as
functions of the built-in structural sweep and
the elastic bending and torsion motions, which are
measured in the "6" system. These two objectives
must also be met while including the previous G400
formulations with regard to structural twist.
The procedure formulated for including these two
structural elements (sweep and twist) is summarized
in the material which follows; the reader is
directed to Reference 4 for a more detailed
description.
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The general modeling of the blade Y5 and z 5
kinematics due to combined structural twist and
sweep is accomplished in the following steps:
i. The elastic axis of the "equivalent beam"
described in an above subsection is
"distorted" back to the original planform
defined by the built-in structural sweep
and segment arc length distributions (but
without pitch or twist). This step essen-
tially defines the position in space of
the elastic axis space curve. This posi-
tioning requires the xs, Y5 and z 5 offset
distances of the centers of the segments
as well as projections onto the xs-Y 5 and
x5-z 5 planes of the swept elastic axis
line segments. These projections define
the sweep angle distributions, Ae5 and Af5.
2. As shown in Figure 6, the orientations of
the elastic axis line segments define the
local "6" coordinate system, x 6 is defined
parallel to the axis of the elastic axis
line segment; Y6 is defined parallel to
the x5-Y 5 plane, (+) in leading edge
direction; z 6 is orthogonal to x 6 and Y6'
(+) in the normally positive thrusting
motion. It should be stressed that the
result of step I is to produce, in addi-
tion to the inplane and out-of-plane
offsets (AY5 and Az 5) of the elastic axis
from the (reference) x 5 pitch axis, a
radial foreshortening ( x 5) due to the
constancy of the total arc length of the
elastic axis. This Ax 5 foreshortening
is given by the negative of Ue, as
developed in the previous section.
3. The blade segments of the blade configura-
tion resulting from steps I and 2 are then
pitched and twisted about their respective
elastic axis line segments (x 6 axis) to
restore the blade back to its original
built-in, but elastically undeflected
position. The pitch and twist angles for
each segment are defined relative to the
Y6 axis.
4. The blade is then elastically deflected in
torsion (Se=_ysjq8 j) about the built-ln space
J
curve elastic axis as defined by YlOEA and
ZlOEA to define a first set of "small" incre-
mental Y5 and z 5 deflections.
5. The blade is then elastically deflected in
flatwise and edgewise bending (w and v,
respectively in the presence of the torsion
deflection) to define a second set of small
incremental deflections. This second set of
incremental deflections is measured in the
"6" coordinate system and is governed by the
basic G400 deflection correction transforma-
tions defined in Reference i.
[ _z5
I _2/_._, y5 BLADE FEATHERING
Y3 (PITCH) AXIS
_ x5
' _ \ '.... .,, I1_ B
×2 x3
Y5
BUILT-IN ELASTIC
--- x 5
z51 ELASTIC -7 _\ (z6) _
I_ '/SEA I k- (Y6)
( ): INDICATES PROJECTIONS
x 5
Fig. 6 Schematics of the "5" and "6" coordinate
systems.
6. The second set of small incremental "6"
coordinate system deflections defined in
step 5 is transformed to the "5" coordinate
system using an Euler angle transformation
derived from sweep angle projections,
Ae5 and Afs, as discussed in above step i.
7. The results of steps l, 4 and 6 are then
combined to define the total Y5 and z 5
position vector components. These procedures
are mathematically described by the following
material.
First, the sweep angle projection distributions
are defined using the built-in elastic axis line
segment changes per segment length, the (invariant)
segment arc lengths Ar, together with changes to the
projection angles caused by elastic torsion
deflection:
Aes: sjn-I {_ _ r,,,,,=,/ AvE(j2)I)cos_&r - L' Eai -
_ (Z) I (2) I .
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where Y5EA and ZbE A are the built-ln elastic
axis offset changes per segment length. For
consistency with the definitions used for other
previously defined radial distributions, these
spanwlse variable quantities are considered to be
"derived" quantities calculated from the corres-
ponding quantities defined in the chordwise and
thlcknesswise directions, y,_ and
•UEA ZlOEA,
respectively. In practice_ however, the
"5" coordin@te system quantities are the more
accurately known and the "i0" =oordinate system
quantities are derived using trigonometric reso-
lution with the local built-in pitch angle.
The coordinate system transformation relating
the pitch axis ("5") coordinate system with the
swept ("6") coordinate system makes use of the
sweep angle projections given in Equations (21)
and (22) :
where:
(23)
(24)
[,As]=
X - sin Ae_
sinA e5 X
cos A f5 cosA f5
- X sinAf 5 sinAf 5 sinAes
cosAf 5 cosAf 5
sinAf 5
O
cos Af 5
(25)
and where:
×:_/I- sinZAe 5 - sinZAf5 (26)
The above development can then be combined to
yield the required expressions for inplane and
out-of-plane displacement:
Y5 (YlOEA C0SeB- ZIOEA $Jn@B'_
{ Z5 }: _Y,OE.'nOB+ZIOEACOSOB J
NTM
+Z [(&vzA j- AVEAj) C0S @ + (AWEAj + &WEA j) sine
• qe
[(AREA j- _ZAj)Sln @ - (&WEA j + awzAj)cos®f J
] I o+ (ve + AV - AV) COS @ - (w e -- AW - AW) sin G
(re+ Av - AV) sin_ + (w e - Aw - AW)COS
(27)
where :
tileo]E = 0 0 I
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and where Ve, We, Av, Aw, &V, AW are linear and
nonlinear combinations of qwi, qvk, and q0-, as per
the original G400 structural twist formulations (I).
Thus, the objectives defined above have been met;
the addition of structural sweep is accomplished
while retaining the structural twist formulation.
The formulation given by Equation (27) together with
that for radial foreshortening, Equation (ii),
extends the kinematic modeling to applications with
large structural sweep and moderate structural twist
Note that these formulations are generally quite
nonlinear in the elastic modal response variables,
qwi, qv k and qej"
Eigensolutlons vs. Time-History Solutions
As shown in Figure I, the basic G400 mathema-
tical capability includes both an eigensolution and
a time-history solution. Yet, despite the known
advantages of eigensolut_ons, the time-history
solution capability was used exclusively and
produced results which were probably unattainable
using the conventional eigensolution approach.
The generally well-identified disadvantages of time-
history solutions relative to eigensolutions (for
stability calculations) are: (i) The calculation
(CPU) time, and hence cost, is at least one order
of magnitude greater; (2) the calculations
inherently include the integral order forced
responses which obscure assessment of the
transients, and (3) postprocessing is required to
obtain conventional stability descriptors.
The time-history solution, as formulated and
implemented in the G400 technology, does not solve
essentially linearized equations using an appro-
priate quadrature algorithm. Rather, the dynamic
equations are retained in their nonlinear
(implicit) form without recourse to the explicit
expansion of loadings (as is typically required for
eigensolutions). For the present study, this
compact implementation presented clear advantages
which outweighed the above identified disadvantages:
(i) the accuracy of the basic physical modeling is
separated from the issue of selected llnearizatlon
scheme (mathematical modeling); (2) there is no need
to calculate accurate equilibrium trimmed responses
(as required for eigensolution linearization
schemes), and, most significantly, (3) the compact
implicit modeling scheme allows physical modeling
modifications to be made easily to the coding and
then quickly evaluated. It should be stressed that
these advantages are related mostly to research and
methodology development issues. For routine produc-
tion calculations, the cost-effectiveness of eigen-
solutions is not to be denied. Thus, a synergistic
relationship is implied between time-history
solution and eigensolution development. The former
is the superior physics modeling tool needed by the
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latter before the mathematical modelfng processes of
linearization should occur. Clearly, the former
provides an excellent alternate basis for validating
the latter, whereas, the latter, once validated
provides superior computational resources to the
analyst.
Concludin_ Remarks
The challenge posed by the ITR/FRR Methodology
Assessment study to correlate analyses with detailed
experimental stability data has borne fruitful
advances in the development of aeroelastic methodo-
logy. The United Technologies G400 analysis after
being upgraded as a result of this study now
appears to be well validated. Whereas, some of the
reformulations constituting this upgrading are
indigenous only to the G400 technology base, others
appears to have general applicability to the field
of rotor aeroelastics. These reformulations consti-
tute, in part, some new solution techniques for some
old problems: the inclusion of vortex-ring state
effects into air mass dynamics, the kinematics of
radial foreshortening, and a more accurate modeling
of tension. More significantly, these reformula-
tions constitute solution techniques for the
relatively new problem area posed by combined
variable structural sweep and structural twist.
These latter reformulations should find useful
application to a wide range of advanced rotor craft,
such as aeroelastically conformable helicopter rotor
blades, advanced technology propellers and prop-
fans.
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DISCUSSION
AEROELASTIC MODELING OF ROTOR BLADES WITH SPANWISE VARIABLE ELASTIC AXIS
OFFSET--CLASSIC ISSUES REVISED AND NEW FORMULATIONS
Richard L. Bielawa
Bob Ormiston, Aeromechanics Laboratory: Basically to repeat the question I had
yesterday, the new results shown there [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] presumably have symmet-
rical airfoil data and symmetrical inflow data, but they show an asymmetry in the
results. I presume you've got the gravity term in that calculation.
Bielawa: Yes, it is a time-history analysis so it's automatically there.
Ormiston: But is that the total reason for the asymmetry in the results?
Bielawa: I believe so.
Ormiston: It never appeared anywhere near that large in the calculations we did.
It's not a major effect but it's still there. If all these terms are all straight-
ened out, then what's going on?
Bielawa: As you can see, the effect I described was very powerful in raising this
up.
Ormiston: Forget about the dotted line [Just consider the solid one].
Bielawa: Well, the point I'm trying to make is that this curve was raised because
of what would appear to be a rather subtle modification to the inflow.
Ormiston: That's the next question. Is that change totally due to the inflow
formulation change?
Bielawa: This aspect of it, I think, was.
Ormiston: You didn't run a case that showed just the effect of the inflow change?
Bielawa: No. The point I was trying tomake is that what would appear to be a
rather subtle effect had a big effect on the steady bending.
Ormiston: How many percent on the steady bending?
Bielawa: I can't give you an answer for that. Yes, Wayne?
W__ne Johnson_ Session Chairman: Could you say a little bit more about what you did
to track down what needed to be changed? How did you identify the candidates?
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Bielawa: Yes I spent a lot of time with Case [A/3] and Case [A/5]. I knew that
they had to give the same answer and a lot of the things I did with trial and error
were to make those two cases honestly the same, without putting in any fudge fac-
tors. I learned a lot from those cases. I learned a lot from Case [A/6].
Peretz Friedmann_ UCLA: I just wanted to mention that I believe that that dynamic
torsional-excitation term, which you have massaged using the integration by parts to
get that relatively long expression, is a consequence of the fact that you are
patching an old formulation. You don't have a basically inherently nonlinear formu-
lation where you distinguish between the undeformed and deformed coordinates,
because if you had such a formulation this patching or correlation would not be
required. Is that true or am I wrong?
Bielawa: Well, as I interpret your question, it's a separating out of the nonlinear
terms in the torsion equation. In conversation we have identified some other defi-
ciencies in the elastic representation of the torsion. The nonlinear terms I'm
alluding to here are the ones that people typically associate with the AEI; bending
out-of-plane with in-plane loads and bending in-plane with out-of-plane loads.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL ROTOR DAMPING DATA-REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
William Warmbrodt
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
Abstract
The ability of existing data reduction tech-
niques to determine frequency and damping from
transient time-history records was evaluated.
Analog data records representative of small-scale
helicopter aeroelastie stability tests were
analyzed. The data records were selected to pro-
vide information on the accuracy of reduced fre-
quency and decay coefficients as a function of
modal damping level, modal frequency, number of
modes present in the time history record, prox-
imity to other modes with different frequencies,
steady offset in the time history, and signal-to
noise ratio. The study utilized the results from
each of the major U.S. helicopter manufacturers,
the U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate, and
NASA Ames Research Center using their inhouse data
reduction and analysis techniques. Consequently,
the accuracy of different data analysis techniques
and the manner in which they were implemented were
also evaluated. It was found that modal frequen-
cies can be accurately determined even in the
presence of significant random and periodic noise.
Identified decay coefficients do, however, show
considerable variation, particularly for highly
damped modes. The manner in which the data are
reduced and the role of the data analyst was shown
to be important. Although several different
damping determination methods were used, no clear
trends were evident for the observed differences
between the individual analysis techniques. From
this study, it is concluded that the data reduc-
tion of modal-damping characteristics from tran-
sient time histories results in a range of
damping values. This degree of uncertainty should
be considered in interpreting experimental data
trends, and when performing correlation with
analytical predictions.
Notation
[F(_)[
t
_k
_Ic
a
Fourier transform magnitude at frequency
time, sec
critical damping coefficient (rotating
system)
inplane motion measurement signal for kth
blade
cosine multiblade inplane measurement
modal decay coefficient, I/sec
Presented: ITR Methodology Workshop, NASA Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA June 1983.
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rotor rotation speed, rad/seo
modal frequency, rad/sec
Introduction
The ability of the helicopter designer to
develop new rotor systems with acceptable aero-
elastic stability characteristics is dependent on
theuse of accurate analyses to predict rotor
dynamic behavior. For new bearingless-rotor-
system configurations, these analyses have yet to
demonstrate an ability to accurately predict rotor
stability for configurations that are major depar-
tures from the previous designs. To evaluate the
accuracy of these prediction methods, carefully
obtained experimental data are required to provide
a database for correlating and validating these
analyses. In other cases, when rotor designs are
proposed that go beyond the current analysis capa-
bility, experimental programs are sometimes the
only means for evaluating the design concept. In
light of these considerations, the use of experi-
mental data obtained from model rotor systems is
important to the understanding and prediction of
rotor system dynamic behavior.
Although numerous experiments have been per-
formed to provide aeroelastic stability data on
advanced rotor-system designs and to establish a
database for validating analytical prediction
methods, little work has been performed to quan-
tify the capability of the experimental process to
acquire accurate aeroelastic stability data. A
number of factors contribute to the experimental
process: design and fabrication of the models;
verification of the system's design parameters
(stiffnesses, inertias, dampings); model opera-
tion; instrumentation and quality of data signals;
data acquisition; data reduction and analysis.
This entire process must be carefully carried out
to ensure the reduced data from the test program
adequately establish system stability levels,
allow for accurate determination of stability
trends with operating condition and parametric
variations in the test configuration, and can be
used for correlation with analysis.
It is widely recognized that the experimental
determination of aeroelastic stability from model
and full-scale helicopter rotor dynamic systems is
statistical in nature. Even when given the most
carefully controlled experiment, the determination
of aeroelastic stability characteristics (modal
frequency and damping) is not exact. Different
data records taken at the same operating
conditions typically yield repeatable modal
frequenciesyet givedifferentmodaldamping
values. Manyresearchersacknowledgethis
variability byreportingtheresultsfromseveral
differentdatarecords,eachobtainedat thesame
operatingconditions.Suchanapproach
establishesthe inherentvariability in thedata
resultingfromtheentireexperimentalprocess(modeloperation,dataacquisition,data
reduction,anddataanalysis). However,suchan
approachdoesnotprovideanyindicationfrom
wherethis variationcomes.If thesourcescould
beidentified, it is possiblethat appropriate
stepscouldbe takento ensureminimalimpactof
thesefactorsin thefinal results.
In addition,this approachalso impliesthat,
for eachdatarecordbeinganalyzed,thereis only
onecorrespondingfrequencyanddampingvalue.
Thisconceptof uniquenessis showni this study
to beincorrect.
Thisstudyattemptsto evaluatethe impor-
tanceof thedatareductionandanalysisstepsin
establishingthevariability (or theconfidence
limits} in rotoraeroelasticstability determina-
tions. Thisstudyis limitedto thespecific
applicationsof datareductionandanalysistech-
niquesusedwithinthehelicoptertechnicalcom-
munity.Someof thefactorsthat influencethe
statistical aspectsof experimentalstability data
are identifiedandevaluated.
Objectives of Study
This study concentrates exclusively on the
techniques currently being used within the rotor-
craft community to reduce and analyze small-scale
helicopter rotor stability data from transient
time histories. The approach used removed the
uncertainty associated with the model design and
fabrication, the definition of its physical param-
eters, or its operation since the starting point
of this study was analog data records which were
taken from various experiments. Each analyst was
provided the same information. Consequently, this
study considers only the data reduction and
analysis steps and their impact on the final,
reduced aeroelastic stability parameters. The
objectives of the current study are:
I. Evaluate various data reduction tech-
niques used to determine aeroelastic stability
characteristics.
2. Determine the importance of the analyst
and his techniques in reducing experimental data
records.
a)
b)
c)
of interest
d)
3. Investigate and attempt to quantify the
effects of different test variables on the data
reductions and analysis process, including
rotor-system damping level
type of measurement signal analyzed
proximity of other modes to the mode
signal-to-noise levels
4. Establish a degree of confidence in
identified stability characteristics for aid in
interpreting level of correlation with analytical
predictions.
This study was undertaken in support of the
Integrated Technology Rotor (ITR) Methodology
Assessment program. The results of this study
establish a perspective regarding the conclusions
of the ITR correlation activity and, in fact, any
aeroelastic stability correlation activity. This
study also yields a better engineering apprecia-
tion of the inherent statistical nature of experi-
mental aeroelastic stability data. In doing so,
it establishes the degree of correlation that one
can expect from the use of these and similar
experimental data when comparing with analytical
predictions.
The approach used in this evaluation of
experimental helicopter rotor inplane stability
characteristics was to have several organizations,
each using their own data reduction and analysis
techniques, determine the inplane modal frequency
and damping values from 30 experimental data
records. The data were provided to each analyst
on an FM analog tape (tape speed 7.5 ips; carrier
frequency of 13.5 KHz). Data records were
between 6 and 15 sec in length. All data records
were from resistance-type strain gages installed
at the rotor-blade root. Maximum half
peak-to-peak voltage was approximately 2 volts for
each record. The data time histories were on only
one data track, with a second track used as a
voice channel to aid in data reduction. The docu-
mentation provided with the analog tape identified
the location on the tape of each data record, its
length, and the approximate modal frequency of
interest for analysis.
All of the transient time history data
records were acquired in small-scale helicopter
rotor tests. Model rotor operation was between
550 and 1100 rpm for the cases selected. The data
records were inplane (lead-lag or chordwise)
strain-gage measurements. Data were used from
soft inplane (m < _) and stiff inplane (_ > n)
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rotor configurations. Single-blade measurements,
as well as combined or multiblade measurements,
were included in this study. Data from both iso-
lated rotor and rotor/body models were also
included in the study. Therefore, the analyst had
to analyze modal characteristics from approxi-
mately I to 23 Hz.
The 30 data records provided each analyst
were not identified with any particular rotor
system, test configuration, or experiment. No
information was provided on the dynamic character-
istics of the rotor model used for the data
records. The data records were put in random
order to further reduce attempts by the analyst to
assume information regarding each data record. No
information was given on the type of data channel
or measurement signal being analyzed. In addi-
tion, neither the type of transient excitation
used nor the rotor operating condition were spec-
ified so the analyst could not a priori eliminate
signal components exclusively caused by rotor
excitation, rotation effects, or other modes.
The experimental data used were taken from
several model helicopter rotor tests reported
previously. I-5 These data sets are listed in
Table I. Three of the data sets included data from
rotor configuration S used in the ITR Methodology
Assessment program, v The last two were chosen as
representative of a current, advanced
bearingless-rotor configuration with a full-scale
counterpart (unlike the other three rotors which
were designed, in part, to acquire data on ide-
alized rotor hub configurations). The test con-
ditions at which the data were obtained are given
in Table 2. These test conditions are considered
representative of the data acquired in each test
program.
Each data set was chosen for several reasons
which are summarized in Table 3. These rotors and
the operating conditions allowed the study to
consider a range of rotor modal frequencies and
damping levels, and signal background noise levels
(both random and periodic). The sources of signal
contamination shown in Table 3 are other modes
(coupled rotor/body configurations versus isolated
rotor configurations), random noise superimposed
on individual signals in addition to the back-
ground noise in the baseline signal (data set 4),
and periodic noise due to excitation of the rotor
system in forward flight. The use of different
signals in data set one was evaluated when time
histories for _I' _2 and (_I - _2 ) were analyzed
for the same test condition. Variable frequency
refers to evaluating the modal frequency and
damping parameters with a variation in the
rotor-rotation rate which results in changing
modal frequencies. The data acquired near reso-
nant conditions for these systems provided the
opportunity to investigate the influence of modal
frequency proximity in the time history. Only one
data set (number 3) had a mean offset in each
analog record of approximately -I volt. All other
data records had steady offsets less than
±0.2 volt.
Analysis
Each organization participating in this study
was encouraged to use the data reduction and
analysis techniques that would provide their best
determination of identified frequency and damping
levels from the analog time histories. The tech-
niques used by each organization are listed in
Table 4. Only two digital transient time history
data analysis techniques were used: the moving
block analysis and Frony's method. Although both
analyses assume sinusoidal exponential decay of
linear, second order systems, the Prony method can
specifically account for several degrees of free-
dom in the time history, each at its own frequency
with its level of damping. The moving-block
analysis uses the identified modal frequency and
then analyzes the decaying time history for the
single degree-of-freedom mode at that frequency.
The moving-block analysis technique 7 assum,_s
that the decaying transient time history is a
viscous and lightly damped, single degree-of-
freedom sinusoidal signal. The modal frequency,
_, is first identified within the decay portion oi'
the record typically using an FFT. Using this
frequency, a discrete Fourier transform of the
decay signal is calculated using only a portion,
or block, of the sample record. This calculation
is performed for a number of blocks moving through
the decay record with each block having the same
number of discrete data points. The natural loga-
rithm of the Fourier coefficient magnitude at the
analysis frequency, IF(_)I is then plotted versus
time where the time is given by the location in
the original record where the analyzed block of
data begins. This yields
Slope : £nlF(_)I/dt
: -_
From this definition, the decay coefficient
o is negative and the critical damping coef-
ficient _ is positive for a stable mode.
It should be noted that, although five orga-
nizations used the moving-block analysis, because
of the hardware systems and the preferences of the
individual analysts, each implementation of the
moving-block process was different. These dif-
ferences in implementation, as well as the role of
the analyst in the data analysis process, are the
sources of disagreement between the organizations
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that usedthemoving-blockapproachin theresul-
tant identifiedmodalparameters.Oneobjective
of this studyis to quantifythesedifferencesin
the final identifiedfrequencyandmodaldecay
coefficients.
Bell HelicopterusedthePronym_thodto
analyzethetransienttimehistories.° This
methodtreats thetimehistoryasa sumof complex
exponentialfunctions.Therootsandcoefficients
of a differenceequationaresolveddirectly for
anm-ordermodelfroma set of 2*mequationsusing
2*mdiscretedatapoints;approximatecoefficients
androotscanbedeterminedusingmorethat 2*m
datapointsvia themethodof least squares.For
this study,themodelorderwaschosento be20.
Athird analysistechniquewasemployedin
this study,a nondigitaldataanalysisusinga
measurementof thetime-to-halfamplitudefroma
hardcopyof thetimehistory. Thishandanalysis
of thedatarecordsis similar to thedata
analysisapproachusedprior to 1970andthe
adventof digital dataanalysisfor aeroelastic
stability determinations.
Furtherdetailon thespecificimplementation
of thedatareductionandanalysisstepsfromeach
participatingorganizationis presentedbelow.
Oneorganizationusedanalogprefiltering prior to
digitization; noorganizationutilized digital
filtering subsequentto digitization.
U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate:
The moving-block program analyzed up to 5 sec of
data digitized at 100 Hz. A fine resolution of
the modal frequency for analysis was determined
using Goertzel's algorithm. Typically, the block
size was set to approximately one-fourth the
edited signal length.
NASA Ames Research Center: The moving-block
program analyzed 1024 samples of digitized data.
In general, a sampling frequency of 128 Hz and a
record length of 8 sec were used. In cases where
the transient data record was greater than 8 sec,
a sampling frequency of 64 Hz with a 16 sec record
length was used.
Hughes Helicopters, Inc.: Approximately
15-sec data records were acquired at a 1000 Hz
sampling rate. The modal frequency was determined
by choosing an appropriate harmonic number for the
Fourier transform, and then slightly varying the
edited time segment length. For the moving block,
block size was chosen to yield about 50 blocks for
the edited time segment, and typically, only every
other point within the block was used.
Bell Helicopter Co.: In the Prony method, a
maximum of 20 individual modes were used in the
analysis to represent the time history. The
calculated time history was visually compared to
the actual data record for satisfactory
agreement. The sampling rate was 256 samples per
sec. Typically, only a few seconds of data were
analyzed.
Boeing Vertol Co.: Digitized data records
were acquired at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Typi-
cally a 4-see portion of the transient decay
record was utilized in the moving block analysis.
Usually a one-half block size was used without
neglecting any data points within the block.
Sikorsky Aircraft: The data reduction and
analysis was performed at the West Palm Beach
flight test facility. The analog data were
low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of
30 Hz. The data were then sampled at 250 Hz. The
moving block program allowed for 512 digitized
samples. In general, only every other point was
used in the analysis.
General Discussion
There are a number of factors which should be
considered in interpreting the results of this
study. These factors were identified prior to and
during the conduct of the program. They are sum-
marized below.
(I) Data records were of varying quality.
This is representative of virtually any aero-
elastic stability test program. The length of
each individual data record was between 6 to
15 sec long. This required selection of various
record lengths for data analysis. The level of
excitation and modal damping resulted in a range
of transient decay time histories from clear,
several-second-long exponential decay records to
relatively rapid signal reductions to the baseline
level. The signal-to-noise levels were different
for each record and were, in fact, deliberately
increased in several records to evaluate the
influence of background noise on the analysis
process.
(2) The data records did not explicitly
provide information on when forced excitation was
terminated. Although the time histories were
intended for transient decay analysis, several
records did include portions of forced response at
the beginning of the time history. The forced
response was obtained by either fixed system
excitation or with sudden changes in blade pitch.
It was left to the data analyst to select that
portion representing exponential decay of the data
record for analysis. Incorrect selection of a
portion of the record (which included forced
response) would result in incorrect damping deter-
minations. This could have been overcome by pro-
viding the analyst a second data track which
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indicatedboththenatureof thesystemexcitation
andwhenit wasterminated.However,eachrecord
wascarefullychosento allowfor a reasonable
portionof thedatarecordto beeasily
observedasthedecayingtransienttimehistory
portion. Consequently,his shouldnothave
impactedthereducedampingdeterminationswhen
appropriatecarewastaken.
(3) The analyst had no familiarity with how
the data were obtained. This meant that the
analyst could not use his familiarity with the
rotor model, how the data were acquired, or the
anticipated modal characteristics to guide him in
his analysis. Consequently, the analyst could
rely only on his analysis techniques and experi-
ence in obtaining the modal characteristics from
these records. To avoid making the modal identi-
fication process too difficult, the analyst was
provided the approximate modal frequency for the
analysis for each data record.
(4) The dynamic system being tested was not
a linear single degree-of-freedom system. Like
most aeroelastic systems, the models tested could
not be fully characterized as a linear system. As
such, the transient time history decay records
could not be perfectly modeled as a linear system
exponential decay over the entire transient
record. This is an inherent problem of helicopter
aeroelasticity. However, in implementing the data
analysis, the analyst must recognize the limita-
tions of the process and obtain the best estimate
of the equivalent linear system. This often
requires evaluating the data record where the
transient amplitudes are likely to have only
linear damping characteristics. Likewise the
presence of many modes in the data record must be
best addressed through the data reduction and
analysis process. For this study, each analyst
attempted to identify the equivalent linear system
frequency and damping characteristics of the fun-
damental rotor inplane bending mode.
(5) The data record used were not neces-
sarily those analyzed in prior publications docu-
menting that specific test. The first three data
sets identified in Table I were taken from the
data tapes acquired in the experiments used for
the ITR Methodology Assessment program. Data sets
I, 2, and 3 correspond to configurations A/4, C/3,
and D/I, respectively. During the test programs,
numerous data records were acquired at each test
condition, and only a portion of those were
reduced and analyzed to document the systems
behavior. Consequently, the individual data
records for data sets I, 2, and 3 may or may not
have been analyzed and are included in the results
presented in Refs. I-3. However, each record that
was analyzed as part of this study from data sets
I, 2 and 3 should be considered to be fully
representative of these data, and can be used for
direct comparison with published results.
In interpreting the results from this study,
the variability in the identified damping from one
single data record was not accounted for in the
published results of Refs. I-3. Rather, the vari-
ability, or scatter, in these references are due
exclusively to the range of individually deter-
mined damping levels obtained through the analysis
of several different time history data records.
Each of these tests used the U.S. Army Aeroflight-
dynamics moving- block analysis described above
for data reduction and analysis. The data records
used for data sets 4 and 5, in this study were, in
fact, those analyzed and reported in Refs. 4 and 5
respectively. The reduced modal damping levels
given in Ref. 4 were obtained from hand analysis
of strip-chart records. Reference 5 used the
Prony method described above.
Results
The results from this study are the deter-
minations of the modal frequencies and damping
values of the time history data records. The
legends on each frequency and damping figure
identify the organization providing this result
(see Table 4 for the key). Every organization
provided results for each data record except where
noted. No identified modal frequency results are
presented for the hand analysis NASA(H).
The first results are presented in Figs. I,
2, and 3 for data set number one, isolated hinge-
less rotor experiment (Table I). The operating
condition is 1000 rpm. Collective pitch is varied
between 0 ° and 8 ° . The measurement signals
analyzed were obtained by subtracting the inplane
bending moment signal of blade 2, _2, from the
inplane bending moment signal from blade I, _I"
The identified inplane modal frequency is shown in
Fig. I. Because of the relatively low background
noise levels for this two-bladed rotor in hover,
frequency determinations are very consistent with
less than 2% variation from the mean identified
frequency. These small variations are, in part,
due to frequency resolution of the particular data
reduction technique. The corresponding damping
determinations from each analysis is shown in
Fig. 2a. For the 4 ° collective pitch operating
condition, only three analyses were able to iden-
tify the modal damping level for the mode at
21.4 Hz. There is little scatter in the reduced
results. However, variability in the decay coef-
ficient o of 0.3 to 0.4 sec -I for the records
with o < 0.5 sec -I exists. For these records, a
unique damping value does not exist. In general,
there was less variation in the identified damping
for the lower damped cases. When the system is
slightly stable (collective pitch of 4 ° ) there is
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virtually novariationin the identifieddamping.
However,whenthesystemis determinedto be
slightly unstableat a collectivepitchof 6°,
thereis greatervariationin the identifieddecay
coefficient. Consequently,heobservationthat
dampingcanbemostaccuratelydeterminedfor
lowerdampedsystemsdoesnotapplyfor small
negativelydampedsystems.
Comparingtheresultsof this studywith
thoseof Ref.I (in Fig. 2b)showthesametrend
with increasingcollectivepitch. Thethin band
showstherangeof all the identifieddecaycoef-
ficients for thatdatarecord;theheavybandis
obtainedbyneglectingthesmallestandlargest
identifieddecaycoefficient. Eliminatingthe
extremevaluesresultsin a significantreduction
in thescatterof thereducedata,particularly
for highlydampedconditions.However,this is
notJustifiablegiventhat eachanalysisis indeed
correct. It is importantto notethat, for this
datasetaswellasfor theothersin this study,
it is notpossiblea priori to identify which
analysiswill yieldanextremevalue. Neglecting
thelargestandsmallestvaluesis anattempto
reducethescatterfromthedecaycoefficient
valuesidentifiedin this study,andto provide
smallerangesof estimatesof thedecaycoef-
ficient for comparisonwithpublishedresults.
Alsoshowni Fig.2baretheidentifieddecay
coefficientsAAwhichrepresenta secondattempt
at evaluatingdampingwiththesamedatareduction
techniqueusedin Ref.I. Thedataanalyzedin
this studywerenotnecessarilythoseactually
analyzedandreportedin Ref.I, andyet shouldbe
consideredto berepresentative.TheAAresults
fromthis studyagreeverywell withthepre-
viouslypublishedresults. Fromthesecompar-
isons,dampingdeterminationsin this studyare
generallygreaterthanthosepublished,exceptat
8° collectivepitch. Datascatteris representa-
tive of therangeof publishedata. In this
study,the inplanemodewasfoundto bestableat
4° collectivepitchunlikeRef.I.
Dataset numberone,whichhasbeenstudied
in Figs. I and2, is froma stiff-inplane,
two-bladedrotorwitha dimensionlesslead-lag
frequencyapproximately1.5timestherotor rota-
tion rate. Althoughthedatapresentedin Figs. I
and2 useda signalwhichwasobtainedbysub-
tracting theinplanemotionof thesecondblade
fromthemotionof thefirst blade(_I -_2) to
provideaccurateisolatedbladebehavior,this
studyalsoevaluatedtheuseof the individual
Inplanemotionsof eachblade(_I and_2) for
comparisonto determinesensitivity to themea-
surementsignal. Theresultsof this comparison
for onedatapointis showni Fig. 3. Thiscom-
parisonis for theoperatingconditionshowni
Figs.I and2 at a2° collectivepitchand
1000rpm. Thescaleof thevertical axis is
expandedfromthat in Fig. 2 to showmoredetail.
Fromtheseresults, it is notedthat lessscatter
is obtainedwhenusingthe inplanemotionmeasure-
mentfroma singlebladethenfor the(_I -_2)
measurement.Theresultsalso indicatethat the
signalquality frombladenumber2 wasperhaps
better thanthat frombladenumberone. It is not
surprisingthenthat a signalcomposedbycom-
biningthetwosignalsresultsin a signal
yieldingat leastasmuchscatterasthepoorest
qualitysignal. In this case,thevariationin
the identifieddecaycoefficientfromthecombined
signalis approximately100%greaterthanthat
usingthenumberoneblademeasurementdirectly.
Theresultsfor dataset numbertwoareshown
in Figs.4and5. Thisdataset is for a coupled
hingelessrotor/bodysystemwith therotor opera-
ting at 9° collectivepitch. Themeasurement
signalis themultibladecoordinatesignal _Ic
whichis obtainedbyappropriatelycombiningthe
inplanemeasurementsignalfromeachof thethree
rotorblades. Figure4 showstheidentifiedmodal
frequencyfromthetimehistoryrecord. Thisdata
sethasverylowmodalfrequencyvalues(_/2_< 6 Hz), significantlydifferent thanthe
modalfrequencyvaluesof datasetnumberone(_/2_>21Hz). Theability to determinethe
modalfrequencyasa functionof rotor rotation
rate is satisfactory. Thegreatestscatteris at
the lowestmodalfrequency.
Figure5ashowsthevariability in the iden-
tified decaycoefficientfor theresultsfromthis
study. Again,thehigherdampedconditions how
greaterscatter. Thisis evidentfroma compar-
isonof 550rpm(0.7sec-I scatter)and900rpm(1.5sec-I scatter)operation.Thereasonfor the
datascatterat 600rpmis dueto onesinglehigh
dampingestimate.Theidentifieddecaycoef-
ficient at 600rpmwithoutthis onehighvalue
wouldbemorereasonablesinceit wouldthenbe
comparableto thedatascatterat 650and700rpm(which asthesamelevelof damping).Similarto
theresultsfromdataset one,thescatterfor
small,negativelydampeddecaycoefficientsis
relatively large. Fromthis dataset, for the
majorityof datarecords,a unique,singlevalue
for thedecaycoefficientcannotbedetermined.
Thischaracteristicis presentin all thedata
sets. Theresultsof this studyarecomparedwith
publishedresultsin Fig. 5b. Onceagain,the
heavybandshowstherangeof identifieddecay
coefficientswith thesmallestandlargestesti-
matesneglected.Onlyfor operationat 600and
900rpmdothedecaycoefficientextremevalues
significantlyincreasethedatascatter. In
general,highlydampedcaseshowsignificantly
morescatterthanthepublishedresults. Yet, for
all conditionswherethedecaycoefficientis
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-1.Osec-I goodcorrelationis shown,exceptfor
operationat 650rpm. Here,theresultsof this
study,althoughshowingverylittle variation
betweeneachanalysis,arelessdampedthanare
thepublishedresults. TheresultsAAarealso
plottedonthefigurewhichrepresenta second
analysisof thedatafromthis testusingthesame
datareductiontechniqueasthat usedin Ref.2.
TheAAanalysisis consistentwiththeother
analysesof this study,andsignificantlydeviate
fromthepublishedresultsonlyat 650rpm.
Theresultsfor dataset numberthreeare
showni Figs.6 and7. Thethree-bladedrotor is
operatingat 1100rpmin hoverandcollective
pitch is variedfrom-4° to +4°. Forthis data
set themeasurementsignalis the inplanebending
momentof oneblade. Sincetheseresultsarealso
for an isolatedinplanerotor blademodel,the
variability in thereducedmodalparametersfor
this dataset aresomewhatsimilarto those
obtainedfromdataset one. AsseenfromFig. 6
thereis verylittle discrepancyin the identified
modalfrequenciesbetweeneachseparateanalysis.
Evenwhendifferencesexist, thevariability is
onlyabout2%of themeanvalue. Theidentified
modaldecaycoefficients(Fig. 7a)showscatter,
again,particularlyfor thehighestdampedopera-
ting conditions.Notetheextremevariationat
-4° collective pitch. This degree of variability
is easily the largest from this study, and occurs
for the highest damped operating condition used.
It is a bit surprising that the variability is
relatively small for -2 ° collective pitch, yet
this is not unlike the results from data set num,
her two.
The results of this study are compared with
published results in Fig. 7b. Again, the thin
band shows the range of all the identified decay
coefficients for that data record, and the heavy
band is obtained by neglecting the smallest and
largest identified decay coefficient. Also shown
are the AA results which again represent a second
analysis of the data record (using the same
analysis technique as in Ref. 3). Except for the
larger amount of variability of the identified
damping from this study, the correlation with the
published results is good. The trend with
increasing collective pitch is obtained. For each
operating condition, the extreme identified decay
coefficients do increase the range of identified
values. Basically, the results from this study
would seem to indicate a greater degree of scatter
than that given from Ref. 3 for numerous, repeated
stability, data records. The agreement between AA
and the published results of Ref. 3 is very good.
The results for data set four are shown in
Figs. 8, 9, and 10. This data set is for a
one-fifth scale model of the Model 680 bearingless
rotor system with representative body degrees of
freedom. Data records for constant thrust opera-
tion (222 N) in hover were analyzed and the iden-
tified frequencies are shown in Fig. 8. These
results are completely consistent with the fre-
quency determinations of each of the previous data
sets. The modal decay coefficients shown in
Fig. 9a, however, show somewhat more scatter than
do the previous three. If the one single high
decay determination for 780 rpm is excluded, the
amount of variability in the identified damping
for operation at 700, 780, 850, and 950 rpm is
almost constant. For this data set, very low
damping values (a > -0.5 sec -I) still, sur-
prisingly, yield considerable scatter unlike the
previous three data sets. This may be due to the
overall quality of the analog data records
obtained during this experiment. Figure 9b shows
the correlation between this study and the pub-
lished results of Ref. 4. These results were
obtained using hand analysis of hard copy records.
In general, reasonable correlation is obtained
although the higher damped operating conditions
seem to have their damping underestimated in
Ref. 4, and the extreme identified damping values
significantly increase data scatter at 780 and 950
rpm. Figure 9c _hows the comparison of hand
analyzed results _ with the digitally reduced
values using the Prony method (BELL) from the same
organization, and the hand analyzed results from
this study. It is clear that, although the gen-
eral trends are the same, the use of the two dif-
ferent analysis techniques can result in different
identified damping levels. This is consistent
with the results of this study. Also, the good
agreement (except at 850 rpm) between the two hand
analyses indicate less variability between non-
digital techniques than between digital
techniques.
An investigation of the influence of signal-
to-noise ratio was done _n this study by super-
imposing random noise on the baseline time history
record of data set four for 850-rpm rotor opera-
tion. For this study, the baseline data record
was analyzed, then records with first 0.1 volt RMS
noise, and then with 0.2 volt RMS noise super-
imposed on the original baseline data record were
analyzed. In both instances, the RMS noise had
0.1 to 50 Hz frequency content. The three time
history data records are shown in Fig. 10 with
each record's frequency spectra. The vertical
scales of the time history plots (Fig. 10a) are
arbitrary. The inplane modal frequency was
approximately 10 Hz for this operating condition.
The 0.2 volt RMS noise aasks much of the transient
decay record. The noise reduces the transient
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timehistorydecaynoticeably,yet thedigital
dataanalysistechniqueseasilyextractedthe
properfrequencyinformation(notshown}.The
identifieddecaycoefficientresultsshowni
Fig. 11,ontheotherhand,showconsiderable
variability whichsignificantlyincreaseswithgreaternoiselevel. Afive-fold increasein data
scatterowingto the introductionof thebroadband
noiseis notedfor the0.2volt RMSnoisecase.
Thisnoiselevelhasvirtually noaffectonfour
of thedataanalyses,includingthenondigital
analysisandtheanalysiswheretheanalogdata
werelowpassfiltered below30Hzprior to dig-
itization. (It is notunderstoodwhytheBELLor
HHIanalysisshowedparticularsensitivity to the
noiselevel.} Theseresultsaresufficient to
demonstratethesensitivityof thedatareduction
andanalysisprogramsto backgroundoiselevels.
Theresultsfor dataset numberfive are
presentedin Figs.12and13. Dataset number
five is for thesamefifth-scaleModel680system
usedin datasetnumberfour, however,thetran-
sient timehistorieswereacquiredfor forward
flight operatingconditionsat 750rpm. This
resultsin significantperiodicnoise(IP fre-
quencyspectraamplitudeupto threetimesthe
modalfrequencyamplitude}presentat therotor
rotationrate (12.5Hz)in thedatarecordwhich
donotdecaywiththetransientfundamental
inplanemodemotion.Again,themeasurementsig-
nal is for the inplanemotionof oneblade. The
ability to determinemodalfrequencyis evaluated
in Fig. 12. Althought ehoverconditionshows
significantscatter(poorqualitydatarecord},
the inplanefrequencieswereeasilydetermined
with little variability for forwardflight.
Theidentifieddecaycoefficientfromthis
studyareshowni Fig. 13a. Exceptfor the
exceptionallylargedatascatterin hover(perhaps
owingto poorexcitationof therotor inplane
motionwhichalsoresultedin poormodalfrequency
determination),thevariability in thedampingis
somewhatgreaterthanthatobtainedin thehover
resultsof Fig. 9. Thevariability itself does
notseemto increasewith forwardspeed.Thehand
analysisresultsare,onceagain,asaccurateas
thedigital dataanalysistechniques,evenfor
forwardflight. Thisis a generalobservation
fromeachdataset. However,it shouldbenoted
theuseof digital analysistechniqueshasthe
advantageof accuratemodalfrequencydetermina-
tion, a consistentstep-by-steprocedurefor
analysisof variousdatarecords,andis antici-
patedto havelessdependenceontheexperience
levelof theanalyst.
In Fig. 13bcomparisonwith theresultspre-
sentedin Ref.5aremadewth theresultsin the
presentstudy(again,therangeof identified
valueswith theextremedatapointsremovedis the
heavyband}. In general,thecorrelationis
good,excepthis studywouldseemto indicate_he
rotor systemis slightly lessdamped.Thesame
trendswith forwardflight wereobservedin this
studyas in Ref.5. Lastly,aninterestingcom-
parisonis madein Fig. 13bbetweentheresultsof
this studyandthosetakenfromRef.5. Sincethe
datareductionprocessin Ref.5 usedthesame
identicaldatarecordaswasusedin this study,
it is interestingto comparethepublishedresults
with this studyusingthevaluesobtainedwiththe
samePronymethodfor datareduction. Herethe
differenceswouldberelatedto themannerin
whichthetwoanalysts(usingthesamedigital
analysis)performedthedatareductionand
analysissteps. Althoughfor eachsetof results,
thesamegrosstrendsareobtainedwithoperating
condition,theresultsof this studyshowa much
greaterdegreeof stability in hover,anddonot
showa stabilizingeffect at highadvanceratio.
It is clearthat therole of theanalystis impor-
tant in determiningthereducedampingparam-
eters, evenwhenidenticaldatareductiontech-
niquesareemployed.
Conclusions
This study has attempted to quantify the
degree of variability in analyzing transient time
history data records. The inherent variability in
this analysis process establishes a guideline for
the degree of correlation one can expect in com-
paring analytical predictions with experimental
data. For a single data record there is no one
correct decay coefficient. Although modal fre-
quency can often be established for good
signal-to-noise data records, identified modal
damping values are inherently statistical and
nonunique. The specific conclusions from this
study are:
I. Identified modal frequencies showed very
little variation except for poor quality data
records.
2. Identified decay coefficients do show
considerable variation, particularly for highly
damped modes with the decay coefficient magnitude
greater than 1.0 sec -I.
3. Variability in the identified decay coef-
ficients is dependent on the damping level:
a) Lightly damped modes (o > -0.5 sec -I)
have approximately 20% scatter band (±IO%).
b) Heavily damped modes can have greater
than 50% scatter band (±25%}.
4. No clear trends were evident for observed
differences between the individual techniques.
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5. Thequalityor signal-to-noiselevelof
thedatarecordis critical to accuratedetermina-
tion of themodaldecaycoefficient.
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Table I
Data Set
Number Rotor
(Ref. no.) Config.
I Hingeless
Rotor
2 Hingeless
Rotor
3 Bearingless
Rotor
4 Bearingless
Rotor
5 Bearingless
Rotor
Data set identification used in study
ITR Number of Measurement
Config. Body Modes Blades Signal
A4
C3
DI
No 2 _I - _2' _I' _2
Yes 3 _Ic
No 3 _I
Yes 4 _I
Yes 4 _I
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Table2 Testconditionsfor eachdataset in study
DataSet Collective Advance
Number RotorConfig. RPM Pitch,deg Ratio
Shaft
Angle,
deg
HingelessRotor 1000 0 02*
46
8
HingelessRotor 550 9 0660
65O
7OO
77O
810
85O
9OO
BearinglessRotor 1100 -4 0
-2
0
4
BearinglessRotor 650 Setto 0
700 provide780 222Nlift
850**
95O
5 BearinglessRotor 750 Setto 0 Oprovide .05 -I222Nlift .15 -3
.24 -5
* Threedifferent signalused.
** Twodifferent levelsof superimposednoiseused.
DataSet
Table3 Summary of characteristics of each data set
Signal Contamination Different
Other Random Periodic Signals
Modes Noise Noise
Freq.
Variable
I No No No Yes No
2 Yes No No No Yes
3 No No No No No
4 Yes Yes No No Yes
5 Yes No Yes No No
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Table4 Summaryof analysistechniquesused
Organization ID Typeof Analysis
U.S.ArmyAeroflightdynamicsDirectorate
NASAmesResearchCenter
HughesHelicopters,Inc.
Bell HelicopterCompany
BoeingVertol
SikorskyAircraft
AA
NASA(MB)
NASA(H)
HHI
BELL
BV
SA
MovingBlock
MovingBlock
HandAnalysis
MovingBlock
PronyMethod
MovingBlock
MovingBlock
Fig. I
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Identified modal frequency for data set number one; 1000 rpm.
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DISCUSSION
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL ROTOR DAMPING ANALYSES
William Warmbrodt
._1 J.,
Bill Bousman, Aeromechanics Laboratory: If you go back to AI4 [Figs. I and 2], I
think most of the problem you described can be explained from the experimental point
of view. Just to remind us from yesterday how that experiment was done: the upper
truss of that stand is unlocked and is oscillated, and then when you're ready to
take the measurement you lock the stand and let the motions decay. When you're
oscillating the stand, you, in fact, have a separate dynamic system. It's a very
soft system and is a coupled system where you get a different frequency of the
blades during excitation. Then when you lock it up, there is a frequency shift
because you have a much more rigid system; you have a very rigid stand instead of a
highly coupled stand with a shaker. The 23-Hz frequency is roughly the frequency
you get during that initial oscillation and I think that when Bill originally looked
over the data, he saw two modes because he took a record length that overlapped
excitation and decay. So the 23-Hz mode was in fact during excitation and the 21-Hz
mode was during decay. So the case for 6° pitch angle in fact is not a decay record
(you see the damping is zero), it is an excitation record.
Warmbrodt: That's incorrect.
Bousman: I don't believe it is incorrect.
Warmbrodt: Okay, for that data record the audio voice on the tape says that the
system is not being excited.
Bousman: Taking that audio record, perhaps the system was not excited but not
locked up yet.
Warmbrodt: Okay, that could be.
Bousman: Because if the system were not locked up, that frequency would be at
23 Hz. I don't know for the case at 4° why there are two modes there, but if you
looked at the FFT I would guess that one is a very predominant mode and one is a
very small mode.
Fort Felker_ NASA Ames: The fact that the damping is zero doesn't indicate that
it's being excited, because that agrees with the published experimental results for
that figure.
Bousman: No, but that's a case of zero damping. What I'm saying is that if it were
a case of excitation, you would expect very low damping because a system that is
being excited appears to have neutral damping during the forced response. So it's
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very difficult to tell. But in that case, because it is the excitation frequency,
it's either unlocked or being excited.
Dave Sharpe I Aeromechanics Laboratory: One other comment on our test techniques.
W_en we're in an unstable region, when we lock the stand and watch the transient
decay, it it starts to go unstable we have to reduce the rotor speed quickly. A lot
of times when you're taking that transient response, that transient record, you have
to be very careful because the rpm may be changing there, too. There is a possibil-
ity that the analyst who looks at that is not taking a look at it before we change
the rpm.
Wayne Johnson_ Session Chairman: Does anybody have questions other than about this
particular case?
Richard Bielawa, United Technologies Research Center: Had you considered providing
an artificial trace for which you did know the answer?
Warmbrodt: I had considered that; unfortunately our digital-to-analog converter was
inoperational. I considered generating a digital signal and then providing it in an
analog form, so that I'd know exactly what it was, [but was unable to].
Bielawa: Do you have any guess what the result would have been?
Warmbrodt: No.
Gene Hammond, Applied Technology Laboratory: I'd think you would see the same sort
of scatter you see in those; we've done that internally.
Johnson: If there was no noise, I think everyone would get the same result, but as
soon as you start adding noise you'd start seeing scatter.
Jing Yen T Bell Helicopter Textron: Would you please put the C/3 comparison up
[Fig. 5{b)]? I would assume the data band you show here includes the inputs from
the government so therefore I would expect that your zone, your band, should at
least hit the shaded area because the government should be able to repeat the result
they had before. At that point, around 650 rpm, why does the band never come close?
Warmbrodt: Now recall that I took their data records that they had acquired during
the test. I don't know if that point, that record, was reduced and used for the
correlation effort. They do show four points in this area so it is well defined.
Now perhaps this is a poor data point. Maybe we should give this one a "Bousman
number."
IUnidentified]: I Just wonder if anyone who participated in this analysis recon-
structed the time histories from the frequency and damping values and then attempted
to analyze the residuals for randomness and things like that. Was that a part of
[this effort]?
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Warmbrodt: I'm not aware of any of the approaches doing that, reconstructing the
time histories.
Hammond: I have a comment and a question. The comment pertains to the two differ-
ent Bell analyses on the last slide that you showed [Fig. 14]. In all of these data
reduction techniques there are enough knobs in there that the analyst can turn, [for
example] sampling rate; in the Prony's method it depends on the number of damped
exponentials that you use to fit the data. Because of all those knobs, unless all
of them are set exactly the same way, I don't think you should expect two analysts
from the same company to get the same result.
Warmbrodt: If you're looking at one unique time history, hopefully, your physical
system has one unique level of damping.
Hammond: That may be true for the physical system but the analyst looking at it
sees a different thing depending on who's looking at it, and what knobs they're
turning.
Johnson: I think you're right as a characterization of where we are now. But where
we would like to be, certainly, is that if you took the same data reduction program
and only had two operators, you would like a lot less scatter. Also, all these
techniques, all the moving block techniques, are very close [to each other in imple-
mentation]. I think you'd like to have a lot less scatter. In fact there is more
work to be done. There has been work on techniques that are, in fact, more powerful
than moving block for dealing with transients. The problem is that transients are a
very fast way to get your data; people haven't wanted more accuracy badly enough to
acquire more data in order to get better repeatability.
Hammond: Yes, I would agree and I think that it's desirable to move in that direc-
tion. But because of the variability in all the parameters for the current methods,
I don't think that you should be too surprised to see two analysts get two different
results.
Johnson: We're not surprised, Gene.
Hammond: A question about the moving block analyses. There were a lot of them used
there. Can you tell me how the moving block is applied to all these methods,
because I suspect that it's different in all of them? Are they used blind or are
they interactive?
Warmbrodt: I would say that all of them are interactive to the extent that the
operator is able to edit his time history. Individual details on the techniques as
they were applied will appear in the published paper.
Bob Wood, Hughes Helicopters: Just one added comment on what Gene said. I think
Just one parameter alone in Jing's study with Bill Weller is this question of record
length and where the analyst sets those two indicators. The [frequency resolution]
is one over the record length, and just where you set those two, I mean if you do
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moveback into the stable region at all. The fact that there's that muchspread, it
seems to me [with] the Prony thing is not a great surprise. I'm like Gene; I'm not
overwhelmed.
Warmbrodt: Well, what we've identified here is a weakness in our capability.
Wood: No, it's the analyst; it's the individuality of the analyst. There will be
differences.
Sam Crews, U.S. Army AVRADCOM: [It can be] one guy knowing where the excitation
stops and the other guy not knowing.
Warmbrodt: I don't think that you can identify [all] the scatter that we've seen
here from the same excuse that they were analyzing part of the forced response.
Wood: No, I'm not saying that. I'm just saying that where they set that will cause
a difference. The fact is that probably all of them did their very best and we
still got this much scatter. The fact two people using the same method get differ-
ent answers doesn't knock me out of my seat.
Warmbrodt: Last question.
Holt Ashley, Stanford University: Let me transfer a little experience from the
flutter business. As I'm sure you know there have been a lot of efforts to get
accurate damping information out of both flight flutter test results, which follow
excitation, and also model test work such as what's done in the Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel (TDT) at Langley. There's a very interesting paper, I think it was a year
ago at the Structures, Dynamics, and Materials (SDM) Conference that someone from
the TDT used four different methods essentially on the same record, and they are
pretty sophisticated identification methods. Perhaps one suggestion is that you
might want to take a look at some of those other methods, but the bottom line of
that investigation, which was using a pretty good data record, was that the sort of
scatter that they got from the various methods was of the same order as what you're
showing here. So I think that the message is that it's just very hard to get very
accurate damping off of a record and you've got to keep trying.
Jing Yen: You've got to analyze the same block of data, otherwise you will not get
the same thing; someone will take one second and someone else will take one and one
half seconds.
Bousman: Let me make one last comment to try to sum it up. I think that we proba-
bly cannot, in an experiment, estimate the scatter due to different analysts without
going to great expense, but we can estimate the scatter by at least taking multiple
data points. So I think that probably a minimum step we have to take is to get
beyond taking single data points, despite the cost.
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Summarx
This paper presents the results of an analy-
tical study aimed at predicting the aeromechani-
cal stability of a helicopter in ground reso-
nance, with the inclusion of aerodynamic forces.
The theoretical results are found to be in good
agreement with the experimental results, avail-
able in the literature, indicating that the
coupled rotor/fuselage system can be represented
by a resonably simple mathematical model.
Nomenclature
= lift curve slope
C(k) = Theodorsen's lift deficiency
function
cdO = profile drag coefficient of
the blade
= hinge offset
8
P
f_R
8o
Slc' Sls
AB k
c
_p
_R
= progressing flap mode (high
frequency) in the figures
only
= regressing flap mode (low
frequency)
= rotor blade equilibrium angle
in flap
= cyclic flap coordinates
= time dependent perturbations
of the k th blade in flap
= order of magnitude used for
ordering various quantities
= progressing lag mode (high
frequency)
= regressing lag mode (low
frequency)
f = rotating natural frequency
h 2 = height of rotor hub above the
gimbal
_ic'_is
o
= cyclic lag coordinates
= rotor blade equilibrium angle
in lag
= rotary inertia of the model
Ixx'Ixy'Iyy'Iyx about the gimbal axes
A_ k = time dependent perturbations
of the k th blade in lag
Ks,K C
m
R
stiffness of the root springs
of the blade in flap and lag
respectively
mass/unit length of the blade
rotor radius
_nc'_ns
0
0
c
n - cosine, n - sine lag
coordinates
body pitch
collective pitch setting of
the blade
= complex eigenvalue
= time
Snc,_ns = n - cosine, n-sine flap
coordinates
B = blade precone, in the equations
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= effective angle of attack
= zero lift angle of attack
= inflow ratio
model damping (real part of
s)
solidity ratio
body roll
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modal frequency (imaginary
part of s)
= rotur R.P.M.
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I. Introduction
The aeromechanical instability of a helicop-
ter, on the ground and in flight, is caused by
coupling between the rotor and the body degrees
of freedom. This instability is commonly denoted
air resonance when the helicopter is in flight
and ground resonance when the helicopter is
on the ground. The physical phenomenon involved
during this instability is quite complex, the
rotor lead-lag regressing mode usually couples
with the body pitch or roll to cause the insta-
bility. The nature of the coupling which is both
aerodynamic and inertial is introduced in the
rotor due to body or support motion. Development
of a mathematically consistent model capable of
representing the coupled rotor/fuselage dynamic
system is of fundamental importance for the study
of these type of problems. The mathematical model
should be consistent because the geometrically
nonlinear terms associated with moderate blade
deflections are known to have a significant role
in rotary wing aeroelasticity 1. Thus various
terms having the same order of magnitude must be
retained throughout the derivation of the equa-
tions of motion. A consistent mathematical model
has been developed2,3, by the authors, to study
the aeroelastic, structural dynamic and aero-
mechanical effects in multi-rotor systems.
Bousman 4 has obtained excellent experimental
data for aeromechanical stability of a hingeless
rotor on a special gimbaled support simulating
body pitch and roll degrees of freedom. The
availability of this high quality experimental
data provides an opportunity for comparing the
results obtained from the analytical model with
this experimental data. Bousman attributed some
of the discrepancies found between the theoreti-
cal results presented in his paper and experi-
mental results to dynamic inflow. This conclu-
sion was also examined by Johnson 5, in a recent
study, where unsteady aerodynamic effects on the
rotor was represented by a perturbation inflow
model 6. Johnson showed that theoretical results
based on his model 7, with dynamic inflow pro-
vided results which showed better agreement with
the experimental results than the results b_sed
on a quasi-steady aerodynamic model without
dynamic inflow. He concluded from his study
that unsteady aerodynamic effects are repre-
sented quite well by a dynamic inflow model.
Using the mathematical model developed by
the authors2,3, it is shown that the theoretical
results, based on the quasi-steady aerodynamic
model, are for most cases in better agreement
with the experimental results than the agreement
noted by Bousman 4. The agreement with the
experimental data is also comparable to that
obtained by Johnson 5, except that the quasi
steady model is incapable of predictin_ the
"dynamic inflow mode" found by Johnson _, which is
a result of the augmented state due to inflow
dynamics.
The good agreement between the analytical and
experimental results indicates that the relatively
simple analytical model is accurate for this case.
Furthermore it also implies that only part of the
discrepancy between theory and experiment, found
by Bousman, may be attributed to dynamic inflow.
II. A Brief Summary of the Experiment
A clear description of the experimental set
up, used for simulating the fundamental aspects of
the aeromechanical stability of a hingeless rotor
helicopter, is presented in Ref. 4. The rotor
consisted of three blades and five different con-
figurations were tested. The different configura-
tions represent different blade parameters char-
acterized by the nonrotating natural frequencies
of the blade in flap and lag, pitch-lag coupling
and flap-lag coupling. The rotor was designed
such that most of the blade flexibility is con-
centrated at the root by building in root flexures.
The rotor assembly was supported on a gimbal which
had pitch and roll degrees of freedom. In this
paper the analytical results obtained were com-
pared with the experimental results, presented by
Bousman, for rotor configurations 1 and 4, where
the designation of these configurations is con-
sistent with those in Bousman's paper 4.
A brief description of these configurations
is presented for the sake of completeness. Con-
figuration i had different stiffnesses in flap
and lag respectively, the corresponding nonrota-
ting flap frequency was 3.13 Hz and that for
lead-lag was 6.70 Hz. Configuration 4 was a
matched stiffness case where the nonrotating flap
frequency was 6.63 Hz and that for lead-lag was
6.73 Hz. The airfoil cross-section of the blade
was cambered and had a zero lift angle of attack
equal to -1.5 degrees. Thus a substantial part of
the experimental data was obtained for zero pitch
setting, however, due to the presence of camber
the rotor produces a small amount of thrust at
this pitch setting. The rotor blades were rigid
outboard of the flap and lag flexures which were
located at a radial station 0.I05R. There was no
flap-pitch or pitch-lag couplings for these two
configurations (configurations I and 4). Further-
more, the blade was very stiff in torsion. In
the case of the experiments conducted for pitch
angles other than zero, the experimental set up
was so designed as to introduce the changes in
pitch angle outboard of the flexures and hence
there was no flap-lag structural coupling for
these cases. The structural damping in body roll
was very small in comparison with that for body
pitch. The body pitch and roll frequencies were
controlled by cantilever springs on which the
gimbal was mounted. It is stated in Ref. 4 that
the body pitch spring was selected to provide a
dimensionless body pitch frequency of about 0.12
at the nominal rotor speed of 720 R.P.M. and the
roll spring was selected to give a dimensionless
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roll frequency of about 0.28. (The frequencies
are nondimensionalized by dividing by rotor
speed.) Based on these values, the dimensional
frequencies in pitch and roll are 1.44 Hz and
3.36 Hz respectively. It was also mentioned in
Ref. 4 that the dimensional values of the body
pitch and roll frequencies are about 2 Hz and
4 Hz respectively. So the difference, noted
between the two sets of body frequencies, raises
a question as to what are the exact values for
the pitch and roll frequencies. However the
experimental results presented in Ref. 4 showed
that over a wide range of _ (200 ~ i000 R.P.M.)
the pitch and roll frequencies are very close
to 2 Hz and 4 Hz respectively. Hence, for the
present analysis, the pitch and roll frequencies
are selected to be 2 Hz and 4 Hz. The reason
for choosing 2 Hz and 4 Hz for body frequencies
was that at approximately 750 R.P.M., the lead-
lag regressing mode of the rotor was close to
the body roll frequency causing an aeromechanical
instability. The data used in our calculations,
is presented in the Appendix B.
III. Description of the Analytical Model
The analytical model used to study this
aeromechanical stability problem is based on the
equations developed for a multi-rotor system
presented in Ref. 2 and 3. Those equations
represent the dynamics of the coupled rotor/
vehicle system consisting of two rotors inter-
connected by a flexible structure. The various
degrees of freedom considered, in deriving the
equations, are flap, lag, torsion for each blade,
rigid body translation and rotation of the com-
plete vehicle and also the degrees of freedom
representing the normal modes of vibration of
the supporting structure. From this multi-rotor
analytical model, only those degrees of freedom
and the corresponding equations of motion that
are relevant for the present study have been
retained. The most important assumptions upon
which the formulation is based on are: (i) the
rotor consists of 3 or more number of blades,
(2) the rotor is lightly loaded, (3) the rotor
is in uniform inflow, and (4) the rotor blade
is modelled as a rigid blade with orthogonal
springs located at the root of the blade (Fig.
i), where K B and K_ represent the stiffness of
the blade in flap and lag motions.
The aerodynamic model is based on
Greenberg's 8 derivation of unsteady aerodynamic
loads on an oscillating airfoil in a pulsating
flow. This theory is basically a modified form
of Theodorsen's unsteady aerodynamic theory.
By assuming the Theodorsen's lift deficiency
function C(k) = 1 and neglecting the torsional
motion of the blade, the aerodynamic model
becomes a simple quasi-steady model with apparent
mass terms. In the present calculations, only
this quasi-steady aerodynamic model with apparent
mass terms is used. It was found from our cal-
culations that neglecting the apparent mass
terms from the aerodynamic model affects the
results only by 2 ~ 4%.
The inflow ratio %, used in the calculation
of the aerodynamic loads was evaluated from 6
_a [_ 1 24 eeff -I] (i)x =i7 + _--- -f--
where _ is the solidity ratio
a is the lift curve slope
and 0ef f is the effective angle of attack of the
blade.
As indicated in Ref. 4, a cambered airfoil was
used in the model rotor tested, thus
@eff = @c - OZL (2)
where
c
blade
is the collective pitch setting of the
@ZL is the zero lift angle of attack.
The zero lift angle of attack, for the airfoil
employed 4 (NACA 23012), was OZL = -1.5 degrees.
As mentioned earlier, the equations of motion
are nonlinear, because geometrical nonlinearities
due to moderate deflection of the blade are
included. Retention of the nonlinear terms is
based upon an ordering schemel,2. The blade
degrees of freedom, representing blade slopes are
assigned an order of magnitude represented by a
symbolic quantity E, and are denoted to be of
order 0(E), where 0.i < g < 0.15. The fuselage
degrees of freedom are assumed to be of a slightly
smaller magnitude 0(g3/2). As indicated in Ref.
i, this assumption is quite important for obtain-
ing equations which are manageable from an alge-
braic point of view. The ordering scheme consists
of neglecting terms of order O(E 2) when compared
to order one, thus 1 + O(c 2) 2 i.
The degrees of freedom considered in this
aeromechanical stability analysis are: the fun-
damental flap and lag modes for each blade and the
pitch and roll degrees of freedom of the body.
In this class of problems, it has been established
that the collective flap and lag modes do not
couple with the body motion and thus, these modes
are not considered. Therefore, the total number
of degrees of freedom governing the aeromechanical
problem are six. These consist of: cyclic flap
(Blc,_is), cyclic lead-lag (_ic,_Is), body pitch
(@) and body roll (9)-
IV. Method of Solution and Discussion
of Results
The method of solution for coupled rotor/
fuselage problem follows essentially the procedure
explained in Ref. 1 and 3. A brief outline of
the procedure is given in the following few
paragraphs.
The equations of motion, for coupled rotor/
fuselage problem, are usually nonlinear
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differential equationswithperiodiccoeffi-
cients. Thesedifferential equationscanbe
eitherordinaryorpartial dependingonthetype
of modelusedfor therepresentationof the
rotorblade. If thebladeis modelledasa
rigid bladewith rootsprings,theresulting
equationswill benonlinearordinarydifferential
equations.Ontheotherhand,if thebladeis
modelledasa flexiblebeam,thefinal equations
will benonlinearpartial differential equations.
In this case,thepartial differential equations
are first transformedintoordinarydifferential
equationsusingGalerkin'smethod.Thereafterthe
methodof solutionis thesameregardlesswhich
of thesetwoblademodelsi used. In the
presentcase,becausethebladeis modelledas
rigid bladewith rootsprings(Fig. I), the
equationsof motionarenonlinearordinary
differential equationswithperiodiccoeffi-
cents. Thestepsinvolved,in solvingthese
equationsto obtainthestability information,
areasfollows.
I. Evaluationof theequilibriumpositionfortheblade.
2. Linearizationof thenonlinearordinarydifferential equationsaboutheequilibrium
position. (Linearizedequationswill have
periodiccoefficients.)
3. Transformationf thelinearizedequations
withperiodiccoefficientsto linearized
equationswithconstantcoefficients,by
applyingmultibladecoordinatetransformation.
4. Evaluationof theeigenvaluesof the
linearizedsystemwithconstantcoefficientsto obtaintheinformationaboutthe
stability.
Forthecaseof hover,theequationswhich
representthestatic equilibriumof theblade
areobtainedbyimposingtherequirementthat
all timederivativesof thebladedegreesof
freedomandthefuselageperturbationsvanishin
theequations.Theresultingequationsarenon-linearalgebraicequationsandtheyareidentical
for all thebladesin therotor indicatingthat
thestatic equilibriumis samefor all blades.
Thisstatic equilibriumpositionis obtainedby
solvingthenonlinearalgebraicequationsusing
a numbericalmethod,namelytheNewton-Raphson
technique.Thenthebladedegreesof freedom
areexpressedastimevaryingperturbations
abouthestatic equilibriumposition,60and_0for flapandlagrespectively.
6k(_) _ 80+A_k(_')
6k(_')= _0+g_k(@)
Substitutingtheseinto thenonlinear
ordinarydifferential equationsof motionand
neglectingtermswhichcontaintheproductoftheperturbationterlas,yieldsthe linearized
equationsof motion.Thelinearizedequationsfor
thek-th bladewill haveperiodiccoefficients,
sincethek-th bladeequationsarewritten in the
blade fixed rotating coordinate system. Trans-
formation of the perturbations equations to a non-
rotating system will result in equations with con-
stant coefficients. This transformation is per-
formed using the multiblade coordinate transforma-
tion 6. During this transformation, the individual
blade degrees of freedom will transform to a new se
of rotor degrees of freedom. In the past, these
rotor degrees of freedom have been referred to as
multiblade coordinates or Coleman coordinates or
Fourier coordinates or rotor-plane coordinates.
These coordinates are basically representative of
the behavior of the rotor as a whole when viewed
from a nonrotating frame. For the sake of com-
pleteness the equations of blade equilibrium, the
linearized perturbational blade equations (in the
multiblade or rotor plane coordinate system) and
the perturbational equations for the pitch and roll
degrees of freedom are presented in Appendix A.
Stability of the linearized system is
determined by performing an eigen-analysis on the
linearized constant coefficient perturbation
equations. The eigen-_alues appear as complex
pairs s = o ± i_. The complex part of the eigen
value (_) refers the modal frequency and the real
part (o) refers the modal damping. The mode is
stable if o is negative and it is unstable if o
is positive.
For the present problem, there are six pairs
of complex eigen-values each one representing one
of the six degrees of freedom, namely, _ic, _is,
_ic, _Is, O and 9. The modes corresponding to
the rotor degrees of freedom (_Ic, _is, $1c, _is)
are referred to either progressing mode or
regressing mode. The designation of progressing
or regressing to a particular mode is based on
the numerical value of the rotating natural fre-
quency of the rotor. Suppose the rotating
natural frequency, say in lead-lag, is f/rev.
Then the two frequencies corresponding to the
cyclic lag modes (_ic, _Is) will be (f+l)/rev
and (f-l)/rev, where f+l is the high frequency
lag mode and f-i is the low frequency lag mode.
If f is greater than i/rev, the high frequency
lag mode (f+l) is a progressing mode and the low
frequency lag mode (f-l) is a regressing mode.
On the other hand, if f is less than i/rev, the
high frequency lag mode is a progressing mode
and the low frequency lag mode is also a progres-
sing mode. These designations are also appli-
cable for the flap modes of the rotor. A clear
description of these is given in Ref. 6. For a
stlff-in-plane rotor, the rotating natural
frequency in lead-lag greater than I/rev. Hence
the high frequency lead-lag mode is a progressing
mode and the low frequency lead-lag mode is a
regressing mode. For a soft inplane rotor since
the rotating natural frequency is less than
i/rev, both high frequency and low frequency lag
modes are progressing modes.
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In thepresentstudy,aimedat theaero-
mechanicalstability of a modelhelicopter,thebehavforof themodelis studiedat various_'s
of therotor. Thusdueto thevariationin _,
a stiff inplanerotorat low_'s will becomea
soft inplanerotor at high_'s. In theexperi-
mentperformedbyBousman4, theflexibility ofthebladein lead-lagis suchthat therotor
becomesa soft inplanerotor beyond_ = 445
R.P.M.Hence,for _ < 445R.P.M.,thelead-lag
modeswill haveoneprogressingmodeandone
regressingmodeandfor _ >445R.P.M.,boththe
lagmodeswill beprogressingmodes.In Refs.
4 and5, evenfor _ >445R.P.M.,the low-
frequencylagmodeis referredss regressing
modeinsteadof progressingmode.Thereason
couldbeto avoidanyconfusionwhilereferringto variousmodes.So,for thesakeof con-
sistency,duringthediscussionof ourresults,the lowfrequencylagmodeis alwaysreferred
aslagregressingmode.
Theresultsfor confisuration 1 are pre-
sented in Figs. 2-7, while the results for
configuration 4 are presented in Figs. 8-12.
The variation of the various modal frequencies
with _ are presented in Fig. 2, together with
the experimental data obtained in Ref. 4. The
progressing flap and progressing lead-lag
frequencies increase very rapidly with _. The
lead-lag regressing mode frequency evaluated
from the analytical model is in excellent
agreement with the experimental results. The
body pitch and roll frequencies have slightly
higher values than the experimental results.
The damping in pitch as a function _ is shown
in Fig. 3. The analytical results are in
relatively good agreement with the experimental
data. The variation of the damping in roll as
a function of _ is shown in Fig. 4. It is
evident that for this case the analytical
results yield values which are somewhat higher
than the experimental data. The differences
observed between our analytical results and the
experimental points, for the frequency and damp-
ing in body modes, could be explained as fol-
lows. In our calculations, the numerical values
used for the stiffness and structural damping
in body pitch and roll modes are evaluated
based on pitch frequency equal to 2 Hz and roll
frequency equal to 4 Hz. As pointed out in
Sec. II of this paper, there is some doubt
about the correctness of the body frequencies
(2 and 4 Hz) because in Ref. 4, there are two
different sets of frequencies for pitch and
roll, namely 1.44 and 3.36 Hz, and 2 and 4 Hz
respectively.
Figure 5 represents the variation of damp-
ing in lead-lag regressing mode with _. As
indicated before, Johnson's results 5 show that
the theory with inflow dynamics shows better
agreement with experimental data than the
theory with quasi-steady _erodynamics. However,
even with quasi-steady aerodynamics, the results
of the present analysis show slightly better
agreement than the results obtained in Ref. 5
with inflow dynamics. It is also important to
note that in the region, beyond 800 R.P.M., our
results are in excellent agreement with the
experimental data, while the theory with inflow
dynamics predicts higher values.
Results from the calculations performed
indicated that the progressing and regressing
flap modes are always stable and the damping in
these modes increases monotonically with _ for
configuration 1 as well as for configuration 4.
Since these modes are always stable, the results
are not presented in this paper.
Changes in the damping of the lead-lag
regressing mode as a function of the collective
pitch setting of the blade are presented in Fig.
6. Since Johnson 5 has not presented a corres-
ponding set of results, it was not possible to
compare these results with an analysis based on
the dynamic inflow model. At _ = 650 R.P.M., the
results shown in Fig. 6a indicate that the
theoretical analysis used by Bousman 4 predicts a
much lower value for the damping than the experi-
mental results. The present analysis shows con-
siderably better agreement. It should be noted
however that for larger values of pitch setting
the difference between the predicted results and
the experimental results increases. This dif-
ference could be attributed to the simple quasi-
steady aerodynamic model used in our analysis.
This difference however is much smaller than the
one exhibited by Bousman's results. Even more
interesting are the results presented in Fig. 6b,
corresponding to _=900 R.P.M. For this case exper-
imental results indicate a lead-lag regressing
mode which is always stable, but the theoretical
results shown by Bousman 4 imply an instability
which becomes stronger beyond a collective pitch
setting of 2 degrees. As evident from Fig. 6b,
the results of our analysis predict the correct
trend and the predicted damping levels are much
closer to the experimental results. It should be
noted again that the agreement between the pre-
dicted and experimental results diminishes with
increasing collective pitch setting. An item to
be noted in these figures (6a, 6b) is that the
curve representing our analytical results starts
from an angle O c = -1.5 degrees. Although Fig. 6
contains an experimental data point corresponding
to 0 c = -3 degrees, we have not computed the
results for this pitch setting because for Oc =
-3 degrees, the relation between inflow ratio
and the collective pitch of the blade (Eq. i)
becomes indeterminate.
The variations in pitch damping as a func-
tion of collective pitch setting are shown in
Fig. 7a, and similar variations for roll damping
are shown in Fig. 7b. As evident from 7b, the
damping in roll is predicted quite well. However
the damping in pitch predicted by the present
analysis is much lower than the experimental
results. One can only speculate on the possible
cause for this discrepancy. One possible reason
could be the slight nonlinearity present in the
structural damping in pitch mentioned in Ref. 4.
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At_ = 650R.P.M.,the lead-lagregressingmode
frequencyis closeto thebodypitch frequency(Fig. 2) andthereforetheamplitudesin pitch
couldbehigher. Thusnonlinearityin structural
dampingin pitchcouldmanifesti self by
increasingthetotal dampingin pitch.
Theresultsfor configuration4 arepre-
sentednext. Thevariationof modalfrequencies
with_areshowni Fig.8. Thelead-lag
regressingmodefrequencyis in excellent
agreementwithouranalyticalpredictions.The
pitchandroll frequenciesarepredictedwell.Bousman's4 experimentsshowedthepresenceof
a frequencyof about0.8Hzbeyond_ = 350
R.P.M.,whereasthepresentanalysishasnot
predictedanyfrequencycloseto this value.Notethat theregressingflap modefrequency
is closeto thepitchmodeoverawiderangeof
_(400<f_< i000R.P.M.).Thusit is possible
that thepitchmodecanbeexcitedbythe
proximityof theregressingflapmode.Theexpla-
nationfor thepresenceof the0.8Hzfrequency,
measuredin thetest, poseda problemsincethetheoreticalresultspresentedbyBousman4aswell
asthoseobtainedbyJohnson5, with thequasi-
steadyaerodynamics,wereincapableof predicting
a 0.8Hzfrequency.It is quiterelevanto
quoteBousmanonthis matter,Ref.4, p. 53.In Bousman'swords,"Howeverin theexperimental
case,measurementsin hepitchcoordinateshow
twomodesof comparabledampingat rotor speeds
beyond350R.P.M.,onemodeat about0.8Hz
andtheotherat 2.0Hz". Bousmanrefersone
aspitchmode(0.8Hz)andtheotherasflap
regressingmode(2.0Hz). However,in identi-
fyingthesemodesBousmanstates,"Tocall one
modethebodymode,andtheotherflap regres-
singmodeis somewhatarbitrary; therationale
usedhereis thatasthebladepitchangle
increasesonlyoneof thesemodesremains,and
it is assumedto bethebodypitchmode".But
Johnson5, usingthe inflow dynamics model, was
able to predict theoretically a frequency close
to 0.8 Hz and he called it as the inflow mode
and he identified the other frequency (2.0 Hz)
as the pitch mode. Quoting Johnson, Ref. 5,
p. 672, "That it is measurable (i.e., 0.8 Hz
inflow mode) is surprising, since in fact the
inflow variables %x and % do not correspond to
real physical states of t_e system". He pro-
ceeds to interpret this behavior as "the
unsteady aerodynamics introduces behavior of
the system, as observed in either time or
frequency domain, that can be approximated by
an additional oscillatory mode with low or
moderate damping. Approximating the behavior
by an additional mode implies then the exist-
ence of additional states or degrees of free-
dora of the system". Johnson also states that
this behavior is observed only for matched
stiffness case because "the flap regressing
mode will be more coupled with the body motion".
But examination of Fig. 6 in Ref. 5 (the results
based on the theory with inflow dynamics)
reveals that the flap regressing mode fre-
quency is not near the body pitch frequency,
so it is questionable whether coupling could occur
between these two modes. In our analysis, however
the results show that the flap regressing mode is
close to the body pitch mode, as indicated in
Fig. 8. Thus it appears that the interpretation
offered by Johnson for the presence of the 0.8 Hz
frequency mode and its designation as the inflow
mode frequency is possible, albeit speculative.
The variation of lead-lag regressing mode
damping with _ is presented in Fig. 9. Again, the
present analytical results are in closer agreement
with the experimental results than those predicted
by the theory with inflow dynamics. Figure i0
and ii show the variation of damping in roll and
pitch modes with _. The pitch damping is pre-
dicted well. The roll damping is overestimated.
The variation in damping levels of the lead-
lag regressing mode with collective pitch angle,
of the blade are shown in Fig. 12, for two
different values of angular speed. It is evident
from Fig. 12b that for the case of _=i000 R.P.M.,
the theory used by Bousman predicts an unstable
region beyond e c = 3 degrees, however the experi-
ment indicates a stable configuration. The
results of the present analysis are in good agree-
ment with the experimental results. The agreement
noted in Figs. 6 and 12, between the analytical
results of our study and the experimental data,
for nonzero values of collective pitch, seems to
indicate that the discrepancy between theory and
experiment for these cases, evident in Ref. 4,
could be associated with the details of the math-
ematical model and is not related t_ unsteady
aerodynamic effects such as dynamic inflow.
V. Concludin$ Remarks
In this paper, the results of a theoretical
analysis, of the aeromechanical stability of a
hingeless rotor helicopter, are compared with the
experimental results. Using a quasi-steady
aerodynamic model, it was found that the results
of the present analysis compare quite well with
the experimental results. It is interesting to
note that this correlation with experimental data
appears to hold in both the region of zero collec-
tive pitch angles considered by Johnson 5 as well
as in the nonzero range of collective _itch
angles which was considered by Bousman _, but not
by Johnson. Obviously the quasi steady aero-
dynamic model is incapable of predicting the
"dynamic inflow mode" which is caused by the
augmented state of the system, when the dynamic
inflow model is used. In an extension of this
study which will include dynamic inflow, the
physical meaning of the dynamic inflow mode will
be reexamined.
This study also indicates that the dis-
crepancy between the predicted values of regres-
sing mode lag damping and the experimental
measurements, noted in Ref. 4, for configurations
1 and 4, do not seem to be associated with
dynamic inflow and are more likely to be related
to the details of the mathematical model.
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Furthermore the analytical model used in this
study has the capability of simulating the
experiment, with good accuracy, because it is
based on the same blade model which was actually
tested.
Finally, it should be noted that the
analytical model was based on an ordering scheme
where blade slopes were assumed to be of order
E and the fuselage rotations in pitch and roll
were assumed to be of order s 3/2, which leads
to simplification in the equations of motion.
The cases considered in the present study (both
experimental and theoretical) were restricted
so that only the linear first order terms in
fuselage rotations were important. Thus other
classes of problems, in which nonlinear terms
in fuselage rotations are also exercised, have
to be considered to determine the overall reli-
ability of this particular ordering scheme.
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Appendix A: Equations Used in this Study
The equations of blade equilibrium, the
linearized perturbational blade equation in
multiblade coordinates, together with the per-
turbational equations in the pitch and roll
degrees of freedom are given below.
Equilibrium E_uat ions
F1_!_e:
-2 +(g2 L -2 13 i 2B0{WF - WF) sin20c + --3 + T e}
-2 -2 i 4
+ _0 {(w L - WF) sinOc cOSOc + _ _-- Bp}
i4
+ Bo_o{V -%- }
-_ i 2 I4+ Bp{ -_ e} - v{ -_ O 0 +
i3 _2
+ --_ (-X+2ee0) - --_ eX} = 0 (A.I)
Lead-La_
60{_(5 _ -2- WF) sine cose }c c
-2 -2 -2 _2
+ _0{-WL + (w L - w F) sin20 c - -_ e +
[4 i3 _3
+ v(---$ _p80 - -_ 2_$p)} + _0_0{v -_ i}
[4 i3 _3
+ v{- _cd0 (-_ + 2-_ _) - -_ %90 +
[2
+--_ i(I - $00)} = 0 (A.2)
where
-2
w F =--
K6
rm22R 3
-2 K_
WL m_2R3
OAabR
m
e
;e=i;i:1-e
When there is no structural flap-lag coupling, the
terms containing sine o and cos@ c muse be deleted
from the above equations as well as in the
stability equations given below.
O 0 = 0 c - OZL
where O 0 is the effective angle of attack
O is the collective pitch setting of the
c
blade
0ZL is the zero lift angle of attack
Linearized Stabilit_
n-cosine Flap
6ncFnc(1) + BnsFnc (2) + _ncFnc (3) + _nsFnc (4)
F (5) + BnsFne (6)+ _nc nc
+ _ncFnc (7) + 8ncFnc (8)
+ _V (9) +_V (10)
NC NC
+ @Fnc(ll) = 0 (A.3)
where i4
2L -2F (i) = _2F + (_ - w F) sin20 + _ -_ EO
me c
E3
i 3 i 2 - 2 _3 n 2 1 _ cosG 0
+--_ +-_ e - n --_ - _ --_
i 4 I 3
F (2) = n(_ -7 + _ -5 _ + gSF)
nc i4
-2 -2
_ WF)sin@ c cos9 + v (Bp + 80 )Fnc(3) = (w L c -_
i3 14 i 3
Fnc(4 ) = (2 --_ (B 0 + Bp) - 2_ -_ 90 + v -_ % )n
[4 i3 _ _
F (5) = v-_ + v-_ e + gSF
nc
i 3 1 i 3
V (6) = n{2 -_ + 2 _ v --_ b cos@ O }
nc
i3 i 4 i 3
Vnc(7) = 2 -5 (5O + 6p) - 2v -% e0 + _ -5 _
13 I %3
F (s) = -5 + 7 _ _ -5 c°_eo
nc
i 3
F (9) = - --_ 6nc n
i 4
Fnc(10) = -_n _ --_
313 i 3 12
Fnc(ll) = 6n{2 --_" + h2 (2v -5 _0 - v -_- X)}
where _ = 1 when n = 1
n
= 0 n# I
- gS____F ; gSF = damping in flap
gSF = m_R 3
b = semichord
n-Sine F ia___D
_nsFns (I) + _ncFns(2) + _nsFns (3) + _ncFns (4)
+ [nsFns (5) + BncFns (6) + EnsFns (7)
+ 6nsFns(8 ) + _ Fns(9) + _ Fns(lO)
+ 0 F (ii) = 0 (A.4)
ns
where i4
-2 -2 -2 2
F (i) = w F + (_°L - WF)sin 9 c + _ -% _0
ms
_3 i 2 - 2 %3 i %3 2
+-5+-fe-n -5-7"_-f n coseo
_3
(2) n{_ 4 v -_ e - gSF }
Fns = -
i 4
-2 g2F) singcCOSgc + _ -_ (60+_, p)F (3) = (w L -
ns
i3 i 4
Fns(4) = n{-2 -5 (B0+6 p) + 2v -% 80
i 3
i 4 i 3 _ -
Fns(5) = _ --_ + _ -5 e + gSF
i 3 I _3
Fns(6) = n{- 2 --_ - 2 _ _ -5 D cos0 O}
%3 i 4 13
Fns(7) = 2 --_ (BO+ Bp) - 2 _ -% 90 + _ -_ _
_3
i 3 1 _ cos90F (8) =-5+i -5
ns
i 3
Fns(9) = 6 n -5
i4
F (10) = 5 ,---f
ns n
_3 i3 i 2
Fns(II ) = 6n{2 --_ + 2n --_ 90h 2 - h2 v --2 X}
n - Cosine lead-la_
EncLnc (I) + EnsLnc (2) + _ncLnc (3)
+ SnsLnc (4) + EncLnc (5) + EnsLnc (6)
L (7) + (8) + (9)
+ _nc nc Sns Lnc _ncLnc
+ _ncLnc(lO) + # Lnc(ll) + 8 Lnc(12)
(A.5)
+ 0 Lnc(13) = 0
where
-2 -2 -2 2 i 2 -
_ _OF)sin 9 c - eL (i) = - _°L + (_°L --_
ne
+ n2 ,_3 i 4
-- -x)
-7 6peo
L (2) -n{2_ cdO _4 =3
= a 4 + _ _ 00_ + _SL}
nc
Lnc(3) _(i_2L _ _2)sinO cos0= F c c
_ i 13
n 2 _ _ b --_ sin00
73 i4
Lnc(4) = n{2 --_ (60+6 p) - V -% 60
_3
- _ -7 (-2_ + e @o)}
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Lnc (5)
Lnc (6)
Cd0 14 i3
= -2_ -- -- - _ e04 - -a 4 --3 gSL
i3
= -n 2 --
3
13 i4
= 2--_ (B0+Bp) - v-7 °oLnc(7)
13
- _ --_ (-24 + me0)
i 13
Lnc(8) = 2n _ _ b -_ sine 0
i3
Lnc(9) = - --_
i i 3
tnc(10 ) = _ _ b -_ sin00
%3 12
Lnc (II) = 6n{--3 (6p+B0) + h2 --2 }
12
Lnc (12) = 6n h2 --2 _0
14 i3
Lnc(13) = 6n{_--$ 00 - --_ 24_}
where gSL = gSL/r_R3 ; gSL = damping in lag
n-Sine lead-la$
_nsLns(1) + _ncLns(2) + BnsLns(3) + 8ncLns
+ _nsLns(5) + _ncLns(6) + _nsLns(7)
+ BncLns(8) + _nsLns(9) + 8nsLns(10)
+ 0 Lns(ll) + _ Lns(12 ) + ¢ Lns(13 ) = 0
where
-2 -2 -2 i 2
Lns(1) = - _L + (_L- _F )sin29 -
2 _3 14
- e
+n -f v-TBp o
OF i:'O:C_i QU.AL_TY
-v --_ (-2% + eeo)
i 13
Lns(8 ) = -2n _ D b --_ sine 0
_3
ens(9) = _ --_
1 _3
ens(10 ) = _ 'd b --_ sine 0
i 3 i 2
ens(ll) = 6 n --_ (Bp+ $0 ) +--_ h2 }
I2
Lns(12) = -gn h2 -_ _0
i 4 i 3
Lns(13) = 6n{-V -7 Q0 + -_ 24_}
Roll
N m_2R3{81c<V Cd0 %4 i3 _a 4 + v -_ )_0 0 + gSF
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Appendix B: Rotor_ Blade and Body Properties
Rotor Geometry
Number of blades 3
Radius, cm 81.1
Chord, cm 4.19
Hinge offset, cm 8.51
Blade airfoil NACA 23012
Profile drag coefficient 0.0079
Lock number 7.73
Solidity ratio 0.0494
Lift curve slope 2w
Height of rotor hub above
gimbal, cm 24.1
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Blade Mass Properties
Blade mass (to flap
flexure), gm 209
Blade mass centroid (Ref.
flexure centerline), cm 18.6
Blade flap inertia (Ref. 2
flexure centerline), gm m 17.3
Blade Frequency and Dampin_
Nonrotating flap freq. Hz
Nonrotating lead-lag
freq. Hz
Damping in lead-lag (%
critical)
Body Mass Properties
RotarY2inertia in pitch,
gm m
RoLary inertia in roll,
gm m 2
Body Frequency and Damping
Pitch frequency, Hz
Roll frequency, Hz
Damping in roll (%
critical)
Damping in pitch (%
critical)
Conf. i Conf.4
3.13 6.63
6.70 6.73
0.52% 0.53%
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Figure 2. Modal Frequencies as a Function
of _, 0 = 0 (Configuration i).
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Figure 3. Ro_y Pitch Mode Damping as a
Function of _, 0 c = 0 (Configuration i).
Figure i. Equivalent Spring Restrained
Blade Model.
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DISCUSSION
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL COUPLED HELICOPTER ROTOR/BODY
STABILITY RESULTS WITH A SIMPLE ANALYTICAL MODEL
P. P. Friedmann
C. Venkatesan
Jing Yen, Bell Helicopter Textron: It would be interesting to compare your "F = ma"
terms with whatever Johnson has, and Bell has, and whoever else has, to see where
the differences are. Because if you leave the dynamic inflow out...you don't have
dynamic inflow in your analysis.
Friedmann: That's right.
Yen: You also show some other curves without dynamic inflow; however, your theory
and their theories don't come close. My question is, are you going to compare your
"F = ma" terms with theirs?
Friedmann: I don't see exactly what you mean by "F = ma" terms but let me try to
answer your question, but based on the recommendations I've received from Wayne and
Bill Bousman, I'm going to put dynamic inflow in these equations and see what
happens.
Yen: That's a new program. I'm talking about the documentation of these equations.
Friedmann: The documentation of these equations is available in a document, and
these equations are fully documented.
Yen: I'm saying you should compare your equations with their documented equations
to see ....
Friedmann: I don't like to compare equations with equations, if I can compare
solutions with solutions.
Wayne Johnson_ Session Chairman: What you're saying, Jing, is the same remark that
could have been made yesterday in the presentation of these results.
Yen: Yes, exactly.
Johnson: Peretz didn't have a copy of the ITR stuff so he was doing this without
that information. I've actually laid his calculations alongside what the rest of us
did and it's all within the same band, okay? His is sort of on the bottom end, but
I wouldn't consider it radically different from any of the other six. Between any
two of those analyses that we've done, the differences are roughly equal in magni-
tude. This is a fairly straightforward situation so that's why at least everybody
got the same trends, but there still are differences.
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Bob Ormiston_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: Can I make a couple of comments here?
First of all, based on my look at the data, working with the analysis and the exper-
imental results, and your finding that the variation of the regressing-mode lead-lag
damping as a function of pitch angle, some of the curves you showed there where you
compared the FLAIR results against your results without any consideration of dynamic
inflow, shows a major difference between the two analyses which is really signifi-
cant. We never understood why we got such poor coorelation in that area, and going
back to "F = ma" or whatever the terms are would be very interesting; we should do
that. I want to acknowledge that I think there has been a major improvement or
whatever in the correlation there, but the business about the regressing lead-lag
mode damping as a function of rpm, where the effect of dynamic inflow shows a slight
improvement is a much fuzzier situation. However, I'll take issue with you a little
bit because of the way you presented the data: your result without inflow, Wayne's
result with inflow, and you show roughly the same level of predicted damping. Now
people who have done the apples-to-apples comparison, like Gaonkar, have shown that
the increment due to dynamic inflow is precisely in the direction to improve the
correlation with the data. It's small for that mode, but it's in the right
direction.
Friedmann: As I indicated, I'm going to put in the dynamic inflow based on Wayne's
recommendation. Now regarding the equations, they are documented.
Ormiston: That's not a more fundamental problem than the "F = ma," or the elastics
or the lift curve slope, which is pretty important as you've pointed out. So that
really ought to be traced down when you've shown such a major improvement in the
correlation.
Friedmann: The equations are very straightforward and very simple.
Ormiston: Well, they're not really simple.
Dewey Hodges_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: I'd like to take issue with one conclusion,
and that is that in your case you have t set equal to t° + At and B = 8o + AS,
you also obviously, somewhere along the line, said ¢ = ¢ + A¢, and 8 = 8 + A8,
and then linearized .... [Friedmann: No.] You had to. T_en linearized in °Ae and
A¢, but now ¢o and eo have to be zero, so in essence you're Just simply lineariz-
ing the equations in ¢ and 8. So [regarding] your assertion about the ordering
scheme, you have no way of validating that kind of a conclusion because you're
linearizing the equations in ¢ and 8 anyway, as I do and everybody else does. For
this problem it has to be a linear problem so your ordering scheme hasn't even been
exercised.
Friedmann: I agree with you that the ordering scheme has not been exercised as far
as the nonlinear terms in pitch and roll are concerned. No disagreement, your point
is well taken and I should have mentioned it. However, what I wanted to point out
is that by this slightly smaller order of magnitude you don't lose anything because
it does not kick out of the equations any of the linear terms or anything else
important. This happens because you get products of the various types of
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pitch-and-roll motions multiplying the blade degrees of freedom, so the ordering
schemedoes not cause any fatal flaws, becauseotherwise ....
Hodges: If your equations are linear anyway then the ordering scheme has nothing to
do with it.
Friedmann: The equations are not linear.
Hodges: They are in _ and e.
Friedmann: They are linear in _ and 8, as have been everybody's results because
[in] this particular problem, the fuselage degrees of freedom are totally perturba-
tional quanities.
Hodges: The only way you can exercise your ordering scheme is in forward flight.
Friedmann: Absolutely, no disagreement.
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Abstract
A plan has been formed for developing
a comprehensive, second-generation system
with analytical capabilities for predict-
ing performance, loads and vibratlon,
handling qualities, aeromechanical stab±l-
ity, and acoustics. This second-genera-
tion system named COPTER (COmprehensive
Program for Theoretical Evaluation of
Rotorcraft) is deslgned for operational
efficiency, user frlendliness, coding
readabllity, maintainabllity, transport-
ability, modularity, and expandability for
future growth. The system is dlvided into
an executive, a data deck validator, and a
technology complex. At present a simple
executive, the data deck validator, and
the aeromechanical stabllity module of the
technology complex have been implemented.
This paper describes briefly the system,
discusses the implementation of the tech-
nology module, and presents correlation
data. The correlation includes hinge-
less-rotor isolated stability, hingeless-
rotor ground-resonance stability, and
air-resonance stability of an advznced
bearingless-rotor in forward flight.
Introduction
Each helicopter manufacturer has em-
ployed several analytical methods of vary-
ing complexity to determine loads and
vibrations, aeroelastic stability, stabil-
ity and control, performance, and acous-
tics. It was the consensus of the U.S.
Army and the U.S. helicopter industry that
these first-generation methods had limited
capability, since they were not generally
applicable to all types and slzes of heli-
copters, were difficult to maintain and
improve, and were not truly comprehensive.
In 1976, a decision was made by USAAMRDL
Presented at the ITR Methodology Assess-
ment Workshop, NASA Ames, June 21-22,
1983.
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at Fort Eustis to develop the Second-Gen-
eration Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis
System (2GCHAS) using modern software
design techniques and modules for the
technology complex. In order to maintain
its competitive position in the technical
community and assist the government in the
development of 2GCHAS, Bell Helicopter
Textron Inc. (BHTI) Inltiated the COmpre-
hensive Program for Theoretical Evaluation
of Rotorcraft (COPTER).
The COPTER System
The COPTER system is designed for
operational efficiency, user friendliness,
coding readability, maintainability,
transportability, modularity, and expand-
ability for future growth. The system is
divided into an executive, a data deck
validator, and a technology complex. The
source is coded in VS FORTRAN to take ad-
vantage of the structured programming fea-
tures. Each subprogram has a prologue to
explain its function, inputs and outputs,
computational method and sequence, crea-
tion/modification dates, and authors.
Varlous built-in diagnostic options are
available throughout the program.
A user can invoke the executive of
the system at a TSO (IBM's Time Sharing
Option) terminal by typing the command
"COPTER." The executive then presents a
menu on the screen with options available
to the user. These options include edit-
ing input data, running programs inter-
actively, browslng outputs, and submitting
batch jobs. The executlve can also prompt
the user for inputs and interface inter-
actively with the user.
The executive takes advantage of the
System Productivity Facility (SPF), an IBM
product, to invoke the editing and brows-
Ing options. This allows full-screen
edltlng and scrolling of the input data
and browsing the output immediately after
running the programs. Any error messages
will be displayed on the terminal screen.
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The executive drives two programs.
The first program is the Data Deck Valida-
tor (DDV), which reads inputs, interprets
key words, checks for errors, and gener-
ates error messages wherever appropriate.
It also retrieves block data from the
master data base, creates the run data
base, and generates an annotated echo of
the input data. The second program con-
tains the technology modules of the COPTER
system. It reads the run data base as its
input, executes the user-specified tech-
nology modules, and generates engineering
data that can be printed or plotted. The
flow chart in Figure 1 summarizes the
COPTER system.
Aeromechanical Stability
In recent years, the helicopter com-
munity has been challenged by the develop-
ment of hingeless and bearingless rotors.
The area of greatest challenge has been
predicting aeroelastic stability chalac-
teristics for such rotors. As a result,
the U.S. Army awarded several methodology
assessment contracts to helicopter com-
panies in 1981. The results were encour-
aging, but inconclusive (References 1 and
2).
Bell has been working toward the de-
velopment of viable hingeless and bearing-
less rotor systems for over a decade. The
effort has led to an experimental hinge-
less rotor (Reference 3), two production
hingeless rotors (e.g., Reference 4), and
a successful advanced bearingless rotor
(Reference 5).
Recognition of Bell's in-house design
requirements and the lack of a comprehen-
sive capability in analyzing stability
characteristics of hingeless and bearing-
less rotors resulted in the decision that
the aeromechanical stability module should
be the first technology module to be im-
plemented in the COPTER system.
Analytical Model
Modal representations are used for
the rotor and the airframe dynamics. A
two-dimensional, strip, quasi-steady
theory is employed for the blade aero-
dynamics. The effects of compressibility,
reverse flow, and stall are modeled using
the aerodynamic table look-up technique.
A dynamic inflow model similar to the one
discussed in Reference 6 is included as an
option. Dynamic coupling between the
rotor and the airframe is achieved by
using time-invariant mass matrix methodol-
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USER I _IERROR
INPUT_ MESSAGES
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Figure i. The COPTER system.
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ogy (Reference 7). The time-invariant
mass matrix capability also facilitates
the modeling of various hub types, such as
bearingless, hingeless, gimbaled, and
teetering rotors. Hub loads are calculat-
ed by either the mode-deflection or the
force-integration method. At present, the
analysis interfaces with the C81 computer
program to obtain trim values.
Two methods of solution are available
to the analysis: multiblade coordinate
transformation and Floquet transition
matrix. The multiblade coordinate trans-
formation is used for multibladed rotors
in hover, while the Floquet method is used
for two-bladed rotors and all forward-
flight conditions. The solution is pre-
sented in eigenvalue and eigenvector forms.
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Correlations
Validation is one of the most impor-
tant phases in the development of any
analytical design tool. The aeromechani-
cal stability analysis has been validated
by comparing the results with those of
established computer programs and by cor-
relating with measured model data. The
correlations shown in this paper include a
hingeless-rotor isolated stability, a
hingeless-rotor ground resonance, and sta-
bility of an advanced bearingless rotor
with simulated body degrees-of-freedom in
forward flight.
The hovering data of a hingeless-
rotor isolated stability were obtained
from cases A/2 and A/4 of the Army Inte-
grated Technology Rotor (ITR) methodology
assessment contract. A complete descrip-
tion of the two-bladed rotor model is pre-
sented in Reference i. Case A/2 was for a
uniform blade with a soft feathering flex-
ure, but with no precone or droop. Case
A/4 was for the same blade as case A/2,
but with a 5 ° hub precone. Measured and
computed blade lead-lag damping values vs
blade pitch angles were plotted at a rotor
speed of i000 rpm and are shown in Figures
2 and 3 for case A/2 and case A/4, re-
spectively. For both cases, it was found
that the effect of the dynamic inflow on
the blade inplane damping was small. An-
alytical data shown in Figures 2 and 3
were obtained without employing the dy-
namic inflow model.
Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
Lead-lag damping vs blade pltch
angle, no precone or droop,
soft feathering flexure, i000
rpm, isolated two-bladed hinge-
less rotor.
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Lead-lag damping vs blade pitch
angle, 5 ° precone, soft feath-
ering flexure, i000 rpm, isola-
ted two-bladed hingeless rotor.
A correlation with ground-resonance
data measured on a model-scale, three-
bladed hingeless rotor, coupled with body
pitch and roll degrees-of-freedom, was
performed. Descriptions of the experi-
mental model, experimental results, and
analytical representation of the model
hardware can be found in Reference i.
This was case C/I of the ITR methodology
assessment contract. System frequencies,
damping values of lead-lag regressing
mode, and body pitch and body roll modes
were plotted as rotor speeds varied from
0 to i000 rpm. The blade was untwisted
with 0 ° blade pitch angle. The analysis
was conducted with and without the dy-
namic inflow. For this case (coupled
rotor/body), including the dynamic inflow
in the analysis improved the correlation.
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Data in Figures 4 through 7 show correla-
tions of system frequencies, lead-lag re-
gressing mode damping, body pitch mode
damping, and body roll mode damping, re-
spectively. Analytical results, with and
without the dynamic inflow, are presented
in Figures 5 through 7. Computed system
frequencies depicted in Figure 4 were ob-
tained with the dynamic inflow included in
the computation; those calculations with-
out the dynamic inflow were not as good.
To avoid further cluttering of the data
in Figure 4, computed frequencies without
the dynamic inflow were deleted from this
figure.
It should be pointed out here that
the analytical data shown in these figures
were obtained by using the force-integra-
tion technique in the calculation of hub
forces and moments. The results showed
distinct frequency shifts in the body/
lead-lag crossings when the mode-deflec-
tion method was used. The difference in
the results between the mode-deflection
method and the force-integration method
was attributed to the fact that the mode-
deflection method did not include the com-
plete dynamic coupling terms.
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A correlation of aeromechanical sta-
bility in forward flight was made by using
experimental data measured on a one-fifth
scale model rotor with an advanced bear-
ingless hub. Descriptions of the experi-
mental apparatus and procedures are pre-
sented in Reference 8. The particular
rotor and body used for this correlation
effort were the baseline rotor and the
baseline fuselage configurations identi-
fied as R-I and F-2, respectively, in
Reference 8. The rotor had a hub precone
of 2.75 ° with no blade droop or sweep.
Correlation of blade regressing in-
plane frequency (fixed system) and lead-
lag damping (rotating system) vs rotor
speed at a tunnel speed of 27.7 kn and ig
rotor thrust is shown in Figure 8. Mea-
sured data for body pitch and roll mode
frequencies were not available. However,
computed body pitch and roll frequencies
are included in Figure 8 to indicate the
rotor speeds where the regressing inplane
mode crosses the body modes.
A correlation of regressing inplane
frequency (fixed system) and blade lead-
lag damping (rotating system) vs rotor
thrust at 750 rpm and a 27.7-kn tunnel
speed is presented in Figure 9.
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Concluding Remarks
A second-generation comprehensive
aeromechanical stability analysis has been
developed as part of the overall technol-
ogy capabilities of the COPTER system.
The technology complex of the system is
modularized. The system, therefore, has
great potential for growth and improve-
ment, and new physics can be incorporated
at any point of the COPTER life cycle.
The use of dynamic inflow improves
the ground-resonance correlation.
The mode-deflection method usually
does not include the complete dynamic
coupling terms, as does the force-inte-
275
gration method. Its application to theground-resonanceanalysis may lead to
erroneous rotor/body crossing and incor-
rect damping.
Application of the Floquet transition
matrix to aeromechanical stability in for-
ward flight produces eigenvalue and eigen-
vector solutions. This eliminates most of
the shortcomings associated with a time
history solution.
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DISCUSSION
AEROMECHANIC STABILITY ANALYSIS OF COPTER
Sheng K. Yin
Jing G. Yen
Jerry Miao_ Sikorsky Aircraft: What is the difference between this COPTER aero-
mechanical stability module and DRAV21?
Ye___nn:Well, they're basically the same. COPTER, as I said, is a second generation
analysis. The aeromechanical stability analysis happens t_ be one of the technology
modules. One of the primary differences between them is that now we transport all
of those C81 trims into here; in DRAV21 all those trims were done internally, so
that's one of the differences. I consider it to be a very important one.
Bill White_ U.S. Army AVRADCOM: In COPTER, do you have an internal blade modal-
generation program?
Yen: No, our Myklestad [program] provides the modes.
White: How do you typically handle nonlinear blade dampers, such as you design in
your current rotor systems?
Yen: Well, I have not really applied these linear or eigenvalue analyses for
that. The thing I have done for a nonlinear lead-lag damper, say, is I do it at
each value. How should I say this? You know the motion as a function of the rpm or
whatever, and you change input values versus rpm.
Bill Warmbrodt_ NASA Ames: Your correlation with this five degrees of precone,
that's a remarkable improvement over what DRAV21 showed.
Yen: Okay, I'd like to make a point here. The reason I show this is not to make
any comment about whether the correlation is good or poor or whatever. This is one
of the correlations we used to validate the math model and I want to make the point
that more correlations are certainly required before we can make use of this analy-
sis as a design tool. To answer your question, the major difference here is the
trim. For this analysis all the trim values were obtained from C81. For the DRAV21
data which we gave to the government as a result of the methodology contract, all
those trims were done inside the program DRAV21.
White: Using C81 as your trim program, is that a temporary thing or is it long term
part of COPTER?
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Yen: It's a temporary thing. I had a chart here earlier [Fig. I] and I did not
re---allyaddress that point. The program COPTER itself will provide trim values, but
for the time being we've only completed a very small portion of it. So yes, that is
one of our goals.
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AEROELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TIIE AH-64
BEARINGLESS TAIL ROTOR
D. Banerjee
Chief, Aeromechanics R&D
Hughes Helicopters, Inc.
Culver City, CA 90230
Abstract
A Composite Flexbeam Tail Rotor (CFTR)
with a s}ructurally and aeroelastically unique hub
desit_n has been developed at Hughes Helicopters,
Inc. (HHI) for the AH-64, Advanced Attack Heli-
copter. The full scale rotor has been success-
fully tested in the wind tunnel over the full steady
sideslip envelope of the AH-64. The test program
has defined the performance, loads, and dynamic
characteristics of the CFTR for rotor speeds up
to I. 0 N R and airspeeds up to 197 knots. Unique-
ness of the design is reflected in its patented hub
design. The elastomeric shear attachment of the
flexbeam to the hub results in a soft-inplane
S-mode and a stiff-inplane C-mode configuration.
The properties of the elastomer have been
chosen for proper frequency placement and stable
damping of the inplane S-mode. Both frequencies
are well separated from the l-flap frequency.
The stress-critical pitch case/blade interface has
been carefully designed to minimize loads. The
flexbeam spanwise thickness and Width distribution
have been tailored for near-uniform corner
stresses. The I/rev chordwise load is main-
tained within the flexbeam and is not transferred
to the hub. The Z/rev chordwise loads are trans-
ferred to the hub after significant attenuation due
to hub shear pad damping and separation of the
reactionless l-chord frequency from Z/rev. The
carry-through design of the flexbeam across the
rotor hub allows the flexbeam to deform within
the hub to reduce the hub loads to a minimum.
Kinematic pitch-lag coupling is introduced to
improve the first cyclic inplane C-mode damping
at high collective pitch.
Presented at the Integrated Technology Rotor
(ITR) Methodology Workshop, NASA Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA,
June 20-Zl, 1983.
1.0 Introduction
Hughes Helicopters, Inc. (tIHI) has designed,
fabricated and successfully wind tunnel tested a
Composite Flexbeam Tail Rotor (CFTR for the
AH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter.
Over the past several years, a varlety of
bearingless tail rotors have been developed. The
CFTR is a bearingless rotor whose design
features have benefited from recent advances in
composites technology and lessons learned from
research into the basic characteristics of bear-
ingless rotors that have to be addressed to
achieve a successful design. Reference I
describes the experimental development of a
bearingless rotor and shows that a rotor system
whose coupling effects are not _vell understood
can run into fundamental dynamic instability
problems Instabilities encountered in the design
were:
I) Inplane C-mode instability.
2) Inplane S-mode instability.
3) Stall flutter in the third flexible mode
(torsion).
4) Stall flutter in the fourth flexible mode
(second flap).
This reference also provides valuable infor-
mation on the effect of key parameters such as
blade sweep, tip weight, kinematic pitch-flap
coupling, flexbeam width, etc. , on the dynamic
and aeroelastic behavior of the rotor. The choice
of flexbeam geometry was found to be crucial to
the level of flexbeam loads, and hence, the per-
missible amount of the kinematic pitch-flap
coupling, which influences the flexbeam fatigue
loads. In Reference 2, a hingeless rotor had
carefully designed flexbeam and was inherently
stable. A closer look at this concept raised
several questions regarding the "optimality" of
the load path in the rotor. In Reference 3, the
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rotorsystemcnco,mtcr,'d;tr, i_slahility involvin_
the first flap/ch,H'd _,,M,' al ,,_ud,,ralc (,dh'_tiw:
pitch. The rotor d,.scrih,.,I i,, R,.I,.r,..,," 4
encountered flap-la_ fr,'qu,'m y ,,>.l,.nc,_u_c aud
resultant instability whicl_ wan ,.li_,_iual,,d by
ct_anging the pitti_-tlap _ _mplir_lZ (6?) Ir,n,_ ;J _on-
vcntional value ol -$5 t_ -4q d_._r,.'s (flap up
induces pitch down), to t _5 dc_r_.,'s, thus reducing
the first flap frt_qm'ncy t_) bclov, I /rcv. IIuwcw'r
care had to be excrcised in th_ use of such pitch/
flap coupling sin(t it can lt'ad to static diw'r_(:,:
in flap/pitch. Tlu' rotor loads and perforH_anc,,
characteristics resulting from the varyin_ 6_
were not addrc_sscd.
These rotors can be generally categorized as
stiff-inplane or s0lt-inplane rotors. Typical
problen_s associated with stiff-inplane rotors
have })coin:
1) Inadequate structural stiffness in the
flexbeam to ensure adequate separation of
1-chord and 1-flap frequencies. This generally
results in coupled flap-la_ instability (Refer-
enc,_ _ 1 ).
2) Since the hub and drive system torsional
stiffness lower the frequency of the 1-chord
reactionless and collective modes, they have to
be taken into account in sizing the flexbeam
chordwise stiffness characteristics to avoid
coalescence of the 1-chord and 1-flap modes.
3) In ensuring good separation of the 1-chord
and l-flap modes, the 1-chord frequency is gener-
ally laced high (between 1. 5/rev and 1.7/rev).
Dynamic amplification of 1 /rev and 2/rev Coriolis
bending moments result in high 1 /rev and Z/rev
chordaise fatigue loads in the flexbeam.
4) In order to accommodate the high loads
of a stiff inplane rotor, a relatively stiffer flex-
beam is required. This also increases the
torsional stiffness of the flexbeam resulting in
Sigher lorsional loads on the control system.
Soft-inl)lane rotors have potential problems of:
l) Dynamic coupling of the rotor anti sup-
port structure resulting in "ground resonance"
type problems.
2) Structural loads in the flexbeam of a
bearingless rotor could determine a lower bound
on the flexbeam stiffness, and hence, the l-chord
frequency of the rotor blade.
With the above concerns in mind, the
Con_t)osite KlexhL.am Tail Rotor (CF-TR) has been
dew'loped at ttughes Ilelicol)ters, Inc. It has a
structurally tailored flexbeam chordwise stiffness
distribution to locate the cyclic 1-chord frequency
above l/rev, and the flexbeam is mounted to the
hub between elastomcric "soft" supports whose
stiffness and damping are tailored to locate the
collective and reactionless 1-chord frequencies
below 1/rev. A description of the rotor design
and dynamic characteristics are. presented in
Sections g and 3, respectiwdy.
g.0 CFTR - Description
An exploded view of the CFTR is shown in
F'ig. 1. This shows that tiae axes of the blade-
pair assembly arc perpendicular to each other,
and arc separated axially so one flexbeam may
cross over the other. Tile CKTR has upper and
lov, c_r hub plates whicln sandwich the blade-pair
assembly. The hub assembly is bolted to the tail
rotor drive shaft. The flexbeam extends from the
tip of one blade, across the hub, to the tip of the
opposite blade. Bending and twistin_ motion of
the flexbeam, betv_ecn the edge of the hub and the
inboard end of the blade, provides the fundamental
flap, lag, and torsional motions of the rotor
blades. The flexbeams are attached to the hub
plates through elastomeric shear (inplane) pads.
The laminated elastomeric pitcln shear support
aligns the pitch case with respect to the fiexbeam.
The pitch horn is bolted to the trailing edge of the
pitch case. The Sl)anwise location of the pitch
link attachment is adjusted for an effective pitch-
flap coupling (83 ) of -35 de}trees (pitch down with
flap up). The pitch link is inclined to provide
negative pitch-lag coupling (64 positive: pitch up
with blade lag) to augment inplane dampin_ at l_igh
collectiw' pitch and rotor speed. A brief descrip-
tion of each component follo_s.
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Fig. 1 CFTR assembly
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The heart of the CFTR is the fiberglass/
epoxy flexbeam that carries across the full span
of each blade-pair assembly and attaches the two
blade sections of each blade-pair assen_bly to
each other and to the hub. The flexbeam, which
is of rectangular cross-section is built of layers
of S-glass/epoxy with the filaments oriented
+5 degrees to the spanwise axis. S-glass was
selected for its good fatigue strength, relatively
high elongation, and low modulus of elasticity.
Fiber orientation of 4-5 degrees was selected as
having a good fatigue strength and low torsional
stiffness combined with the inplane shear strength
to carry the driving torque and inplane blade
loads. The spanwise distribution of flexbeam
width and thickness is configured for near uni-
form spanwise distribution of combined corner
stresses while maintaining a low structural
torsional stiffness.
The flexbeam is formed as a flat beam that
operates in the untwisted condition when the blade
is producing design lift at 03/4 = 8 degrees so
that the torsional stress within the flexbeam is
minimized.
2.2 Hub
The hub, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, consists
of upper and lower hub plates which sandwich the
flexbeams between elastomeric inplane shear pads.
Each set of pads is clamped between two load
carrying beamlike structures; an upper hub plate
"cross beam" and the "cross beam" stiffener of the
lower hub plate. These beams carry shear loads
due to preloading and reaction loading of the pads
to support points on their ends. The pads them-
selves consist of an elastomeric section bonded
to a thin aluminum plate which in turn is bonded
to the flexbeam. Four anchor bolts (two on each
end of each shear pad) attach the pads to the lower
•
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Fig. 2 Hub design
hub plate which carries all the reaction loads to
the drive shaft. The elastomeric pads provide a
soft mount between the flexbeam and hub and are
designed to allow the flexbeam to bend with
respect to the rigid hub and to keep the primary
bending moments within the flexbeam _here the
filaments art" oriented to accommodate them. In
addition, the hub, which is of hollow construction,
is designed to minimize the load path. These
features art, shown schematically in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Hub design criteria
In the flapwise direction, the flexbeam is
designed for transfer of minimal bending moment
loads into the hub as a result of the flexbeam
taper and bending within the hub. The elastomer
is clamped to preload it and ensure that it always
has a net compression load. All flap bending
loads are transferred between the flexbeam and
hub through compression in the elastomer. The
loads are transmitt_d by the upper hub plate
"cross beam" and the lower hub plate "cross
beam" stiffeners to the shear panel braced stiff-
eners (Fig. l). These stiffeners are very deep
and, therefore, are structurally very efficient for
carrying the loads. The bolts for attaching the
shaft flange to ti_e lo_cr hub plate are anchored
at the intersection of these stiffeners with the
central pocket. This results in the shortest
possible load path.
Three predominant chordwise loads are
encountered. The first is the steady driving
torque which is reacted by the elastomer in
shear. The other two result from Coriolis forces.
The hollow hub allo_s the 1/rev Coriolis bending
moment loads to be carried in the flexbeam
instead of being transferred into the hub. The
Z-rev Coriolis moments result in the inplane
scissors S-type motion in _hich the adjacent
blades work against each other as shown in the
2S1
lower sketch of Fig. 3. In this case, tile loads are
taken in sh_,ar through the" elastomers and through
short load paths across the rugged corners of the
hub.
2. 3 Pitch Case
The pitch case is a _et-filament wound fiber-
_lass epoxy hollow structure that fits around, and
is bonded to the flexbeam and blade root _}Lerc
these three components intersect. Inboard of the
blade root, the pitch case enlarges to give the
flexbeanT room in which to twist as the blade
feathers (Yig:. 4). The pitch case tapers in the
spanwise direction (Fig. 4) to reduce the flapwise
stiffness (without sacrificing torsional rigidity).
This mini,uize_ the bendiu,_ u_O,nent in the pitch
case/blade root attachment induced by the pitch
Shear support anc1, hence, the resultant bending
stresses. Near the inboard end of the pitch case,
a hoop-wound stiffening ring provides the strength
required to support the pitch horn and the elasto-
n/eric shear support loads.
PITCH
SHEAR
/ SUPPORT
PITCH HORN z (SNUBBERI
_13 : - 350
EFFECTIVE FLAPPING HINGE
FOR CONTROL GEOMETRY
ADE
PSTCH CASE
ELASTOMERIC HUB PITCH SHEAR BLADE
SHEAR PADS SUPPORT ROOT CAP
HUB- __/ / (SNUBBER)]_, _I,-7*r11_
...... Y;LE×_EA2''_BLADE
"" _ M N MAL R3"NTER NG MINIMAL PITCH SHEAR SUPPO
EFFECTIVE FLAPPING HINGE CASE REQUIRED INDUCED BENDING MOMENT IN
FOR CONTROL GEOMETRY PITCH CASE BLADE ROOT
Fig. 4 CKTR blade root ,_eometry
2.4 Pitch Shear Support ("Snubber"}
The elastomeric pitch shear support is a
laminated n_etal/elastomer device that is stiff
N_ith respect to radial loading, bEEt soft in torsion
and inplanc shear. It centers the pitch case with
respect to the flGxbeanl. Its spanwise location is
kept _ell outboard, beyond the region of maximum
flap bending curvature in the flcxbcam. This
n_inimizes the rotal ionill deflection of the pitch
case relative to the flcxbean_ as seen in the 1owE'E"
vietN of Fi_. 4, and so ininindzcs pitch shear
SUplx) rt-indu('t'd ben(ling _non_ents ;it [he pL)int
_here ti_e pitch case, flcxbcam, and blade join at
the bladp root station.
Z. 5 Blade
The primary material for the wet filament
wound blade structure is Kevlar-49/epoxy.
Unidirectional fibers with maximum tensile
strength and modulus are used for leading edge
obstacle strike protection, and for the trailing
edge longo that carries high axial loads and has
high stiffness. The airfoil-shaped blade section
is a multi-tubular Kevlar/epoxy structure that is
bonded around the flexbeam (Fig. 5). A C-shaped
channel is added in the aft airfoil region to stiffen
the outer skin. The leadin_ edge balance weight
is a multiple-rod mohled construction. The small
diameter rods easily conform to twisted contour
of the leading edge. The portion of the leading
edge cavity between the leading edge balance
weight and Kevlar spar tubes is filled with
syntactic foam.
POLYURETHANE
STAINLESS STEEL KEVLAR!EPOXY SKIN AND
EROSION STRIP //ALU_IINUM LIGHTNING SCREEN
FIBERGLASS EPOXY
,' FLEX BEAM ,"'?_,/_>¢. , ,"VEAR'EPOX,TRA,E,NGEOOE
sGCASSEP0X_"---'_'_ "S
ELECrROIVERMAL
DEICER KEVLAa/EP ,
SPAR TUBES KEVLARIEPOXY
"C' CHANNEL
Fig. 5 CKTR blade cross-section
The blade has a -9 degree twist, and is
positioned about the flexbeam so that when thE,
flexbeam is untwisted, the blade pitch angle at
3/4-radius is 8 degrees. The orientation of the
flexbeam with respect to the blade chord at differ-
ent radial stations is shown in Fig. 6.
_. 0 CYTR - Dynamics
The fundanwntal mode of instability for bear-
ingless rotors has been shov, n both analytically
and experin'.entally to be associated _Kitln the
couplin_ betv, etm the first flap and the first
inplane (reactionless and cyclic)modes (Refer-
enccs 1, _, 4, 5, (, and 7). For bearinRless tail
rotor designs (l{cferences 1, Z and 4), the inplane
frequency generally lies between 1 and 2/rev,
with the rcactionless (S} mode frequency slightly
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Fig. 6 Blade/pitch case/flexbeam
cross -sections
lower than the cyclic (C) mode frequency - the
difference depending on the hub configuration and
the rotor pylon structural properties. Both an
increase in collective pitch and (conventional)
negative pitch flap coupling tend to bring the first
flap and the first inplane frequencies closer
together, by increasing the first flap frequency
and lowering the first inplane frequency. This
often results in the lightly damped first inplane
modes (both the reactionless and cyclic) becoming
unstable. Typical solutions to the above problem
have been the stiffening of the flexbeam in the
chordwise direction {Reference 1) and the use of
positive pitch flap coupling (Reh'rences 4 and 6)
to separate the modes. These solutions have been
applied with limited success because first,
structural design considerations put a limit on the
chordwise stiffness of the flexbeam, and second,
even though a stable rotor system was presented
in Reference 4 (with positive pitch-flap coupling),
similar experimental effort in Reference l showed
the presence of a stall-induced flap-lag-torsion
large amplitude limit cycle instability.
At HHI, the above dynamic problems have
been solved for the CFTR by lowering the S-mode
inplane frequency below 1/rev (soft inplane) while
maintaining the C-mode inplane frequency above
1/rev (stiff inplane} and well separated from the
first flap frequency. Some of the design param-
eters that resulted in this dynamically unique
bearingless tail rotor design are discussed below.
3. 1 Flexbeam to Hub Support
By supporting the flexbeam to the hub
through elastomeric hub shear pads _ith no
restraint _ithin the hub, the S-mode inplane
shear and bending moments are reacted through
the elastomeric hub shear pad. The stiffness of
the shear pad has been tuned to accurately place
the first S-inplane frequency below 1 /rev (this
frequency for the current design is at approxi-
mately 0.6/rev) and well separated from the first
flap frequency at all operating conditions. The
damping in the shear pad elastomer provides a
high level of damping in the first S-inplane
motion. This, along with its large separation
from the 2/rev resonance condition ensures a low
level of blade dynamic loading for the 2/rev
Coriolis forces. In the C-mode inplane configura-
tion, the hollow construction of the hub and the
influence of the elastomeric shear pads allows the
flexbeam to bend within the hub. This ensures
that the bending moment loads are carried across
the hub within the flexbeam. Since the inplane
loads are not reacted by the shear pads in this
configuration, the first C-inplane frequency stays
well above 1/rev. The location of this frequency
and its damping can be optimized by proper choice
of flexbeam width, tip weight, pitch-flap coupling
and other parameters.
3. 2 Klexbeam Geometry
A rectangular flexbeam configuration was
chosen. Ho_ever, the span_ise distribution of
width and thickness were tailored for optimum
placement of fundamental 1-flap and 1-chord
frequencies as well as acceptable combined cor-
ner stresses. The "soft" hub mount of the flex-
beam and root-end kinematic pitcl_-lag coupling
ensured high damping of the rotor chord modes.
Hence no attempt was made to sandwich elasto-
merle material into the flexbeam design. The
chordwise stiffness was designed for adequate
separation of 1-chord and 1-flap frequencies.
The spanwise distribution of flexbeam width and
thickness has been configured for near uniform
spanwise distribution of combined corner Stresses
while maintaining a low structural torsional stiff-
ness. This is vitally important as can be seen in
Kig. 7, which shows a comparison of flapwise
bending stresses for different flexbeam configura-
tions for a blade flapping of {3 = 15 degrees.
Detailed calculations show that a flexbeam with a
uniform width and thickness is totally unacceptable
for fatigue loads at high for_ard Speeds.
3. 3 Tip Weight
The tip balance weight has been eliminated
for the CKTR. This results in a simpler tip
design _vithout a tip _veight attachment fitting.
Since the fundamental dynarnic effect is an
increased first C-mode chordwise frequency, the
removal of the tip weight is beneficial in separat-
ing the first flap and the first chord frequencies.
The spanwise balance _eight is located on the top
and bottom of the pitch case at its root end
(Station 10. 0). This location results in reduced
2_
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Kig. 7 Flapwise flexbeanl stress
{blade flap = 15 degrees}
feathering control loads due to reduced "tennis
racquet" effect.
3.4 Pitch Link Attachment
The pitch link is attached to the trailing edge
of the pitch case. For the design value of nega-
tive pitch-flap coupling {63 - -35 degrees), the
blade spanwise pitch horn attachment point is well
inboard, resulting in a small swashplate and a
compact design. In addition, the direction of the
pitch link load is the same as that of the rotor
thrust, thus reducing the flexbeam flap shear load.
Dynamically, because of the inboard attachment
of a trailing edge pitch link, the second flap
frequency is much higher than it would be for a
leading edge attachment. This is very important
in raising the second flap frequency above and
maintaining good separation from 3/rev. As
shown in Fig. 1, the pitch link is inclined radially
inwards from the s_ashplate to the pitch horn at
an angle of 70 degrees to the hub plane. This
induces kinematic pitch-flap-lag coupling to
improve the first inplane {C-mode) damping at
high collective pitch settings. The coupling
results in positive pltch-laK motion, i.e. , nose
down with blade lag motion. This is in general
agreement with the requirement for stiff-inplane
rotors.
3. 5 Chordwise Blade Balance
As in the existing AH-64 Inetal tail rotor the
chordwise c.g. of the CKTR blade has been
located at 35 percent chord to reduce the weight
of the blade and the "tennis racquet" loads on the
control system. Ballistic damage considerations,
ho_ew'r, require the rotor to be stable _ith a
failed pitch link. This condition is satisfied by
stabilizing the coupled pitch-flap mode with a
leading edge weight in the outboard portion of the
blade between 70 and 90 percent radius.
4. 0 Wind Tunnel Test Procedure
4. 1 General Description
The Composite Klexbeam Tail Rotor (CKTR)
was evaluated through extensive wind tunnel tests
to determine rotor performance, loads, and
dynamic characteristics in hover and in low and
high speed forward flight, and in sideslip condi-
tions that are representative of the production
AH-64 flight spectrum.
Testing was conducted in the Boeing Vertol
V/STOL wind tunnel located at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The essential objectives of the
wind tunnel tests were:
1) Define dynamic and aeroelastic stability
characteristics of the CKTR over the sideslip
flight envelope of the AH-64.
Z) Define rotor loads, and blade load and
stress characteristics.
3) Define performance characteristics.
4) Define start/stop response
characteristics.
A fully instrumented blade pair assembly was
mounted on the Dynamic Rotor Test Stand (DRTS).
The DRTS assembly provided support, control,
and drive for the CFTR. A typical installation
with the rotor positioned for forward flight with
sideslip is shown in Fig. 8. Sideslip was simu-
lated by presetting the sting inclination, and
remotely controlling the DRTS pitch angle.
Twenty-six rotating gages were monitored. This
inchded flap, lag and torsion gages on the flex-
beam and the blade, pitch link, rotor hub, output
shaft, etc. Additional rotating and non-rotating
measurements include shaft torque balance thrust,
pitching and rolling moments, shaft angle, RPM
indicator, control system load, etc.
4. Z Control System and Rotor Support System
A close-up view of the drive and support sys-
tem is seen in Fig. 9. The test stand drive shaft
is coupled to the output drive shaft of the rotor
with adapting hardware. The "scissors" drive the
rotating s_vashplate from the output shaft.
The control system consists of the pitch link
attached to the pitch horn at one end and to the
rotating stxashplate at the other. The non-
rotating s_vashplate is mounted on two hydraulic
actuators {Fig. 9) spaced apart azimuthally by
180 degrees.
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T h e  s t a t i c  m a s t  i s  moun ted  on t h e  D R T S  with 
a n  i n t e r f a c e  h a r d w a r e  ca l l ed  the  b a l a n c e  a d a p t e r  
t h a t  i s  in t u r n  s u p p o r t e d  t o  t h e  t e s t  s t a n d  with a 
d y n a m i c  b a l a n c e .  T h e  d y n a m i c  b a l a n c e  ( F i g .  9 )  
i s  s t r a i n - g a g e d  t o  m e a s u r e  the  C F T R  t h r u s t ,  
r o l l i n g  and pi tching m o n ~ e n t s .  
A d e s c r i p t i o n  of t h e  t e s t  r o t o r  c o m p o n e n t s  i s  
p rov ided  in R e f e r e n c e  9. 
4. 3 Col l ec t ive  and  C y c l i c  Exc i t a t ion  
In p r e p a r a t i o n  f o r  wind t u n n r l  t e s t s ,  p r o v i -  
s i o n  w a s  m a d e  t o  e x c i t e  t h e  r o t o r  u s i n g  co l l ec t ive  
a n d  c y c l i c  s h a k e r s .  Th t , s e  w e r e  a v a i l a b l e  to  
e x c i t e  l owly  d a m p e d  f u n d a m e n t a l  r o t o r  m o d e s  in  
o r d e r  t o  m e a s u r e  t h e i r  d a m p i n g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  
Cyc l i c  m o d e s  w e r e  d r i v e n  by  a 300  Ibf, 
0 - 2 0 0  Hz ,  s h a k e r  moun ted  on  t h e  s t i n g  as  shown 
in F i g .  8. T h e  s h a k e r  exc i t a t ion  w a s  app l i ed  to  
t h e  Dynamic  R o t o r  T e s t  Stand ( D R T S )  below t h e  
s t a n d  ba lance .  
Co l l ec t ive  exc i t a t ion  w a s  p r o v i d e d  th rough  
t h e  co l l ec t ive  pi tch h y d r a u l i c  d r i v e  s y s t e m .  T h e  
c o l l e c t i v e  pi tch exc i t a t ion  w a s  u s e d  with a n  
a m p l i t u d e  of  *O. 5 d e g r e e  b l ade  p i t ch  change  o v e r  
a f r e q u e n c y  r a n g e  0 - 35 H z .  
4. 4 T e s t  P r e c a u t i o n s  
F i g .  8 Co tnpos i t e  f l exbeam t a i l  r o t o r  in thc. 
wind tunnel  t e s t  s e c t i o n  
P r o c e d u r e s  t h a t  &'ere e s t a b l l s h e d  t o  e n s u r e  
t h e  i n t e g r i t y  of t h e  C F T R  t h r o u g h  t h e  c o m p l e t e  
t e S t  enve lope  included:  
Non- ro ta t ing  r a p  t e s t s  wer t .  done  a t  t he  s t a r t  
of e a c h  d a y ' s  t e s t i n g .  
i n  t h e  f l ap ,  l a g  and t o r s i o n  d e g r e e s  of f r e e d o m  
wthre o b s e r v e d  o n  tht. s p e c t r u m  a n a l y z e r .  
add i t ion  to Trisual i n s p e c t i o n ,  t h i s  t e s t  p rov ided  
conf idence  in the  s t r u c t u r a l  i n t e g r i t y  of t he  
C F T R .  
T h e  r e s p o n s e  of the blade 
In 
Se lec t ed  r o t o r  responsca gages  m t ' r c '  con -  
t i nuous ly  m o n i t o r e d  f o r  a l l  t e s t  cond i t ions  on 
twe lve  on - l ine  m o n i t o r s  and the s p e c t r u m  
a n a l y z e r .  C e r t a i n  c r i t i c a l  g a g e s ,  in add i t ion  to  
p e r f o r m a n c e  p a r a m e t e r s ,  w e r e  a l s o  o b s e r v e d  o n  
t h e  on - l ine  f l a tbed  p l o t t e r s .  
-
.4dditional t r s t  p r o t e c t i o n  w a s  obscArved by 
i n t r o d u c i n g  t h e  c o l l e c t i v r  pi tch d u m p  capab i l i t y  
t h a t  w a s  dthsigned to  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  d r o p  the 
c o l l e c t i v r  pi tch t o  a prcsviously t e s t e d  s a f e  l t ~ v t ~ l  
u h e n  a n y  one of se1rctc.d c r i t i c a l  gagc  r e s p o n s e  
e x c  e cad ed a p r e  s p t' c i f i ed  va 1 u (1. 
a n a l y z e r s  w e r e  a l s o  u s e d  to  con t inuous ly  m o n i t o r  
tli e lion - h a r m  on i c con t cn t  of s el  c c  t c>d 
r e s p o n s e s .  
S pe c t r a 1 
F i c .  Q C F T R  c!riv<. < i t r r I  s u p p o r t  
5 y"  L < ~ t l l  d b  5 c ' :  :1 Ill). 
This procedure for on-line data monitoring
and automatic colh-ctive pitch dump, safety of the
CFTR wind tunnel test was assured.
4.5 Test Stand Shake Test
Prior to mounting the CFTR on the Dynamic
Rotor Test Stand (DRTS), a shake test was con-
ducted to determine dynamic characteristics of
the test stand. The purpose of this investigation
was to:
1) Identify and isolate CFTR response
characteristics that were essentially the
influence of test stand dynamics.
2) I)eterrnine any distabilizing influence of
tee test stand on the rotor dynamics.
This was done by determining the test stand
frequencies, generalized masses, generalized
dampings, and mode shapes of all modes in the
frequency range 0 - 100 Hz. The hub modal data
was incorporated in a fully coupled CFTR/DRTS
aeroelastic stability analysis to w, rify that the
integrated systems are free from adverse
dynamic or aeroelastic coupling.
The influence of the test stand on the CFTR
modal characteristics were found not to be
significant.
4. 6 Data Reduction Eacility
Test data was processed for on-line or off-
line reduction and presentation. Off-line digitized
data was available in four formats.
1) Lo_ Speed Calculated Data presents
steady state static data of wind tunnel test con-
figuration. This data includes rotor advance
ratio, RPM, shaft antge collective pitch, C T,
Cp, velocity of wind tunnel, balance steady
thrust pitching and rolling moments, velocity of
sound, etc.
2) High Speed Calculated Data essentially
calculates the steady and alternating values of the
different interaction equations {combined
stresses).
3) Stress Analysis Data presents the
steady and alternating values of _9 channels of
data being monitored for each test point.
4) Harmonic Am_iysis l)ata presents the
magnitude and phase of the first 10 harmonics of
all Z9 channels of data recorded.
Six on-line flatbed plotters _ere used to plot
any combination of dimensional or nondimen-
sional parameters in their final corrected forms.
Also available was on-line spectral analysis of
any selected data channel and corresponding
hard copies.
The wind tunnel control console offered
on-line monitoring of many ke.y control param-
eters. These were viewed in alphanumeric or
analog form on digital displays, oscilloscopes, or
oscillographs. A safety-of-flight monitor was
also provided. This data was continuously
recorded from a number of preselected data
channels whenew_r the rotor or tunnel was
activated. The parameters that triggered the
rotor blade pitch dump were monitored in analog
form on oscilloscopes.
5. 0 Kvaluation of Results
The test program determined the perfor-
mance, loads, and dynamic characteristics of
the CKTR for rotor speeds up to 1. 0 N R and air-
speeds up to 197 knots. The complete impressed
pitch range, as limited by test stand capabilities
or rotor structural requirements was investigated
in bow.r, low and high speed forward flight and
sideslip conditions. Static sideslip limits as
defined in the AH-64 System Specification (Refer-
ence 10) were investigated at airspeeds of 139,
164, and 197 knots. The stop/start characteris-
tics of the rotor in wind velocities up to 45 knots
were defined. The test explored the full steady
state sideslip envelope of the AH-64 as seen in
Fig. 10 where test points are superimposed on
the helicopters sideslip envelope.
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Fig. 10 AlI-64A sideslip envelope
For hover tests, the rotor speed was varied
from 0 to l. 0 N R (1403 RPM) in steps of 0. 2 N R
(4Z0 RPM). Collective pitch was varied over the
full range that was available at 0.8 N R, 0.9 N R
and 1.0 N R within the limits of the test stand
capability.
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Fig. 11 presents a comparison of the CFTR
power versus thrust coefficient as measured in
the wind tunnel at zero wind tunnel speed.
Fig. 12 is the corresponding plot of rotor thrust
coefficient versus impressed blade pitch setting.
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Forward flight tests were conducted for the
conditions shown in Fig. 10. Sideslip angles at
V = 138 knots, 164 knots and 197 knots were
essentially restricted to the steady sideslip
limits. Attempts to test at higher left and
right sideslip angles resulted in autorotation of
the rotor for zero collective pitch. This, of
course, is a test stand limitation and will not be
encountered in actual flight.
Typical spanwise distribution of flexbeatn
and blade loads at V = 164 knots and _3SS - +6
degrees is shown in Figs. 13 through 18. Pitch
case loads (station 4. Z to Z5. 0 inches) are not
shown in these figures since it was not instru-
mented. Flexbeam loads for various pitch
angles are shown between station 6. 2 inches and
25. 0 inches and the blade loads between station
25. 0 inches and 56.0 inches. The pitch case,
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Fig. 12 Hover test, baseline blade
performance data
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13. CFTR _ind tunnel test - mean flap
moment distribution
2 8 7
flexbeam, and blade junction is at station 25. O.
These stations are important in understanding
the discontinuities and inflections in the bending
nloment plots.
The steady loads between the pitch case, flex-
bcazn and blade should balance at the junction,
station 25. 0. Ho_ever, because of phase differ-
ences between the loads in the pitch case, flex-
beam, and blade, the plots of the oscillatory loads
do riot necessarily add up at the junction.
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Fig. 14 CFTR wind tunnel test - alternating
flap moment distribution
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Fig. 16 CKTR wind tunnel test - alternating
chord moment distribution
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Fig. 17 CFTR wind tunnel test - mean
torsion moment distribution
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Fig. 18 CFTR _ind tunnel test - alternating
torsion moment distribution
Steady and alternating flapwise bending
moments are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Both
show a steep drop in flexbeam bending moment
from the edge of the hub to approximately station
10. 0 inches. As per design, the flexbeam flap
bending moment tapers to practically zero between
station 20.0 inches and 25. 0 inches. The jump
discontinuity in the bending moment between the
flexbeam and blade at station 25. 0 is the b_mding
moment in the pitch case. The flapwise
bending moment in the pitch case would reduce to
zero at the pitch link/pitch horn attachment.
Similarly, the bending moment distribution is
drawn such ti:at the value at the blade tip {station
56. 0 inches) is zero Chordwise bending
moments are seen in Figs. 15 and 16. The dis-
continuity at station 25. 0 inches reflects the
chordwise loads in the pitch case. The component
of pitch link compression load in the chordwise
direction produces this bending moment. The
chordwise load in the pitch case is essentially the
result of thu pitch link inclination. Unlike the
flap bendin_ moment distribution, the chord_ise
moment in the flexbeam has a more gradual dis-
tribution. The torsion bending moments are
shown in Figs. 17 and 18. The steady flexbeam
torsion load is due to the steady wind-up of the
flexbearn. Measured flexbeam torsional load for
03/4 = 8 degrees is approximately zero since the'
flexbeam is unt_isted at this pitch setting. The
difference between the blade and flexbeam torsion
bending moment at station 25. 0 inches is the tor-
sion load in the pitch case reacted by the pitch
link. Fig. 17 also sho_s the relative magnitude of
the flexbeam torsion load to the pitch link load.
Alternating torsion load in the flexbeam is a
result of flexbeam feathering with blade flapping
with the root-end pitch flap (63} coupling.
5. 1 Dynamic Results
As discussed in Section 4. 3, collective and
cyclic shakers were available to excite lowly
damped fundamental rotor modes in order to
measure their damping characteristics.
The collective pitch excitation had an ampli-
tude of +0. 5 degrees blade pitch change over a
frequency range of 0 - 35 Hz. The cyclic excita-
tion was input as non-rotating test stand force
with the 300 lbf shaker. Shaker forces of 50 lbf
and 100 lbf were used from 0 - 70 Hz.
Accordingly, collective and cyclic excitation
were attempted to excite the rotor modes at each
point in hover in the test envelope. However,
after many attempts it x_as determined that the
rotor fundamental modes were heavily damped
and, hence, could not be excited with either of the
two shakers. It was decided at this point that
envelope expansion of CFTR wind tunnel test
_ould be based on the magnitude of non-harmonic
flap, lag or torsion response as seen on the
on-line spectrum analyzer.
Dynamic analysis research tool (DART)
analysis program was used to define the CFTR
dynamic and aeroelastic characteristics and blade
loads of the CKTR. This program is described
in Reference 11.
Two basic types of analysis w'ere used to sub-
stantiate the dynamic and aeroelastic character-
istics of the CFTR. First, an eigenvalue analysis
was used for configurations in how,r to establish
freedom from aeroelastic instability throughout
the complete blade pitch and rotor speed ranges
of the CFTR. This also established the blade
modal characteristics. Second, forward flight
stability" _vas established by trimming the rotor at
OE poOR QUALITY.
different points of tile flight envelope. Since the
analysis included nonlinear structural couplings
and aerodynamics (including dynamic stall), rotor
trim without nonharmonic response indicated
positive stability margins.
The resonance diagrams generated by DART
for reactionless, cyclic and colh-ctiw, boundary
conditions are shown in Figs. 19, 20 and 21,
respectively. Test frequencies obtained at zero
and operating RPM are superimposed on the
resonance diagrams.
Tabulated results of the non-rotating rap tests
are shown in Table i. The fundamental l-flap,
2-flap, l-chord and l-torsion modes show good
correl.ation with analytical data. Spectral plots
of non-rotating rap tests for flexbeam chord and
flap gages are shown in Figs. 22 and 23,
respectively.
Results of cumulative spectrum plots for
different for_ard flight tests are shown in
Table 2. Spectral plots for one flexbeam chord
gage for V = 1 _9 knots and 197 knots are sho_n
in Figs. 24 and 25, respectiwqy.
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Table 1. Nonrotating Modal Frequencies - Correlation
of Test Results with Analysis
Frequency - Hz /Rev)
Configuration Mode Analysis Test
React_onless 1-Flap 3. 5 (0. 15) 4.4 (0. 19}
Boundary 1-Chord 16.4 (0.7) 18.2 (0. 78)
Condition
Cyclic 1-Chord 30.4 (1.3) 32.3 (1.38)
Boundary 1-Torsion 51.4 (2.2) 53.8 (2.3)
Condition i-Flap 69.0 (2.95) 70.2,(3.0,
66.4 2.84)
Collective 1-Torsion 40. 9 (1. 75) 40.0 (1.71)
Boundary l-Flap 57. 3 (2.45) 58. 0 (2.48)
Condition
Table 2. Inplane Modal Frequencies for Various Test Conditions
Test Condition
Figure Collective
No. V (KTS) {3s s (Deg.) Pitch
Flexbeam Chord Gage
Resonant Frequencies
Hz ( /Rev)
25 -90 Sweep 8.4 (0. 36/Rev); 17.8 (0.76 Rev);
33.0 (1.41 Rev)
24 139 +15 Sweep 6.8 (0.29/Rev); 16.8 (0.7i/Rev);
29.0 (1.24/Rev); 70.0 (3/Rev)
25 197 -8 Sweep 7.5 (0.32/Rev); 15.2 (0. 65/Rev);
Z9.7 (l.27/Rev); 70.0 (3/Rev)
197 - g Sweep 7.5 (0. 32/Rev); 15.7 (0. 67/Rev);
29.5 (1.26/Rev); 70.0 (3/Rev)
0-164
Sweep
0 0 7. 7 (0. 33/Rev); 16.8 (0. 7g/Rev);
30. 5 (1. 30/Rev); 70.0 (3/Rev)
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5. 1. 1 Reactionless Boundary Condition
The reactionless boundary condition corre-
sponds to an isolated rotor. The reactionless
modes resonance diagram for the collective pitch
extremes of -14 degrees and +27 degrees is
shown in Fig. 19. In the reactionless or
"scissors" (S-mode} inplane boundary condition,
the steady and 2/rev inplane shear and bending
moments are reacted through the elastomeric hub
shear pads. The stiffness and damping of the
shear pads provide the hub restraint for blade
chordwise motion. The first chord frequency is
primarily dependent on the stiffness and span-
wise offset of the hub shear pad. Its frequency
is located at approximately 0. 6/rev which pro-
vides good separation from the first flap fre-
quency and 2/rev Coriolis excitation. The first
flap frequency is governed by the effective hinge
offset (approximately 10 inches} and the value of
kinematic pitch-flap coupling. The first flap is
generally highly damped. The high damping of
the first chord mode is a reflection of hub shear
pad damping characteristics. This is evidenced
by the results of shake tests using the collective
and fixed system shakers. Since the hub shear
pads do not feather with pitch change, the first
chord frequency and damping remain essentially
unchanged with change in blade collective pitch.
The first flap frequency and damping are gen-
erally unchanged with collective pitch.
The higher modes have been shown analyti-
cally (Reference ll) to be well damped with
minimal change with collective pitch.
The coupled mode shapes corresponding to
the fundamental modes are shown in Figs. 26 and
27. The first chord mode, ICig. 26, shows very
little coupling with the flap and torsion motion of
the blade. The elastic deflection in the chord-
wise direction is essentially in the hub shear pad
with the blade moving as a rigid body. The first
flap mode, Fig. 27, shows the coupling between
the blade flap and torsion motion (pitch/flap
coupling}.
In contrast to conventional rotors, the first
torsion mode reflects feathering motion about the
pitch link/pitch horn attachment. The shear
stiffness of the snubber in flap and chord and the
chordwise stiffness of flexbeam between station
15. 0 inches and 25.0 inches, in addition to the
control system stiffness, have significant influ-
ence on the frequency of this mode. This is
determined from the strain energy data corre-
sponding to the first torsion mode.
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5. 1.2 Cyclic Boundary Condition
In the cyclic or C-mode boundary condition,
the 1/rev inplane bending moments are contained
within the flexbeam in the carry-through hub con-
struction and are not reacted through the hub
shear pads and the hub. The hub support flexibil-
ity is n_odeled. The coupling between the hub
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motion and blade" feathering due to swashplate
motion is included. The kinematic flap-lag-
torsion coupling due to pitch link/pitch horn
spanwise and chordwise location and pitch link
inclination is also included in the analysis.
The regressing frequencies for zero collec-
tive pitch are shown in Fig. 20. The first chord
frequency, which reflects the stiffness of the
flexbeam and the inertia of the blade, is well
separated from the first flap frequency and from
I/rev resonance.
Fig. 28 shows the influence of collective
pitch on blade frequencies. The first flap fre-
quency remains practically unchanged with collec-
tive pitch. The pitch orientation of the flexbeam
with respect to the blade chord ensures minimal
variation of the first chord frequency over the
collective pitch range of the rotor. The first
torsion mode shows a drop in frequency with
collective pitch thus further separating it from
3/rev. As expected, the second flap frequency
increases and the second chord frequency
decreases with changes in collective pitch from
zero.
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Figs. Z9 through 31 show the fundamental
coupled mode shapes for the cyclic boundary con-
dition. The first flap mode, Fig. 29, shows the
pitch/flap coupling for cyclic boundary condition.
The first chord mode shows the amount of kine-
matic pitch/lag coupling induced by the inclined
pitch link. The first torsion mode, Fig. 31,
shows the extent of flap coupling.
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This was achieved through placement of the
reactionless 1-chord frequency below l/rev.
Comparisons of harmonic loads between the CFTR
and a similar size rotor (Reference 1Z) based on
test data are seen in Figs. 32 through 35.
Figs. 32 and 33 are flight test loads of the YUH-
60A tail rotor. Figs. 34 and 35 are wind tunnel
test loads for the CFTR. This comparison is a
study of the relative magnitudes of the harmonic
loads for geometrically similar rotors with differ-
ent dynamic characteristics. Absolute magnitudes
of the loads should not be compared. The span-
wise distribution and relative harmonic content of
flapwise ftexbeam loads are similar between the
two rotors (Figs. 32 and 34). However harmonic
contents of chordwise loads between the two rotors
are quite different. In Fig. 33 (stiff inplane rotor),
chordwise 2/rev loads are higher than the 1/rev
loads. The CFTR (Fig. 35, soft inplane rotor)
chordwise Z/rev loads are an order of magnitude
lower than the 1/rev loads. This trend has been
found for all test conditions.
5. 1.3 Collective Boundary Condition
The difference between the collective and
reactionless boundary conditions are in the model
for the control system and drive system. The
drive system torsional flexibility is represented
by its flexibility in the blade inplane structural
model at the hub. The control system stiffness
is reflected by the structure from the tail rotor
actuators to the pitch horn. The effective mass
of the swashplate assembly has a significant
influence on the first torsion frequency.
The resonance diagram for the collective
boundary condition is shown in Fig. il for zero
collective pitch. The predicted first chord modal
frequency, which is essentially the drive system
torsion mode, is omitted in the plot. This is
because the frequency and damping of the first
chord mode is more accurately predicted in the
stability analysis of the tail rotor drive system
rather than from the rotor model. The drop in
the frequency of the first torsion mode {from
those of the reactionless boundary condition) is a
reflect'ion of the reduction of control system stiff-
ness and the inclusion of swashplate assembly
inertia for the collective boundary condition. The
second chord frequency is also reduced as a result
of tors-ionat flexibility of the drive system.
Experimentally determined 1-chord frequency is
included for comparison.
• 5-2 Harmonic Loads
As discussed in Section 3. 0, the CFTR was
designed for low chordwise 2/rev Coriolis load.
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6.0 Concluding Remarks
As discussed in the preceding sections, the
HHI Composite Flexbeam Tail Rotor has a
dynamically unique design. This rotor has been
demonstrated, through wind tunnel tests, over
the full sideslip envelope of the AH-64, Advanced
Attack Helicopter. The wind tunnel tests have
validated that the CFTR:
1) Is aeroelastically stable throughout the
complete collective pitch range and up to opera-
tional rotor speed of 1403 RPM.
2) Is aeroelastically stable for fo:ward
flight speeds up to 197 knots and sideslip flight
representative of the AH-64 flight envelope.
3) Has excellent dynamic characteristics
at all pitch angles, rotor speeds and test
conditions.
4) Exhibits low flexbeam flapwise and
chordwise steady and alternating stresses.
Loads were well below endurance limit for all
conditions tested in the wind tunnel.
5) Does not require a complicated flex-
beam cross-section design with elastomeric
material sandwiched in the flexbeam to provide
damping.
These excellent characteristics have been
achieved through judicious choice of design
innovations which are the result of industry
experience with bearingless rotors. Some of
these innovations are discussed below:
1} In order to avoid stability problem char-
acteristics of bearingless tail rotors, the first
inplane reactionless (S-mode) frequency was
tuned below 1/rev while maintaining the first
inplane cyclic (C-mode) frequency above 1/rev.
Both frequencies are well separated from the
first flap frequency. This was accomplished
through the design of the chordwise stiffness of
the flexbeam, and by elastomerically mounting
the flexbeam to the hub.
Z) By allowing the flexbeam to freely flex
within the hub, the load transfer to the hub is
minimized. The 1/rev chordwise load is main-
tained within the flexbeam and not transferred to
the hub. The 2/rev chordwise loads are trans-
ferred to the hub after significant attenuation due
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to hub shear pad damping and separation of the
first chord reactionless frequency from 2/rev.
3) The trailing edge pitch link attachment
was found to be advantageous over a leading edge
configuration (for a bearingless rotor of the
"pusher" type}.
a) For the required kinematic pitch-
flap coupling of -35 degrees, the trailing edge
pitch link attachment permits a smaller swash-
plate and a compact control system design.
b) The trailing edge pitch link attach-
ment raises the second flap frequency, thus pro-
viding good separation from 3/rev.
c) The nominal pitch link load (com-
pression) for a trailing edge pitch link attachment
is in the same direction as the rotor thrust, thus
reducing considerably the flap shear load in the
flexbeanq, inboard of the pitch shear support.
4) The inclination of the pitch link intro-
duces positive pitch-lag coupling {nose down _ith
blade lag). This coupling adds damping to the
first chord cyclic mode through pitch coupling,
especially at higt_ collective pitch settings.
5) The relative pitch orientation of the flex-
beam chord with respect to the blade chord causes
the cyclic first chord frequency to first increase
and then decrease through the collective pitch
range of the rotor. This ensures minimum
decrease of the cyclic first chord frequency and
prevents coalescence with the first flap frequency.
6) The above means of introducing damping
and of preventing dynamic instabilities involving
the lowly damped I-chord mode, eliminates the
need for introducing structural damping through
elastomeric inserts in the flexbeam.
7) The leading edge balance weight between
station 39 and 51 was introduced to move the blade
dynamic center of gravity forward and eliminate
blade flutter due to structural failure of the
feathering control system.
8) The blade spanwise balance weight is
located at station 9.7 (on top and bottom of pitch
case) rather than at blade tip. Elimination of
tip balance weight increases the cyclic first chord
frequency and avoids coalescence with the first
flap frequency. The balance weights on the top
and bottom surfaces of the pitch case act as
"Chinese" weights, thus reducing feathering
control loads.
I.
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DISCUSSION
AEROELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AH-64 BEARINGLESS TAIL ROTOR
D. Banerjee
Dick Bielawa, United Technologies Research Center: I think that this rotor demon-
strates a truism that I hold; that the analyst is always running to catch up with
the designer. As soon as we feel we've got everything in that we could imagine, the
designer says "I've got something new for you." Specifically, were you able to
validate the excellent stability characteristics that you demonstrated experimen-
tally with an analysis?
Banerjee: Well, we did very accurately determine the frequencies of these different
inplane modes, both the reactionless and collective, as well as the cyclic, as where
they are. For instance experimentally, we got the first inplane frequency from the
spectrum analyzer to be about 1.4 per rev around zero collective pitch and the
inplane frequencies for the collective and the reactionless modes were below I per
rev. Those were quite accurately determined. However, we spent one full day trying
to excite these modes so we could get some reading of the damping of these modes and
hence verify with analytical predictions, but we just could not excite these modes
even though we knew what the frequencies were and we used a 300-pound shaker. Using
that 3OO-pound shaker, we used a shaking force of up to 150 pounds at the cyclic
inplane frequency but we just couldn't see the in-plane mode being excited. It
would be nice to have some kind of a correlation but we couldn't excite it.
Bielawa: You didn't use the DART analysis or anything like that, did you?
Banerjee: We did use the DART analysis for prediction for all our design purposes
and for predicting the damping characteristics, but we could not validate [it] with
test data. The only thing we could validate were the frequencies.
Dave Sharpe, Aeromechanics Laboratory: What were the magnitudes of the damping
predictions, were they highly damped?
BanerJee: For the cyclic inplane frequencies the inplane damping was predicted to
be between four and five percent. The reactionless, because of the elastomer, was
predicted to be between seven and eight percent at all collective pitch settings.
Jing Yen, Bell Helicopter Textron: I heard you say you moved your chordwise CG from
35 percent forward. To where?
BanerJee: With a failed pitchlink configuration, we essentially had to move it to
an effective dynamic CG of around 29 percent, I'd have to go back and look.
Yen: Which airfoil was used?
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Banerjee: The airfoil that was used is an HH02 airfoil.
Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames: Do you have plans to fly this tail rotor?
Banerjee: I think right now it's under consideration. I have no idea what the next
step of the actual qualification tests would be for this rotor.
Pete Arcidiacono_ Sikorsky Aircraft: It looks like a lot of good work. Do you have
any trouble transmitting steady torques to the blades or do you anticipate any
fatigue problems in accommodating the vibratory torques through the elastomer?
BanerJee: Of course we had to take that into account to determine the gap between
the flexbeam and the shims in the chordwise direction on either side of the flex-
beam. We didn't see that as a problem and we didn't have any interference problems
either.
Arcidiacono: How much windup did you get under steady torque loads? Or, I guess,
how much is the gap, is a better question.
Banerjee: Two tenths of an inch at the most.
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INTRODUCTION
William G. Bousman
Goodafternoon. The panel this afternoon is on the problem of math model
validation. I would like to start by introducing the panel members. Starting from
my left we have Jing Yen from Bell, Euan Hooper from Boeing Vertol, Bob Woodfrom
HughesHelicopters, Pete Arcidiacono from Sikorsky, and then somegovernment and
academic representatives; Jim McCroskeyfrom the AeromechanicsLaboratory, Don
Merkley from the Applied Technology Laboratory, Peretz Friedmann from UCLA,and Bob
Ormiston from the AeromechanicsLaboratory. What I'm going to do will be a little
bit more like a standard panel today. I'm going to makesomeremarks and then I've
given somequestions to the panel members. I'm going to ask them to spend roughly
ten minutes discussing particular issues. The purpose of this panel really is to
step back a little bit from what we've been doing in the last day in looking at the
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very detailed correlation effort. In that process we've raised a numberof ques-
tions which I think are continuing and ongoing questions in the field. I think this
panel's main purpose is to look at someof these general questions and perhaps,
although we won't solve anything today, we'll add a little light to the way we
should do things to do perhaps better in the future.
I think that a very natural place to start is the rotor loads comparison that
was done at the rotorcraft dynamic specialist meeting here in 1974 [Slide I]. It's
one of the few previous major correlation efforts that we've had and it's sort of a
benchmarkwe all look to. There are somesimilarities with what we've done at this
workshopand there are somedifferences. In '74 we looked at just one rotor; that
madeit quite a bit less expensive, and here we've had six experimental configura-
tions. In '74 we comparedanalyses only--we didn't have the experiments--and with
this comparison we've been able to do both. The bigger differences are that in '74
we were looking at rotor loads and in this comparison we've looked at stability. In
that effort we looked primarily at the aerodynamic modeling in forward flight; that
was what was dominating the differences between configurations and was having the
predominant effect in stretching the capabilities of the analyses. I think in what
we've been doing here it's really structural modeling, between hingeless and bear-
ingless rotors, rotor/body coupling, _hese sorts of things that have been domi-
nant. The advance ratio was the primary variable for that rotor loads effort and
here it's structural configuration. But in both cases we've used the primary com-
pany codes for analysis, it's a best-effor= thing. That effort was unfunded back
then. I shouldn't say unfunded; it was supported by the companies, whereas the
present effort was funded by the government.
SIMILARITIES AND DISSIMILARITIES
1974 ROTOR LOADS COMPARISON
SINGLE HYPOTHETICAL ROTOR
ANALYTICAL COMPARISONS ONLY
ROTOR LOADS BASIS OF COMPARISON
AERODYNAMIC MODELLING IN FORWARD
FLIGHT IS DOMINANT INFLUENCE
ADVANCE RATIO IS PRIMARY INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE
PRIMARY COMPANY CODE USED FOR ANALYSIS
EFFORT UNFUNDED
ITR METHODOLOGY ASSESSMENT
o NIX EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS
o ANALYTICAL COMPARISONS AND COMPARISON
TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
o ROTOR STABILITY BASIS OF CO_[PAI{ISON
o STRUC'_URAL MODELLING IN HOVER IS
DOMINAnt INFLUENCE
o STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION IS PRIMARY
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
o PRIMARY COMPANY CODE USED FOR ANALYSIS
O EFFORT FIPND ED
Slide I
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But I'd like to go back to someof the results of that study. Just to do a
little recollection, the 1974 comparison madesomerecommendations [Slide 2]. There
were four recommendations from that study and there was a fifth implicit recommenda-
tion, which was not stated. (I) The first recommendationwas just to continue doing
these comparisons, so we've done one now nine years later. (2) The second recommen-
dation was to do detailed computer experiments, i.e., experimentation with large
computer models, to look at what was happening. (3) The third recommendation iden-
tified what was felt were the biggest unknownsin the aerodynamic models; dynamic
stall, blade/vortex interaction, and three-dimensional (3-D) flow effects at the
tip. (4) The fourth and last recommendationwas that we should do a large-scale _
rotor test and that our large-scale rotor test would be the basis for another com-
parison. The implicit recommendationwas that the industry could not fund this
level of correlation simply on their own funds; there needed to be a central sponsor
for that work.
I'd like to go on and look at what has happened in these recommendationsand
I'm going to group the first and second together [Slide 3]. These are, of course,
my opinions; but just for talking purposes I'll be very opinionated. There's essen-
tially been no progress since 1974, in either the comparisons or in doing the
computer experiments that were recommended. There are a numberof reasons. Oneof
them is that to do a comparison across the industry you need a government sponsor;
it will not occur spontaneously through the professional societies or anything like
that. That costs moneyand takes time on someone's part. I think that any sort of
experiment with these very, very large and not always well-documented programs takes
very well-qualified people; very clever, very knowledgeable people, to get through
the arcane programs that exist. The people who are that well qualified do not want
to spend the best years of their lives upgrading computer codes. Wedon't like to
be probed by sociologists, but I think that if you look at the sociology of
research, the people who are the most competent are always going to want to chal-
lenge the new problems. They want to do the things that are low on an exponential
curve; they don't want to be working up at the 75%and 80%point of the exponential
curve, polishing and working on the problem where there's not a lot of recogni-
tion. There's not a lot of reward to get a code just working slightly better, or
RECOMMENDATIONS OF 1974 ROTOR LOADS COMPARISON
i. CONTINUE STANDARD COMPARISONS.
2. DETAILED COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS SHOULD BE PURSUED TO UNDERSTAND DIFFERENCES UNCOVERED IN THE COMPARISONS.
3. FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENTS SHOULD BE PURSUED TO UNDERSTAND DYNAMIC STALL, BLADE/VORTEX INTERACTION AND
THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW EFFECTS.
4. DETAILED WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF A LARGE SCALE ROTOR SHOLrLD BE MADE TO SUPPORT FUTURE COMPARISONS.
5. FUTURE CO_PARISONS SHOULD BE FUNDED BY THE GOVERNMENT (IMPLICIT RECOM_XNDATION).
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STANDARD COMPARISONS AND COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS (NO. i AND 2)
o NO PROGRESS SINCE 1974
o REASONS :
COMPARISONS REQUIRE GOVERNMENT SPONSOR, THEY WILL NOT OCCUR SPONTANEOUSLY.
EXPERIMENTS REQUIRE CAREFUL, COMPETENT WORK. ONLY EXTREMELY WELL QUALIFIED PEOPLE CAN DEAL
WITH THE MYSTERIES OF THE LARGE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS.
EXTREMELY WELL QUALIFIED PEOPLE DO NOT WANT TO WASTE THE BEST YEARS OF THEIR LIVES UPGRADING
COMPUTER CODES.
- COST
SIide 3
significantly better even, because even if you do get it significantly better you
probably can't prove it. And then, it's costly.
I go to the next slide [Slide 4] and look at the third recommendation, and
that's the only bright spot we really have from those recommendations. We've had
significant progress since 1974 in looking at some of the fuudamental areas. Last
May there was an AGARD meeting in London, I believe, on rotor loads and it looked at
what had happened in the past eight years. Of the 19 papers, one was on dynamic
stall, three were on blade/vortex interaction, and three were on 3-D effects; so a
lot has been done, a lot is being reported. I'd say that since '74 we've seen very
good, very detailed experiments on dynamic stall, and very good detailed experiments
on 3-D effects on airfoils, largely nonlifting. The blade/vortex interactions are
starting to occur now; we're starting to see some efforts that way. That sounds
very good but I would inject a very personal comment; it is interesting to me that
PURSUE FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON
AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS (NO. 3)
o SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS SINCE 1974
o AS EXAMPLE, OF 19 PAPERS IN 1982 AGARD MEETING ON ROTOR LOADS:
- 1 PAPER ON DYNAMIC STALL
- 3 PAPERS ON BLADE/VORTEX INTERACTION
- 3 PAPERS ON 3-D EFFECTS
o GOOD, DETAILED EXPERIMENTS ON DYNAMIC STALL AND 3-D EFFECTS HAVE BEEN DONE
o BLADE/VOR_=_X INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS ARE STARTING
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by and large the push in all these experiments has not been from the rotor-loads or
dynamics community; rather, it has been the aerodynamicists who are looking at these
fundamental problems. The blade/vortex interactions are almost uniformly the acous-
ticians', it seemsto me, at least in this country. Dynamicstall: mostly it has
been the fluid mechanicians although someof that work has been going into the rotor
loads calculations. I don't want to put downany of this work in any respect, but I
think that someof the fundamental experiments could benefit from the dynamics
community's input, and I'm not sure that that's occurring.
Nowthe fourth recommendation [Slide 5] was that we should do a big wind tunnel
experiment, a full-scale rotor or nearly full-scale, and there's been no progress
since '74 on that. And I'll put at the top [of the reasons] cost because it is an
extremely expensive process. But there are someother reasons which we, I think,
have to address first before we go to that costly experiment. I don't think we
really understand the limitations of the current data sets that exist right now.
I'm not sure we've used them enough, certainly not in the published literature, to
understand their limitations so that we do not repeat past errors. I'm not sure
that we understand enough about how to efficiently access these large data sets.
There's no question that the next full-scale rotor experiment will have a tremen-
dously larger amount of data then what was taken in the early 60s at Langley. It's
going to be very difficult to access. It's already a very expensive process to
validate codes with these data--we may have to do pilot work before we do the full
scale experiment just to see that the correlation part can be done.
The last implicit recommendationwas cost [Slide 6], and I'd like to point out
that we have said that Governmentshould fund future comparisons, and indeed we have
funded this one, but there are somereasons why we haven't seen more of it. One is
that it just costs a lot; it doesn't matter who does it. This program here: just
to run the codes, set up the model properties, and have someonesit downand go over
the data, even for someof the simple experiments, costs us $275,000. Numbersdon't
always meansomething, but from my perspective of our Division here at Ames, that
represents I to 2 yr of our contract budget if we funded it in a normal fashion.
And I just put that in to showyou that certain groups that are interested in this
WIND TUNNEL TEST OF FULL SCALE ROTOR (NO. 4)
NO PROGRESS SINCE 1974
REASONS:
- COST
- INSUFFICIENT UNDERSTANDING OF LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT DATA SETS
- INSUFFICIENT UNDERSTANDING OF HOW TO EFFICIENTLY ACCESS LARGE DATA SETS
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GOVERNMENT MUST FUND FUTURE COMPARISONS (NO. 5)
o LIMITED PROGRESS SINCE 1974, I.E. ITR METHODOLOGY ASSESSMENT
o REASONS :
- COST (ITR ASSESSMENT WAS $275,000 JUST TO SET UP MODEL PROPERTIES AND RUN PROGRAbIS).
THERE IS ONE CHANCE IN TWO THAT A PROGRAM WILL OVERRUN COSTS BY 30% (AUGUSTINE'S LAW III).
ALL PROGRAMS TAKE 1.33 MORE TIME TO COMPLETE THAN ESTIMATED (AUGUSTINE'S LAW XXII).
WHEN COST OR SCHEDULE PROBLEMS ARISE THE VALIDATION EFFORT IS CUT OUT (BOUSMAN'S LAW).
THIS HAPPENS FOR BOTH ANALYTICAL PROGRAMS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS.
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work simply do not have the funds within the Government. The only way we were able
to fund this thing was by tying it in to a 6.3 development program, the ITR program.
There are also some reasons why the validation, even a limited validation,
doesn't occur and these are a consequence of Augustine's laws. The first is that
when you start a program the chances are that there is going to be a cost overrun.
Augustine's third law is that there's one chance in two that programs will overrun
cost by 30%, and he also has his law number 22, that all programs take a factor of
1.33 more time to complete than estimated--that's his fantasy factor. It doesn't
matter then whether it's an experimental program where you plan to take the data and
compare with theory at the and or it's an analytical program where you're going to
develop a theory and at the end compare it with experimental data. When you reach
the end, there are going to be cost or schedule problems and the thing that is going
to be cut is the validation effort. That's Bousman's law, I'm not going to give you
a number, but you can have the law. This happens for both experimental and analyti-
cal programs. No one is to blame, it is nobody's fault, it is just the sociology of
how we do our business and how things work out.
I'd like to move on then, hoping to raise some issues, and give the questions
that I've given to the panel. There are eight; they are all related and many of
them have come up already in our discussions of the last day and a half [Slide 7].
But how do we go about validation? How much correlation is enough? We started
touching on that yesterday just before we stopped and it was getting very interest-
ing because it is a very gray area. And why do we use math models without valida-
tion? How are experimental data bases developed and qualified, because we have to
have some confidence in their accuracy, and how are they managed? I've asked Don
Merkley to address that one specifically. Why are some data bases never used, or
only used to a limited degree? What can we do in the future to reduce the cost; are
there other things we can do in computer networking that will have some potential
here? Will 2GCHAS change the framework of our validation requirements? Maybe we
have too many codes already and if we go to one big comprehensive code with a
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QUESTIONSTO PANEL
1. HOW ARE MATHMODELSVALIDATED?
2. HOW MUCH CORRELATIONIS ENOUGH?
3. WHY IS IT THAT MATHMODELSARE USEDWITHOUTVALIDATION?
4. HOW ARE EXPERIMENTALDATABASESDEVELOPED,QUALIFIED,AND MANAGED?
5. WHYARE SOMEDATA BASESNEVERUSEDOR ONLYTO A LIMITEDDEGREE?
6, WHAT CAN BE DONE TO REDUCECOSTOF FUTUREVALIDATIONEFFORTS?
7. WILL2GCHASCHANGETHE FRAMEWORKOF OUR VALIDATIONREQUIREMENTS?
8. WHAT ROLEDOESTHE SIMPLEMODELOR LIMITEDEXPERIMENTPLAY IN
THE VALIDATIONOF COMPLEXMODELS?
Slide 7
limited number of technology modules we can reduce the cost in that sense; Bob
Ormiston, who is the 2GCHAS manager, will address that. Then what role does the
simple model or limited experiment play in the validation of complex models? I
think we've seen, particularly from the data set A, that a simple experiment can
look at some very fundamental elements of a very complex model. There is room in
there, I think, for work to be done in academia as well as in the government
laboratories, and I've asked Peretz to address that question. But for the questions
in general, I'd like to start out the panel with Jing Yen from Bell Helicopter.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY JING YEN
The item I'm going to address here today is Item 3 on Mr. Bousman'slist which
reads: "Why is it that math models are used without validation or with validation
only in limited areas" [Slide 8]? Logically, the very first thought which comes to
my mind to answer this question is the cost. Weall know that math-model validation
is very costly and at most times it does not seemto be cost-effective either. For
instance C81 wasaudited extensively in 1974 and 1975under Bell IR&Dfunding. My
recollection for that effort was that the cost was nearly 7000 hr. As a result of
that audit several errors were found and fixed, yet C81 still has undefined prob-
lems; otherwise the U.S. Armywould not have madethe decision to go ahead with
2GCHAS.The second reason I could think of is the lack of qualified experimental
data. Again weall realize, or recognize, the fact that qualified data doesn't come
easily. For instance, recently I tried to correlate somerotor loads data using the
C81 analysis. I started with ground-run data of rotor loads measuredversus cyclic
stick position at a given collective. Such a simple task resulted in a major proj-
ect. The reason is that to have a very valid rotor-loads correlation, one needs to
have very good definitions of items like the feathering spring rate, the mast bend-
ing stiffness, the pylon-mounting spring rate, the rotor properties, the CI, Cd,
WHY IS IT THAT MATH MODELS ARE USED
WITHOUT VALIDATION OR VALIDATION
ONLY IN LIMITED AREAS?
e COST
e LACK OF QUALIFIED EXPERIMENTAL DATA
e HELICOPTER MANUFACTURERS' DESIGN TRADITION
PROPR IETARY DATA
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and Cm properties, how the environment was controlled, and you also need error free
instrumentation. So it's a big, big task to qualify experimental data. It doesn't
come that easily.
The third point I have here is that each helicopter manufacturer has its own
unique design tradition, for instance Bell Helicopter has been producing teetering
rotors and hingeless rotors. I'm just wondering how many analyses at Boeing Vertol,
Sikorsky, or Hughes have been validated for teetering rotors. The helicopter manu-
facturers then develop their design tools mostly in support of their own production
line, to be cost effective.
Surely the last but not the least item on the list is proprietary data. Should
I decide to correlate one of Bell's analyses with the $76 type of helicopter, where
could I get the qualified data on the $76 from? Would they share it with me?
The other question is, what can we do [Slide 9]? First, I would like to sug-
gest that the Government create and manage a data bank. The most important customer
of the U.S. helicopter manufacturers is still the Government. It has the best
opportunity to collect data from the various helicopter manufacturers and, in view
of the 2GCHAS needs, obviously the 2GCHAS project office may be ideal to assume that
responsibility. Then all the qualified experimental data should be documented
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
e GOVERNMENT MANAGED DATA BANK
e ADS-IO AND QUALIFIED EXPERIMENTAL DATA
e VALIDATED ANALYSIS
"GOVERNMENT MUST LEAD."
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properly and the aircraft or the hardware used to produce those qualified data
should be clearly defined according to an established standard, such as the Aeronau-
tical Design Standard, ADS-IO. Incidentally the ADS-IO requirement has been around
now for nearly 10 yr, as far as I know. From the Army's most important major
helicopter-development programs, I would like to ask how many ADS-IO documentations
have been made available with qualified experimental data that we can take advantage
of? Then I would say that the U.S. Government should promote the concept of valida-
tion by demanding a substantiation of any correlation presented in any major pro-
posals. They could also request the author to provide all the input data necessary
to provide their correlation and to provide evidence of that math model's valida-
tion. We all know that Bob Ormiston had a rotor loads workshop back in 1974. At
that time I was 9 yr younger and I was there. Can you imagine if we take another
9 yr, it will be the year 1992. Therefore obviously the bottom line here is that
the U.S. Government must lead for the reasons I have said and the time is right now.
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PREPARED REMARKS BY EUAN HOOPER
I expect each of us is going to find that our ground is gradually being covered
as we move down the table, so I'm quite glad to be among the first. To me it's no
surprise that we do not do an adequate job of validating math models. I think there
are so many frustrations, like what's shown on my viewgraph [Slide 10]. That's just
a partial list of the difficulties that we run into that everybody's experienced.
The math model doesn't quite match the test that you're trying to work with, because
of uncertainty about test conditions, particularly if we're going back into his-
tory. We've all experienced these things, critical calibrations lost and so on.
There's also a psychological factor, the last one, "Poor correlation tends to dis-
credit the analyst," that's enough to put off many people. You get into analysis
and you know your reputation is on the line if it doesn't agree. It leads to some
overoptimistic claims for correlation which we've all seen in the literature and, no
doubt about it, analysts tend to take it personally when the correlation isn't good
and that's a discouragement. The cost of course (Bill Bousman has referred to it)
is excessive and analysis is time-consuming.
I was prompted to recall, myself, that there's a superb data base available in
the literature over the last 20 yr of dynamic airloads testing on all those
WHY ARE MATH MODELS INADEQUATELY VALIDATED?
• NO FUN
- MATH MODEL DOESN'T QUITE MATCH TEST HARDWARE
UNCERTAINTYABOUT TEST CONDITIONS
IMPRECISEPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
- FLIGHT DATA UNREPEATABLE- HIGH SCATTER
- CRITICAL CALIBRATIONSLOST
- CRITICAL DATA CHANNELSDEFECTIVE
- POOR CORRELATIONTENDS TO DISCREDIT ANALYST
• EXPENSIVE
- ITR METHODOLOGYASSESSMENTCONTRACTS COST $275,000
- PRECISE PHYSICAL PROPERTIESNEEDED
• TIME CONSUMING
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aircraft, both wind tunnel and flight testing [Slide 11]. It's a data base that
I've taken a personal interest in. At the moment, I'm putting together a paper
comparing them all on a common basis. At Vertol we've tried to correlate using some
of these data bases with our own analyses. It's probably worth recalling that we
submitted a proposal a couple of years ago. I must admit I winced when I saw that
it came to close to a couple of hundred thousand dollars to go through that big data
base and apply analyses to it, not only our analyses but other analyses as well.
This was done just to validate them, to see how they came out in great depth, in the
higher frequency components as well as the steady state. Wayne [Johnson] decided
not to accept it. I'm sure he had good reasons--it's very expensive and time-
consuming. I thought it was a surefire proposal for success. I don't think that
great big data base has been exercised a fraction of the amount that it should have
been. Each one of those aircraft has got maybe 40 or 50 pressure channels on the
blades; there's a wealth of high frequency data on them and only very spotty
validation exercises have been done.
I've got another point here, the second point about in-depth validations. You
know we've spent the best part of a couple of days discussing validations using
damping as the criterion for success; but you really have to, and I'm sure Dick
Bielawa has done this, go into greater detail in each of these cases because the
damping alone isn't the only criterion. You really need a knowledge of the mode
shape of the instability. In many cases I find that a weakness of that validation
process is that the analyst will look only at a single end-product number rather
MUCH DATA AVAILABLE FOR VALIDATION - MORE NEEDED
o E.G., DYNAMIC AIRLOADS TESTS
H-34 FLIGHT TEST
H-34 WIND TUNNEL TEST
UH-I FLIGHT TEST
CH-47 FLIGHT TEST
XH-51A FLIGHT TEST
NH-3A FLIGHT TEST
CH-53A FLIGHT TEST
AH-1G FLIGHT TEST
e IN-DEPTHVALIDATIONS REQUIRED
e TESTS MUST BE PLANNED WITH RESPECT TO METHODS
VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS
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than dig down into the depths to understand why the validation is poor, and I think
that's something that we all have to accept.
What can we do to improve? There really are somethings that we can do
[Slide 121. I'm sure you're all familiar with these Independent Research and Devel-
opment (IR&D) evaluation sheets [Slides 13 & 14J; we all go through the IR&Dexer-
cise when the Governmentcomes in every other year and evaluates our progress. I
would like to see, and I looked around to find if there was someguidance for the
governmnent people whoare involved in these evaluations, if there's someguidance
to give weight to the use of validation whenmethodology is developed. I'm suggest-
ing that a very practical thing the Governmentcould do is to really put some teeth
into that process, since reams of [methodologyl have been developed under government
funding and under IR&D, and insist that IR&Dmethodology be validated and in such a
way that the contractors will realize that the points that they accumulate will be
affected by the quality of the validation.
The next point is that I don't know howmanycontractors actively use IMPD
funds. This is something that we've only been exposed to at Boeing in engineering
for the last year or two, bus Internal Methods & Process Development (IMPD) is
another form of overhead, like IR&D, and at the momentwe've got a team of lawyers
in Philadelphia and lawyers in Seattle working on just how you can use IMPDfunds
DETAILED VALIDATION OF METHODS MUST BECOME WIDELY ACCEPTED AS
AN INTEGRAL PART OF METHODOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
e IR&D EVALUATION SCORE SHEETS COULD GIVE QUANTIFIABLE CREDIT FOR
VALIDATION STUDIES CONDUCTED IN CONJUNCTIONWITH METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT,
• CLARIFY AND ENCOURAGE USE OF IMPD FUNDS FOR VALIDATION OF METHODS -
IMPD IS PRESENTLY USED FOR IMPROVINGMANUFACTURING METHODS ONLY.
• NASA/ARMY CONTINUE TO MAKE COMPREHENSIVE DATA BANKS AVAILABLE FOR USE IN
VALIDATION STUDIES (DATAMAP).
• RFP'S COULD PLACE INCREASED IMPORTANCEON VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODS
PROPOSED FOR USE. (EVALUATION& AWARD FACTORS SECTION COULD DEFINE
SPECIFIC DATA BANKS THAT MUST BE USED FOR CORRELATION,)
• DCAA CONFERS 'VALIDATION'STATUS ON COST & SCHEDULE METHODOLOGY. SHOULD
A SIMILAR APPROACH BE USED FOR THE VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY?
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for engineering methodology development. It's very complex. Wethought we had it
all set up this year to do a lot of methodology improvementusing IMPDfunds, but
just a few months ago it all collapsed and now we don't have it. I gather that it's
a very uncertain, ill-defined process. This next chart [Slide 15] isn't going to
help you a bit, but this is the official definition of the difference between IR&D
and IMPD. I'll leave it just to let you read those two definitions for a moment; if
anybody understands them I'd like to see them after the panel. I believe IMPDcan
be used, this is my personal belief, for the validation of methodology. It's some-
thing [where] you're not developing new techniques; you're validating existing
technology, and I think that's a legitimate charge, but I'd appreciate somebody
else's commenton that subject. I think it's a great source of funding, internal
funding within companies, for further validation.
The next item on the list [of Slide 12] is that NASA/Armycontinue to make
comprehensive data banks. These data banks that exist are superb and I think
nobody's going to disagree that we're hoping that the government will continue.
Next, requests for proposal (RFPs), I think, could place increased emphasis on
validation studies. I went back and looked at the ITR RFP[Slide 16] and in the
evaluation-award-factor section there really is a statement (I've underlined it
there, "This evaluation will be based on the substantiation provided for the analy-
sis techniques, including consideration of the adequacy of the substantiation." So
INDEPENDENTRESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (IR&D)
AND
INTERNAL METHODS & PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (IMPD)
IR&D
INDEPENDENTRESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (IR&D) IS DEFINED AS BASIC RESEARCH,
APPLIED RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND SYSTEMS AND OTHER CONCEPT FORMULATION STUDIES
INTENDINGTO DISCOVER AND APPLY NEW FACTS, TECHNOLOGY, IDEAS, AND CONCEPTS TO A
PRODUCT OR SERVICE FOR SALE INCLUDINGELEMENTS, COMPONENTS, SYSTEMS AND MATERIALS
THEREOF.
IMP..____DD
INTERNAL METHODS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (IMPD) IS DEFINED AS INQUIRY, EXAMINATION,
INVESTIGATION AND EXPERIMENTATION LEADING TO THE DISCOVERY OF NEW FACTS OR THE
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF EXISTING KNOWLEDGE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW OR IMPROVED
PROCESSES, SYSTEMS, METHODS, TOOLS, MATERIALS OR SPECIAL EQUIPMENT WHEN REQUIRED
FOR IN-HOUSEUSE IN THE RESEARCH,DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF PRODUCTS
OR SERVICES INTENDED FOR SALE,
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SECTION M - EVAI.UATION A.N_DAWA.I_DFAC_'OKS (Continued)
2 Analysis Techntc_es- The offeror'a capability to analyze ./
rechnolog2es relev_t to prelim-nat7 |eJLl_ of the TTR rill be evaluated. TM_.L
evaluJtion b-_ll be based on the substlnt_atiou provided for the analysis techniques,incl_dL_x conside_atlon of the adequ_.T of the substantiation. [valuation of the
offeror's analysis techniques b-ill be veishted _ favor of those analysis areas that have
the greatest potentLal for insuring success of the project or a£ni='Lz_-ng risk of
failure.
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there is a statement that says that any analysis techniques that you propose to use
in your response must be _alidated. So I went back and looked at our own to see how
well did we validate the analyses that we proposed to use, and really, the bottom
line is, not very impressively. I would say 80% to 90% of the discussion was
describing all the features of the analysis and maybe 10% was describing the valida-
tion of the analysis. This was not very good, but we were one of the winners so it
can't have counted too much against us. I don't quite know how to do it but I think
the government could well put some more teeth into that requirement with RFPs, and
insist that validation quality be improved.
Now I think this is the last point I've got; really I'm not too serious about
this one; but if you think of it, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) confers
validation status on cost and schedule methodology. This is very serious; we have
been through a process of being devalidated for the Cost/Schedule Status Report
(C/SSR) system that we have in use for the CH-47D program. Believe me, it gets the
company's attention when that happens because if you lose your validation status,
you are not allowed to bid on the next major contract. If we had lost this we would
not have been allowed to bid on the JVX program. So it got a lot of attention, we
were reexamined, and we passed. Now I'm not really suggesting that something as
serious as that should be applied to air resonance analysis, that we're not allowed
to bid on it if we can't match up, but I think there's some middle ground there
where I think you can be subject to some examination by the contracting authorities,
the Government, to see whether your methodology is acceptable. That's all I have.
Thank you.
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PREPARED REMARKS BY BOB WOOD
I'd like to continue along with the same theme as my colleagues. At the same
time I'd like to perhaps digress in one manner and that is to try to put part of
this in a very positive light. I'll give a couple of examples and then I'll con-
clude with a recommendation that I'd like the panel and the audience, perhaps, to
consider. Some of what I have on the first viewgraph [Slide 17] has already been
covered. We often think of validation as a means to simply validate a model and at
that point we close the door on it and we use it, as a validated and approved
model. In truth though, I think what we have is that the correlation studies that
accompany that validation have many payoffs, both to the government as a user and to
industry. I've listed four of those on the first viewgraph, and some of these have
been touched on as I think, the participants in the ITR methodology study have tried
to understand the reasons for the lack of correlation in one area or another.
The first one, reading from top down, is elimination of errors in modeling.
This comes from careful study and careful comparison. Sometimes we find that as
result of our correlation effort we don't change the model at all but it does unfold
a better understanding of the problem. In addition to that we find by careful
comparison at times (and this has come up frequently at this meeting) that there are
areas, I think dynamic inflow is one that's been discussed numerous times here,
where development of an improved math model results. And finally, in the
PANELON MATHMODELVALIDATION
6/22/83
CORRELATIONSTUDIESHAVE IMPORTANTBENEFITSIN ADDITION
TO VALIDATION,AMONGTHESEARE:
e ELIMINATIONOF ERRORSIN MODELLING
e BETTERUNDERSTANDIr_GOF PROBLEM
I DEVELOPMENTOF IMPROVEDMATHMODEL
IDENTIFICATION OF MISSING ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
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correlation process, from time to time we find ourselves identifying what I call
missing analysis parameters. That is we suddenly uncover, say, "Wow, we left out an
entire effect," or an entire part of a math model Just was not put in it.
So you might say "Well, Bob, that all sounds very general," so I thought what
I'd do is simply give some examples. They're not meant to be any better than any
other studies anyone else has done, and where possible I'ii identify the data
base. These all result from validation efforts that I've been involved in at one
time or another.
This first one [Slide 18] I call an error in math modeling. It was related to
correlation efforts one time with [what I think is] a very fine data base that was
listed in an earlier viewgraph, the H-34 data of Scheiman's. There the goal of the
analysis was correlation of time histories of blade flapwise moments (that was the
major goal} and it seemed relatively easy in that analysis to get good agreement
with cyclic or half peak-to-peak values, but to match that time-history signature
was something else. Whereas, as all of you would probably agree, we haven't solved
the blade-airloads problem, certainly, since 1974, we did find in that correlation
activity that a very major parameter was the three-dimensional (3-D) airloads at the
blade tip.
PANEL ON MATH MODEL VALIDATION (CONT'D)
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EXAMPLE - ERROR IN IBATHMODELLING
e A GOAL OF ANALYSIS WAS CORRELATIONOF TIME HISTORY
OF BLADE FLAPWISE MOMENTS
COMPARISON SHOWED GOOD AGREE_IENTOF CYCLIC OR 1/2 PEAK-
TO-PEAK VALUES
COMPARISON SHOWED POOR AGREEMENTOF MOMENT TIME
HISTORY SIGNATURE
STUDY REVEALED TREATMENT OF 3-D AIRLOADS AT BLADE TIP
IN ERROR
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In terms of better understanding of the problem, this one [Slide 19] we
stumbled on last year that I could identify. It relates to somework we were doing
in dynamic NASTRAN.Wehad earlier run, for the attack helicopter, the dynamic
NASTRANmodel and we had obtained what we considered to be fairly good correlation
with the attack helicopter data. Then we wanted to do somework on getting airframe
forced response at N per rev. Wehave on the attack helicopter a second vertical-
bending modethat is very near N per rev. So we expected in this work that using
this normal-moderesponse method, which is built into NASTRAN,that obviously this
second bending modewould turn up as a primary contributor to any forcing function
at the rotor hub. Much to our surprise that mode, which is only a half a hertz
removed from the excitation, ranked third in the modal priorities. Also the primary
modecontributing to the response at the pilot's station was a wing-symmetric bend-
ing modethat was four hertz removed. Whenyou compareour experience to, say 15 yr
ago, when it was just an unwritten rule in the helicopter industry [that] if you
have a modenear your primary excitation and you have a vibration problem, then
that's the modeyou go to work on. It would have been a waste of moneyfor us to
have chased after that second bending modewhen indeed it was a modeoff. So I
would classify that as an example of one of those things one uncovers in validation
or correlation that leads to sort of a surprise or improved understanding.
PANEL ON MATH MODEL VALIDATION (CONT'D)
EXAMPLE - BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF PROBLEM
• A GOAL OF ANALYSIS WAS OBTAINING AIRFRAME FORCED
RESPONSE AT N/REV
A NORMAL MODE FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS WAS OBTAINED
USING DYNAMIC NASTRAN
PREVIOUSLY GOOD CORRELATIONHAD BEEN FOUND BETWEEN
TEST AND NASTPAN MODES
AN UNEXPECTED RESULT OF FORCED RESPONSE ANALYSIS
WAS THAT FREQUENCY PLACEMENT WAS OF SECONDARY
IMPORTANCE
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Another example is what manyof you have talked on today, and there have been
someexcellent discussions on it. Today and yesterday Dick Bielawa and Frank
Tarzanin spoke on areas where they would like to improve their models based on what
they'd already seen in the ITR methodology, and this is simply another example of
that. Again this particular one [Slide 20] madeuse of the Scheimandata. In the
validation process we found a drastic difference in steady chordwise bending between
the math model and the test data. At that time I was at Sikorsky. It turned out to
be a very simple effect that we had not recognized. The leading edge weights are
not an integral part of the blade; they transfer their CF to the blade tip cap and
we had not properly accounted for that. Whenwe put that in, it was very pleasant
to see that in our chordwise moments, that steady shift did comein, so again the
validation was a rewarding process; we learned more; and the model was improved one
step.
Finally, in this identification of missing parameters [Slide 21], this was the
classic example I can recall here. It waswith regard to the noise program, the RAP
or TRAMPprogram developed for NASA. Wewere correlating with Wallops Island data
taken on a UH-IB and we got good agreement with the pressure time-histories at an
observer, but the acoustic spectra just didn't look right at all. A study of those
data revealed that what we'd left out was the very important effect of ground
PANEL ON MATH MODEL VALIDATION (CONT'D)
6/22/83
EXAMPLE - DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVEDMATH MODEL
e A GOAL OF ANALYSIS WAS CORRELATIONOF TIME HISTORY
OF BLADE CHORDWISE MOMENTS
o COMPARISON SHOWED POOR AGREEMENT OF STEADY CHORDWISE
BENDING
• STUDY SHOWED CAUSE OF DISCREPANCYWAS TREATMENT OF
BLADE BALANCE WEIGHTS
GOOD AGREEMEfJTACHIEVED WITH IMPROVEDBLADE EQUATIONS
THAT PROPERLY MODELLED WEIGHTS
Slide 20
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EXAMPLE - IDENTIFICATIONOF MISSING PARAMETERS
A GOAL OF ANALYSIS WAS CORRELATIONOF ACOUSTIC
SPECTRA FOR HELICOPTER FLY-BY
COMPARISON SHOWED POOR AGREEMENT BETWEEN MEASURED
AND CALCULATED NOISE SPECTRA
• STUDY REVEALED MISSING ANALYSIS PARAMETERS WERE
GROUND REFLECTION AND MICROPHONE HEIGHT
• ONCE ADDED, GOOD AGREEMENT WAS ACHIEVED
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reflection, and when we called NASA and asked for the height of the microphone, they
were unable to give it to us. It was a nice problem to be able to solve because we
found we had enough acoustic data so we could solve backwards and calculate the
height of the microphone. As I recall, about two months later, Bob Pegg did call us
and give us the height of the microphone. It was one of those pleasant experiences
of solving the problem backwards where we found out we had been using the right
height.
That really concludes the main points. Next I want to simplify what I've said
in one recommendation which I though the panel and perhaps the audience might want
to consider. This goes right back to where we started at the 1974 dynamics special-
ists meeting where Bob Ormiston looked at the blade loads for a hypothetical
rotor. This meeting has moved another step along that path because at this particu-
lar conference, we have reviewed a comparison of analyses of various manufacturers
and government agencies, but we have a new element--it was not a hypothetical rotor;
these were actual test rotors and these were actual test data. I think what's come
out of this workshop that's been of great interest to me has been the tremendous
interest each of the analysts has shown. I almost have the feeling he can't wait to
get back to [improve] areas where he sees his model has fallen short. There seemed
to me a possibility for a followup meeting to the one we're currently attending.
Maybe there's somebody at the end of the table who has this already prepared for
their talk, but a possibility might be simply to reconvene this type of meeting with
the same data and give the participants a chance to refine their analyses. Then
someone might say "Well but if we do, just think, they'll go back and turn all those
knobs." Well maybe we ought to allow them to turn the knobs but if they turn the
knobs, I think they ought to be required, if they show improved validation, to come
up with a specific listing of what it is, what changes they've made, to obtain that
validation. That's all I have.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBYPETERARCIDIACONO
Bill Bousman, in his opening remarks, indicated that he had posed a series of
questions to the panel members,and I plan to commentbriefly on most of the ques-
tions that he posed rather than discuss any one of them in depth. However, before I
proceed I personally would like to compliment the government personnel for (and I'll
use the word wisdom, because I really do think it wasa good thing to do) their
wisdom in sponsoring this methodology assessment effort. Certainly if I look at
what's going on at Sikorsky right now, manyof the activities that we have in prog-
ress are the direct result of this methodology assessmentand the detailed scrutiny
that the existing analyses were forced to go through. I think that probably has
resulted from the fact that this analysis exercise, as Bob Woodpointed out, did
have somereal data with which we were correlating our analyses. Wecouldn't hide
from the correlation and each analyst certainly wanted to look good. So I point out
that in a certain sense a key government objective was achieved, which is to force,
if you will, industry to develop improvements to their analyses. I don't meanto
imply that Sikorsky is not also interested in that objective; however, I think most
of the industry membershere will agree that left to our own devices, the objective
of improved analyses may take very much longer to achieve because of the unique
operating environment in which we find ourselves. This operating environment
requires at times that analytic developments be stretched out, or even stopped, in
any particular area because of higher priority needs and/or because of the percep-
tion that a particular analysis is good enoughfor the foreseeable short-term appli-
cations. So I too believe that the Governmenthas a unique role to play to stimu-
late more in-depth studies of our analytic capabilities than might otherwise
occur. I would strongly endorse, therefore, that more frequent efforts of this type
be undertaken.
If I would turn to the questions now, I'll try to avoid belaboring someof the
points that were already made; the first question was "how are math models vali-
dated?" What I have here [Slide 22] is what might be construed to be an ideal
listing of activities that would take place, not to say that all of these activities
actually do take place. Westart at the beginning; (I) we have a set of equa-
tions. Certainly there ought to be a check of the derivation of the equations.
There is usually a lot of algebraic manipulation and calculus involved, and it's not
always obvious exactly how best to check those equations. (2) Onceyou have a set
of equations, you can look for familiar terms and properties of the equations.
(3) The third item is, program the code and check out the code. This is the one
that I think is a major stumbling block. It's probably a sign of old age but I like
to think in the old days we did a lot morehand checking of a major loops of codes
than perhaps gets done today. Obviously, then, you can degenerate the analysis to
comparewith knownresults for simpler cases. That's done to a reasonable degree.
Next, there ought to be more limited parametric studies done to examine what the
analysis is saying from the standpoint of reasonableness. (4) Ideally, I think you
need somesmall-scale specialized parametric models. We've tried this in the past,
sometimes with mixed success because the scale of the model sometimes introduces
problems which are uniquely associated with scale. I recall one, for example, where
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HOW ARE MATH MODELSVALIDATED?
CHECK DERIVATIONOF EQUATIONS
LOOK FOR FAMILIAR TERMS,PROPERTIES(E,G, SYMMETRY)
CHECK PROGRAMMINGCODE
o HAND CHECKSOF MAJOR LOOPS
o COMPARE WITH KNOWN VALID RESULTSFROM OTHER SIMPLERANALYSES
o EXAMINE LIMITED PARAMETRICTRENDSFOR REASONABLENESS
CORRELATEWITH SMALL SCALE SPECIALIZEDPARAMETRICMODELS
CORRELATEWITH LARGE SCALE WIND TUNNEL MODELS
CORRELATEWITH FLIGHT TEST (USUALLY.LACKINGIN SOME DATA ELEMENTS)
UNDERSTANDTHE REASONS FOR LACK OF CORRELATIONAND IMPROVETHE
ANALYSIS IF TECHNOLOGYAND FUNDS PERMIT (AND DETAIL DATA EXISTS)
USE THE ANALYSIS WITH JUDGEMENT
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we had a bearingless rotor with a snubbed-torque tube, and we couldn't scale down
the full-scale snubber. We ended up representing it with some sort of rubber
device. We found the damping of each individual blade was different by quite a bit
and it presented a few problems. It's at that point where the 30%-or-more overrun
starts to come in. I think there should be an optimum scale at which to do the
test. (5) I call the next point "large scale," but perhaps more properly it should
be stated as "larger scale" wind tunnel models that incorporate some degree of
parametric capability. That's very important, I believe. (6) Then, of course,
there is the flight test. Usually you find that the flight-test data is lacking
some areas which then influences the next item which is, (7) if you don't like your
correlation, to try and understand the reasons for the lack of correlation and
improve the analysis if the technology exists and if the detailed data exists, to
help you probe into the reasons for the lack of correlation. (8) Finally, having
gone through the iteration loop once, you'll still find that the analysis does not
agree and must be used with judgment.
How is it decided how much correlation is needed [Slide 23]? I don't think
there's any one pat answer, although someday a standard may be developed. It
depends on any one of these factors or a combination of the factors that we end up
with. The schedule may be very urgent. From past experience, the design may depart
by a little or a lot. What are the safety consequences of an error? Is the design
forgiving? If you need an auxiliary damper, have you anticipated that and made
provisions for its installation? Most importantly, can you conduct safe build-up
testing? Last, but perhaps not least, is that the availability of funding helps to
determine how much correlation is done.
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HOWIS IT DECIDEDHOWMUCHCORRELATIONNEEDED?
DEPENDSON:
URGENCYOFSCHEDULE
DEGREEOFDEPARTUREOFDESIGNFROMPASTEXPERIENCE
SAFETYCONSEQUENCESOFERROR
DEGREEOFFORGIVENESSIN CONFIGURATION
ABILITYTOCONDUCTSAFEBUILD-UPOFTESTING
AVAILABILITYOFFUNDING
Slide 23
Whyare the math models used without full validation [Slide 24]? Weprobably
need a definition of what constitutes full validation. I might offer one--that the
analysis shows no anomalies whenyou examine the design parameters that are thought
to be important for a generic configuration to which you're planning to apply the
analysis. If that's our definition, then I think the first line on the slide is
correct, "that fully validated analyses are never available in time"; they are
certainly not available for the first version of a new configuration. I think then
WHYIS IT THATMATHMODELSARE
USEDWITHOUTFULLVALIDATION?
FULLYVALIDATEDANALYSESARENEVERAVAILABLEIN TIME.
ANALYSISDEVELOPMENT,THEREFORE,IS OUTOFMAINSTREAMPROGRAMEFFORTS
ANDSHORT-TERMPAYOFFIS NOTHERE.
ASARESULT,AVAILABLEANALYSESTHATHAVESHOWNPROMISEAREOFTENUSED
COUPLEDWITHJUDGEMENTA DEARLYDESIGNCONFIRMATION/DEVELOPMENTTESTS.
WHYSHOULDTHISBE?
o TECHNOLOGYF RIMPROVINGANALYSISACCURACYNOT
ALWAYSAVAILABLE
o PARAMETRICDATABASEFORCORRELATIONN TALWAYS
AVAILABLE
o FUNDINGOTALWAYSAVAILABLE
Slide 24
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a certain perception of the value of analysis is developed by management. Since the
analysis development tends to be out of the mainstream-aircraft-program efforts and
short term payoffs are usually not there, sometimes when priority decisions are
made, analysis developement tends to suffer. As a result I think we're always in a
position where we are trying to use available analyses that have shown some degree
of promise in certain areas. Hopefully we couple that with good engineering judg-
ment and early design-confirmation or risk-reduction testing. Why should this be?
I think some of these points have been made before. You may have the best reasons
in the world for improving the analysis but the technology for improving it may not
be available. You might want to do more correlation, but the data base is not
always available. The data base that was used in the ITR methodology assessment was
certainly the product of many man-years of effort. If you tried to consider corre-
sponding data bases that would be required for other specialized applications then
you just get a reinforcement of the conclusion that correlation and validation
efforts are very expensive. I finally mentioned funding.
How are experimental data bases developed, qualified and managed [Slide 25]? I
don't have too much to say here, but I think I would endorse the government primar-
ily working in this area. I think what they have going for them is a lot of time
available for doing a bang-up good job of getting the data and keeping it under
control. I think in industry if we had to do it that we would do it only with very
great difficulty because of time and budget constraints and all the things that I've
mentioned.
Why don't we use certain data bases [Slide 26]? I think these are fairly
obvious: funding limits, the data's late, maybe there is incomplete documentation
of the data, there's usually a concern for some degree of nonrepresentativeness of
the model, or we may just be unaware of the availability.
HOW ARE EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASES
DEVELOPED, QUALIFIED AND MANAGED?
BY GOVERNMENT: WITH A LOT OF TIME AVAILABLE
BY INDUSTRY: o WITH GREAT DIFFICULTY BECAUSE OF TIME AND BUDGET
CONSTRAINTS, EVOLVING DESIGN, LACK OF ANALYSIS
UPDATE AND MINIMAL DOCUMENTATION
BEST DONE UNDER CONTRACT
Slide 25
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WHY ARE SOME DATA BASES NOT
FULLY USED FOR VALIDATION?
FUNDING LIMITS
DATA USUALLY LATE
INCOMPLETEDOCUMENTATION
CONCERN FOR REPRESENTATIVENESSOF MODEL
UNAWAREOF AVAILABILITY
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Simple models, I think, are very important [Slide 27]. I'm high on parametric
analyses and tests. I think they do serve two purposes; I) they can provide a data
base for the design engineer to use in the event that the correlation with analysis
is not all that one would hope it to be, and 2) they certainly provide a guide for
the researcher. The second point on this slide ties in with something that Dick
Bielawa brought up on force-phasing matrices. I personnaly find that I often wish
that there was more attention paid in reports to explaining in some detail the
physical mechanism, the underlying physical phenomena, behind certain trends that
are either measured or predicted. This certainly would help to instill a sense of
confidence and help provide some sort of a logical validation of either the data
base or the analysis on the part of the user.
How to improve cost effectiveness [Slide 28]? My first point has been made a
couple of times--I think the government ought to establish an approved data base.
WHAT ROLE DOES THE "SIMPLE"MODEL/EXPERIMENT
PLAY IN THE VALIDATIONOF COMPLEX MODELS?
PARAMETRICANALYSESAND TESTS ARE VERY IMPORTANT,ESPECIALLYFOR STABILITY
o DATA BASE FOR DESIGN
o GUIDE FOR RESEARCHER
EQUALLY IMPORTANTIS THE EXPLANATIONOF THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENAPRODUCING
THE INDIVIDUALPARAMETERTRENDSOBSERVED, THIS FOSTERS UNDERSTANDINGAND
HOPEFULLYA "LOGICAL"VALIDATIONON THE PART OF THE USER.
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WHATCANBEDONETO
IMPROVECOST-EFFECTIVENESSOFCORRELATIONS?
o ESTABLISHAPPROVEDGOVERNMENTDATABASE
PROVIDECONTINUOUS(MATCHING)FUNDINGSOTHATANALYSISAND
CORRELATIONCA BEIMPROVED,KEPTUPTODATEANDWELLDOCUMENTED,
THISIS ASOPPOSEDTOMAJOREFFORTSDONEVERYX NUMBEROFYEARS.
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With respect to funding, I think that Bill Bousmanmentioned that the ITR methodol-
ogy assessmentwas funded by the government. I think because of the fact that, if
you will, that we were showing our best wares in a fishbowl that were considerable
matching dollars put in under IR&D. So there are couple of points here, one is that
I think that we should provide more or less continuous finding so that we can keep a
steady effort going on the analysis and the correlation and so maintain the effi-
ciency that's associated with a minimumof interruptions. So I would suggest a more
or less continuous effort as opposed to major efforts done every X number of
years. Somebodymentioned that 9 yr ago, we did somesort of a limited exercise.
It really should be done every year to keep everyone current. Next as I mentioned
are the matching funds. I think to interest managementand perhaps to interest
government, somesort of a cooperative effort could be established whereby IR&D
funds would be put up to match government infusion of money.
Finally 2GCHAS,what will be its impact [Slide 29]? I think ideally it will
impact the situation. I'd like to think it will provide a higher standard for the
WILL2GCHASCHANGETHEFRAMEWORKOF
VALIDATIONREQUIREMENTS?
o YES.PRESUMABLYVERIFICATIONFSOFTWAREITSELFWILLBEMORESTRINGENT,
o ATTENTIONCANTHENFOCUSONTECHNICALASPECTSOFTHECORRELATIONPROBLEM,
TECHNOLOGYUPDATESWILLHOPEFULLYBEEASIERANDLESSCOSTLY,
Slide 29
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software verification so that we aren't continually faced with trying to understand
a potential reason for lack of correlation and then wondering whether or not the
blooming equations are coded properly or did someone change the computer system and
it's no longer giving the right answers. Every six months we go through a calibra-
tion of our physical instruments and the government won't let us use the instruments
if they don't have a calibration stamp on it. There's no reason why we shouldn't
have a six-month calibration of analysis to make sure that something hasn't gotten
out of whack. If we have good software then presumably the attention can be focused
in the fundamental area, on the technical aspects of the correlation problem, and if
shortcomings are identified presumably 2GCHAS will allow us to update the technology
in a much less costly manner.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY JIM McCROSKEY
Bill thought he asked me to makesomecommentson validation methodology and so
I decided that he'd asked me to makesomecommentson how the aerodynamics community
goes about validating someof the large aerodynamic codes. What I'm going to talk
about basically is the fixed wing community, how it validates large aerodynamic
codes. I'd like to makeseveral prefatory remarks. There has been a lot of prog-
ress since 1974 in predicting fixed wing airloads. I'd also like to say that the
general feeling, one general theme I'll try to develop, is that it's not enough just
to comparewith experiment. Finally I'm going to emphasize this building block
approach [Slide 30].
I realize that we're always impatient, we want to leap ahead, but there also is
a case to be madefor taking one step at a time and I want to showyou how someof
the things are built up that have led to somepretty spectacular successes in compu-
tational aerodynamics. Someof this stuff is a motherhood-type thing and yet I
think it bears reemphasizing. Whenyou start on developing a large code you really
have to start small and simple, first validate the pieces and then progress in
steps. Nowthis has been done in a couple of examples in which the added complexity
in one case was carried over to the equations but the configuration remained very
simple. That goes in the jargon of the field [by the nameof] Large Eddy Simulation
for the calculation of basic turbulence, and there are very large codes that are run
for enormouslengths of time that have produced information about the very difficult
problem of turbulence pretty muchfrom first principles, but only for very simple
VALIDATING LARGE AERODYNAMIC CODES
• BUILDING BLOCK APPROACH
• START SMALL AND SIMPLE
• VALIDATE PIECES
• PROGRESS IN STEPS
- ADD COMPLEXITY TO EQUATIONS FOR SIMPLE
CONFIGURATIONS (LES)
- ADD COMPLEXITY TO CONFIGURATIONS FOR
SIMPLE EQUATIONS (PANAIR)
• INVOLVE OTHER QUALIFIED PARTIES
• PILOT CODES TO SELECT USERS
• INDEPENDENT EVALUATION
• SPECIAL WORKING GROUPS
• SOME EXAMPLES
Slide 30
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configurations, like flow in a channel. Well, that's a bit away from the real world
but nevertheless that investigation has been very successful. It has given a lot of
basic information that the whole engineering community will benefit from in the
future. Now there's been a development over a few years of a thing called PANAIR, a
large panel code, in which a considerable amount of complexity has been added to the
configuration but the equations are based on simple linear theory. That code has
gone through a lot of growing pains, a lot of development, a lot of validating, and
a lot of iterative feedback. It's a big code, but people have been using it and
they pretty much have confidence in it now.
One thing that people at Ames have found in the applied computational area is
that it's very important for the code developers to involve other qualified parties,
and I emphasize the word qualified. You don't release these research codes to just
anyone, but you can go beyond a research code into a pilot code, give it to select
users, and really benefit a lot frcm what you learn from them. Now another thing
that's done from time to time I put down under the heading of "independent
evaluation," I'll say more on this later, but that is when you basically let some-
body else go work with the code and see what happens. Then there has been a great
deal of good work and progress that's come out of some special working groups and
I'll mention these as we go along.
Well, continuing to preach to you a little bit about the building block
approach [Slide 31], one thing that the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) community
here at Ames has recognized and has tried to separate out is a distinction between
what they call "math" modeling and what they call "physics" modeling. I have the
impression from what little I've heard about the efforts here that you're tending to
lump both of those together in what you call a math model for rotor airloads predic-
tions. But if you think along the lines of the math modeling, first of all, I think
THE BUILDING BLOCK APPROACH
• "MATH" MODELING
• COMPARISON WITH "KNOWN" OR EXACT SOLUTIONS
• INCREMENTAL CHECKOUT
• "PHYSICS" MODELING
• COMPARISON WITH SPECIAL-PURPOSE EXPERIMENTS
• COMPARISON WITH REAL LIFE
- EXPERIMENTS
- ESTABLISHED RULES OF THUMB
• INCREMENTAL CHECKOUT
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it's important to recognize that comparison with experiment is not necessarily math
validation, it's not even code checkout, you may just be twiddling. Whenyou do
separate out the math modeling [you can] try to comparewith "known" or exact solu-
tions. An exact solution is fairly obvious. In aerodynamics you have linear theory
that's used to check out lots of codes, incompressible airfoils, elliptical wings,
but then they go to other equations where there are someexact solutions. Burger's
equation is a simplification, a viscous equation, that's used. A lot of code check-
out is done on I-D nozzles, which seemskind of funny but there's an awful lot to be
learned about the math modeling of the various codes from this. Now, you don't
always have exact solutions available to you that are sufficiently close to the
problem that you're interested in [to] really represent a decent validation. I'd
like to point out an example of a working group that's in progress at the present
time [and is sponsored] by AGARDin which they are trying to develop a series of
solutions to the Euler equations (that's an inviscid set of fluid dynamic equations)
and what they're striving for here is a solution, or series of solutions, for vali-
dating and checking codes for which you don't have an experiment at all because you
don't have experimental airfoils or experimental wings without the viscous effects
that are always there. And in a sense what they're developing is a "known" solu-
tion, an exact solution being developed by committee. A number of people are run-
ning their codes and doing somestandard cases and comparing the solutions, and the
intent is that from these we will see a numberof solutions that are pretty close in
agreement. Even though these are solutions for which you don't have any other
check, you eventually will find a consensus that you've got a knownsolution which
can then be used for checking out future codes, either of this type, or simpler or
more complicated.
Then the incremental checkout, I think, is very important. Obviously these
aerodynamicists start with a code, which is a big code, and they check it with an
airfoil. Then they moveon to a wing, and then to wings plus bodies. Then maybe
they get bold and moveto, as in this PANAIRcase, a wing/body/tail/nacelle combina-
tion, maybewith an inlet and an exhaust, and then maybeadd somestructure to it.
But this is done in the best cases, in increments.
That's just what that particular community thinks of as the math modeling.
Then there's the physics modeling. Do the equations that you're working with really
meet the physics? And there's where you begin to look at special-purpose
experiments. I separate that out from comparison with real life because in these
special-purpose experiments you're looking at things that are relatively simple but
well defined, and they do a couple of things for you. One is they check the codes,
and secondly they help you to define the empiricism. For example turbulence models
or in computational chemistry, shock-tube reaction rates and disassociation rates,
things of that sort. You do it on a simple but special-purpose basis; there've been
someexamples of this in the helicopter community too. At ONERA(Office National
d'Etudes et de RecherchesAerospatiales) there was a special-purpose rotor experi-
ment done at high tip speed and moderately-high forward flight [speed] for a
straight untwisted rotor blade that didn't have the dynamic properties of any other,
and it was run at zero lift. That's pretty unrealistic and yet it allowed us to do
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a lot of direct correlation with a transonic numerical code that at that particular
momenthad exactly those limitations. There was no suitable set of data from the
regular body of helicopter experiments, but this special purpose experiment was
extremely valuable in finding little things about the code that could be improved
and in giving us the confidence to moveahead.
But of course you want to go beyond that, and that's what I call comparison
with real life. Wherever possible you want to have experiments but sometimes you
simply have to go by established rules of thumb. Youdon't have the data set that
you really want, but you know whether or not a certain trend should go in a certain
direction. Here's really where you begin to learn and where you iterate, but hope-
fully you're not just twiddling constants.
Again I emphasize the incremental checkout--step by step. I had an example
here of stratospheric modeling by computational chemistry in which the problem was
to determine the ozone depletion in the atmosphere. That's really a very compli-
cated problem because strictly speaking you should be solving the Schrodinger wave
equation; you've got the fluid mechanics of the atmosphere--very complex chemistry,
and you don't really know for sure what is going on. Without going through the
details of that let me just say that the approach was not to either jump into a
large code and start turning the crank, or to send up a fleet of aircraft to con-
tinuously sample over two or three years and by the experimental approach determine
the ozone depletion rates versus time. Instead a series of steps was done in which
little pieces of the problem were studied one at a time, and things were identified
that needed to be done that could be answered in shock tube experiments. Along the
way a tremendousamount of useful, what wewould think of as design information,
cameout from these simple steps. Eventually they did lead to running a series of
large calculations.
As I said the CFDpeople here at Ameshave found a tremendous benefit in
involving other users in the use of the codes [Slide 32]. There have been a number
of variations on this theme but typically it meanstaking a research code, making
somesort of a pilot code out of it, and then other users work with it. Sometimes
they comehere--there are memorandumsof understanding (MOUs)with industry where
the user community sends someonehere to learn how to use a code over a six-month
period or something like that. That investment although it's hard to sell in the
beginning, always turns out to be a very fruitful one for the companyin the long
run. Sometimesthe codes are taken back to the companies or other government labo-
ratories and universities. But typically these are researcher-type people who begin
to work with the codes, and they're sort of in the gap between the day-to-day
designers and the researchers here at Ames. As they start making validations and
comparisons of their own, they learn a lot of things that comeback here. Also they
invariably try the codes on things that were never considered by the people here at
Ames,so the extensions becomevery, very valuable.
Nowfor these independent evaluations. There've been some instances, in par-
ticular there's a 3-D wing code here developed in the early ?Os called the Bailey-
Ballhaus small disturbance code. Nowthe Air Force, on competitive contract,
allowed one of the aircraft companies, whowon the competition on this contract, to
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take the code, run it for a few months, try it out, just basically evaluate it, and
then report back. That was done virtually independently of the Ames people; it was
an outside independent evaluation. I understand that Langley has done that sort of
thing from time to time on some of their large codes, probably the aeroelastic codes
(I wouldn't know for sure).
Finally, these special working groups can be very valuable. I think workshops
like these are time well spent and money well spent. The European community often
finds that they don't have the luxury to go it alone; Country H, Country B, Coun-
try S can't afford to go it alone so they cooperate; they have workshops. One
organization is called GAMM; it escapes me for the moment what it is, but it cer-
tainly does a lot of good work--that just goes to show what's important and what's
not. As most of you know, AGARD has panels which engage from time to time in
special projects that usually result in some standard cases of more or less certi-
fiable experimental data being offered to the user commtnity with comments about
it. But there are also these special projects like the one I described on the
solutions to the Euler equations. In fluid mechanics one can't fail to mention the
problem, again, of turbulence; the extreme importance and the extreme difficulty of
that. One must also point to a very fruitful series of conferences, in fact, at
Stanford in which many many people pooled their ideas, first on getting certifiable
data sets, and then trying to compute a whole batch of special problems and compar-
ing the results.
I should say that _ lot of this information that I've presented is more or less
self-evident. Some may or may not apply to the way you want to go at things. But
334
in conclusion let me say that I think it's important to recognize there's really no
quick and easy way to beauty, but it can approached systematically, and when it is,
more often than not it really pays off.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY DONMERKLEY
The first couple of questions that we have here, I'll go through rather quickly
because I think they are fairly obvious to everyone here. One is how data bases are
developed [Slide 33]. There are several types of data bases and for each type I
think we have a different way that we may go about developing them. The first one
is for validation purposes [Slide 34]. The thing I really want to emphasize in just
about any of the data bases, and especially in validation, is the need for good
documentation. I think that's been brought out several times this afternoon. You
must pay very close attention to details and provide answers to all possible ques-
tions that might arise in the future in using this data. If it's a test data-base,
[information] with respect to the method and locations of all the measurements,
calibration procedures, calibration data, whether filtering was used, conversions,
test conditions, and test article descriptions are very important. For developing
new flight vehicles or systems, they usually have a commongoal in the industry--and
that's quick answers, Unfortunately this does not lend itself to providing very good
documentation, if any documentation results at all. These tests are usually
designed by fate and fortune. Small experiments for investigating specific phe-
nomenaexist. The commentsabout documentation are equally important there. These
experiments also are good for validating certain aspects, or modules or components,
of large analysis systems. Then we have the analytic data base. Whenwe think of
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data bases we normally think of test data bases, but analytic data could be very
voluminous, and also provides problems with respect to qualifying it and managing
it.
The next question is how data bases are qualified [Slide 35]. This again
brings emphasis to documentation [Slide 36]. The qualification of the data base
could actually start before the tests begin, with proper documentation. For any
data base to be of any use it must be well documented; I can't emphasize that too
much. The best time to do that is before and during and the test while everything
is ready at hand, and not trying to find the answers after the fact. Then the first
quality check of a new data base is normally done, I would say, by inspection by
someone who is knowledgeable of the type of expected magnitudes and trends of the
data. Then more extensive qualification of the data base can be accomplished by
comparisons with other qualified data bases and analytical results from analysis
with known characteristics.
How are data bases managed [Slide 37]? Some of the modern test data-bases are
very large. For example the Army's Operational Load Survey (OLS) has over 72,000
functions of time and the [Tip Aeroacoustic Test] data that was done out here at
Ames is over twice that much. We're talking about data that resides on magnetic
tape where there's over 350 data tapes just for the TAAT data alone. Without proper
software tools this data is very difficult to access and manage. It would be
impractical to do otherwise.
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DATAMAP [Slide 38] is an interactive computer software system that was devel-
oped by the Army to manage such data bases by providing direct access to the data
with the ability to analyze and derive certain parameters and display the data in
various formats. This is a chart [Slide 39] that gives the numbers of analyses and
derivations that are available to the user and here [Slide 40] are some examples of
various output formats that are available to the user. It is an interactive system
[Slide 41] that can be invoked in various combinations; either totally interactive
at a terminal which can _ben provide hard copies through a hard copy device or
generate plot files for output onto an incremental plotter, or the system can be
invoked through a batch operation for a producing very large outputs. One of the
very versatile features of DATAMAP is its ability to provide access to more than one
data base simultaneously, and this is where it can lend itself very well to valida-
tion exercises. For example [Slide 42] you can have the files of test data and
analysis data, then access those and put them up interactively on the screen in the
various plot formats.
DATAMAP has been gaining very good acceptance [Slide 43]. We have it installed
at a number of facilities. Most of the helicopter manufacturers have it
installed. Sikorsky is shown in parentheses on the slide because they are in the
process of receiving it right now. We're preparing the tapes for them. Kaman is
talking about it. We've been talking with the Kaman people; they're waiting to get
their new computer system that it will fit on. We've also been talking to a number
of people at NASA Langley, at various facilities over there--three groups in partic-
ular: the impact dynamics group, the VSTOL wind tunnel people, and the acoustics
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people. After ,_ slide was made, Georgia Tech requested a copy of the program.
Calspan an _ u_ .lare also [interested]; I've spoken to them recently.
There are a number of data bases that are up on the system [Slide 44]. It was
originally designed for the OLS to access that data; however, provisions were made
for general characteristics so that we could interface with any data base, whether
analytical or test. This is actually only a partial list of data that is up on the
system. I'm just providing several plots here [Slide 45] as an illustration of some
of the plot features useful in correlating test data with analysis. This case
[Slide 46] is a C81 analysis with individual points or test points and the line is a
radial distribution of beam bending moments. This [Slide 47] is another example
with the 3-D plots and it gives more of a qualitative comparison than quantitative.
I think DATAMAP has been shown to be a versatile system, is user friendly and
is gaining acceptance in the government and industry as a data baee analysis and
management tool. I think we've heard comments from just about every speaker previ-
ous to me this afternoon that I think this system here provides an answer to; pro-
viding a standard for interfacing analysis and test data for use in validating and
maintaining data bases.
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PREPAREDREMARKSBY PERETZFRIEDMANN
I'd like to echo what other membersof the panel have said, that in my opinion
this is one of the really productive meetings I have attended, and I hope we won't
have to wait 9 yr until we have another one because I probably won't be alive then.
Our Chairman gave mea homeworkproblem: what role does the simple model or
limited experiment play in the validation of complex models [Slide 48]? I decided
that it's probably reasonable to try and identify precisely what we meanby each
word in the question, so that we know what we are talking about. I would like to
define certain things which are associated with simple models and complex models and
limited experiments in rotor dynamics or aeroelasticity. It is difficult to talk
precisely about general things so I would like to talk about the hingeless rotor,
which is a convenient example to use, but with certain modifications this applies
equally well to bearingless rotors, coupled rotor/fuselage problems, or forward
flight. So let's see first what is the complex model. Well, I define it to be a
mathematical model which is capable of simulating the behavior of real, whatever
"real" means, hingeless rotor blades with all pertinent detail. This basically
meansthat you simulate the inboard elements, the outboard element, mass and stiff-
ness distributions, and various other properties. In case someof you have forgot-
ten what a hingeless rotor looks like, I just quickly would like to show it to you
I. SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION OF COMPLEX MODELS, SIMPLE MODELS
AND LIMITED EXPERIMENTS, IN ROTOR-DYNAMICS, AEROELASTICITY (RW)
AND AEROMECHANICS
CONSIDER FIRST A HINGELESS ROTOR BLADE IN HOVER. WITH CERTAIN
MODIFICATIONS THESE COMMENTS ARE ALSO APPLICABLE TO
BEARINGLESS ROTORS, COUPLED ROTOR/FUSELAGE SYSTEMS, AND
FORWARD FLIGHT
A. THE COMPLEX MODEL
DEFINED TO BE A MATHEMATICAL MODEL CAPABLE OF SIMULATING
THE BEHAVIOR OF A REAL HINGELESS ROTOR BLADE WITH ALL
PERTINENT DETAIL. PROPERTIES ONE MIGHT INCLUDE:
• INBOARD ELEMENT STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTION
• OUTBOARD ELEMENT STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTION
• MASS DISTRIBUTION FOR BOTH SEGMENTS
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again [Slide 49]. The various other properties you might want to include in such a
complex model are root offset, pitch link flexibility, swashplate flexibility,
torque offset, precone, droop, sweep, variable built-in twist, variable elastic axis
locations for each cross-section of the undeformed blade, variable center of mass,
variable center of tension, and finally you have to rememberit's a composite-
material-type blade, so anisotropy and associated structure effects should be there
in a complex model.
So then you would like to do dynamic stability prediction and this basically
meansthat for this hingeless blade you should do a fully coupled flap-lag-torsional
analysis and you should retain your geometrically nonlinear terms which are, as you
all know, painful. In doing that you have to state your assumptions very care-
fully. That is, I think, something which is quite important and people are not very
careful about really stating the assumptions which limit the analysis very, very
clearly so that everybody can look at it and figure out what's in there. So if you
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have an ordering scheme,you can say what it is, [describe] all possible aerodynam-
ics, and finally [describe] how nonlinearities are treated and how solutions are
obtained.
Now, if you want to do all of these things, then it quickly becomesapparent
that it's very difficult to do. Since this is the end of a long day, I have a
quotation for you from a very reputable source, Sherlock Holmes, and he says, "Like
all other arts, the science of deduction and analysis is one which can only be
acquired by long and patient study, nor is life long enough to allow any mortal to
obtain the highest possible perfection in it. Before turning to those moral and
mental aspects of the matter which present the greatest difficulties let the
inquirer begin by mastering more elementary problems." That's where the restricted
model can be useful.
This brings us to the simple model. If you want to talk about simple models,
then essentially I would recognize two such simple models. One is the offset-hinge-
spring restrained model of the hingeless blade where you can either have flap-lag or
flap-lag-torsion; BobOrmiston and DeweyHodgeshave used that model very effec-
tively. Another model is the distributed model but with somerestrictions intro-
duced, such as no sweepor no droop; isotropic material; and for restricted aerody-
namics, quasi-steady or unsteady 2-D strip theory, dynamic inflow or maybe some
static or dynamic approximation to stall effects.
Wehave now seen what the complex model is and what the simplest model is and
wehave to define the limited experiment. My interpretation is that the simple
experiment [is one] in which uncertainties associated with modeling are reduced to a
minimum. Typical examples would be the flap-lag model which has been used by Bob
Ormiston and Bill Bousmanto investigate the stall induced flap-lag instability, or
the small-scale rotor dynamic model for coupled rotor-body aeromechanical investiga-
tions which has been used by Bousman.
And now wego to the last part of the question, which is the role of the simple
model or limited experiment in validation of the complex model. And here I again
turn to the samesource for inspiration let's go back to Sherlock Holmesand he
claims that "when you follow two separate chains of thought, Watson, you will find
somepoint of intersection which should approximate the truth." That's where the
simple model comesin, because it is, in my opinion, the intersection between the
complex and the simple model which should approximate the truth. So in order to be
able to have an intersection there are a number of things which are demanded,both
of the simple model and the complex model. The complex model should have in it the
required flexibility to enable the user to simulate the limited experiment and the
simple model. You can't have a complicated model which can only do complicated
problems. The simple model can be used to generate theoretical test cases for the
complex model whenlimited test results are not available. Such comparisons indi-
cate whether the complex model is basically sound by showing its ability to repro-
duce fundamental blade behavior. And in fundamental blade behavior I would like to
mention a few cases. Oneis, for example, the flap-lag instability in hover and its
sensitivity to partial elastic coupling including, maybe, the second lag-mode' type
of instability. That's a good test: to see whether a program can do those
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things. Another good test is the stall induced flap-lag instability which has been
both theoretically and experimentally simulated by Ormiston and Bousman. Another
one is the test which has been used in this comparison study which I like to call
the precone-induced, bubble-like unstable region in coupled flap-lag-torsional
analysis. In order to be able to reproduce such limited experiments or test cases,
it obviously implies that the complex model should have the capability for simulat-
ing the restricted aerodynamics which are used in the simple model. For this exer-
cise of trying to figure out whether the fundamentals are right in a complex code,
[the code] should have the capability for producing stability boundaries, which are
sometimes the physical indicators of the soundnessof the code.
Since I mentioned these few test cases I just wanted to showyou more or less
what I mean {Slide 50]. This is the flap-lag instability; if your code doesn't
produce such a thing with no elastic coupling and then move it out with partial
elastic coupling, there is something wrong with your code. Another example is what
cameout from a simple finite element analysis, which essentially uses a finite
model of a beam{Slide 51] in which it turned out that, at least based on very
carefully done calculations, the second lag modehas a whole region of instability
[Slide 52]. This was also found by DeweyHodgesand Inderjit Chopra. It's a good
test case, because if it doesn't happen, then maybesomething is wrong in the
analysis.
Finally, the last two items which I wanted to show again are very good test
cases for these complex codes. First is the stall-induced flap-lag instability as a
function of angle of attack which is both experimentally and theoretically validated
by Ormiston and Bousman{Slide 53]. And finally, another very simple test case
which is typical is this bubble-like unstable region [Slide 54], which is a precone,
induced flap-lag instability, and its sensitivity to maybetorsional stiffness and
structural damping. So, these simple test cases and limited experiments are very
useful to validate more complicated codes.
In concluding I would like to makea few additional comments. In forward
flight, again, simple analysis can be used to validate complex analysis; however, in
forward flight it's very important that I) the code should have a capability fo _
generating stability boundaries, and 2) the intimate relation between trim and the
aeroelastic problem is again very crucial. If you do wind tunnel tests, I have
recently seen one of the Professor Ashley's students who has found that the wind
tunnel wall has significant effects on the unsteady aerodynamic loading and maybe
wind tunnel effects in forward flight could be important when somebodydoes limited
experiments, so that's something which I just wanted to mention. Also since the
problem is nonlinear, both linear and nonlinear system identification techniques
should be used since it's very rare that all the parameters are completely speci-
fied. Finally, I wanted to mention that in my mind there is a basic difference
between model validation and curve fitting, and I hope people are aware of the
difference.
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PREPARED REMARKS BY BOB ORMISTON
[Bill Bousman] didn't tell me I had to limit myself when he have me the assign-
ment, but he did say I should talk about 2GCHAS. I'd like to start off on a tangent
though and refer back to a couple of years ago when the methodology contracts were
just getting under way and Bill [Bousman], myself, and, I think, Bob Powell were
coming out of one of the first contractors after having looked at some of their
results in comparison with the task we gave them, and going back to the airport we
were saying, "by golly, that really was interesting, this was super fascinating,
just can't wait to see what the other folks are going to get," and the idea hatched
then that as a fallout to the ITR project maybe we should have some kind of work-
shop. I haven't had an awful lot more to do with it since then and the reason I
bring that up is that before this is all over I want to throw my commendation on to
Bill Bousman in particular, and to Dave Sharpe, who I know did an awful lot of work
on this, for what I think has turned out to be a great success. About all I've had
to do with it was sign a few PR's and I'm afraid to go back and add those up. At
any rate, as somebody said before, probably everything that I'm going to say has
been said in many areas as far as the correlation or validation goes. I was check-
ing down my list as we went down the table and there was one area that hadn't been
covered and I thought "boy, I just might luck out," but Peretz caught that with his
presentation, so you've probably heard all this before.
I'd like to talk just a little bit about correlation before I touch base on
2GCHAS [Slide 55]. This is obviously not very profound anymore, after all that's
been said, but I felt that it really did need to be said; correlation of theory with
experimental data is not a trivial enterprise, and I emphasize the last word. This
comes from our experience in this area over a number of years plus the results of
this particular workshop and activity. We use the words correlation, validation,
certification, and all kinds of terms rather loosely, and I'm not going to try to
define them all precisely for you, I just want to make a few remarks about some
points. Basically I look at correlation as comparing two things, whether it's an
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analysis or a theory or a code; you can correlate any of those with experimental
data, and that's the main focus here. There is correlation with other data sets
that may not be experimental. The main thing is looking at how those two things
come together.
Continuing in the this vein I'll try to classify a couple of different aspects
of this talk about validation [Slide 56]. There are really two things you can think
about. (I) How do you determine if the analysis is valid, and here I could mean
theory, or code or whatever, but I'll use the term analysis, and (2) how do you get
a valid analysis? These are really two different things, but the second one
involves the first one. How do you determine if the analysis is valid? [You can]
correlate the code results with other results, then assess the adequacy and you have
to make a judgment, is that or is that not adequate. It could be valid, invalid, or
have some range of validity. I'd like to also make the point that you may not want
to validate an analysis, say, for design purposes precisely. Any analysis has
limitations but you often are very interested in not using a code exactly for what
it was intended, but seeing how good it is "off design," so to speak. That's some-
times an important thing to determine, how valid is it? For what range of param-
eters? How do you get a valid analysis? Either you've got an old one that you're
trying to fix up or you've got a new one that you're trying to develop so that it
will be valid. You've got to go through a process of checking to see if it is
valid; if it isn't, fix it and check it again.
This [Slide 57] is a fairly crude attempt to identify some of the aspects
involved in correlation and validation. The two lines are supposed to come together
at correletion. We have the experiment on top and the analysis on the bottom. The
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point to be made here is that there are really a lot of places in these two pro-
cesses where the question of validation or correlation comes up. Take the experi-
mental one on the top. You usually have an experimental design, you've got an
experimental model, instrumentation, then other things like calibration and the
actual test of the model itself. There are also some other "mini-experiments," if
you will, to measure the [model] properties. You get the test data and then you've
got to analyze it. All of these things have to do with the ultimate accuracy or the
success of the validation/correlation enterprise. On the bottom, you want analyti-
cal results. That usually starts with the notion to develop a computer program
which involves certain choices, like what kind of system are you developing it for
in the beginning, then an ideal physical system or math model, a math solution,
coding, actually running the code and getting results, and then the comparison. I'd
like to go through a couple of these boxes. A lot has been said that covers most of
them, but I'd like to make a few points. Up at the top for the experiment results
is that the experimental design can be crucial. This involves all kinds of things,
like what particular cases are you going to compare? If you're going to design an
experiment, what particular range of parameters are you going to investigate? What
kind of model do you want to design? Where are your potential errors going to be?
What are the sources of errors? How can you best minimize those in the interest of
getting the best possible correlation or learning the most about the weak areas of
the analysis or whatever else? What it says is that if you do your thinking ahead
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of time you're a lot better off, and a lot of thinking needs to be done in this
process if you are serious about it. With respect to the aircraft and the model,
that was really meant to be two diffent physical systems. Oftentimes a model, as
has been said, is very specialized for certain purposes, or it may be a complete
aircraft. In that case it is very, very complicated in terms of using that physical
system and that data to correlate. That gets down to the bottom (the analysis)
where whenyou developed your computer program you had to makea judgment on how
elaborate it was going to be, what particular problem or how complex a configuration
you were going to tackle.
Moving on to the next one, even if you've identified a real physical system,
even a simple one, whenyou attempt to model it you usually makecertain assumptions
and you have in your mind an idealization of that physical system: if it's the
airmass it's usually assumedto be perfect fluid for most of the things that we do--
you forget the viscous effect. So you've got an ideal physical system and you've
got to know what the relationship of that is to the model that you designed for your
experiment, or the model that you assumedfor your [theory]. If you have madea
mistake in your judgment or an incorrect assumption there, the rest'of the process
almost doesn't matter and you're not going to get good correlation. Moving up to
the test again, I'd like to makea few commentsabout the measuredproperties. We
usually think of a test as you turn on the rotor, you spin it up, you shake it or do
something else, and you measurethe pressures, or the vibrations, or the stability,
or whatever else. Measuring the properties or determining the properties of the
hardware itself is just as important as measuring the damping on the model, or the
frequency on the model or something else. If the results don't correlate because
you didn't know what the collective pitch angle was or because you didn't know what
the inflow dynamics were, there's just no way to tell. So almost every one of those
parameters is equally important. Wetend to focus on the most complicated part and
that's oftentimes a mistake and the answer is somewhereelse, it's more mundane.
But speaking from experience, someof those simpler tests to measure the elastic
axis of a blade can be a lot more complicated than measuring the damping of the
transient motion. [You can even ask] why should we be measuring where the elastic
axis is anyway, it's not really a beam, that was an assumption. If it turns out
that it acts more like a plate, then the concept of an elastic axis goes out, so
there are a lot of concerns here. On the experimental data analysis, I don't think
I need to say anything more after Bill Warmbrodtdid a great job this morning in
opening our eyes or showing us what we thought was there anyway.
There are a couple of other things about the bottom of the figure. Whenyou're
doing all kinds of approximations and assumptions, errors and problems can crop up
in all those steps I've shownon the bottom. In going from the ideal physical sys-
tem to the math modeling, there maybe someassumptions Jn the math modeling. [For
example], I'm going to use an Euler-Bernoulli beamtheory but I've got to throw out
somehigher order terms; that might be an approximation in the math modeling.
[There may be] other things in the mathematical solution procedures; convergence,
accuracy and whatnot. Manyof these you maynot even know about or suspect unless
you've taken a lot of time to go out and investigate that particular problem area
all by itself. The coding of the analysis and testing the code, the whole software
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problem, is a whole other discipline and I think Pete Arcidiacono touched on that.
That's a major issue for the 2GCHASproject, obviously. Placing it at that point in
the analysis-and-results schemeof things isn't meant to imply that you wait that
far along until you're going to think about that. You think about all of these
things in the appropriate place. Then you run the code, get analytical results and
so forth, and then you've got correlation to look at, judge, and figure out how
you're actually going to decide whether it's valid code or not. I just have the
point on the bottom part that there are other ways to check your analysis: other
analyses, closed form solutions, and lots of other very intelligent, logical things
to do and I think Jim's discussion was very apropos in this regard. A lot of inter-
nal things can be done, particularly in the math model area, within these blocks
back and forth to check and validate certain of those elements, which has already
been said.
I'm getting ahead of myself here, but I just would like to makea couple of
commentsabout the need for a 2GCHAStype of system [Slide 58]. I think it's well
understood and a lot of people agree that there are an awful lot of reasons for
doing the 2GCHAS.system. There are a few specific ones which have to do with the
validation process and the difficulties that it presents to us that we've seen for
all the analyses we've looked at today. Those alone would tend to give you the idea
that you ought to comeup with something like 2GCHAS.Weall know it's expensive.
HOW 2GCHAS CAN HELP VALIDATION PROCESS
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Weall know it's data intensive. It needs to be done rigorously. It needs to be
done on lots of data sets. A point that was brought out here and we've seen over
and over and over again [is that an analysis] looks good on one data set but there's
another data set which is physically or mathematically in concept no different, but
the correlation is out the window, and that just meansthat you were lucky the first
time. So [you need] a lot of data sets. The point comesup, looking at the cost
and the numberof analyses that we have looked at here, why go through all the
trouble, effort, and expense to validate all of those if they ostensibly are aimed
at analyzing the sameproblem. That's the argument to do a 2GCHASsystem.
Okay, as you know it's something that is in process now. What is it going to
do; what could it do, can it do to help the validation process? First of all, one
of the objectives of the system is to provide an efficient user interface and that's
real_y important. You've got to manipulate data sets and do analyses--do lots of
things, and watching people carry around data sets manually [you realize] that it
just tremendously impedes the process timewise and effortwise. Next is database
management;I think Don Merkley covered the rationale for that and a need for that
as far as the correlation/validation process is concerned. The graphics that will
be incorporated in 2GCHAS;obviously for the real-time interactive activity of the
person who's doing the work, the graphics, no question, could be valuable. There is
also modeling flexibility: suppose I forgot that I had a certain effect in the
experiment, and I've got to go back and fix that, or suppose I want to compareone
analysis against another or one approach against another because that data set needs
to be checked that way. The business of checking intermediate steps; that could be
checking at the module level in the 2GCHASframework or it could be intermediate
steps of someother aspect of the characterization of the system. It's very impor-
tant to know whether you really have good correlation or, if it's not satisfactory,
how do you go back and pick the process apart in an attempt to solve the problem.
There is a possibility there will be somecapability to check the input data, or the
data set defining the models, for consistency--validating that data set if you
will. I think I mentioned comparative cross-checks of theory. There's nothing like
having two separate analyses that model the samephysical system, the identical
ideal physical system, but maybehave a different theoretical formulation, have a
completely different set of code, and are intended to calculate the sameresult.
We've used this technique in the past to validate someof our codes. Somebodysaid
correlation wasn't fun, but it's a lot of fun to see the two codes which are totally
different comeout with the sameanswer down at nine decimal places; you're pretty
sure that just didn't happen by coincidence, that both of them are wrong and they
both got the samewrong answer. Ideally that should be a very effective tool avail-
able in the 2GCHASframework. Software quality assurance is one aspect that I'm
going to makea few remarks about. Our product assurance with 2GCHASallows you to
check that area of potential problems. The bottom line is that it should be easier,
faster, cheaper and more rigorous. All we have to do now is get it and we'll be on
our way.
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GENERALDISCUSSION
Bill Bousman_ Session Chairman: We've had an opportunity to listen to the panel
members give their opinions on a very difficult subject and it's your turn now to
address specific question to the panel or if you have general comments or whatever
else. Any questions?
Dick Bielawa 7 United Technologies Research Center: I've got one question I'd like
to throw out just in general is that the data set that we used served its purpose
admirably; the question that comes up is where do we go from here? My own recommen-
dation is that any future data sets should not address the same problems that we've
already looked at. We should be looking at new problems, let us say problems that
are attendant to special configurations, and probably more important we should be
addressing the problems we expect for the ITR itself. So far we've been talking
about rather basic issues but are we really covering all of the problems we would
expect with the ITR?
Bousman: Perhaps that gets into the question of the difference between "known
unknowns" and "unknown unknowns."
Bielawa: Well for one example, I know that more than one manufacturer is talking
about gimbaled rotors. Are there data sets that pertain to gimbaled rotors? There
are special problems associated with gimbaled rotors.
Jing Yen_ Bell Helicopter Textron: Yes, we do, the Army XV-15 program, Bell's
model 301. We have loads data, vibration data, and performance data.
Bob Ormiston_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: I just want to make a comment. This may be
a little bit risky, but the fact that you've added one hinge or one gimbal to the
configuration doesn't necessarily mean that some other data sets which may have a
hinge or a bearing or a gimbal somewhere else in the configuration, such as a flap
hinge or a lag hinge; it doesn't necessarily mean that that data set is invalid for
the gimbaled configuration. If all rotors were built out of aluminum and you now
had a rotor built out of a composite material and there was a fundamental change in,
say, the mechanical properties or the constitutive laws or whatever defining that,
then that would probably be a totally different ball game. That's a little bit
risky for me to say because I know that sometimes going to a slightly different
configuration which has different behavior can oftentimes surprise you even though
the domain of the physics was not changed. You just have to make a judgment on how
many different data sets are you going to provide, and you can't do as many as you
want. But I would like to see a gimbaled rotor set of test data.
Bousman: Let me ask a question for the audience. We have a number of people from
universities here; do they see small experiments, perhaps even smaller than those
done at the government research laboratories, or small analyses that could be used
as check cases? Is this something that they see in their research program? Does
anybody want to take that? Or for that matter do the companies see that? Do you
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see that in someof your programs that you have going with the universities? Do you
see the potential for that, doing somecheck cases like Peretz has suggested or some
small experiments?
Euan Hooper_ Boeing Vertol: Yes. I think that that's very reasonable. In the
break I was discussing it with Inderjit Chopra, representing the University of
Maryland, and I'm sure that there are activities that can be carried on by the
academic community which would complement the contractual work. The difficulty is
always one of timing since the academic community tends to be slower.
Bousman: Another question that I might throw out to the panel or some of the audi-
ence (we started to talk about this yesterday) is having some standards for data
sets or for documentation because there are potential improvements, through either
something like DATAMAP or [perhaps] we can do things with computer networks. I
could see some potential there. Whether you call it cost-sharing or reducing costs,
I don't know; but obviously if you have standardized data sets and computers, the
government then has the potential to allow access to computer time to industry who
can then access a standard data set where they know which preprocessor whey need and
then do computations. The tradeoff is that if the industry uses the government's
computers to compute some test cases then they need to provide those results, but
you don't have to go through a contract so the turnaround is fast. Is that a poten-
tial there? Wayne?
Wayne Johnson T NASA Ames: I'm not sure it answers your question but I'd like to say
that I don't really believe that just having a data base manager constitues having a
documented data base. It's a prerequisite to handling the data that we're able to
produce in experiments these days, but having data accessible does not give the
person trying to use the data any information about the airplane it came from or the
instrumentation. It does not give him a road map to the test. All these things
have to be done, really, before the casual user can come in and pull out the few
numbers that he wants. I feel that that has to be done by the people who run the
test as well, because there has to be something that was learned by the person who
was actually running the test. Unless he actually goes to the trouble of trying to
pass that information on to us, it will be lost very soon and the quality of the
data will suffer as a consequence. So I think that's something that seems to be
lacking. We publish papers and we put data on mag tape, but I think this experience
has shown us that in order to document the data for the ITR correlation, it was
necessary to do an awful lot of work to produce parameters even though all the data
had been published before. It was necessary to do an awful lot of work to get it to
the point where you could actually use it. It seems to be a step that is missing in
a lot of what we do.
Mike Watts T NASA Ames: Your question [about computer networks], Bill. As a matter
of fact, I've already talked to Hughes about demonstrating DATAMAP and opening up
the tip aero data by phone modem link to our computer for general industry use, and
I've been talking to se--eral other industries around about setting up a tour, with
myself demonstrating DATAMAP. I know Don has done similar things with [Patuxent
River] and several other people. So if there's anybody in industry interested that
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I haven't contacted yet, have them contact us, Gerry Shockey or myself, because this
is being set up right now.
Don Merkley_ U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory: I think that really opens up
a lot of logistic problems.
Watts: Yes it does. We've been talking about it for the last month and we fairly
well have it worked out how we're going to handle the phone links and calling into
our computer and other things.
Merkley: Well, it's not only that setup, where you have phone links where they're
calling up your computer and using your data base. You've got to make sure that the
data they're interested in is on your master file. That's still a big problem, I
think, especially when you start talking about having many data bases on file.
Watts: Yes. It's a problem we've already addressed and we've got it pretty well
worked out how we're going to handle it.
Merkley: It'll be really interesting when you get eight or nine people trying to
call you at once.
Watts: It will have to be fairly limited scheduled use, but the scheduling we will
be able to do.
Merkley: The other aspect is providing contractors with portions of the data base
that they're interested in on mag tape to install on their own system in-house,
which also provides logistics problems with their requests for data and providing
them copies of that data.
Andy Kerr T U.S. Army Research & Technology Laboratories: I guess as I look around
the room I see a lot of analyst-type people and I see a sprinkling of tester kind of
people and we all know that these aren't necessarily always the same kind of people,
and we're beginning to see, perhaps, the third kind of person we're going to need if
we're going to have this and that's the human data-manager kind of person. Don has
come up against it and we've been looking at ways to see whether we can put our data
base with COSMIC or somethin_ like that and let them take care of handling all the
interface with the people who want to use that data.
How do you get the data out there? You need to have somebody who's knowledge-
able about the strengths and weaknesses and where the problems are with those data
bases when they hand it out. Just putting a data base on the airwaves is not doing
anybody a favor unless they can ask a question about it. I know for a fact that it
is very difficult to find anybody who comes under the classification of a researcher
of any type, tester or analyst who wants to be a data keeper, because it's a full-
time Job. It's a full-time-plus job if we're going to be ab_e to let that data base
go out and be used. I'd be interested if anybody has any suggestions or if there is
a general feeling that we're going to have to, finally if the government's going to
have these data bases to staff it with a It's more than a librarian, it has be
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a technically competent person, or people, or group to be able to make that data
base useful.
Hooper: While I wish every success for DATAMAP I have an uneasy feeling that it's
getting off to a rather slow start. Weren't the data for the Tip Aero Acoustic Test
taken about 3 yr ago? Is that right, Mike? That you said summer of '80?
Mike Watts: Was it summer of '80 or summer of '81? I think '81.
Hooper: '81, then, two years ago. Okay, and I gather there's a report just coming
out which will give an introduction to the scope of the testing; it doesn't give the
data, just an introduction to the scope of the testing. The data's all going to be
stored on DATAMAP and accessible. But it's now two years after the data were taken
and it strikes me as a long gap. I don't know whether it's the first time and it's
slow getting off its feet or not, but there's another aspect and that's at the other
end of the scale, say 20 yr after the data were taken. I commented on that large
data base that exists on air load testing, [it's] superbly documented, you can go
back to the Scheiman test and it's magnificently detailed and accessible. DATAMAP
has to be responsive to that as well; in 20 yr time, it's got to be accessible. But
it seems to be slow getting off the ground, is that right, Don? Is that fair?
Merkley: That's a loaded question. Yes, I think that's a fair assessment, but
you've got to consider what we're dealing with too. The data base is there and I
think it's not really a matter of how old the data is. As you say, you refer to the
Scheiman data which is much more than 20 yr old, and it's just as good today.
Watts: For DATAMP, Don and Dick did a really good job of documenting that. With
the tip aero test, yes, we have been a little slow on the report, but we have had
several reports already out on the use of the data. But it's just the overall
report that has not come out yet.
Bob Wood_ Hughes Helicopters: I'd like to raise a point if I could, Bill. It's
just something that occurred to me and might be very controversial but the question
relates to data bases and what type of data bases we want, or what type of data,
what type of analysis we want to favor, or perhaps prioritize in terms of correla-
tion. The analogy I'm going to use is to refer to what the acousticians did. I
think about 10 yr ago they were doing most of their correlation based on octave band
and third octave [band] predictions, and they finally came to the conclusion that
this is not the way to go. The way to go really is to [decide] that until you can
match the pressure time-history at an observer's ear, you really haven't solved the
problem, also, if you do the pressure time-history you have a means by which you
can go back. It gives you a very nice handle for looking at the analysis and find-
ing out where it isn't matching the test. I noticed today, for instance, on the ITR
study that (I think that) Dick Bielawa pointed out that he used a time-history
approach and everyone else used an eigenvalue approach and when you validate an
eigenvalue approach it _eems to me, when we look at a plot, what we're really look-
ing at basically at each rpm, at each collective, is simply one point. You either
hit it or you don't hit it. But if you try to match a time history, as Dick was
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trying to do, I think perhaps you have a better handle at how to go back to your
initial analysis and find out what's wrong. In that regard I think that that was a
time history that Bobhad in his 1974 loads prediction methodand I'm simply opening
up the question, should we direct ourselves along the lines that the acousticians
did and aim for validation on time histories in favor perhaps of other parameters.
Peretz Friedmann T UCLA: I just wanted to correct the potential for misinterpreta-
tion of what Bob Wood said. The time-history solutions do not provide any physical
insight to the phenomenon because it's very difficult to figure out which modes are
interacting and in what manner.
Wood: I guess I would differ with you there, Peretz, because I think really in a
time history in a 360 ° plot you basically have a total trace of what's happening
both on the advancing and retreating side of the blade so you can, if it's a blade
loads program, you can look at the blade at 90 °, which is a very-high-Mach-number
situation, or on the stall side and there's a fair amount of information there if
you want to take the time to dig it out.
Bousman: I think there's a potential with a time history to make a lot of progress
over what we do today but I think that what we do today isn't that good. For
instance you see in forward-flight loads that the dominant effect is the once-per-
rev flapping which everybody is getting fine. That's not the problem. You look at
two time-histories, the analytical and the experimental, and you say, yes, they've
got one per rev and you look at the Coriolis in the lead-lag and you say, yes,
that's okay too. What you should be doing is doing a harmonic analysis; take out
once per rev and look at the N per revs for the correlation comparison. But I think
until you start doing some more specialized techniques, I don't think just the pure
time-history is that much better.
Wood: But I guess it seems to me that this many years after the helicopter has
evolved we still don't see papers (they're conspicous by their absence) that show
radial, azimuthal comparisons of blade loads vs. test and show them all around the
azimuth and then break it into harmonics to show a comparison. We'll see cyclic
values and we'll see good correlation there. We'll see flapping, as you pointed
out, but the nub of the problem is ultimately, hidden in there, we ought to be able
to match that signature.
Bousman: There's a lot more information in there, that's true.
Wood: But the acousticians themselves, like the RAP program, depend on our ability
to calculate airloads around the azimuth so they can get the pressure time-
history. So it's interrelated and the aerodynamicist with the inflow problem is
tied right into it. I'm just throwing it out and I knew it wouldn't be popular; I
knew it might be controversial.
Dick Bielawa, United Technologies Research Center: I'd just like to comment on
that. I think a good way of looking at it is along the lines that Jim [McCroskey]
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mentioned, where he made the distinction between physics modeling and math model-
ing. My preoccupation with time history shouldn't be construed that that's all I
want to do. I think that dealing with the time history in as much depth as I did
fall into the category of physics modeling. At this point I am more assured that
the equations are right, so the next thing is to say, let's get an efficient solu-
tion to those equations. I don't think the time-history is an efficient solution to
the equations, an eigensolution is. But I'm in a better position now to say that my
eigensolution will be more correct because it is based upon a physics modeling that
I have more confidence in.
Bob Ormiston_ U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory: Just a couple of comments. It
depends on the type of problem you're trying to solve. For the bread-and-butter-
type stability problems like this, you'd agree an eigenanalysis, a linear stability
analysis, is the way to go. It occurred to me that there's an issue here that maybe
we're not addressing. It has to do with the kinds of things we do, or the balance
of which ones we do, in validating an analysis or a code. We've all seen how expen-
sive it is to [correlate] with experimental data, although that's the most satisfy-
ing in the end, from front to back. But it would seem to me that if one had to
think what's the most logical way to validate a code or an analysis or whatever
else, and we try to come up with an optimum approach, or at least a better approach,
one would have to say maybe 99% of your effort, maybe 95%, should go into those
preliminary steps: checking the software, running test cases, checking your
solution techniques, the internal checks of the assumptions on a math model and so
forth. Then the experimental correlation and validation, even though it's extremely
important, ought to be the last step, the last judgment, and you should design that
in the beginning so you know just what you have to do with the experimental
validation.
Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames: After considering the correlation that was shown yester-
day and in the discussion of the past two days, I'd like to have the members of the
panel that were from the industry say whether or not they feel confident in their
current in-house capability to analyze aeroelastic stability for the preliminary,
detail, and final designs for what they're considering for the next-generaltion
ITR. Are they happy with their in-house analyses after going through this correla-
tion effort? Are they confident that they can predict aeroelastic stability for an
ITR, be able to build one?
Pete Arcidiacono_ Sikorsky Aircraft: The answer to your second question, are we
happy? No. Are we confident? Yes. There is no other answer, is there? There
will be an ITR rotor designed and developed and successfully checked out despite all
of the analytic deficiencies. That's been the name of the game for 50 years.
Wood: To amplify on what Pete just said, [an example is] the work that Dev Banerjee
described this morning on the CFTR. The first CFTR that we built was not funded by
the government--it had to be internally funded. Basically what we had to convince
our management of was that the analysis was sufficiently correlated such that they
were willing to put up a half a million dollars to build one and let us put it
through the rpm and collective range that we wanted to do. I think that that really
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puts the analyst to the test because the only option we had if it didn't work was we
would have gone back to the president of our companywith a handful of pieces.
Fortunately Dev's analysis worked well and we movedon to bigger and better things.
Hooper: I think it's rare that at the outset of a program anybody's going to be
satisfied with the methodology they've got. The short answer is, in our case, no.
I'm not satisfied.
Ye__nn:Well, Bill, to answer your question, for the kind of design concepts which
we've been doing, the type or rotor, the type of pylon, the type of gear, and so
forth; and with the math model for ground and air resonance which we have right now,
we feel comfortable to design those same types. I made the comment earlier that the
helicopter manufacturers' analyses are mostly tailored to their own needs. For
those types of unique features which we are doing, yes. The answer is yes. But if
you want me then to correlate with Hughes or some other companies, then maybe no.
Paul Mirick_ U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratorv: I think another answer to the
question is seen in the way the preliminary design for the ITR is being done. One
of the important features of that program is the model test because we saw, I think,
from the correlation effort as it was going along that we did not have confidence,
enough confidence, in the analyses. Therefore there is a model test as part of the
ITR program to help assure that we are going to have an aeroelastically stable ITR.
Bousman: I'd like to give Don [Merkley] a question, sort of like Wayne Johnson's.
I'm just ignorant of DATAMAP's capabilities and what you do there but if some guy
comes in with a new data base and says hey, this is really great, everyone will like
it, could you put it on DATAMAP? What kind of documentation do you require? Is
there a document that he must fill out that is then provided to the users so that
they can then figure out what the data-base basis is? Or is it more ad hoc, or
what?
Merkely: To be fair to your question, we haven't been in that position yet. So no,
there is no required documentation, minimum documentation, or something like that
required to put data up on DATAMAP. There are things that must be known about the
data in order to put it into DATAMAP in a useful manner, but I think what you are
really getting at is, are there minimum requirements that the government is imposing
on people that have data bases that they want to put up? At this time nothing
exists like that.
Bousman: Are there any more questions? Marcelo?
Marcelo Crespo da Silva_ University of Cincinnati: Just a comment and perhaps a
question. The way I see it, there seems to be a gap here that perhaps should be
bridged. I'm still perplexed to see six different companies getting six different
results supposedly for analyzing the same problem, and they all differ from the
result of experimentation. Now perhaps we have a duplication of effort without
everybody talking to [each other], that is, the companies and the people outside the
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companies. Maybethere is a reason for that; perhaps I can't blame them if they are
are trying to protect their own codes. Maybethere should be more talking amongthe
people involved in this effort. I know that at Stanford, for example, they have
started a center for very large integrated systems, electronics, perhaps that may
not be a bad idea. A center for rotorcraft dynamics is to be eventually created.
If I were a HowardHugheswith a lot of moneyI would certainly donate the moneyfor
that, but maybethe companies, the six companies, could participate with someamount
of moneyand comeup with somekind of support for a center like that where they
would contribute people that would talk and try to solve these problems and all of
them would pool Ctheir resources] and would benefit from these contributions. So I
myself, I wish I could contribute toward an explanation of someof that discrep-
ancy. There's no way I can because I don't know what you're talking about. You
talk about the analyses but I haven't seen the analyses; I haven't seen any equa-
tions so I can't point my fingers and say, "you have dropped this term here," or
"you're doing that incorrectly," or perhaps the discrepancy is in the aerodynamic
modeling. Or maybe, as someonementioned yesterday, in getting the equilibrium
solutions, your companyfelt that you should drop all quadratic terms, and then you
did that for sometime and eventually if you allow me to analyze it, that quadratic
term should be put back in and then you did that. Perhaps that's part of the
result. That's a part of the problem why you don't have very close results. So to
that question can you, the presidents of your companies, can they, perhaps with 10%
of their salaries, donate moneyfor a center like that. That would be a lot of
money.
Arcidiacono: I think very valid questions are being raised there. There are a
million and one questions you can ask. If you want to do the job and do it right
it's going to be a massive investment in effort and money, and I think we've talked
about it and we're kind of skirting around the issue now. Are we going to come up
with the money to do the job right, or are we just going to get together every five
years and sit around and compare superficially, or what? As I pointed out before, I
think we need a more continuous flow of support. Otherwise there is going to be
business as usual and five years from now we'll be sitting here, just with more grey
hairs.
Crespo da Silva: But why don't you provide support yourselves? You sell a lot of
helicopters, a lot of rotorcraft, and part of that profit perhaps could be turned
back into your own work?
Arcidiacono: Sure. But it's an investment over the long term and there are other
demands on the money that are higher priority, that's all. I think every one of us
faces that, and until you recognize that as a fact of life, we just won't be able to
communicate with one another.
Wood: I think when Pete answered Bill Warmbrodt's question he said, "we have confi-
dence in the analysis but we're not satisifed with it." I think that was basically
the bottom line. As long as the manufacturer has confidence that he can build a
safe design that's ready to fly, or at least ready for wind tunnel testing, then he
is probably not going to want to pay the money to go any further. That's where
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those of us who are analysts have problems convincing our managemento go further
and put more dollars in. Wewere joking about this at the break, and I think the
commentwas madethat perhaps it would be nice if someonein the group here were
Fromoted to president of one of these companies. Then we could see if they would
still stay in the same line of reasoning.
Ormiston: I'd just like to make a comment because Marcelo kind of hit a nerve
that's been open in me for a long time. Now we've sat here and we've looked at the
correlations and they're not as good as we all would like. There's something there
that we still haven't figured out and we've discussed this term and that term until
we're blue in the face and we can talk about it and talk about it and talk about
it. You've got to go in there and dig into the equations. And Pete's right, you
know. If you want to take the time and the effort to go and do it, it's money and
it's time and maybe we should put that in something else. Maybe the answer is, is
there some single thing we can do, some specific thing we can do, is there some
clever way we can maybe make some progress in cracking that nut. I'll just throw
out an example maybe, if you've got your handout and you turn to [Figure 9 of Dave
Sharpe's paper] there's a plot there that shows a number of curve that for no appar-
ent reason show a very wide variation in damping. In that case it isn't because
it's stall because you're at low angles, it isn't because its rotor/body coupling
because it's an isolated rotor. There're so many things you can rule out but it is
just sitting there staring you in the face. Maybe we could let one teeny-weeny
little contract to the people who did those calculations to specifically go in and
trot out their terms, and come and meet for two days, bash their heads together and
say which term did [each] leave out. You may find something out from that, may be
you won't, but I think those guys may go back and they'll be able to scratch their
heads about some very specific things that really get to the meat of their eqda-
tions, their damping, their results, and they're talking apples and apples or hard
facts. I think the answer is that if there is some single clever thing we can think
of as a group we ought to do that, rather than go home and say "well, it was a great
effort," and "boy, we learned a lot," but still know in the back of our minds that
for that simple case they just were totally all over the place.
Yen: To continue what you have said, Bob, Peretz showed some correlations there,
his computer code produced a certain line wich did not agree with Dr. Johnson's
curve. Peretz' work, I understand, was done under government contract, so it would
be much easier for you to give him another contract to compare his code with Dr.
Johnson's code. Wouldn't that be much easier than to ask four [helicopter com-
panies] to compare all our codes with each other?
Ormiston: Wayne and Peretz aren't going to be designing these helicopters. I'm
sort of thinking of a quick and dirty way to may be get you a major increment in
your capability by removing some of the uncertainty. Most of those analyses which
were compared, I think, were the companies' analyses in that particular case. I
want to corral Peretz to somehow find out why that one case I was interested in that
he compared with the FLAIR analysis, and the same thing goes for Wayne's analysis,
why those are so far apart. Maybe we'll try to do that.
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Alex Berman, Kaman: Along those same lines, I think the objective which we call
validation is really inappropriate because validation is either a yes or no answer,
and if you had to apply that to all the data which was presented here today, it
would all be no. I think a broader objective should be that we should use test data
not to validate a model, but use the test data to improve our analyses because in
every case they will require improvement. No analysis compared to any test is going
to be completely satisfactory. I think that projects like we have here really
should have a continuing phase in which you seek to find methods of improving your
analyses rather than just stopping at this point.
Jim McCroskev_ U.S. Arm¥ Aeromechanics Laboratorv: If you think that a few of these
calculations spread all over the map, you should see some of the results that have
happened when fluid dynamicists have tried to calculate pretty simple turbulent
flows with a variety of different turbulent model--I go back to this Stanford con-
ference. I'm not sure that I can, off the top of my head, give you a clear set of
guidelines on how to go about this but a lot of effort by a lot of people both in
the planning and in the implementation and in the actual dog work that was involved
in it went into a succession of two conferences. First of all, trying to assess the
validity of various data sets to see whether it was worth the effort of trying to
correlate with them, because, let's face it, there are some problems where you can
probably calculate more accurately than you can measure the particular phenomena.
Those tend to be special cases but those kinds of things exist where the measurement
difficulties are so great that you just really can't get it. So anyway, this group
went to a lot of effort to produce some certified data sets and then they issued
very specific rules for what the "computors" should try to do, and the format in
which they should present it, and then the means by which they got together and
evaluaCed it. A lot of new information emerged from those two meetings and a lot of
paths that have turned out to not be very fruitful have now been turned off and
other paths have opened up. So if you are considering ongoing correlation/
validation exercises of this type, you might look into just some of the actual
mechanics and methodology that these two conferences employed to maximize the gain
from the amount of effort that went into it.
Larry Lehman, Neilsen Engineering and Research: I think probably for about the last
30 minutes we have been discussing a very interesting issue. But it's really away
from the technology issues and it's really one of a communications problem as much
as anything else. In a number of other areas of engineering endeavor, of course,
I've _at in on some meetings where this has occurred before. There are some con-
flicting interests; there are a lot of different industry groups, part of which have
proprietary infcrmation, but some of their information is not proprietary and the
question is how can they conveniently share that? We're even lucky here because a
lot of our work is not really that classified. There are lot of areas of engineer-
ing research where they're doing very classified research and they can't even let
the data out, yet they somehow have to share that data. Again there, one potential
answer that has been posed, and I say potential because it's not clear whether it is
the answer or not, maybe it's a partial answer, is this data base question because
it's sort of an area of focus and one way that might facilitate that transfer of
data. But again it has its own attendant problems but it's a very good potential
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way of doing that. If you look at Just the trends in technology in general, clearly
society is evolving towards that state where we'll have a more rapid transfer of
information which meanspossibly data bases or something similar. So I think it is
very important that the issue has been brought up and discussed. It's not a quick
answer but I think in all of those cases that it will take some independent party
that doesn't necessarily have that proprietary interest to promote that properly.
It's not necessarily inexpensive but it's not probably any more expensive than other
ways that you might go in the long haul.
Bousman: If we have no more questions, I think I'd like to finish up. I would like
to just thank some people that were instrumental for this meeting: Bob Canfield who
did so well on the vugraphs, Mike McNulty on the tape transcriptions and many of you
will hear from him again because he will Oe editing this volume, and especially I'd
like to thank Dave Sharpe who arranged simply every detail for this whole meeting
from beginning to end. He is a Jack of all trades; doughnuts, rooms, projection,
and everything else. And for that I'd like to thank him, and of course all the
speakers too.
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